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1 	Competence Acquisition as an Area of Interest 

Chapter One gives an introduction to the study. The area of interest, competence 
acquisition, is described and the purposes of the study are stated. Following 
this, the delimitations of the study are discussed. Finally, an outline of the 
remainder of the thesis is put forward. 

1.1 	Introduction 

Customers' demands are continually changing, which means that no competitive 
advantage is absolute or infinitely sustainable. A firm that wants a sustainable 
competitive advantage has to act to invest and reinvest in_the,_Lesources that 
make the firm competitive. Competence is an important resource for 
competitiveness because competence is the base that enables the firm to change 
as conditions on the market change. For instance, if a firm builds its competitive 
advantages  ona  patent, the existing patent's expiration ,wilnend the—firm7s. 
abilities to sustain competitive advantages. Having the competence to repeatedly -- 
produce new patentable products will enable the firm to sustain competitive 
advantages. (See Bogner, Thomas & McGee, 1999; Teece, 2000.) Shane and 
Venkataraman (2000) imply that technical competence is ultimately embodied 
in products and services, and that entrepreneurship is a mechanism by which 
technical competence is converted into these products and services. 
Entrepreneurship, thus, is a mechanism through which temporal and spatial 
inefficiencies in an economy are discovered and mitigated, which enables 
competitiveness. (See Shane & Venkataraman, 2000.) 

Sustained competitive advantages are not derived from a fixed stock of 
competence. Rather, they are the result of a continuous competence 
accumulation, which generates and replenishes the barriers to imitation that 
pgan_k_systainability of competitive advantage over competitors, (See Reed & 
DeFillippi, 1990.) Thus, investment and reinvestment in competence are 
important for competitiveness where competitiveness arises not from a static 
competence base, but from a changing competence base (Collis & Montgomery, 
1995). These investments and reinvestments can be made by acquiring 
competence to the firm's competence base. Hence, competitiveness comes from 
the acquisition of competence done for acting in a changing environment. 
(Moreau, 2000; Durand & Quelin, 2000; Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996). 
Further, Hamel (2000) argues that holding on to the safety net of resource 
allocation to keep control is an illusion of control as changes on the market may 
undermine the control. Taken together, there seem to be several good reasons 
why acquisition of competence is important to study. 



Li and Calantone (1998) describe acquisition of competence as a series of 
activities that generate and integrate competence. However, they do not further 
investigate what these activities are and this is where I will try to contribute by 
studying the firm's activities regarding acquisition of competence. Moreover, I 
am interested in the phenomenon in a small firm context, which makes the need 
for this kind of research even greater. Most research is, as within other 
management fields, carried out in larger firms. However, small firms are not just 
scaled down versions of large firms (Story, 1994; Penrose, 1959; Julien, 1998.) 
Therefore, the overall research problem of this study is: How do small firms 
acquire the competence needed for competitive advantages? What factors can 
explain how small firms acquire competence? To address these questions the 
study will be divided into two parts where this licentiate thesis is Part One and 
the doctoral thesis is Part Two. 

The more specific research questions that will be addressed in the present 
volume (Part One) are; 

1. How can small firms acquire competence? 
2. What factors can be identified as important for understanding how 

competence is acquired in small firms? 
3. Why are these factors important? 

Next, I will elaborate somewhat on these questions and also indicate the main 
theory areas that are used in this study. The theories all contribute to the 
research model that is put forward in Chapter 3. Question 1. will be dealt with 
in the following Section. Then questions 2. and 3. will be discussed in Section 
1.1.3. 

1.1.1 	Modes of competence acquisition 

In order to begin to answer the first research question, "How can small firms 
acquire competence?", we can turn to the competence-based view. This stream 
of thinking recognizes that for a firm to access resources like competence, 
which it currently does not control but that are useful in pursuing its own goals, 
a firm may bid for use of other firms' competence in market transactions or may 
enter into competence alliances to connect its competence with that of other 
firms. Firms are seen as open systems where stocks and flow of resources, such 
as competence, are important for competitiveness, including resources held by 
other firms that can be addressed. (See Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996.) 
Therefore, I view competence as being possible to acquire internally and 
externally. Seen from a small firm perspective, small firms usually possess an 
incomplete set of internal resources compared to large firms, which can run their 
business with their own specific resource (Bellini, 2000). Small firms can solve 
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their need for resources by using what Bellini (2000) calls "firm-specific 
resources", "firm-addressable resources" and external resources, where the first 
refers to resources that the firm owns or tightly controls and the second is 
resources that the firm does not own or tightly control, but which the firm is able 
to address and use. External resources are those that a small firm can only 
purchase. I agree with the line of thought that resources can be acquired using 
different modes, and that different modes can be used for solving competence 
needs. Therefore, I suggest that firms can use different modes of competence 
acquisition to solve their competence needs, namely (1) internal acquisition 
mode, (2) social network acquisition mode, and (3) market acquisition mode. 
These modes are further elaborated on in Chapter 3. 

1.1.2 	Types of competence 

The type of competence is also of interest when studying competence 
acquisition and its role in building and maintaining competitive advantages. 
When studying competence related to competitive advantages I have chosen to 
focus on technical competence, operational competence, and market competence 
in line with Berglund and Blomquist (1999), Moreau (2000), Bellini (2000), and 
Hamel (1994). There are advocates for all three types: Simonin (1999) calls for 
more investigation of technical competence, Hamel (1994) proposes more 
studies of operational competence and Tiemessen et al (1997) who find market 
competence to be the best candidate for further investigation. As noted, I agree 
with all of the above and believe that all three types need to be included for a 
proper understanding of the phenomenon. Further reasons for focusing on these 
types of competence are discussed in Section 3.4.2 below. 

1.1.3 	Competence acquisition viewed by different streams of literature 

In the two Sections above I have provided some ideas about how to begin to 
answer research Question 1. For Questions 2. and 3., we will have to investigate 
how different streams of literature have touched upon the issue of competence 
acquisition as a vehicle to reach competitiveness. Below, five streams of 
literature that have inspired me in this study are briefly discussed. In these, 
competence acquisition is viewed in the light of each stream of literature 
pointing at mode/modes of competence acquisition that has been of interest in 
each stream of literature. Also, the type of competence that each stream of 
literature brings forward as important for competitiveness is presented, and 
which specific factor (or group of factors) each stream of literature points out as 
important for competitive advantages. 
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1.1.3.1 Transaction cost theory 

When acquisition is made through transactions with the surrounding 
environment, the firm based on negotiation and contracting can acquire the 
resources, in this case the competence that the firm lacks. The transaction cost 
theory has interest in internal competence acquisition and market competence 
acquisition as ways of creating and sustaining competitiveness. Social 
competence acquisition is not considered an option, unless contracts are 
involved because of the risk of opportunism'. The transaction cost theory points 
out why a specific mode is chosen at a specific time by pointing at economic 
cost as the main factor affecting choices in competence acquisition (involving 
risk aspects as well). (See Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1985). Within the 
transaction cost theory, all three types of competence are considered important. 
Instead of focusing on a specific type of competence, the issue in this theory is 
to choose mode of acquisition by balancing the costs and risks associated with a 
specific mode. Therefore, the factors brought out as important to consider in this 
theory are economic costs and risks. Regarding the risks with a specific mode 
that may be related to a specific type of competence, one type may be more 
important not to expose to the surrounding environment than others in order to 
sustain competitive advantages. In that way, the type of competence may have 
an impact on how competence is acquired. 

1.1.2.1 	Resource-based theory 

When viewing competence acquisition in the light of the resource-based theory, 
the following characteristics can be discerned. The resource-based theory argues 
that different firm performance is fundamentally due to firm heterogeneity, 
stemming from the firm's ability, to accumulate resources that are rare, valuable, 
non-substitutable and difficult to imitate such as competence (Collis & 
Montgomery, 1995; Barney, 1991). Thereby, this theory emphasizes that 
competitive advantage is a result of those resources that are owned and 
controlled by a single firm (Wernerfelt, 1994). Consequently, the search for 
competitive advantages has focused on those resources that are held within the 
firm in line with an internal acquisition mode. Competitive advantages may be 
realized by combining resources in unique ways that other firms are unable or 
unwilling to combine. In this perspective, a firm should attempt to protect, rather 
than share, valuable competence to prevent "spillovers", which could erode or 
eliminate its competitive advantages. Penrose (1959) points out use and 
combinations of current internal resources as important for creating and 
sustaining competitiveness, which could be considered as internal competence 

Opportunism can be defined as "occurring when one party finds it to their advantage to 
maximize their individual returns at the expense of their partner" (Deeds, 2001). 
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acquisition and competing with own internal resources trying to avoid 
spillovers. 

Recent research within resource-based theory points at "fuzzy" boundaries 
between firms, stating that firms can compete using not only internal resources 
but also so called addressable and external resources (see, e.g., Ylinenpää, 
1997). However, having crucial important resources internally is still of interest 
in this theory, pointing at the theory as having a particular interest in internal 
competence acquisition where current internal resources are combined uniquely 
to contribute to competitiveness. The focus in this theory is on internal strength 
or creating internal strength. (See, e.g., Penrose, 1959; Barney, 1991.) Within 
the resource-based theory the most important factor is the resources and from a 
competence perspective that would be conferred to the firm's competence base 
that would be important for how to handle competence acquisition. Within the 
resource-based theory, operational competence could be seen as an important 
type of competence as the theory focuses on internal matters, such as allocation 
and combination of existing resources, as a way of creating competitive 
advantages. 

1.1.2.2 	Entrepreneurship literature 

Considering competence acquisition in the light of the entrepreneurship 
literature, Kirzner's (1997) description of an entrepreneur's function, as filling 
holes, could be compared with an entrepreneur filling a function in a network. 
Schumpeter (1946) describes the entrepreneur as being the creator of unbalance 
by being the first to introduce something "new" and thereby being alone with 
the "new". Entrepreneurship could be seen as an act of tying several weak links 
together, where the entrepreneur is one such link. (Granovetter, 1973) The 
entrepreneur could use the links in a new way to reach a superior position. 
Occupying a central network position provides superior access to competence. 
Dyer and Singh (1998) suggest that firms having such a position are more likely 
to use a social network acquisition mode. They also propose that a central 
network position provides the firm with additional information about the nature 
and degree of accessibility of the complementary competence of potential 
partners. This makes it easier for them to choose appropriately when accessing 
the needed competence. 

Risk-taking, as described by  Wiklund  (1998), is another important component in 
the literature of entrepreneurship, where the entrepreneur is said to take greater 
risks, which suggests that the entrepreneur is open to the surrounding 
environment and, therefore, is open for acquiring competence externally. 
However, entrepreneurship also means being clear on who the competitors are 
and what they do. Thus, the entrepreneurship literature points mainly to the 
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social network acqms1t10n facet, while interna] and market acqms1t1on are 
secondary, but still considerable, choices for reaching competitiveness. The 
entrepreneurship literature proposes that the entrepreneur is the most important 
factor for firm activities, and thus, the entrepreneur is the most important factor 
in competence acquisition. Within the entrepreneurship literature, technical 
competence is considered important, since innovations originating in technical 
competence are important to build and sustain competitive advantages (Shane & 
Venkataraman, 2000). 

1.1.2.3 Strategy literature 

Viewing competence acquisition in the light of strategy literature, Deeds (2001) 
discusses acquisitiol!_ of compet�nce as ranging from being as simple as buying a 
non-exclus1ve license (selling the right to use a piece of intellectual property for 
a specified period of time) to as complex as entering into a joint venture with 
multiple partners. In the former, minimal interaction between the parties is 
required since the competence is already well developed and codified which 
makes the transfer relatively easy. In the latter, continuous interaction with the 
parties involved is required, since these types of transactions involve ongoing 
negotiations over sharing costs for the maintenance of the competence flow. 
Deeds (2001) discusses strategic alliances (forma] non-equity arrangements 
between independent firms) as a way for small firms to handle their lack of 
competence and to create and sustain competitiveness. Resent research has 
found a positive relationship between use of alliances and rate of new products 
developed (Deeds & Hill, 1996; Rothermael & Deeds, 2001; Stuart, Hoang & 
Hybels, 1999). 

Deeds and Hill (1998) refer to strategic alliances as relational contracts and 
argues that a strong relationship between partners can serve as a much more 
effective deterrent to opportunistic action than hostage investments or 
contingent claims contracts. The goals and benefits expected to be gained 
through a relational contract can only be achieved through joint 
accomplishments and cancern for the long-run health of the relationship that 
works as a restraint on potential opportunistic action. (See Deeds & Hill, 1998.) 
Initially, opportunistic actions are restricted through negotiation ending in an 
alliance contract that rewards mutual cooperation and penalizes opportunism. 
The strategy literature also discusses joint ventures as a way of creating 
competitiveness, which means a stronger bond between the firm and the 
surrounding environment. However, joint ventures are not that common since it 
usually takes a trustworthy long-term relation to enter into this type of 
cooperation. 
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According to Porter (1985), firms should increase their number of suppliers and 
thereby maximize their own bargaining power. The strategy literature focuses on 
engaging in relative bargaining power, barriers to entry, and so on. The strategy 
literature also states a collective ownership and control of resources with 
competitors. The interest of strategy literature has been on using and fitting the 
surrounding environment as a way of competing. Thus, the strategy literature 
has engaged interest in market acquisition as a means for competitiveness, but 
also see the potential in internal and social network acquisition in certain 
situations. Contracting is important for securing the firm's competitiveness. 
Within the strategy literature it is proposed that the most important factor 
affecting competence acquisition, is the overall strategy similar to what is called 
the business concept and to follow that strategy in all firm activities. The 
strategy literature suggests that knowing the market and how the firm should 
approach it as important for competitive advantages pointing out a specific 
interest in market competence. 

1.1.2.5 	Contingency theory 

Julien (1998, Chapter 11) describes contingency theory as the idea that no 
absolutes exist in management science, implying that a degree of relativity must 
be respected in the use of existing theories. As a result of this, contingency 
theory argues that no one practice or method is applicable in all contexts. For 
example, Murray and Worren (2001) argue that the competence-based view 
suggests that a firm's ability in the creation of new knowledge may be more 
important determinants of competitive success in dynamic markets than the 
firm's current endowment of resources. Consequently, sources of variation in 
innovation performance between large and small firms may be found by 
studying differences in the way new competences are acquired in large and 
small firms. The competence-based view, thus, develops earlier works in the 
contingency approach by Burns and Stalker (1961) and Lawrence and  Lorsch  
(1967), who identified different organizational forms and argued that an 
"organic" mode of organizing was necessary for survival in fast-changing 
industries. Julien (1998, Chapter 11) argues that management of a firm's 
competence, including competence acquisition, can be seen as an open system 
interacting with both the internal and external environment and is more or less 
influenced by a set of factors constituting the surrounding environments. Julien 
(1998) holds that small firms operate in close relationships with their 
environment and market, affecting and being affected by them. Therefore, the 
contingency approach is hard to avoid. According to Julien, competitive 
advantages can be achieved if the entrepreneur is able to organize the right 
competence to respond to the opportunity discovered. Carson and Gilemore 
(2000) argue that small firms need to adjust their competence to the changing 
external environment to keep with the progression in the industry in which they 
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operate, which points out the environment as important to consider when 
acquiring competence. Contingency theory points out the importance of the 
situation, such as environmental characteristics that may vary and therefore 
effect the firms' competence acquisition differently. 

1.1.2.6 	Summary of the discussion regarding different streams of literature 

In Table 1 below, I have summarized the discussion regarding how the different 
streams of literature are linked to the area of interest in this study. I am aware 
that the separation between the streams of literature is rough as the theories are 
more complex than focusing on just one or a few aspects, but the purpose of 
pointing out these differences is to distinguish between what each stream of 
literature is emphasizing. 

Table I. 	Factors, modes, types of competence advocated by each stream of literature 

Important factor 
for 

managing 
Competence 
acquisition 

Stream of competitive mode2  Type of 
Literature advantages in focus Competence Why important 
Transaction cost Economic costs I &M All Control cost and risk 
Resource-based Competence base Operational Build right barriers 

Entrepreneurship Entrepreneur S (M & I) Technical Innovating capacity 

Strategy Business concept M (I & S) Market Focusing on goals 

Contingency Environment All All No situation is equal 

Based upon the above discussion four factor groups have been identified as 
important when we want to create an understanding of how small firms handle 
their acquisition of competence. These factor groups are; (1) the entrepreneur, 
(2) the business concept, (3) the competence base, and (4) the environment. 

The entrepreneur's perceived importance of different types of competence, 
based on the entrepreneur's background and vision, can effect the acquisition of 
competence in what he perceives a need to control (Li & Calantone, 1998). The 
entrepreneur brings into the firm a background consisting of the entrepreneur's 
education, experience and personality and he also brings a vision of what he 
wants with the firm. (See Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996.) 

2 I= Internal competence acquisition mode; M= Market competence acquisition mode; S= 
Social network acquisition mode. 
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The actions involved in acquisition of competence can be related to the firm's 
business concept, since the business concept points at what actions are important 
for the firm to take and what is important to control internally and what can be 
acquired outside the firm. (See Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996.) 

The firm's competence base is both a way of attracting new, external 
competence and a condition for internal acquisition, that is, if competence only 
exists at too low a level inside the firm, internal acquisition is not an option. 
(Mowery, Oxley & Silverman, 1996; Ahuja & Katilla, 2001) 

The environment is considered an important platform for competence 
acquisition, in which acquisition of competence can be handled differently due 
to the characteristics of the environment (Teece, 2000). This implies that the 
characteristics of the context could affect what mode of competence acquisition 
is used in line with the Contingency theory  (Tosi,  1992). In Table 2 below, the 
factor groups are summarized. 

Table 2. 	Factor groups, Stream of literature and some basic references 

Factor group 

Entrepreneur 
Competence base 

Business concept 

Environment 

Stream of literature 

Entrepreneurship 

Resource-based view 
Strategy 

Contingency theory  

Some basic references 

Kirzner  (1997),  Schumpeter  (1946)  

Penrose  (1959) 

Porter (1985)  

Lawrence &  Lorsch  (1967) 

1.1.5 	Small firms 

To be able to explain my choice of focusing on small firms, the issue of what a 
small firm is will first be elaborated on, followed by a discussion on small firms 
compared to large firms in handling competence acquisition. 

1.1.5.1 	Small firms' characteristics 

Storey (1994) argues that the problems facing a firm can differ with size. When 
discussing competence, size (measured by number of employees) becomes 
relevant since competence is tied to the employees. There is no single, 
universally acceptable, definition of a small firm. Julien (1998) holds that the 
best known and most frequently used methods to categorize small firms is 
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number of employees3  and total assets or turnover4. In the US, small firms are 
defined as having less than 500 employees, while in Sweden firms are 
considered small when the number of employees is less than 250. According to 
the European Commission's definition, small and medium sized firms are 
divided into three groups, where small firms are in the middle group and defined 
as having between 10 and 100 employees. Regardless of which employment 
definition is used, more than 95 percent of Swedish firms could be considered 
small. Moreover, the industry should be taken into account when considering 
what is sma115. Storey (1994) holds that a consequence of defining all firms in 
relation to "objective" measures, such as number of employees, sales turnover, 
profitability, net worth and so on, would, when considering industry level, mean 
that in some sectors all firms may be regarded as small, while in other sectors 
there are possibly no firms which are small (Storey, 1994,  p.  7  ff).  

Julien (1998) notes that many researchers have tried to go beyond the basic 
quantitative typologies by considering the firm's relationship with its 
environment. Such more complex attempts have resulted in four main groups (1) 
the firm's origin or ownership, (2) strategies or management objectives, (3) 
stage of development or organization, and (4) sector of type of market in which 
the firm operates. An alternative perspective on defining a small firm builds 
upon the observation made by Penrose (1959) that "small and large firms are as 
fundamentally different from each other as a caterpillar is from a butterfly". 

In an attempt to characterize small firms, Storey (1994) describes three 
fundamental differences between small and large firms; uncertainty, innovation 
and evolution. The fundamental difference is, according to the author, the 
greater external uncertainty of the environment facing a small firm and the 
greater internal consistency of its motivations and actions. The second 
difference between small and large firms pointed out by Storey is that the role in 
innovation in small firms often relates to their niche. The small firm is less 
likely to have research and development and a high proportion of its staff 
concerned with research. Even so, small firms are more likely to introduce 
fundamentally new innovations than larger firms. The third difference between 
small and large firms, according to Storey, is that there is a much greater 

3  Julien argues that the measure of number of employees generates its own problems, such as 
what exactly constitutes an employee; do we mean permanent employees, part-time 
employees, seasonal employees, semi-executives and so on. This problem is usually solved 
fairly easily by the use of particular definitions and calculations. 
4  Julien (1998) claims that assets and turnover as measures for a small firm can vary 
considerably between growth and non-growth industries and may be "manipulated" in annual 
reports for tax reasons, and that sales, in turn, may be affected by the economic context or 
vary seasonally. 
5  For instance, a hairdressing firm having 20 employees could be considered large, while a 
car-manufacturing firm holding 20 employees could be considered very small. 
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likelihood of evolution and change in small firms than in large firms. Carson and 
Gilemore (2000) suggest that a small firm, which becomes larger, undergoes 
fundamental changes in a number of stages. Thus, small firms are not just scaled 
down versions of large firms. (See Storey, 1994,  P.  7  ff.)  

As competence is related to size in terms of number of employees, using the 
number of employees as a measure for determining a firm's "smallness" seems 
reasonable. In this study a firm is considered small when it has 10-49 
employees. Further reasons for this definition are elaborated on in Chapter 4. 

1.1.5.2 	Small firms and Competence acquisition 

Teece (1986) suggests that most relevant resources (including important 
competence) in large innovating firms are under the control of the company. The 
need for acquiring and integrating external competence, thus, is not likely to be 
an issue. In a small innovating firm acquisition and integration of competence is 
almost always an important issue. However, in industries experiencing rapid 
technological change, technology develops so  rapidly that it is unlikely that a 
single firm has the full range of expertise needed to bring advanced products to _ 
market in a timely and -cost-effective fashion. Hence, the acquisition and 
integration of competence-  is not just an issue for small firms. Still, large firms 
are more likely to possess the relevant resources, including competence, within 
their boundaries at the time of new product introduction. They can, therefore, do 
a better job of "milking"-  their technology. Small firms will either have to incur 
the expense of iiit build competence or to develop coalitions with 
competitors/owners to gain access to the competence. (See Teece, 1986.) 
Murray and Worren (2001) propose that small firms may be -better at 
competence building than large mature firms. This is based on the notion that 
small firms are more creative in identifying problems, manage product 
development processes more flexibly, have a better climate for innovation and 
use networks of individuals better. Taken together, these elements of small firms 
are believed to compensate for the narrow competence base of small firms  
(ibid).  

As has been pointed out above there are differences between small and large 
firms, where small firms generally seem to be in need of using all modes of 
competence acquisition (i.e., internal, social network and market) to a larger 
extent than large firms. Larger firms can, to a greater extent, hold on to the 
internal acquisition mode, unless environmental changes force them to turn 
externally. 
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1.2 	Purpose of the study 

The focal purpose of the entire study, that is, both Part One, which is this thesis, 
and Part Two (forthcoming), is; 

• To describe how small firms acquire competence 
• To create an understanding by identifying factors that can affect how 

small firms handle competence acquisition and why these factors affect 
the acquisition of competence 

• To develop a model regarding competence acquisition and test the model. 

Part One (the present volume) has four purposes; (1) to describe how acquisition 
of competence is presented in the literature, (2) to identify factors that can affect 
acquisition of competence, (3) to develop a preliminary model, and (4) to apply 
and use the preliminary model on four small firms in Sweden for revision of the 
model. 

The preliminary purpose of Part Two of the study is to test the model and 
generalize the preliminary results in Part One, and thus, (1) to describe how 
small Swedish firms handle their acquisition of competence, and (2) to explain 
how significant factors affect the acquisition of competence and the outcome of 
the acquisition of competence. 

The Entire thesis 

Purposes of Part One 
(1) to describe how acquisition of competence is 
presented in the literature 
(2) to identify factors that can affect acquisition of 
competence 
(3) to develop a preliminary model 
(4) to apply and use the preliminary model on four 
small firms in Sweden for revision of the model. 

Preliminary purposes of Part Two 
(1) to describe how small Swedish firms 
handle their acquisition of competence 

(2) to explain how significant factors affect 
the acquisition of competence and the 
outcome of the acquisition of competence. 

  

Figure 1. Illustration of the study with its two parts. This thesis constitutes Part One of the 
study. 

Next, I will give details of delimitations of the research problems of the thesis. 

1.3 	Delimitations 

This thesis focuses on firm level, that is, how acquisition of competence is 
handled in small firms. My interest is directed towards small firms, which have 
an entrepreneur as founder with fundamental influence on the business. My 
standpoint is that, in the majority of small firms, there is generally an 



entrepreneur who is the one making the decisions in acquisition of competence, 
and that is why I consider the entrepreneur as a representative for the firm level. 
However, it does not necessarily have to be just one entrepreneur or owner. My 
ambition lies first in understanding how small firms behave in acquisition of 
competence; secondly to understand the driving forces behind these behaviors; 
and thirdly to try to relate different kinds of behavior to consequences in 
competitive advantages. 

When discussing acquisition of competence and the influence on competitive 
advantages it has to be recognized that also the use and storage of competence 
have an impact on the outcome, which is competitive advantages. However, 
when it comes to storage, this is not, in my opinion, a major contribution to 
competitiveness since competence has to be used. Otherwise it will diminish 
with time or it will become irrelevant due to changes in the environment that 
makes it, more or less, worthless, like a "best-before-date". 

When discussing acquisition and use, this is something that is hard to distinguish 
between since using competence can be a way of acquiring new competence. 
However, from the perspective in this thesis, focus will be on the acquisition and 
the use of competence will not, as such, be discussed further, since using the 
firm's existing competence is not enough in today's competitive environment 
with constant changes in customers' demands. The firm has to acquire 
competence for acting in a changing environment. Based on this reasoning I 
hold that an important contribution to competitiveness lies in the acquisition of 
competence. However, in certain situations the use is directly connected to the 
acquisition and in those cases the use could be discussed. Also, if I discover that 
storage and use lead to competence building or competence leveraging in Part 
One, I am interested in involving use and storage in Part Two of the thesis. One 
could argue that the firm has to use what they acquire in order to gain 
competitiveness or else it would be pointless to acquire it in the first place. 
However, initially, the firm will have to acquire the competence that is needed 
and since the environment changes, the needed competence will change. To 
meet those new competence needs is one reason why acquisition of competence 
is important. 

This study deals with the acquisition of competence. Yet, its focus is not on how 
competent the entrepreneur or anyone else is in acquiring competence. However, 
it does recognize that the entrepreneur could have an effect on acquisition of 
competence, based on the entrepreneur's background and vision. Moreover, this 
study does not aim at mapping the culture in the firm nor does it aim at mapping 
the decision process per se, when the firm decides to acquire competence. The 
focus is on the actions in acquisition of competence, leading to modes of 
competence acquisition. 
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An essential problem for the competence-based view is that there is no common 
basis for determining which of the vast number of organizational competencies 
are in fact those that contribute to competitiveness. The competence-based view 
provides deep, internal means adapted by scholars for investigating mechanisms 
that lead to performance. Therefore, instead of evaluating directly the influence 
of competence on performance, it seems wise and logical to reduce the scope of 
analysis, and to carefully study how bundles of competencies leads to the 
creation of a performance driver, that is, competitive advantage being a driver of 
profitability and growth. In this thesis, the focus is on evaluating the 
contribution of a bundle of competencies for the sustainability of competitive 
advantage. So, instead of directly relating competence to performance, I 
determine what the theoretical rationales are that may create a sustainable 
competitive advantage for a firm, that is, triggers for competence acquisition. 
(See Durand & Quelin, 2000; Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996.) 

1.4 	Disposition of the thesis 

Key concepts in this thesis are clarified and defined in Chapter two and then, the 
frame of reference is built in Chapter three, using the components briefly 
discussed in Chapter one, which are competitive advantages, competence 
acquisition, competence base, business concept, entrepreneur, and environment. 
At the end of Chapter three, the preliminary theoretical model as such is 
discussed. In Chapter four the methodology is presented and followed by 
Chapter five includes the first two steps of the empirical analysis, within process 
analysis and between process analysis. Chapter six then deals with the third step, 
between firm analysis. Finally, the thesis is ended by Chapter seven, which 
brings forward some conclusions and propositions. 
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2 	Clarification and Definitions of Key Concepts 

In Chapter two, key concepts for the thesis will be discussed and definitions of 
these concepts in this context will be elaborated on. First, the concept 
competence will be discussed and defined. Second the issue of core competence 
will be elaborated on, followed by a discussion and definition of capabilities. 
Then, these three concepts will be discussed together, that is, how they relate to 
and are separate from each other. Last, the concept of entrepreneur and 
entrepreneurship will be discussed and the concept entrepreneur will be defined. 

2.1 	Competence 

The weakness of both the resource-based view (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993; 
Grant, 1991) and the competence-based approach (Sanchez & Thomas, 1996; 
Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996) is that these theories do not provide clear 
guidelines for identifying what exactly are the competencies and inimitable 
resources of the firm (See Thomas & Pollock, 1999). Accordingly, this is one 
answer to why it is hard to find a unified definition of the concept competence. 
However, most researchers seem to agree upon some parts when defining 
competence, e.g., that competence is a wider concept than knowledge, skills and 
attitudes and, therefore, seen as superior to these concepts. Knowledge, though, 
is considered the core in most definitions of competence, and knowledge, in 
turn, according to Sanchez, Heene & Thomas (1996), is a set of beliefs held by 
an individual about causal relationships among phenomena. Considering 
knowledge as a concept, there are many ways to look upon it and below follows 
one way to interpret the concept. 

Knowledge 
Knowledge develops in interplay between what you want to accomplish and the 
knowledge already possessed and the problems that are encountered when 
starting of with the possessed knowledge and the experiences that are made 
along the way. What is considered knowledge varies between areas and over 
time, meaning that what is knowledge today is not the same as what was 
knowledge yesterday or what will be knowledge in the future. There is 
knowledge of many different kinds. When sorting out what knowledge is SOU 
(1992:94,  p  65 ff)6  has taken the matter one step further and made an attempt to 
distinguish between four different kinds of knowledge; facts', comprehension8, 
skills9, and intimate knowledgem  and pointing out that all four kinds interplay 

6  SOU  "Skola för bildning, betänkande  av  läroplanskommittai"  
7 In  Swedish,  Fakta. 
8 In  Swedish, Förståelse.  
9 In  Swedish, Färdighet. 
io  In  Swedish, Förtrogenhet.  
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and make up each other's conditions. In the following, an attempt is made to sort 
out the concept of knowledge based on the four types presented in SOU 
(1992:94,  p  65  ff).  

Facts are knowledge such as information rules and conventions, which means 
that we know that some things are in one way or another. That is knowledge that 
can be measured in terms of more or less, something we have or do not have. 
(SOU, 1992:94,  p  65  ff).  Information is objective and exists independently of 
anyone recognizing it. It is shaped by someone else and could be a pre-packaged 
object. As facts have these characteristics, facts can be seen as giving signals of 
"what is", and is thereby a theoretical knowledge base. Three of the six 
components of knowledge described by Murray and Worren (2001) are know-
who, which they relate to knowing who has knowledge about a particular 
process, and know-where as relating to geographical differences, and know-
when as concerning timing and these components can be considered as what is 
here called facts. 

Comprehension is characterized by a qualitative dimension meaning that the 
same phenomenon could be understood in different ways. Comprehension 
knowledge can be judged in terms of more or less qualified understanding. (See 
SOU, 1992:94,  p  65  ff).  Knowledge is an expression of: a way to comprehend, 
which is a subjective side, and it is something that should be comprehended, 
which is an objective side. Information becomes a subjective knowledge when 
someone takes a stand on it, accepts it or rejects it when exposing it to criticism 
and puts it into an understandable context (SOU, 2000:49,  p  203-225). In SOU 
(2000:49,  p  203-225) knowledge is described as having three characteristics; 
context, criticism, and root knowledge. Context is when coming across a "new" 
area that you to some degree control and that you could put into an 
understandable and fruitful context. Criticism means that you could determine if 
the "new" is valid or must be rejected or modified. Root knowledge is the base 
for being able to absorb the (new) information that is provided. As 
comprehension has these characteristics it concerns knowledge of how things 
are related and how thing are related is subjective and since comprehension 
takes place inside someone's "head" it takes place on a theoretical level. Facts 
and comprehension are closely connected to each other. The comprehension 
determines what facts we can see and understand. Facts are, therefore, not a 
condition, or of a more basic nature than comprehension. At the same time, the 
facts form the construction material for the comprehension. Murray and Worren 
(2001) describe one component of knowledge as know-why as why the elements 
of an organization function together and enable the organization to work in the 
way it does. Therefore, know-why in this thesis relates to comprehension. 
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Skills are owned by someone, meaning that it is subjective and concerns 
knowledge to know how to do things. In SOU (1992:94,  p  65  ff)  skills are 
described as when we know how things should and could be done. While 
comprehension is a theoretical knowledge base, skills are practically oriented. A 
skill is a pattern of motor behavior enacted as conscious actions striving towards 
a goal well known to the actor. Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) explain a 
skill as a special capability useful in specialized situations or related to the use 
of a specialized asset. Murray and Worren (2001) discuss know-how as a 
component of knowledge, which refers to how the elements of an existing 
system are related to each other and relate to a practical or procedural form of 
knowledge, in line with what here is called skills. 

Murray and Worren (2001) further describe know-what as a component of 
knowledge, which concerns what courses of action that are available to a firm 
for using its know-how and know-why knowledge, and, thus, relate to what is 
here called intimate knowledge. Intimate knowledge is subjective and may be 
tacit as it involves "a set of beliefs held by an individual about causal 
relationships among phenomena "(Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996). Facts, 
skills and comprehension constitute the visible top of the intimate knowledge 
mountain. Intimate knowledge can also be invisible or tacit and form the 
background knowledge and pertains to the senses as something we see, feel, 
smell and "know" when something is about to happen. Intimate knowledge 
becomes visible through judgments. By participating in operations we learn the 
rules in these operations, where intimate knowledge means applying the rules in 
different ways depending on the uniqueness of the situation. By experience from 
many unique situations we learn to see similarities in dissimilarities and become 
attentive to dissimilarities. With the starting point in collected experiences, we 
can use prior experiences in new situations. (See SOU, 1992:94,  p  65  ff.)  Being 
able to do those things, understanding contexts and meanings and acting out of 
good judgment, means that it involves both what to do and how to do it, and 
exists both on a theoretical level and on a practical level. All four kinds of 
knowledge exist in all knowledge areas, but the emphasis can be different within 
different areas and in different individuals. Knowledge is a tool for solving both 
practical and theoretical problems. This means that all types of knowledge are 
included in the concept of competence. 
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Table 3. 	Illustration of characteristics of different kinds of knowledge. 

Intimate 
Facts Comprehension Skills 	knowledge 

Object 	x  
Subject 	 x  

How 	 x  
What 	x  

Theoretical  x 	x  
Practical  

x 

x 

Competence 
Competence is a dynamic concept, often with a process approach; it is 
something that is used, developed and changing. The concept of competence 
must, to be meaningful for a firm, be related to an operation, a strategy, or goals. 
Therefore, knowledge without relevance for the firm's goals is not a part of the 
firm's competence. Competence is dependent on the environment, that is, 
competence exists in a social situation, such as a certain organizational situation, 
or problem situation, which can be considered as tied to a context. To be 
competent in one situation does not mean that you will be competent in another 
situation. Competence means that the knowledge is tied to a problem that is to 
be solved and competence is related to action. (See Berglund & Blomquist, 
1999.) Ylinenpää (1997) defines competence as the composite of human 
knowledge and skills serving productive purposes in the firm, and contributing 
(or expected to contribute) to a firm's competitiveness. Similarly, Sanchez, 
Heene and Thomas (1996) define competence as an ability to sustain the 
coordinated deployment of assets in a way that helps a firm achieve its goals. 

While knowledge (the four types presented above) concerns "to do things right", 
competence concerns both to "do things right" and "to do the right things". 
Based on that reasoning, I have defined competence in this context as: an ability 
to handle situations in a way that serves productive purposes in the firm. This 
ability is especially important in new situations. The ability is based on 
knowledge, including skills that are needed to act efficiently and effectively in a 
situation, i.e., as Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) call it: the ability is "the 
power to do something". The knowledge is applied to a certain task in a certain 
situation in a firm, thus, the ability to use the knowledge and the motivation to 
do so. 
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Competence acquisition, in this thesis, can involve both acquisition of pre-
packaged competence as well as fragmented pieces of competence. In those 
cases when competence is acquired as pre-packaged, then the package holds the 
information, knowledge and skills that are ready to be applied to a situation. 
Competence that is acquired in fragmented form is more complicated to sort out. 
Initially, root knowledge is needed as a base for absorbing the new information, 
and root knowledge could be absorbed by education and experience. This root 
knowledge is closely related to the information that is absorbed, where the 
information is processed into knowledge by taking a stand on the information by 
accepting or rejecting it, by exposing the information to criticism and putting it 
into an understandable context, and thereby the knowledge types, facts and 
comprehension, are tied together. The skills and intimate knowledge that 
develop in this process is competence. Thus, competence consists of all four 
kinds of knowledge. Here, competence is acquired by combining current 
knowledge and new knowledge, which is why it is fragmented. Through 
acquisition and interpretation of new information the individual's frame of 
reference can change, enabling one to see the reality in different ways and act 
upon it, which is why acquisition of competence may serve as a means for 
creation of competitiveness. 

2.2 	Core competence 

Bogner, Thomas and McGee (1999) hold that no skill or cognitive trait should 
be described as competence if it does not lead a firm directly or indirectly to a 
persistent competitive advantage by satisfying a customer need better than 
competitors, or at lower costs than competitors or by producing an advantageous 
combination of both. Hamel and Prahalad (1990) call this competence core 
competence to indicate a strategic strength, the essence of what makes one 
organization competitive in its environment. Core competence has three 
identifying elements: first - it provides potential access to a wide variety of 
markets; second - it makes a significant contribution to the perceived customer 
benefits of the end products, and third - it is difficult for competitors to imitate. 
(See Hamel & Prahalad, 1990.) These identifying elements discussed by Hamel 
and Prahalad are applicable to large firms and may not be the same for small 
firms. For instance, a small firm may be excellent in its niche market, but not in 
a vide variety of markets. A core competence provides a competitive advantage 
by being competitively unique and making a contribution to customer value or 
cost. (See Wright, McMahan, McCormick & Sherman, 1998; Hamel, 1994.) 

Hamel and Prahalad (1990) suggest that firms, which successfully identify and 
cultivate their core competencies, can use them to obtain a sustainable 
competitive advantage against their competitors. (See Thomas & Pollock, 1999.) 
Carson and Gilemore (2000) in turn, define core competence as consisting of 
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knowledge, experience, judgment and communication. My definition of core 
competence in this context adds to my definition of competence and builds upon 
the definition of Prahalad and Hamel. I here regard core competences as abilities 
leading to competitive advantages by providing a significant contribution to the 
perceived customer benefits of the end products, and being difficult for 
competitors to imitate, and being excellent in its niche market. These abilities 
are mainly tied to the individual and are also tied to the firm. 

2.3 	Capabilities 

At present, the interchanging and imprecise use of competence and capabilities 
are major contributors to the "badly blurred" state of affairs that Barney (1991) 
describes. (See Bogner, Thomas & McGee, 1999.) Thomas and Pollock (1999) 
raise the question of what the real difference is between resources, capabilities 
and competencies. How do competence and capabilities relate? There seems to 
be some confusion in the literature concerning these concepts. In some ways 
they are the same, but in other ways they are different. According to some 
researchers, capabilities are a wider concept than competence, including, besides 
competence, strategy, linking of resources and abilities. Sanchez, Heene and 
Thomas (1996) define capabilities as repeatable patterns of actions in the use of 
assets to create, produce, and/or offer products to a market, and that capabilities 
are intangible assets. 

Rothwell and Lindholm (1999) use the term capabilities to describe what an 
organization is able to do and how it is able to do it. Capability, thus, represents 
the collective skills, abilities, and expertise within an organization. 
Organizational capability, here, represents the abilities of an organization to 
establish internal structures and processes that influence its members to create 
competencies and, thus, enable the organization to adapt to changing customer 
and strategic needs. Wasserman, Page11 and Bechtel (1999) define capabilities as 
interconnected tangible resources (technologies) and intangible resources 
(managerial skills) strategically combined by the entrepreneur of the firm.  
Wiklund  (1998) describes capabilities of a firm as the capacity to co-ordinate a 
set of resources to perform certain tasks or activities. Competence can be one of 
those resources. According to Amit and Schoemaker (1993), capabilities refer to 
abilities to exploit and combine resources, through organizational routines in 
order to accomplish targeted goals. 

Bogner, Thomas & McGee (1999) maintain that capabilities can indeed be core 
competencies; capabilities are the integrating processes that can be unique. If 
capabilities lead to advantages then they are core competencies, otherwise they 
just remain capabilities.  Wiklund  (1998) suggests that strategy should be based 
on capabilities rather than on resources. But, at the same time he recognizes that 
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capabilities of the firm derive from its resources. Depending on the managerial 
capacity to integrate resources, different capabilities can be obtained from the 
same stock of resources. My definition of capabilities is that they represent the 
collective skills, abilities, and expertise within an organization, which could 
include besides competence, also strategy and linking of resources and abilities. 
Based on this, capabilities include the ability to organize and manage resources. 
These resources can be both tangible and intangible (such as competence). 

2.4 	Relations and differences between concepts 

As there is such confusion in the literature of what these concepts really are, a 
discussion is elaborated upon regarding how the concept of competence, core 
competence, and capability relate and differ. The illustration below is referred to 
in the discussion of how the concepts relate and differ in an attempt to facilitate 
how I interpret the concepts. In the figure, core competence is illustrated as the 
smallest circle inside the circle for competence, which illustrates that core 
competence is always a competence. However, a competence is not always a 
core competence, which the area surrounding the smallest circle illustrates. 
Also, core competence and competence can be capabilities as the overlap with 
the largest circle illustrates (gray area in figure 2), but that does not have to be 
the case as the "non-overlap" illustrates. 

 

Capabilities 
Core 
Competence 

Competence 

 

Figure 2. 	Illustration of how the concepts; competence, core competence, and capabilities 
relate to each other. 

As already demonstrated, obviously the concepts; competence, core 
competence, and capabilities relate to each other. They can all be one and the 
same as seen in the area where all circles overlap. When a capability is 
intangible and unique, and the competence is also unique, and leads to 
competitive advantages, all concepts overlap. A distinction between competence 
and capabilities is that a capability is only a competence if it is unique. Core 
competence is always a competence. However, competence is only a core 
competence if it leads to competitive advantages, which shows that the concepts 
can also depart from each other as illustrated by the area surrounding core 
competence, that is, competence. Core competence leads to competitive 
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advantages, which does not have to be the case for capabilities. Capabilities 
include organizing and management of both tangible and intangible resources, 
where tangible resources as well as the ability to organize competence do not 
apply to competence and core competence. Capabilities include, besides 
competence, strategy, linking of resources and abilities, which make the concept 
broader than both competence and core competence. 

2.5 	Entrepreneurship and entrepreneur 

In Landström's (1999) study of the roots of entrepreneurship, early research 
within entrepreneurship is associated with the concept "entrepreneur" and 
"entrepreneurship" with risk, action and "rent-seeking". The entrepreneur was 
considered to make conscious choices concerning resource allocation, thus, 
always trying to seek out the best condition possible to use resources aiming at 
the highest possible return (on investment). The entrepreneur was also 
distinguished from the manager, since the entrepreneur works for his own 
mission, while the manager is a paid employee. (See Landström, 1999.) 

Schumpeter (1946) points out the entrepreneur as a creative organizer, whose 
task is to develop innovations and initiate new activities. An entrepreneur causes 
radical changes leading to new combinations of existing resources such as, for 
instance, new products, new production methods, new markets, new input, new 
organizations of industrial units and industries, and is, thereby, different from 
other managers. The entrepreneur has specific skills and a specific behavior that 
breaks prior patterns by introducing innovations. According to Schumpeter 
(1946), the defining characteristic of an entrepreneur is doing new things, or 
doing things that are already being done in a new way (innovation). Such a 
definition does not draw any sharp line between what is and what is not 
entrepreneurship. Schumpeter (1946) holds that there are differences between 
entrepreneurship and management. Once the entrepreneur settles down to run a 
firm, the characteristics of "entrepreneurship" is lost and he becomes a regular 
small firm manager. To be an entrepreneur is, therefore, according to 
Schumpeter (1946), not a lasting status. There are also differences between 
entrepreneurial functions and the capitalist and there are differences between the 
entrepreneur and the inventor. Many inventors have become entrepreneurs, but 
there is not necessarily a connection between these two functions. The inventor 
produces ideas and the entrepreneur gets things done. Schumpeter's (1946) 
theory of entrepreneurship involves risk-taking, management and coordination 
and innovation as main attributes for a person to be considered an entrepreneur. 
(See Schumpeter, 1946.) 

Later research added to the definition of entrepreneurship and entrepreneur the 
challenge and satisfaction that the task itself provides (McClelland, 1961 in 
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Landström, 1999), and internal locus of control, (thus believing that they had 
control over the situation, while others felt like victims in a situation), and a 
result of experiences in early childhood. Decades ago, research associated 
entrepreneur and entrepreneurship with persons who had parents who were 
entrepreneurs themselves, had prior experience from starting a business, 
exposed great need for achievement, were moderate risk-takers and had an 
internal locus of control. (See Landström, 1999.) Also of interest in 
entrepreneurship research is the individual education level, self-efficacy 
(Bandura, 1982). 

Today, the core of entrepreneurship research is the creation, organization and 
exploitation of opportunities as opposed to running existing businesses. 
Entrepreneurship includes growth in existing or emerging organizations, 
meaning that small firms and entrepreneurship are not one and the same. 
According to Baumol (1993), there are two uses of the term entrepreneur which 
both, though legitimate, are entirely different in their substance. One refers to 
someone who creates and then perhaps organizes and operates a new business 
firm, whether or not there is anything innovative in those acts. The second 
understanding sees the entrepreneur as the innovator, one who transforms 
inventions and ideas into economically viable entities, whether or not, in the 
course of doing so, creating or operating a firm. The first is called a firm-
organizing entrepreneur and the second is called an innovation entrepreneur. 
(See Baumol, 1993.) Miller (1983)  Wiklund  (1998) holds that the defining 
characteristics of an entrepreneur are innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-
taking.  Wiklund  (1998 page 224) further defines entrepreneurial behavior as: 
"...opportunistic, value-driven, value-adding, risk-accepting, creative activity 
where ideas take the form of organizational birth, growth, or transformation", 
which is in line with Andersson's (1999) definition of entrepreneurs as 
"individuals who carry out an entrepreneurial act in accordance with conditions 
for entrepreneurship".  Andersson  (1999) defines entrepreneurship as an ability 
to see new combinations and a will to act and to develop these new 
combinations. Acting in accordance with one's own visions is more important 
than rational calculations, and an ability to convince others to invest in 
entrepreneurial projects, and, finally, timing are important. If an individual 
carries out these entrepreneurial acts, he is considered to be an entrepreneur  
(Andersson,  1999). 

Shane and Venkataraman (2000) also recognize the problem with 
entrepreneurship as it involves two phenomena: lucrative opportunities and 
individuals conducting enterprising activities. They hold that by defining the 
concept with terms of individuals, the research does not withstand the scrutiny 
of other scholars. They define entrepreneurship as how, by whom and with what 
effects opportunities to create future goods and services are discovered, 
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evaluated and exploited. This definition may be seen as an expression of 
proactiveness. Opportunities are seen as the process of discovery, evaluation and 
exploitation of opportunities and the set of individuals who discover, evaluate 
and exploit them. Shane and Venkataraman (2000) hold that discovery of an 
opportunity is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for entrepreneurship. 
Once the discovery of an opportunity is made, the entrepreneur must decide to 
exploit the opportunity. That is, opportunities have to be discovered and acted 
upon, and one way to act upon an opportunity is to acquire the competence 
needed to exploit that opportunity. 

Stevenson (1983) seeks to interpret the concept of entrepreneurship by focusing 
on entrepreneurial thinking and behavior. How entrepreneurs capitalize on 
change, identify opportunity, and marshal resources, while not necessarily 
breaking new ground, it could also be a new mix of old ideas. He points out the 
entrepreneur as the seeker of opportunity, suggesting that entrepreneurship is an 
approach to management. He defines entrepreneurial management as: the pursuit 
of opportunity without regard to resources currently controlled. Traditional 
characteristics of entrepreneurs as innovative, risk-taking and proactive may not 
be enough to describe entrepreneurial management. Considering risk-taking, 
many entrepreneurs bear risk only after making attempts to get others to bear the 
risk. The simple act of taking a risk does not lead to success. The success of the 
entrepreneurs is knowledge of the territory they operate in. This leads to the 
ability to recognize patterns as they develop. 

Regarding being innovative, there are innovative thinkers who never get 
anything done. The extreme entrepreneur, who Stevenson (1983) calls the 
"promoter", is willing to act, and chase opportunity quickly, may be more or less 
effective, and able to engage in commitment in a revolutionary fashion. 
Entrepreneurial management is not extreme behavior but instead comes more or 
less close to the extreme behavior of the "promoter". The "promoter" is truly 
opportunity-driven and not constrained by the resources at hand and feels 
confident of his ability to seize opportunity regardless of the resources under 
current control. The fundamental task is to acquire the resource to pursue that 
opportunity, meaning that there is no need to own a resource to commence the 
pursuit of a given opportunity; he will "bootstrap" the resource. The "promoter" 
argues that all he needs from a resource is the ability to use it, like using the 
skills, talents and ideas of others. Entrepreneurial management requires learning 
to do a little more with a little less and learning to use other people's resources 
well, and learning, with time, which resources need to be brought internally and 
that certain resources should never be owned or employed. To use and rent 
resources and not to own or employ them will require the development of an 
informal information network. (See Stevenson, 1983.) Thus, entrepreneurial 
management as Stevenson describes it is in line with developing a pattern in 
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what competence acquisition mode to use when a specific competence type is at 
hand, when discovering and acting upon an opportunity. 

Based mainly on Schumpeter (1946),  Wiklund  (1998) and  Andersson  (1999), I 
consider the creation and exploitation of opportunities as most important for 
identifying an entrepreneur. These characteristics can initially be identified if the 
firm is growth oriented. As a consequence, the other characteristics presented 
above do not have to be met for a person to be considered an entrepreneur in this 
thesis. However, these characteristics commonly appear when the first defining 
criteria are met. An entrepreneur is a person who acts upon, and makes business 
on opportunities, such as innovations, as an expression of his growth orientation. 
Thereby, this person is striving to be in the forefront of that industry and may, 
therefore, be seen as being proactive. While striving to be in the forefront this 
person may also be seen as risk-taking since the future is uncertain. 

Finally, acquisition of competence is viewed in relation to the definition of 
entrepreneurship and the definition of entrepreneur. The core of 
entrepreneurship today is acting upon opportunities and one way of acting upon 
an opportunity is to acquire the competence needed to pursue that opportunity. 
In line with Stevensson (1983), the competence needed to pursue the 
opportunity may not be currently controlled, but that would not constrain the 
entrepreneur as the competence can be acquired. Thus, the fundamental task is 
to acquire the competence to pursue the opportunity and an entrepreneur may be 
satisfied with having access to the competence and, thereby, having the ability to 
use it. Also, if a specific competence is needed, but is lacking, an entrepreneur 
may create opportunities to acquire that competence by actively searching for it 
and sees to it that he is not limited to act within the boundaries of currently 
controlled competence or to exploit opportunities being offered to acquire 
competence. 
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2.6 	Summary of definitions 

Competence 
While knowledge (the four types presented above) involves "to do things right", 
competence concerns both to "do things right" and "to do the right things". 
Based on this reasoning, I have defined competence in this context as: an ability 
to handle situations in a way that serves productive purposes in the firm. This 
ability is especially important in new situations. The ability is based on 
knowledge, including skills that are needed to act efficiently and effectively in a 
situation, i.e., as Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) call it: the ability is 
"power to do something". The knowledge is applied to a certain task in a certain 
situation in a firm, thus, the ability to use the knowledge and the motivation to 
do so. 

Core competence 
My definition of core competence in this context adds to the definition of 
competence and builds upon the definition of Hamel and Prahalad. I here regard 
core competence as abilities leading to competitive advantages by providing a 
significant contribution to the perceived customer benefits of the end products, 
and being difficult for competitors to imitate, and being excellent in its niche 
market. These abilities are mainly tied to the individual. 

Capability 
My definition of capabilities is that they represent the collective skills, abilities, 
and expertise within an organization, which could include besides competence, 
also strategy and linking of resources and abilities. Based on this, capabilities 
include the ability to organize and manage resources. These resources can be 
both tangible and intangible (such as competence). 

Entrepreneur 
I consider creation and exploitation of opportunities as most important for 
identifying an entrepreneur. These characteristics can initially be identified by 
the firm being growth oriented. An entrepreneur is a person who acts upon and 
makes business on opportunities, such as innovations, as an expression of his 
growth orientation. This person is striving to be in the forefront of that industry 
and might, therefore, be seen as being proactive. While striving to be in the 
forefront this person may also be seen as risk-taking since the future is 
uncertain. 
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3 	Frame of reference - Building a Preliminary Model 

Chapter three deals with building of a preliminary model by presenting the parts 
of the model and how the parts relate to each other. Each part of the model will 
be elaborated on separately and at the end of the chapter the model is presented 
as a whole, with a description of the relationship between the parts. The logic 
behind the outline of this chapter is to start from the end, and moving 
backwards. This enables a discussion of each component of the model in 
relation to mode of competence acquisition, which, in turn, is discussed in 
relation to the outcome of competence acquisition. This is not due to chance, but 
allows a presentation of each block in relation to other blocks. Similarly, a 
reason for presenting the entrepreneur as the last building block is because of 
the assumption that the entrepreneur has overall influence on the other parts. 

3.1 	The 1st  Building Block - Outcome of Competence Acquisition 

Reed and DeFillippi (1990) argue that sustainability of competitive advantage 
arises from the maintenance of the barriers of imitation. To achieve this, 
reinvestment in the sources of ambiguity (tacitness in skills, complexity in skills, 
and resource interaction, specificity of assets) is required. The amount of 
reinvestment depends upon barrier height; the rate of decay caused by 
competitive action and the potential payoff from the advantage over the firm's 
planning horizons. (See Reed & DeFillip‘pi, 1990.) 

The outcome of competence acquisition could be whether or not the firm 
experiences increasing competence within the firm and also whether or not the 
firm's expectations on the acquired competence were met. The outcome of 
acquiring competence can be immediate or it can be delayed, and in the end, the 
acquisition of competence could lead to competitive advantages. 

Competitiveness or a competitive advantage can be achieved by improving 
current products, or by developing new products, where these products can be 
offered to current or new markets. Porter (1985) holds that competitive 
advantage can be achieved by delivering the product at lower cost (to build 
volume and higher market share) or offering unique benefits to the buyer to 
justify a premium price. New product advantages, such as new product quality, 
reliability, newness, and uniqueness have by previous research (Li & Calantone, 
1998), been suggested to provide a concrete picture of a firm's ability to meet 
customer needs, where this ability also relates to a firm's competence. How the 
small firm acquires this ability is the focus of this study. Competitive advantages 
can also become visible in product innovations or in process innovations, where 
the latter includes new production routines. Improved products or improved 
production capacity are also indicators of competitive advantages. Tidd, Bessant 
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and Pavitt (2001) and Ylinenpää (1997) discuss radical and incremental 
innovation as types of innovation, where incremental innovation means 
improvement of current products, services or processes, while radical innovation 
means more dramatic innovation in new products, services or processes. 

New product and process innovations, or so-called radical innovation may be 
compared to enterprising activities described by Black (1998) in Westerberg 
(1998), which are, e.g., creating new innovation. In addition, according to Black 
(1998) in Westerberg (1998) a firm can reach competitive advantages by using 
honing activities as well. Honing activities result in improved current products 
as a lead in pleasing current customers and, thereby, sustaining those customers 
in line with incremental innovation. Honing and enterprising activities, in turn, 
may be linked to competence building and competence leveraging activities. 
According to Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) and Bellini (2000), 
competence building can lead to qualitative changes in the firm's existing stocks 
of competence, which creates new options for future actions for the firm in 
pursuit of its goals. Competence building" takes place when a firm acquires 
qualitatively different competence from its existing competence, but also when 
the firm uses new or existing resources. Thus, competence building may be used 
as a way of conducting both honing and enterprising activities. 

Competence leveraging, according to Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) and 
Bellini (2000), means applying a firm's existing competences to current or new 
market opportunities in ways that do not require qualitative changes in the firm's 
competence. Competence leveraging12  may require quantitative changes in 
stocks of like-kind competence similar to those the firm already uses, i.e., 
acquisition of competence. As a consequence, competence leveraging is the 
exercise of one or more of a firm's existing options for action created by its 
prior competence building (Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996). Similarly as 
above, competence leveraging may be used as a way of conducting both honing 
and enterprising activities. 

Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) suggest that a firm's choices of competence 
building activities are shaped by the imitabiltiy of knowledge underlying a 
potential competence, by the entrepreneur's managerial perceptions of 
uncertainties surrounding the feasibility of imitation and the benefits to be 
derived from applying imitated competences, and by the perceived compatibility 
of possible new capabilities with a firm's existing competence base. 

Exploration can be conferred to enterprising activities while exploitation can be 
conferred to honing activities as March (1991) describes them. He describes 

"Similar ideas are presented by Ylinenpää (1997) and Berglund and Blomqvist (1999). 
12  Ylinenpää (1997) and Berglund and Blomqvist (1999) present similar ideas. 
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exploration of new opportunities as including search, variation, risk-taking, 
experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, and innovation. He further 
describes exploitation of old certainties as including refinement, choice, 
production, efficiency, selection, implementation, and execution. March (1991) 
points out a time aspect on choices of activities where adaptive processes, by 
refining exploitation more rapidly than exploration are becoming effective in the 
short run, but self-destructive in the long run. This conclusion suggests that there 
might be a need for a mix of exploitation and exploration to gain and sustain 
competitive advantages. 

Table 4. 	Relations between aspects of outcome measures. 

Outcome —  Competitive Advantages 
Type of activity 

Type of competence activity 	 Direction 	Type of main activity action  

Competence building/Competence 	 Market 	Honing/Incremental/Exploitation 
Leveraging 	 Product 

Process 
Competence building/Competence 	 Market 	Enterprising/Radical/Exploration 
Leveraging 	 Product 

Process 

Shane and Venkataraman (2000) also discuss the time aspect and argue that the 
duration of any competitive advantages depends upon a variety of factors. 
Duration of competitive advantages is favored by (1) provision of monopoly 
rights resulting from patent protection or exclusive contract, (2) slowness of 
information diffusion of the lags in the timeliness with which others recognize 
information, and (3) the inability of others (due to various isolating mechanisms) 
to imitate, substitute, trade for or acquire the rare resource required to drive 
down the surplus (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000; Barney, 1991; Collis & 
Montgomery, 1995). The duration of an opportunity can serve as a guide for 
what type of main activity for competitiveness for what mode of competition is 
fruitful to use. This can be related to honing and enterprising activities where an 
estimated short duration of an opportunity promotes enterprising activities and 
an estimated long duration of an opportunity promotes honing activities 
(Westerberg, 2001). 
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Outcome — Competitive 
Advantages 
• Honing/Incremental 
• Enterprising/ Radical 
• Market 
• Product 
• Process 
• Competence building 
• Competence leveraging 

Figure 3. 	The box illustrates the first building block containing activities and direction of 
activities for Competitive advantages. 

The figure 2 summarizes table 4 turning it into the first building block of the 
preliminary theoretical model being built in this chapter. 

3.2 	The 2"d  Building Block - Acquisition of Competence 

In the second building block, the theoretical base for the following competence 
acquisition reasoning will be discussed, and modes of competence acquisition 
are presented. 

The transaction cost theory (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1985) becomes 
interesting regarding entrepreneurship because of the limited resources, which 
requires decisions on what resources to invest in and internalize and what 
resources to keep external. The transaction cost theory can be seen as a base for 
explaining how competence is acquired, since it explains the choice between 
either acquiring externally outside the firm, or be handled internally by investing 
and bringing it internally. Transaction cost is the cost of making things across 
boundaries, e.g., handing over the development of a new product to the market 
can lead to high transaction costs since new product development is a strategic 
critical process and transaction to the market involves a risk of creating a 
competitor that cannot be controlled. The alternative is to develop a new product 
internally, which could create high bureaucratic costs, such as cost of 
organization and cost of running the firm. When the bureaucratic costs are less 
than the transaction costs, the theory of transaction cost suggests that the firm 
should choose to develop internally, and when the transaction costs are less than 
the bureaucratic costs the firm should choose to use the market. (See Williamson 
1985; Coase, 1937.) The transaction cost theory, thus, proposes the options to 
choose between to make internally or, buy or ally externally (See Ylinenpää, 
1997). 

However, in the competence-based view, Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) 
describe firms as open systems where stocks and flow of resources, such as 
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competence, are important for competitiveness, including resources held by 
other firms that can be addressed. Based on the reasoning of firms as open 
systems, I view competence as being possible to acquire both internally and 
externally. This proposition is discussed further below. 

3.2.1 	Modes of competence acquisition 

Within the competence-based view, competences, and especially core 
competences, are considered important means for creating and sustaining 
competitive advantages (see, e.g., Bogner & Thomas, 1994). In the competence-
based view firms are seen as open systems and in pursuit of the firm's goals, 
such as creating and sustaining competitive advantages, firms may access both 
"firm-specific" and "firm-addressable" competences. To access competence that 
is under the control of other firms, but that is useful in pursuing one's own 
goals, a firm may bid for use of other firms' competences in market transactions 
or may enter into competence alliances to connect its competences with those of 
other firms. (See Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996.) 

Seen from a small-firm perspective, small firms usually possess an incomplete 
set of internal resources, such as competence, compared to large firms which can 
run their business on their own specific resources (Bellini, 2000). Small firms 
can satisfy their need for competence by using what Bellini (2000) calls "firm-
specific resources" (Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996), "firm-addressable 
resources" (Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996) and external resources, where the 
first refers to resources that the firm owns or tightly controls and the second is 
resources that the firm does not own or tightly control, but which the firm is able 
to address and use. External resources are those that a small firm can only 
purchase.  Liebeskind,  Oliver, Zucker and Brewer (1996) also distinguish 
between modes of competence acquisition, namely; market, social network and 
hierarchical competence acquisition. Similar ideas are presented by Claude-
Gaudillat (2000) and Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996). 

Earlier work in Sweden (Ylinenpää, 1997; Berglund & Blomquist, 1999,  p.  63) 
has distinguished between internal and external competence acquisition in small 
firms. Resent research work in small firms has addressed a mode of acquisition 
from "firm addressable resources". My suggestion is, based on Bellini (2000), 
Claude-Gaudillat (2000) and Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) that there is a 
need to separate what Ylinenpää (1999) and Berglund and Blomquist (1999) call 
external acquisition into market acquisition and social network acquisition. 
Here, the market acquisition is unconnected to the entrepreneur, referred to as 
acquiring external resources by Bellini, and the social network acquisition is 
connected to the entrepreneur; refer using "firm addressable resources" as 
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Bellini (2000) describes them. Using the social network, or to acquire from the 
market, are, hence, two different approaches for solving competence needs. 

Acquisition of 
Competence 

• Internal 
• Social network 
• Market 

Figure 4. 	The box illustrates the second building block, which holds the three competence 
acquisition modes that can be used in acquisition of competence. 

Mixed modes of competence acquisition may be used and Teece (1986) offers 
an explanation for the use of mixed modes as the real world rarely provides 
polar or pure cases, therefore, decisions to integrate competence or contract 
competence involve tradeoffs, compromises and mixed modes. Sometimes 
mixed modes represent transitional phases where firms are moving from 
hierarchical acquisition, which is in line with an internal acquisition mode, to 
transactional acquisition, which is in line with social network and market 
acquisition modes. He also suggests that the transitional phases may move in the 
opposite direction from transactional acquisition to hierarchical acquisition. (See 
Teece, 1986.) Thus, there may be use of mixes of modes of competence 
acquisition. 

Social network 
Research within networks has had an interest in how entrepreneurs get access to 
and organize resources through their personal network. The social network is a 
framework for the entrepreneurial process aiming at organizing the resources 
that are necessary for exploiting business opportunities that the entrepreneur 
identifies. The reasoning of strong and weak ties, where it is pointed out how 
important it is for entrepreneurs to have a social network of close contacts with, 
and short distance to, central actors. Also, there is a need for weak ties to other 
actors for the abilities to access new impulses and ideas. (See Landström, 1999.) 
Granovetter (1973) maintains that the firm can acquire competence using either 
weak ties (acquaintances) or strong (friends and family) in the social network. 
Granovetter (1973) further argues that the advantage of using weak ties is that 
they can give access to a wider variety of information than strong ties might 
give. In addition, Granovetter argues that the fewer weak ties a person has, the 
more encapsulated he will be in terms of knowledge of the world beyond the 
small group of strong ties. Weak ties are, thus, important for acquisition of 
competence, which Burt (1997) holds as a chance for the entrepreneur to act on 
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an entrepreneurial opportunity, that is, tying strongly tied networks together by 
using his own weak ties to each of the strongly tied networks. 

Johannisson (1996) discusses the personal social network as contacts and 
exchange with individuals having similar interests. The exchange is built upon 
long term relationships and engagement that is based on mutual trust, which 
Granovetter (1973) refers to as strong ties. Johannisson maintains that personal 
relations are fundamental for such trust. The personal network can contribute 
with information, business and knowledge exchange, and influence and enhance 
reputation. Johannisson (1983) views the personal network of the entrepreneur 
as an important resource as the limited size of small firms and lack of track 
record make other resources than those embedded in the personal network 
difficult to obtain. Networks with other businesses are important as 
entrepreneurs develop their own competence via trial and error and by 
exchanging experiences with other entrepreneurs the learning process becomes 
more effective. The entrepreneur's own competence can be complemented by 
cooperation in the network. Johannisson further suggests that there is also a 
strategic dimension to use of social networks where the entrepreneur is 
stimulated into new thinking via distribution of information of economical, 
technical and social changes, which may guide him in "pattern breaking" 
activities. Entrepreneurs search for personal contacts as they only listen to the 
"messenger" if they trust them. Johannisson further suggests that the 
entrepreneur may see the personal network as a safety net in a specialized and 
high-risk environment. Thus, strong ties are important, as the support they 
provide the entrepreneur with is trustworthy. 

3.3 	Relating the 1st  and the rd  Building Block - Outcome from 
Different Modes of Competence Acquisition 

Here, the first and second building blocks are related, that is, the relation 
between outcome in competitive advantages and acquisition of competence is 
discussed. 

Claude-Gaudillat (2000) discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using 
the three modes of acquisition. She maintains that acquiring competence 
internally is a long, costly and random process, but if the firm becomes a 
success, the firm will be able to fully control the competence, which will then 
strengthen the firm's competitive advantage. (Confer, e.g., Barney, 1991; Grant, 
1991) Acquiring competence on the market can reduce the time required to 
access certain competence. The last option is, according to Claude-Gaudillat 
(2000), building partnerships in line with social network acquisition. She holds 
that this is a quick mode for accessing competence, and also a way of sharing 
the risk and strengthening the competence base of the firm. 
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Acquisition of 
Competence 

• Internal 
• Social network 
• Market 

Outcome — Competitive 
Advantages 

• Honing/Incremental 
• Enterprising/Radical 
• Market 
• Product 
• Process 
• Competence building 
• Competence leveraging 

Figure 5. The boxes are related by the arrow drawn between them, where the mode of 
competence acquisition affects the competitive advantages. 

Winborg (1999) argues that social networks are effective for sourcing and 
transferring knowledge, that is, a possibility to stretch recourses that lead to 
competitive advantages. Stretching resources can result in lower costs, higher 
productivity and better preparation for environmental changes (Berglund & 
Blomquist, 1999). This statement is in line with Uzzi (1999), who suggests that 
social networks can help to lower the costs of financial capital. In addition, a lot 
of authors  (Liebeskind  et al, 1996; Decarolis & Deeds, 1997; Almeida &  Kogut,  
1997; Cooke & Wills, 1999; and Honig, 1998) point out that small firms, in 
particular, can benefit from acquiring competence from the social network. 
Julien (1998) holds that the resources of small firms are limited and networks 
enable them to reduce the transaction cost involved in obtaining commercial and 
technical information and, thereby, lower the costs. He states that small firm's 
networks are usually informal (friends, social or professional acquaintances) and 
become more structured or formal (support programs, consulting firms, research 
centers) as the business develops. He further claims that to use information 
properly and take full advantage of networks, business leaders must be trained 
appropriately or have competent staff, and the training or competence must be 
kept up-to-date. 

Within the competence-based view, Hamel (1994) maintains that building core 
competences requires the accumulation and integration of knowledge, residing 
both within the firm and out side. He further argues that the goal is not only to 
build core competences but also to build them more economically and more 
quickly than competitors. (Confer maintaining barriers of imitation.) Hamel 
suggests that one way of reducing the costs of competence building is to borrow 
skills and technologies from other firms. According to Hamel, this can be done 
through small targeted acquisitions, licensing agreements, joint ventures, 
alliances or competitive hiring. He further states that in all cases the goal is to 
"borrow" as many of the constituent skills and technologies from competitors as 
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possible, and as cheaply as possible. (See Hamel, 1994.) What type of 
competence that is considered possible to acquire could be based on what risk 
the entrepreneur associates with the acquisition of competence. (Confer the 
transaction cost theory). 

Social network acquisition 
Johannisson (1983) concludes that using the social network is a more effective 
way of controlling resources than ownership. He bases this argument on the fact 
that in a turbulent environment one can never foresee which resources may 
become vital to the firm and it is, therefore, crucial to invest time in networking 
that increases the potential of available resources, although only a small 
proportion is activated at any given point in time. He states that building 
networks is especially important in those segments of the environment, which 
cannot be controlled by contract. He suggests that networks can be used for both 
problem solving and information giving and legitimate the entrepreneur's 
actions when he operates in non-local markets. Berglund and Blomquist (1999) 
claim that using social networks could contribute to the firm's ability to 
anticipate changes in the environment and this, in turn, could enhance the 
competence inside the firm. Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2000) also suggest that 
network connections, such as family, friends, customers, suppliers, investors and 
competitors can be used for acquiring competence in line with a social network 
acquisition mode. In addition, Winborg (1999) argues that a firm can acquire 
resources through its social network in order to access resources, such as 
information (Starr & Macmillan, 1990), which can be seen as a way of accessing 
competence. Brüerl and Preisendörfer (1998) go along stating that social 
network relations are important for gaining information, accessing customers 
and suppliers. 

Landström (1999) claims that initially, the firm is surrounded by family and, in 
time, by external actors as well. He reasons that the entrepreneur pulls different 
resources by using individual relations, probably based on social context as 
family, friends or business relations. These informal relations are links to 
important resources for the firm. Later, Landström states, the relations become 
not only social, but also business-related as well. Friends may have become 
partners/investors, the processes leads to a more structured network. Eventually, 
the exchange becomes more extended. External relations, like with the bank, 
develop from being financier to becoming adviser and stronger integration with 
other parts leads to mutual research and development. (See Landström, 1999.) 
Thus, this indicates that there are different kinds of social networks that may be 
used for acquiring competence. Such kinds of social networks may be separated 
between personal and professional social networks. 
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Personal and Professional social networks 
Deeds (2001) argues that if the competence being acquired has significant 
strategic importance for creating and sustaining competitive advantages, then 
control of the competence is critical since lack of control opens the firm to 
opportunistic action, which could be a threat to the future of the firm. Relying on 
the social network, in the shape of, e.g., alliances or licensing, can easily involve 
a risk for transmitting core secrets to other potential competitors and, thereby, a 
risk of loosing the competitive advantages. (See Deeds, 2001.) This indicates 
that the use of professional social networks requires balance between the value 
of using the social network and the risk of revealing core business secrets to 
"outsiders" (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2000), in line with the transaction cost 
theory. Using the professional social network for acquisition of competence 
could, thus, increase the risk of imitation of the core business secrets. Also, it 
could be proposed that using weak ties (Granovetter, 1973) is even more risky, 
considering the risks for imitation of core business secrets, than using strong 
ties, based on the reasoning that strong ties (Granovetter, 1973) are more closely 
related to the entrepreneur and could normally include stronger obligations not 
to reveal and act upon core business secrets in line with trust. 

Johannisson (1983) states that direct linkages, which can be considered as strong 
ties, are especially important for the entrepreneur. The strength of a link is a 
function of the geographical, psychological, social, and cultural distances 
between the two actors involved. The frequency of the interaction is secondary. 
A friendship tie, being a trust relationship, is independent of both geographical 
distance and frequency. He further claims that network linkages include 
involvement and commitment and build on trust relationships. The personal 
network can have different functions, such as being a frame of reference, giving 
mental support, serving as a safety net and support with resources, provide 
legitimacy and provide basic competence. 

Julien (1998) argues that social networks provide information and help assess or 
validate it and, thereby, adding the element of "trust". Because of this, networks 
add the element of trust needed if the quality of the information is to be 
assessed, and he suggests that networks are the most important source of 
information. Winborg (1999) discusses trust as an approach to competence 
building and as the firm is newly founded, the social network connections are 
built upon person-based trust. That is, based on the characteristics of the 
founder, e.g., competence, education, motivation, etc. In such situations, Harvey 
(1999) suggests that mentors could provide contact in new markets and provide 
new contacts and improve credibility of the firm. As the firm becomes 
established, Winborg (1999) argues that the more enterprise-based (brand name 
and/or reputation) the trust becomes. The use of networks can be not only a 
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matter of choice, but also a matter of access to competence since it requires 
some kind of trust. 

Thomas and Pollock (1999) point out that although social network forms of 
organizations can offer a number of advantages, they have limitations as well. 
For example, although networks open up opportunities for interaction, they also 
serve to constrain the options and behaviors of network members. If the 
organization's environment was to suddenly change, the restrictions of the 
firm's current network might not allow the firm to change along with it. 
(Thomas & Pollock, 1999) 

Internal acquisition 
Choen and Levinthal (1990) maintain that information originating from other 
internal units in the firm, outside the formal innovations unit such as marketing 
and manufacturing, is important to innovative performance, suggesting that 
internal acquisition of competence matters for a firm's competitiveness. 
Therefore, the firm's ability to recognize new external information is not only 
the sum of the acquired information, but also the firm's ability to transfer the 
competence across and within units. (See Choen & Levinthal, 1990.) 

Choen and Levinthal (1990) further argue that to be able to communicate 
efficiently and effectively an overlap in competence between units (and 
individuals) is required. If all actors in the organization share the same 
specialized language, they will be effective in communication with one another, 
but they may not be able to tap into diverse external knowledge sources. This 
trade-off between within units and between units acquisition must be balanced, 
e.g., through close linkages between design and manufacturing, overlapping 
product development, etc. As an example, a Japanese firm rotated their research 
and development personnel through marketing and manufacturing operations, 
while creating knowledge overlap and enhancing the diversity of the background 
of their personnel. This could be regarded as internal competence acquisition. A 
consequence of internal acquisition is an increased ability to exploit external 
competence, often generated as a by-product of the firm's internal research and 
development. Therefore, research and development not only generate new 
knowledge, but also contribute to the firm's ability to recognize new external 
information (Choen & Levinthal, 1990), which suggests a relation between 
modes of competence acquisition. 

Market acquisition 
Choen and Levinthal (1990) also discuss to what extent the firm may simply buy 
the ability to recognize the value of new, external information via: hiring new 
personnel, contracting for consulting services or corporate acquisition. They 
suggest that the effectiveness of such options is somewhat limited. (See Choen 
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& Levinthal, 1990.)  Johansson  (1999) concludes that buying consultant services 
as an approach to acquiring competence is often considered by small firms to be 
too expensive. 

Thus, pointing out that the mode of competence acquisition can affect 
competitive advantages, the mode of competence acquisition, in turn, depends 
on internal factors. Below, the theoretical starting point is briefly described, 
followed by elaborated discussions on important internal factors affecting 
competence acquisition. 

3.3 	Acquisition of competence and the Competence-based view 

Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) explain the system perspective on the firm 
viewed as a goal-seeking system, which is guided by a strategic logic that is how 
it can achieve specific goals, which, in turn, is directed by the firm's 
management processes. Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) hold that the 
system view of the firm takes to logic of the resource-based view of the firm 
further viewing it as a collection of resource stocks and flows. This is based on 
that, first the system view incorporates the dimension of entrepreneurial 
cognition in strategic decision making about what kinds of resource stock and 
flow the firm ought to have (reflected in the concept of a firm's strategic logic). 
Second, the system view incorporates the dimension of entrepreneurs' abilities 
to coordinate efforts to maintain or change a firm's resource stocks and flows 
(reflected in the concept of the entrepreneur's management processes). Third, 
the system view expands the scope of strategic analysis of resource stocks and 
flows to include resources held by other firms (reflected in the open system 
concept of the firm and in the notion of firm-addressable resources). 

Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) argue that in the strategy literature, flow of 
resources are subject to duration of time allowing for diseconomies enabling the 
firm to earn economic rents over a period of time. Based on this, competing 
firms face excessive costs in building up the stock of resources causing the 
economic rent. The system perspective leads to further insights into ways that a 
firm may earn economic rents or otherwise reach its goals through a superior 
ability to, e.g., identify, select, and acquire resources. Sanchez, Heene and 
Thomas (1996) argue that when entrepreneurs detect a shortfall of the perceived 
state of the system element below its desired state (a system element could be 
intangible, tangible resources, management processes, operations), they may 
decide that the benefits of improving the state of a system element exceed the 
costs and difficulties of improving the state of the element. Entrepreneurs may 
then initiate some form of gap-closing action to improve the state of the system 
element. 
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3.4 	The 3rd  Building Block - The Competence base 

Initially, the resource-based theory is used to classify and locate competence, 
which could constitute a firm's competence base and relate competence to 
competitive advantages. (See Sanchez & Heene, 1996.) Further, the resource, 
competence, will be discussed in the sense of which types of competence 
contribute to competitive advantages. These types of competences will be 
presented in the following order: technical, operational, and market competence. 
Then, the firm's competence base will be related to the mode of competence 
acquisition. 

3.4.1 	The resource-based theory 

The main proposition in the resource-based theory (Penrose, 1959; Wernerfelt, 
1984; Barney, 1991; Grant 1991) is that competitive advantages are based on 
valuable and unique resources that are costly for competitors to imitate (Barney, 
1991; Peteraf, 1993). To maintain uniqueness, resources have to be upgraded. 
Entrepreneurs can, over time, create and sustain competitive advantages through 
continuous innovation, improvement and upgrading of resources (Collis & 
Montgomery, 1995). 

The resource-based theory offers several typologies of resources, where the 
main dividing line is drawn between tangible and intangible resources (Bogner, 
Thomas & McGee, 1999; Barney, 1991). Within the intangible resources, 
competence can be found and competence is one of the resources the theory 
proposes as important for competitive advantages (Peteraf, 1993; Dierickx & 
Cool, 1989, 1999). Competence, in turn, is a collection of several types of 
competence. 

3.4.2 	Types of competence 

The literature discusses different types of competence needed to achieve 
competitive advantages, for example technical competence, organizational 
competence, and market competence (Berglund & Blomquist, 1999). Moreau 
(2000) identifies three important types of competence to ensure competitive 
advantages. These types are; technological knowledge, operational know-how 
(e.g., the reliability of sales and installation processes) and organizational  know-
how  (e.g., excellent customer relationships), similar to Berglund and Blomquist 
(1999). Also Bellini (2000) maintains that the competence needed for 
innovations in small firms are technological, organizational, and marketing 
competence. Fai (2000) recognizes managerial, technological and organizational 
competence as important for competing in today's business environment. 
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Hamel (1994) categorizes three broad types of core competences. He calls them, 
functionality-related competence, integrity-related competence, and market-
access competence. Functionality-related competence includes skills, which 
enable the firm to invest in services or products with unique functionality, and 
which result in distinctive customer benefits, rather than merely making it 
incrementally better. Therefore, functionality-related competence can be 
conferred to technical competence. Integrity-related competence allows a firm to 
do things more quickly, flexibly or with a higher degree of reliability than 
competitors addressing quality, cycles time management, just-in-time inventory 
management and so on. Thus, integrity-related competence can be conferred to 
operational competence. Market-access competence includes all those skills 
which help to put a firm in close proximity to its customers, such as sales and 
marketing, distribution and logistics, management of brand development and 
technical support. Hence, market-access competence can be conferred to market 
competence. (See Hamel 1994.) 

Choen and Levinthal (1990) argue that critical competence does not simply 
include technical competence, but also competence of who knows what, who 
can help with what problem, who can exploit new information. Deeds and Hill 
(1996) maintain that for a firm to stay competitive it needs technological 
competence (for developing viable products), market competence (for designing 
the product to best serve the customer needs) and manufacturing competence 
(for efficient manufacture of a new product while minimizing the time it takes to 
move the product to market).  Andersson  (1999) describes dimensions of 
entrepreneurial behavior regarding innovative behavior. Activities relating to the 
targeting of new market segments, new geographic markets, new marketing 
practices13, changes of product lines, development of new productsm  or the 
establishment of new organizational forms15. Teece (1986) suggests that 
competence results in commercial value once embedded in products; also 
competence related to production processes can generate great value inside the 
firm, and knowledge about competitors, customers and suppliers is also a part of 
the mix making the firm competitive (Teece, 2000). Sanchez, Heene and 
Thomas (1996) categorize competence acquisition activities as product 
development16, production17  and distribution/marketing18  in line with the 
categorizing in this thesis. 

13  In line with market competence. 
14  In line with technical competence. 
15  In line with operational competence. 
16  In line with technical competence. 
" In line with operational competence. 
18  In line with market competence. 
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Table 5. 	Types of competences described in literature as important for competitive 
advantages. 

References 	 Types of competence 
Bellini (2000) 
	

Technological, Marketing, Organizational 
Berglund & Blomqvist (1999) 

	
Technical, Market, Organizational 

Choen & Levinthal (1990) 
	

Technical, Market 
Deeds & Hill (1996) 
	

Technological, Market, Manufacturing 
Fai (2000) 
	

Technological, Managerial, Organizational 
Hamel (1994) 
	

Functionality-related, Integrity-related, Market-access 
Moreau (2000) 
	

Technological, Operational, Organizational 
Sanchez, Heene & Thomas (1996) Product development, Distribution/Marketing, Production 
Teece (1986) 
	

Technical, Marketing, Manufacturing  

Teece (1986) argues that innovation consists of certain technical knowledge 
about how to do things better than the existing state of the art. In almost all 
cases, the successful commercialization of an innovation requires that the 
technical competence is connected with other competencies, services such as 
marketing, competitive manufacturing and after-sales support are almost always 
needed, Teece calls this complementary resources. Teece (1986) argues that 
when imitation is easy, then the owners of complementary resources, rather than 
the developer of innovations may profit from innovations. He further holds that 
manufacturing matters. Innovative firms without the requisite manufacturing 
and related capacities may end up providing profits to imitators and other 
competitors or simply to those having the resources, and might therefore go out 
of business. (See Teece, 1986). This suggests that the ease with which an 
innovation may be imitated gives an indication of what type of competence may 
be important for the firm to gain and sustain competitive advantages, which type 
of competence may be important to hold internally and which type of 
competence may be acquired and accessed externally. Table 5 summarizes the 
competence types pointed out in the literature as important for competitive 
advantages. 

Clarification of types of competence 
My ambition is to search for competence that creates competitive advantages in 
the product or the process, and I have, therefore, chosen to focus on technical 
competence, operational competence, and market competence (See Berglund & 
Blomquist, 1999; Moreau, 2000; Bellini, 2000; Hamel, 1994; Deeds & Hill, 
1996). Technical competence is the ability to produce customer offers (Berglund 
& Blomquist, 1999) that is, competence to develop products, which is a research 
and development strength (Li & Calantone, 1998; Deeds & Hill, 1996). Carson 
and Gilemore (2000) describe technical competence as evident in the product's 
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technical dimensions. Operational competence is needed to conduct 
development of the production-process of the product (Deeds & Hill, 1996). 

Market competence is the ability to read the environment and interpret signals 
and act upon these signals (Berglund & Blomquist, 1999). Conducting market 
research and marketing of the product, hence, is a way to gain knowledge about 
customers and competitors concerning customers' current and potential needs 
for new products and knowledge about competitors' products and strategies. (Li 
& Calantone, 1998). Market competence is defined by Li and Calantone (1998) 
as organized and structured information about the market, (organized in the 
sense of a result of systematic processing, as opposed to random picking, and 
structured in the sense of endowed with useful meaning, as opposed to discrete 
items of irrelevant data). Carson and Gilemore (2000) define market competence 
as knowledge in marketing, knowledge about the market in which the firm 
exists, knowledge of competitors and the threats they represent, knowledge of 
key informants and networks within the market, knowledge of the firm's 
strengths and opportunities. There are parallels between market competence and 
market orientation, however, market competence is a narrower concept than 
market orientation. 

It seems reasonable to choose technical and market competence since these 
competence types are needed to be able to offer unique benefits to the buyer. 
That is, to develop unique products, technical competence is needed, and to 
know the customers' needs and to market the product in a unique way, market 
competence is needed. To be able to deliver the product at a lower cost, the firm 
needs operational competence for enhancing the production process and, 
thereby, being able to cut costs. The reason for choosing operational competence 
instead of organizational competence is that the latter includes a broad range of 
competence (e.g., leadership, structure of organization, organizing sales and 
production). In order to focus, I choose operational competence as it is 
considered a part of organizational competence. 

Competence base 

• Technical 
• Operational 
• Market 

Figure 6. 	The box, the third building block, contains three important competence types 
within the firm's competence base. 
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The three competence types addressed above may be closely related. For 
instance, when a firm conducts market research to find out what the customers 
want, customer knowledge pertaining to customers' current and potential needs 
for new products is acquired (Li & Calantone, 1998). Then the product 
development work may apply those wants and needs into the product being 
developed and technical competence is acquired in the development work. Li 
and Calantone's (1998) reasoning that marketing and product development 
interface refers to the process in which marketing and development functions 
communicate and cooperate with each other. They further imply that it is 
through the marketing and development interface that market knowledge is 
transferred to, and integrated with, technological knowledge. Further, the 
developed product may affect the production and routines in the production in 
line with changes in operational competence. As the "new" product is 
"produced" another type of market competence is needed, that is, sales 
competence. As the product is being sold, customers may give feedback on the 
product, which is transferred into the product development and so on. 

3.5 	Relating the rd  Building Block and the 3rd  Building Block — 
Modes of Competence Acquisition and the firm's Competence-
base 

According to Berglund and Blomqvist (1999), what mode of competence 
acquisition the firm chooses to take on depends on the firm's internal resource 
conditions. For instance, if competence exists within the firm or if competence 
must be acquired externally, in this case, if the competence only exists at too 
low a level within the firm, the internal acquisition mode is not an option for the 
firm (Berglund & Blomquist, 1999). Teece (1986) suggests that it is the 
structure of the firms, particularly the scope of their boundaries with respect to 
the development of market and operational competence, which determines the 
distribution of the profits amongst innovators and imitators. In other words, the 
structure of the firm's competence base could have an important impact on a 
firm's competitiveness. Simonin (1999) reasons that the firm's current 
competence base affects acquisition of competence, arguing that the firm must 
have competence related to the type of acquired competence to be able to absorb 
the specific competence. Mowery, Oxley and Silverman (1996) conclude that 
having experience of related competence within the firm is important for being 
able to absorb the acquired competence. However, they also argue that when the 
firm is lacking related competence, the aim of the acquisition may be for 
accessing competence rather than absorbing competence. Deeds (2001) refers to 
Ahuja and KatiIla (2001) presenting that when the competence being acquired 
differs from the firm's own competence base, but still relates to it, acquiring via 
alliances has been most successful. This could be interpreted as a social network 
acquisition mode or as a market acquisition mode, and to some degree 
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internalize the competence. However, if the competence base is closely related 
to the firm from which the competence is to be acquired, a looser form of 
cooperation than alliances is suggested. Perhaps a strict market acquisition mode 
is preferable in these situations. Deeds (2001) argues that the more distant the 
competence is from the firm's own competence base, the greater the learning 
potential, but the higher the probability of failure. (See Deeds, 2001.) 

The competence base is also a way of attracting resources. That is, if the firm, as 
a result of its high levels of competence, has managed to create a good 
reputation, more competence could be attracted and the possibilities to choose 
mode of acquisition becomes greater. This is similar to Barney (1991) and Grant 
(1991) who suggest that a positive reputation may be a source of competitive 
advantages. As a result, it seems reasonable to assume that the competence base 
is a condition for how competence can be acquired. Stuart, Hoang and  Hybels  
(1999) hold that an inter-organizational networking, such as strategic alliances, 
affects the firm's ability to acquire necessary resources for growth and as a 
byproduct of such networking with prominent exchange partners, the firm will, 
through a transfer, experience enhanced reputation. Teece (1986) suggests that 
contractual relationships as a way of accessing competence can also bring added 
credibility to the innovator, especially if the innovator is relatively unknown 
when the contractual partner is established and viable. He points out that small 
and less integrated firms are often eager to sign on with established firms 
because of the name recognition and reputation spillovers. 

Reputation may also be considered as branding. As Nilsson (1998) describes 
branding, branding may be conferred to competence attraction, as customers 
base their perception of a brand on different value dimensions the same way that 
competent employees perceive a potential firm as employer. These values relate 
both to general and specific bases where a general value in this context could 
attract competent employees as the industry as such conducts exiting and 
attracting ploys. A specific value may be the firm's product development work 
where a reputation of what is done and how the work is done may attract 
competent people. 

Competence can be acquired by accessing it, which means no deliberate change 
but can be seen as a temporal change of the firm's competence base. Accessing 
competence is usually seen as a fast and simple solution to fill a competence 
need. Competence can be acquired by absorbing it, with the purpose to change 
the competence base in line with competence development, and a common 
agreed-upon-consequence is that absorbing competence is time-consuming. 
Bogner, Thomas and McGee (1999) distinguish between competencies and the 
outcome of competencies. For example, a firm's competitive advantage, 
resulting from a patent, can only be said to be supported by competence when 
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the skill exists within the firm to consistently produce more patentable products. 
In the absence of such an underlying competence, the existing patent's 
expiration will end the firm's ability to sustain competitive advantages. The 
competencies are the ability to repeatedly produce new patentable research 
outcomes or to select additional optional sites for its business activities. (See 
Bogner, Thomas & McGee, 1999.) This supports the idea of absorbing 
competence into the firm, and only access competence when it is not part of the 
core of the firm. However, Teece (1986) suggests that the boundaries of the firm 
are an important strategic variable for innovating firms. The ownership of 
complementary resources such as market and operational competence helps 
establish who wins and who loses from innovation. Imitators can often 
outperform innovators if they are better positioned with respect to critical 
complementary resources. This points at the importance of not only absorbing 
technical competence, but also competence such as market and operational 
competence. 

Teece argues (1986) that the advantages of a contractual mode in line with 
accessing competence, which means that the innovator signs contracts with 
independent suppliers, manufacturers or distributors, are that the innovator does 
not have to make the upfront capital expenditures needed to build or buy the 
competence, which reduces the risks as well as the financing required. He 
further suggests that contractual partnering can mean buying new technologies 
that enables the firm to learn things they could not have learnt without many 
years of trial and error. However, a contracting mode may expose the innovator 
to hazards when trying to contract to access specialized competence. This 
situation is open to opportunistic abuse from both sides. Teece describes the 
opportunistic abuse as; the innovator has incentives to overstate the value of the 
innovation, while the supplier has incentives to "run" with the innovation should 
the innovation be a success. Thus, there is a danger that the partner may imitate 
the innovator's technology and attempt to compete with the innovator. 

Teece (1986) states that integration mode or internalizing the competence by 
absorbing it, by definition involves ownership. He explains the benefits of 
ownership as if an innovator owns instead of rents the competence. The 
innovator is then in a position to capture spillover benefits stemming from 
increased demand for the competence caused by innovation. Hence, Teece 
suggests two choices in acquisition of competence, either to absorb and change 
the competence base, or access the competence and maintain current structure of 
the competence base and just cause a temporal change of the firm's competence 
base. 
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Competence base 

• Technical 
• Operational 
• Market 

Acquisition of 
Competence 

• Internal 
• Social network 
• Market 

Outcome Competitive 
Advantages 

Honing/Incremental 
• Enterprising/Radical 
• Market 
• Product 
• Process 

: • 	Competence building 

• Competence leveraging 

Figure 7. 	Relating competence base to acquisition of competence.19  

The conditions for having the competence internally, in the firm's competence 
base could be based on what business concept the firm has. Therefore, the 
business concept will be further discussed below. 

3.6 	The 4th  Building Block - The Business concept 

In this section, the competence-based view is used as a departure for the 
following description of a firm's business concept. The competence-based view 
recognizes the influence of goals on acquisition of competence, and the firm's 
business concept is compared with those goals. A detailed description of a 
business concept follows, and at the end of this section, the business concept is 
related to the acquisition of competence. 

3.6.1 	Goals as described in the Competence-based perspective 

The competence-based view recognizes the diversity of goals that may motivate 
firm actions, and admits the possibility of a diversity of strategic logics held by 
different firms about what mix of competence building and competence 
leveraging will be most helpful to each firm to achieve its specific goals. 
Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) argue that firms pursue strategic goals that 
consist of distinctive sets of objectives. 

19 The box, the third building block on the left illustrates the competence base of the firm and 
the competence types of interest. The arrow between the competence base and the acquisition 
of competence illustrates the effect the competence base has on the acquisition of 
competence. The shaded box and arrow on the right are described further above and, 
therefore, not elaborated on here, but indicated to make it easier for the reader to follow the 
building of the model. 
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Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) discuss a firm's goals (long term and near 
term goals) as giving directions to its competence building and competence 
leveraging activities. They discuss a firm as a system for carrying out 
operations, acquiring, e.g., intangible resources such as competence. These 
actions of a firm are motivated by the desire to move from the perceived to the 
desired states of the firm. They characterize a firm's goals as the set of desired 
states of a firm that a firm acts to attain. They further argue that because each 
firm has its particular set of goals, each firm will engage in a distinctive pattern 
of competence building and competence leveraging activities in pursuit of its 
specific set of goals. In pursuit of their goals, firms may access both firm-
specific and firm-addressable competence. (See Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 
1996.) These goals described by Sanchez et al can be considered as a firm's 
business concept, suggesting that the business concept will affect the firm's 
engagement in competence acquisition resulting in a pattern in competence 
acquisition. 

Sanchez et al (1996) suggest that competence leveraging occurs when a firm 
acquires more like-kind competence and that kind of competence is connected to 
near-term goals. Competence building is at hand when a firm acquires new 
competences and that kind of competence is connected to long-term goals. As a 
firm meets success or failure in attaining its goals, it may modify its goals to be 
more closely aligned with whatever goals it believes it can actually attain in its 
evolving environment. Goal modification leads to changes in a firm's 
competence building and competence leveraging activities. (See Sanchez, Heene 
& Thomas, 1996.) 

3.6.2 	Description of Business Concept 

Normann (1985) argues that a description of a business concept requires 
description on several levels. That is, the niche and market segment are defined 
by the business concept; "our market is.. "we fill the purpose of..". In addition, 
the product and the production system is a part of the business concept as well 
as the organization structure, resources, and organized knowledge. He further 
holds that there has to be a fit between these parts in order to achieve dominance 
and effectiveness. This includes not only what the firm should dominate, but 
also, how it should dominate. The latter, "how", states whether or not the 
competence should be kept internal or not. There is no business concept until 
there is a formula for how to make money. Normann also states that every 
business concept is unique and different from others, and at the same time some 
business concepts might be more or less similar in their main parts. The business 
concept has a system characteristic, that is, it is combined by a number of 
components that create a complicated pattern and the business concept is an 
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expression of the whole system. The business concept is a concrete expression 
of actual ways of how the firm works. The business concept can be said to 
represent a superior knowledge or superior ability. (See Normann, 1985.) Hence, 
a way of making the business concept a reality is to acquire the superior 
competence. In this study it would be the entrepreneur who acquires competence 
to the firm, and thus, builds, the superior competence needed to aim for realizing 
the business concept. 

The business concept points out a direction of how to compete, that is, by 
improving current products, or develop new products, and applying the new or 
the current products in current or new markets, in line with Ansoff's (1988) 
product/market matrix. The chosen direction of competition could affect the 
acquisition of competence since a new market or a new product might create a 
greater need for external competence, thus, competence building. 

Häckner (1985) refers to Hedberg and  Jönsson  (1977,  p  90  ff)  who describe the 
concept "myth" as closely related to the business concept. According to Hedberg 
and  Jönsson  (1977) a "myth" is a simplified image of the reality from which a 
firm derives its strategies during a period of time. The core of the "myth" is a 
value system that focuses on one's own firm (visions/goals, what should be 
done) and the environment (restrictions, what should not be done). The "myth" 
is operationalized in the strategies and constitutes the base for actions. The 
"myth" creates enthusiasm, energy and the feeling of possibility and an ability to 
handle a situation. Signals that are not in line with the "myth" will be sorted out. 
Shortages in the "myth" or changes in the organization's environment cause 
crises. When such crises occur, a principle solution arises which leads to shifts 
in the "myth". Hedberg and  Jönsson  consider strategies as the ideas that guide in 
identification and choices of actions. (See Häckner, 1985.) 

Häckner (1985) describes a business concept as ideas of two dimensions, one 
external concerning what should be offered to the environment, and one internal 
concerning how the offer will be carried out. In the intersection between these 
two dimensions, the business operations, the products and services, and the 
statement of what industry the firm is operating in could be found. The external 
dimension can hold ideas of the market, what niche the firm is in, which market 
segment the firm operates in and what channels for marketing that are used. It 
involves circumstances regarding customers, suppliers and competitors. The 
internal dimension involves ideas of resource allocation, formal organization 
and any long-term goals. The resources are both human and tangible assets. 
Häckner further suggests that the business concept expresses a comprehensive 
view of the firm and its business. (See Häckner, 1985.) 
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According to Normann (1985), the business concept is composed of three 
different components; the market, the products, and the organizational structure.  
Eriksson  (1985) establishes the same composition explaining the market as the 
niche, target market, and segments that the firm focuses on. Further, he explains 
the product as the services, goods or systems of goods and services that the firm 
offers. The organization is explained as dimensioning and co-operation between 
resources  (Eriksson,  1985).  Ekvall  (1990) presents the business concept as 
arising from answering three questions; (1) who the firm sells to, that is, what is 
its market, (2) what does the firm sell, and (3) how does the firm accomplish 
this, including, e.g., production, organization and personnel. Forehand (1998) 
uses the term mission statement to describe a firm's business concept where the 
statement establishes the organization's purpose and the means to achieve that 
purpose, such as the specific line of business or speciality, geographic 
parameters, and discussion of important groups in the organization's life, such 
as employees and shareholders. 

Morris and Zahra (2000) discuss seven components of a business concept; 
product/service, customer profile, physical facility requirements, distribution, 
marketing tools, financial requirements and personnel requirements. Of these 
seven, three (customer profile, distribution and marketing) are in line with what 
Normann calls the market component. The product/service fits the product 
component. Three of the seven (physical facility requirements, financial 
requirements, and personnel requirements) fit the organizational component. 

O'Gorman and Doran (1999) describe components of the mission statement, 
which is in line with the business concept. Three of those components can be 
related to the market as described by Normann (the specification of target 
customers and markets, the identification of geographical domain, that is, where 
the firm competes, and the identification of the firm's desired public image). 
Further, one component can be related to the product as described by Normann 
(the identification of principal products and/or services), and one can be related 
to the organization as described by Normann (the identification of core 
technologies used). (See O'Gorman & Doran, 1999.) Canals (1999) argues that 
the business concept is "the view that a firm has about how to deliver customer 
value, the specific organization of the firm's activities (purchasing, R&D, 
manufacturing, marketing, distribution) and the choices it has to make in order 
to achieve it. It springs from a vision that the firm and its manager(s) has/have 
about the future needs of its customers, the evolution of rivalry and the role of 
the firms in the industry". 
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Table 6. 	Components of the Business concept as described in literature. 

References 

Canals (1999)  

Ekvall  (1990)  
Eriksson  (1985) 

Häckner (1985) 
Morris & Zahra (2000) 

O'Gorman & Doran (1999) 

Normann (1985)  

Components of the Business Concept  

Product, Market, Organisation 

Product, Market, Organisation 

Product, Market, Organization 
Product, Market, Organization 
Product, Market, Organization, Financing 

Product, Market, Organization 

Product, Market, Organization 

Based on these similar descriptions of a business concept's composition, which 
is illustrated in Table 6, I consider the business concept as being composed of 
the market as one component, the product as another component, and production 
as the third component. 

Business concept 

• Market 
• Product 
• Production 

Figure 8. 	The box, the fourth building block she three components of the business concept 

Normann (1985) sees the business concept as a whole where the parts are 
interrelated, which I agree with. Normann further holds that a business concept 
is not realized until it is put into action. I do not agree with Normann on this 
point since a business concept is an idea of what the firm should do and by 
defining the business concept as realized through action it is in conflict with 
what an idea is. 

3.7 	Relating the 2' Building Block and the 4th  Building Block — 
Modes of Competence Acquisition and the Business concept 

The actions involved in acquisition of competence can be related to the firm's 
business concept, since the business concept states what is important, what the 
core of the firm is, and therefore, points at what actions are important for the 
firm to take, which is in line with intended strategies as described by Mintzberg 
et al (1999). He describes an intended strategy as a plan or a set of guidelines to 
deal with a situation. O'Gorman and Doran (1999) suggest that one benefit of a 
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Figure 9. 	Relating the business concept to acquisition of competence.2°  

mission statement is that it provides a guide to behaviors and decisions. Such 
guidelines may involve how to acquire competence. Considering that the 
business concept states what the core of the firm is, Teece (2000) argues that 
successful firms cannot outsource its core business where core competences are 
required for competitive advantages. He states that these competences should be 
developed and practiced internally. He further suggests that functions, which are 
not critical to the firm's core activities, may be outsourced. This points at the 
business concept as having an impact on acquisition of competence. Hamel 
(2000) points out the importance of resource attraction for creating and 
sustaining competitive advantages. If a business concept has merit, it will attract 
resources like competence. He maintains that firms that pursue highly potential 
opportunities attract the best competence, people who have the passion to create 
and build something new. 

The patterns in the actions taken by the entrepreneur can be described as of 
different strategic approaches, that is, different competence acquisition strategies 
that arises, which is what Mintzberg (1978, page 945) calls, emergent strategies, 
which becomes apparent in the actions taken by the entrepreneur. A strategy 
could, therefore, be said to be reflected in the business policies and in the 
entrepreneur's practices. These policies and practices create patterns of actions, 
actions in acquisition of competence. Therefore, sustainable factors for 
competence acquisition can be identified within a firm's competence acquisition 
strategy. 

20 
The fourth building block. The Business concept and the parts that the concept is made up of is in focus. Also 

in focus is the arrow between the business concept and the acquisition of competence, meaning that the 
acquisition of competence is affected by the Business concept. The shaded boxes and arrows are described 
further above and, therefore, not elaborated on here, but included to make it easier for the reader to follow the 
building of the model 
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The business concept is giving directions regarding what the firms should do in 
line with a wanted state, while the competence base shows the current state of 
the firm, in line with the structure thinking in the definitions. The competence 
acquisition process involves movement between different states. 

Competence is an important component of the business concept as it deals with 
the means to realize the business concept. Factors, which influence how the 
business concept in small firms is to be achieved, accordingly also determine 
choices in acquisition of competence. These factors include environmental 
factors and the entrepreneur's personality, vision, education and experience. 
Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) view properties of the firm in competence-
based competition as emerging from the view of the firm as a system. In their 
view the firm's business concept (or the firm's strategic logic as they call it), is 
the rationale followed by the firm's decision maker for achieving strategic goals. 
This causes causal relationships between system elements of the firm and the 
flow of competence via acquisition of competence. The firm's strategic logic 
governs the firm's management processes, which include gap-closing actions. 
Therefore, management processes govern the flow of competence and determine 
the level and composition of the firm's stocks and flow of competence. 
Perceptions of the entrepreneur about states of the firm's system elements and 
the need to engage in gap-closing actions are formed from the data gathered and 
the interpretive framework applied by entrepreneurs (entrepreneur). The 
gathered data are subject to varying degrees of causal ambiguity because of the 
interpretation of the firm's current system and if the system contributes 
effectively or not to the success of the firm. 

The factors connected to the entrepreneur are considered important for the 
business concept and, thus, the entrepreneur and the entrepreneur in relations to 
acquisition of competence is elaborated on below. Then follows a section where 
environmental factors are elaborated on. 

3.8 	The 5th  Building Block - The Entrepreneur 

Next, the entrepreneur as a building block will be discussed and initially the 
entrepreneur's perceptions will be dealt with, followed by a discussion on the 
entrepreneur's background: education, experience, and personality. The 
entrepreneur's vision will also be discussed. Finally, factors related to the 
entrepreneur are related to acquisition of competence. 
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3.8.1 	The perception of the Entrepreneur and the Competence-based view 

Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) discuss the competitive dynamics as driven 
by the entrepreneur's changing managerial perceptions and internal processes 
for goal-setting that lead firms to pursue distinctive patterns of competence 
leveraging and competence-building activities. Accordingly, not only could the 
firm's business concept have an important impact on acquisition of competence, 
but also, the entrepreneur's perception of what type of competence is important 
to acquire and how the acquisition should be done. Li and Calantone (1998) 
found that the entrepreneur's perceived importance of types of competence is a 
major factor affecting the acquisition of competence. This perceived importance 
of a type of competence is based on the entrepreneur's education, experience 
and personality. 

The competence-based view also states that how the firm chooses to access 
competence is a matter of the entrepreneur's risk-perception associated with a 
particular way of accessing competence. Managerial aversion to the perceived 
risks of uncertainties leads entrepreneurs to pursue specific patterns of 
competence building. Firms will tend to concentrate on building the competence 
which each firm's entrepreneur perceive as having the most acceptable levels of 
risk resulting from, on one hand, uncertainty about the ability of the firm to 
sustain knowledge innovation or imitation, and, on the other hand uncertainty 
about the benefits to be derived if a firm tries to use such knowledge. Although a 
firm's entrepreneur may have diverse perceptions of, and preferences for, 
uncertainties that are to some degree distinctive for each entrepreneur and firm, 
perceptions and preferences are also likely to be shared to some degree by 
entrepreneurs of other firms with similar technical backgrounds, market 
experiences, and other demographic characteristics (See Sanchez, Heene & 
Thomas, 1996.) Accordingly, the perception builds upon the entrepreneur's 
technical background, market experiences, and other demographic 
characteristics. Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) hold that entrepreneur's 
cognitive frameworks guide firms' efforts to build new competences. (See 
Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996.) 

According to the discussion above, the perceived importance of a type of 
competence and risk perception of a certain acquisition mode could be based on 
the entrepreneur's background and vision. The entrepreneur brings into the firm 
a background, consisting of the entrepreneur's education, experience and 
personality, and this background could have an impact on the acquisition of 
competence. He also brings his vision; what the entrepreneur wants with the 
firm. Next, the issue of education and experience will be dealt with, followed by 
a discussion on personality and vision. 
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3.8.2 	Education and Experience 

The entrepreneur's background derives from investments individuals make in 
themselves, often through education and occupational experiences (Cooper, 
Woo &  Dunkelberg,  1989). The entrepreneur starting a business closely related 
to what he did in the past may bring with him relevant knowledge bases (as 
knowledge of the products, processes, and technology), experiences, and 
relationships (with, e.g., specific customers, suppliers or stakeholders) that 
enhance opportunities to use external sources for acquisition of competence. 
This specific investment is costly to build from scratch and cannot be transferred 
independently of the people in whom it is embodied. (See Cooper, Gimeno-
Gascon & Woo, 1994.) Davidsson (1989) found that one reason why only a few 
small firms expand is due to the entrepreneur's ability (including education and 
experience). Johannisson &  Lindmark  (1996) also argue that in small firms, the 
entrepreneur is the key person, whose experience and relations to the 
surrounding environment are determining for the firm's success. 

Entrepreneurs starting businesses closely related to what they did in the past 
possess vital appropriate skills and have an appropriate "prior mental 
programming". Furthermore, such entrepreneurs are more likely to have 
developed networks of relationships with suppliers, distributors, and customers. 
These would give them credibility and enhance their ability to obtain credit, 
develop sales, and achieve other forms of cooperation. (See Cooper, Gimeno-
Gascon & Woo, 1994.) Shane and Venkataraman (2000) point out that stronger 
social ties to resource providers facilitate the acquisition of resources and 
enhance the probability of opportunity exploitation. (Confer weak and strong 
ties.) People are more likely to exploit opportunities if they have developed 
useful information for entrepreneurship from their previous employment, 
presumably because such information reduces the cost of opportunity 
exploitation. The transferability of information from prior experience to the 
opportunity, as well as prior entrepreneurial experience increase the probability 
of exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunity because learning reduces its cost. 
(See Shane & Venkataraman, 2000.) 

Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon and Woo (1994) maintain that having developed 
networks of relationships with suppliers, distributors, and customers could give 
the entrepreneur credibility and enhance his ability to obtain credit, develop 
sales, and achieve other forms of cooperation. This implies that prior experience 
in the industry may offer a broader arena from which competence can be 
acquired. Conversely, Gartner, Starr and Bhat (1998) claim that having prior 
experience does not predict success or failure. Starr and  Bygrave  (1992) go 
further, suggesting that entrepreneurs with prior experience can suffer from 
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biases and blinders, strong ties, the "success syndrome", and the liabilities of 
staleness, sameness, priciness and costliness that make it difficult to survive. 

Simonin (1999) hypothesizes that the experience of the "knowledge seeker" 
affects the ability to absorb the acquired competence. He argues that the greater 
the experience of the "knowledge seeker" with a given type of competence, the 
greater the familiarity and comfort with the type of competence will facilitate 
the transfer and stickiness of competence. Choen and Levinthal (1990) argue 
that the ability to exploit external knowledge is critical for innovative 
capabilities. They further argue that ability to evaluate and utilize outside 
knowledge is a function of the level of prior related knowledge. Prior related 
knowledge means an ability to recognize the value of new information, and 
assimilate it to commercial ends. They continue stating that accumulated prior 
knowledge increases the ability to put new knowledge into memory, that is, to 
acquire knowledge and have the ability to recall and use it. Prior knowledge 
permits individuals to make sense and, in turn, acquire new knowledge. Shane 
and Venkataraman (2000) reason that everyone possesses different stocks of 
information, and these stocks of information influence the ability to recognize 
particular opportunities. Stocks of information create mental schemes, which 
provide a framework for recognizing new information, such as the 
entrepreneur's experience and education. For instance, working within a specific 
field, knowledge is gathered regarding specific needs to follow those tasks 
through, which can be recognized as an opportunity to make business on when 
being familiar with those needs. (See Shane & Venkataraman, 2000.) 

3.8.3 	Personality and vision 

Johannisson (1996) maintains that the entrepreneur's personality and personal 
contacts are determining in how the firm will act on the market. Julien (1998) 
also claims that small firm's behaviors are strongly influenced by the 
psychology of the entrepreneur. Attitude towards using external resources, 
coming from need for ownership-control, has been pointed out as important for 
competitive advantages in the competence-based view. Need of ownership 
control can be closely related to tolerance for ambiguity as Dermer (1973) 
describes it since it deals with how uncertainty is coped with and, therefore, 
tolerance for ambiguity could represent the personality factor approximating the 
need for ownership-control over resources. Tallman and Atchinson (1996) 
suggest that there is a like between managerial cognition and competence 
building and competence leveraging. Kotey (1999) implies that need for 
ownership control over resources is related to how entrepreneurs acquire 
resources. She identifies three different types of entrepreneurs based on how 
they prefer to approach and acquire resources. The first type has limited trust in 
"outsiders" and uses less external resources than the other types while relying 
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more on internal resources. The limited level of trust could be referred to a great 
need for ownership control. The second type is more risk-taking, ambitious and 
innovative than the other types and has no preferences regarding how to 
approach resources, which points at a smaller need for ownership control, 
which, in turn, implies that this type has no preferences for what mode to use 
when acquiring resources. The third type has less achievement, ambition, 
competition and power than the other types and prefers to turn externally to 
solve the need for resources, which is in line with a smaller need for control, but 
also a smaller need to reach success. Thus, need for ownership control over 
resources seems to have an affect on how resources are acquired. 

An additional factor, the entrepreneur's vision, e.g., what the entrepreneur wants 
to achieve with the firm, can affect the acquisition of competence, which might 
originate from the entrepreneur's perceived judgment of ability. Davidsson 
(1989) found that the perceived judgment of ability creates a growth will, and is 
the most determining factor of all in explaining why only a few small firms 
expand. Julien (1998) argues that planning and the perception of reality in an 
entrepreneurial approach seem to be guided by the vision of the entrepreneur. 
This vision is based on a unified overall understanding of, and reflection on, the 
market and market opportunities and resources, which generates a realistic, 
achievable dream. Julien (1998) maintains that an entrepreneur organizes all 
activities around his vision to achieve his goals. The difference between the 
entrepreneur's vision and the business concept can be described as Forehand 
(1998) views the difference. He argues that the vision is the end and the mission, 
the business concept, is the means to achieve that end. Based on that distinction, 
I consider three components of the mission statement described by O'Gorman 
and Doran (1999) as parts of the entrepreneur's vision as those components 
concerns ends. These components are, (1) the expression of commitments to 
growth, survival, and profitability, (2) the specification of key elements of the 
company philosophy, that is, its basic beliefs, values, aspirations and 
philosophical priorities, and finally (3) the identification of the company's self-
concept, namely, the firm's view of itself and its competitive strengths. Figure 
10 summarizes the components of the entrepreneur identified in the literature as 
important for competence acquisition. 

Entrepreneur 
• Education 
• Experience 
• Personality 
• Vision 

.Kee 

Figure 10. The box, the fifth building block illustrates components of the entrepreneur. 
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3.9 	Relating the rd  Building Block and the 5th  Building Block — 
Modes of Competence Acquisition and the Entrepreneur 

Within the competence-based view, the interactions of firms is seen as creating 
competitive advantages as they seek goal attainment through leveraging and 
building competences that may be associated with a state of continuous 
entrepreneurship. This includes continuous learning about how to build new 
competence and to leverage existing competences more effectively (Sanchez, 
Heene & Thomas, 1996), which can be considered as a competence acquisition 
strategy. Hence, the entrepreneur can develop a competence acquisition strategy 
of what to keep external and what is to be made internally. 

Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) argue that the actions taken to close 
strategic gaps in competence depend upon the recognition of gaps, which is 
based upon the entrepreneur's perception. The entrepreneur's perception also 
constrains the flexibility of a firm to respond quickly and advantageously to 
changes in a dynamic environment. Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) argue 
that entrepreneur's perceptions of gaps between the perceived and desired states 
of system elements motivate the system behavior of a firm's actions to change 
the state of the firm's system elements. Thus, a strategic gap is an unacceptable 
shortfall of the perceived state of a system element. Entrepreneurs may perceive 
strategic gaps in any system element of the firm, and may take various kinds of 
actions to try and close the gaps they perceive. The firm's management 
processes govern the flow of competence and determine the level and 
composition of the firm's stock and flow of competence. Entrepreneurs may try 
to expose their cognitive frameworks to alternative viewpoints and new 
conceptual frameworks that directly challenge their current strategic logic and 
management processes. Entrepreneurs may try to overcome the constraints of 
their cognitive limits by hiring consultants or other advisers to tell them about 
new models for competing in their industry or in other industries. Entrepreneurs 
may seek to hire new managers from other firms or other industries to bring new 
perspectives that can provide new assessments of the firm's current strategic 
logic and management processes. Entrepreneurs may also try to create a pool of 
different cognitive frameworks within the firm by seeking diversity in its mix of 
managers. 

Julien (1998) maintains that the development of operations management in small 
firms depend upon factors such as management's will and employee training. 
Management's will to introduce new approaches is of crucial importance, e.g., 
introducing recent operations management techniques. Employee training is also 
a key factor where good basic training in production management will 
encourage proper organization of the operations management function. This 
means that the entrepreneur's management and will power has an impact on 
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competence acquisition. The entrepreneur's will power can be seen as a part of 
the entrepreneur's vision. 

Li and Calantone (1998) argue that entrepreneurs can focus on several types of 
competence, but there are also entrepreneurs that only focus on one type of 
competence. Lichtenstein and Brush (1997) conclude that education and 
experience within management, technology, and industry of the entrepreneur 
strongly affect the acquisition of competence. For instance, entrepreneurs having 
technical education or experience in the technology area will favor acquisition 
of technical competence, in line with how Bellini (2000) argues. This indicates 
that the entrepreneur's actions in acquisition of competence are based on the 
entrepreneur's collected education, experience and personality, where 
experience from successful actions will lead to repetition of those actions. 

Research has found different types of entrepreneurs based on their repeated 
actions.  Andersson  (1999) suggests categories of entrepreneurs based upon their 
actions and these are: (1) the technical entrepreneur, (2) the marketing 
entrepreneur and (3) the structural entrepreneur. (1) The technical entrepreneur's 
main interest is technology. When it comes to strategy, he considers activities 
within product or production development to be most important. This 
entrepreneur is not actively searching for new markets to enter. (2) The 
marketing entrepreneur is more market-driven. He finds a need on the market 
and he has an idea of how to meet this demand. The product is seen in a wider 
context, and market channels and brands can be more important than the 
physical product. He is actively searching for new markets and creating new 
channels to reach the customer. (3) The structural entrepreneur has a strategy on 
a corporate level and he does not directly intervene in operational matters. He is 
trying to restructure companies and he prefers to deal with acquisition and 
mergers so that he can reduce the capacity in these industries. (See  Andersson,  
1999.)  

Malmström,  Ersson and Westerberg (1999) also suggest three types of 
entrepreneurs when it comes to acquiring resources, which are similar to the 
three groups identified by  Andersson  (1999). The first group is identified as "the 
quick fixer", which does not plan ahead and has to use fast ways to access 
resources. The second group is classified as "the proactive", which acts ahead to 
secure resources. The third group is identified as "the efficient", which strives to 
acquire resources in the most cost efficient way. These three groups can also 
mirror differences in the entrepreneur's actions. Lichtenstein and Brusch (1997) 
argue that the entrepreneur brings his social resources, familial, ethical and 
professional connections that support the acquisition of further resources, 
meaning that a wide and deep social network may be beneficial for the 
entrepreneur when acquiring competence. 
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Figure 11. Relating the entrepreneur and acquisition of competence21. 

3.10 	The surrounding framework - The Environment 

The environment surrounding the firm is seen as a platform for the acquisition 
of competence. A four-way combination of environmental characteristics has 
been established in social science for identifying competitiveness in the different 
types of contexts. These are; complex/stable, complex/dynamic, 
dynamic/simple, stable/simple environment (see, e.g., Berglund & Blomquist, 
1999). Nordhaug (1993) suggests that the more complex and dynamic the 
environment is, the more effort is put into acquisition of competence. Berglund 
and Blomquist (1999) agree, stating that complex and dynamic environments 
bring with them higher demand for problem solving and individual initiative 
leading to greater opportunities for competence transfer between individuals. 
They conclude that when there is uncertainty in the environment, contacts with 
others, such as customers, suppliers and competitors increase. This is in line 
with Luo (1999) who argues that entrepreneurs facing a complex environment 
will perceive greater uncertainty and have greater information-processing 
requirements than entrepreneurs facing a simple environment. In both complex 
and simple environments the interaction with others in the business environment 
and buying competence is the most common ways of acquiring competence. The 

21 
The fifth building block. The Entrepreneur and the parts that the concept is made up of is in focus. Also in 

focus is the arrow between the Entrepreneur and the acquisition of competence, meaning that the Entrepreneur is 
understood to affect the acquisition of competence. The shaded boxes and arrows are described further above 
and, therefore, not elaborated on here but included to make it easier for the reader to follow the building of the 
model. 
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reason for this, according to Berglund and Blomquist (1999), is the firm's way 
of coping with uncertainty in the environment. They further suggest that firms in 
complex environments work more with product development and support 
service for the products, mostly in interaction with the business environment, 
e.g., customers, than firms in simple environments. (See Berglund & Blomquist, 
1999,  p  228  ff.)  Lou (1999) holds that when there is greater environmental 
dynamism, entrepreneurs in small firms may face situations that present few 
well-developed alternatives to select among. 

Uncertainty 
Westerberg (2001) suggests that the environment may be seen out of degree of 
uncertainty where a high degree of uncertainty leads to a challenging 
environment and a low degree of uncertainty leads to a simple environment. 
Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) hold that the competence-based view 
argues that in an uncertain environment, acquiring flexible resources is more 
likely to be useful than acquiring specific-use resources. The reason is that it 
would help the firm to be able to respond to opportunities if the entrepreneurs 
try to create strategic flexibility by acquiring flexible resources and it may help 
managers to compensate for their limited cognitive abilities to know what 
competences that are most useful in the future. (See Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 
1996.) Flexibility could be achieved by keeping the competence external and 
acquiring competence when needed, using a market or social network 
acquisition mode. However, Deeds (2001) claims that by not making 
competence internal to the firm by absorbing it involves risks of loosing the 
competence and the firm's competitive advantage, as they cannot control the 
competence. 

Complexity 
In the context of this thesis it may be more fruitful to discuss environmental 
characteristics as being rich or lean instead of dynamic or stable as the thesis 
focuses on competitive advantages stemming from either an environment being 
easy to imitate or difficult to imitate which, in turn, suggests directions of 
activities in competence acquisition. Technology characteristics, such as degree 
of routine tasks and degree of analyzability of tasks, would, hence, determine 
whether the environment is characterized as rich or lean. The technology can 
range from routine tasks (high degree of routine tasks and high degree of 
analyzability of tasks), which means that the same task is repeated every day, to 
research tasks, which are badly understood and seldom repeated (low degree of 
routine tasks and low degree of analyzability of tasks) (see Macintoch, 1985,  p  
219; Westerberg, 2001). A rich environment has high complexity, including a 
low degree of routine tasks and a low degree of analyzability of tasks, meaning 
that there are few routines and it is hard to analyze the environment 
(Westerberg, 2001). In this rich context a firm would benefit from aiming at 
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developing current products since competitors may not easily imitate the firm's 
products, leading to a focus on honing activities and where competence 
leveraging activities might be more favorable to the firm, when creating and 
sustaining competitive advantages. A lean environment, as opposed to a rich 
environment, has low complexity indicating a high degree of routine tasks and a 
high degree of analyzability of tasks. Such an environment may profit from 
focusing on new products, leading to a focus on enterprising activities and 
where competence building activities might be more beneficial to the firm, when 
creating and sustaining competitive advantages. This reasoning is in line with 
Westerberg's (2001) results, which suggest that honing is more fitting in a rich 
context, and enterprising is more fitting in a lean context. 

In addition, Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) maintain that firms selling products 
have to expose the product technology in order to gain profit. Though, firms 
making business on process technology can more easily keep secrets from 
competitors since these firms do not have to expose the process outside in order 
to benefit from it. Thus, secrets are more easy to protect if there is no need to 
expose them in contexts where competitors can learn about them, suggesting 
that firms competing on product technology benefit from enterprising activities, 
and firms competing on process technology benefit from honing activities. 
Teece (1986) also states that patents do not work in practice as they do in theory 
since many patents can be "innovated" around at modest costs. He further 
argues that where the innovation is embedded in processes, trade secrets are a 
viable alternative to patents, which is possible when the firm can expose the 
product to the public and still keep the underlying technology secret. This is in 
line with Reed and DeFillippi (1990) who state that low barriers to imitation 
require more investment and reinvestment in competencies on which 
competitive advantage is based than when there are higher barriers to imitation. 
This is in line with the reasoning of a rich and lean environment, where a lean 
environment could be characterized by firms making business on product 
technology and, thereby, having lower barriers to imitation (meaning higher 
degree of analyzability of task) and where enterprising is more favorable, and, 
thus, competence building activities as well. Further, a rich environment could 
be characterized by firms making business on process technology and, thereby, 
have a higher barrier to imitation, meaning a lower degree of analyzability of 
task where honing activities and, hence, competence leveraging activities are 
suggested to be more suitable. 

Teece (1986) also suggests that environmental factors, such as the nature of the 
technology, affect the distribution of outcome. Teece holds that a simplification 
can be made of the nature of the technology, and splits it in two parts where one 
is called tight appropriability regime (which means that the technology is 
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relatively easy to protect in line with low degree of analyzability)22  and weak 
appropriability regime (which means that the technology is almost impossible to 
protect in line with high degree of analyzability)23. Teece argues that a rich 
environment is rarely the case and, therefore, the innovating entrepreneur needs 
a strategy to maintain the competitive advantage. The entrepreneur operating in 
a lean environment needs to be intimately coupled to the market so that user 
needs can fully impact designs, and this is especially important in an emerging 
industry. As Teece assumes that the core technology often is easy to imitate, 
access to complementary resources, such as market and operational competence, 
become absolutely critical. He argues that the entrepreneur may have been 
responsible for the fundamental innovation leading to a scientific breakthrough 
as well as the basic design of the new product. However, if imitation is relatively 
easy, imitators may modify the product in important ways, yet relying on the 
fundamental designs made by the entrepreneur. Therefore, Teece suggests that a 
entrepreneur acting in a lean environment is forced to expand his activities 
towards integration of complementary resources, such as market and operational 
competence, if the entrepreneur wants to prevail over imitators. Teece (1986) 
further suggests that contracting in line with accessing competence, rather than 
integrating in line with absorbing competence, is likely to be the optimal 
strategy when the entrepreneur is operating in a rich environment and where the 
complementary resources are available in competitive supply. (See Teece, 
1986.) 

22 In line with a rich environment. 
23 In line with a weak environment. 
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Outcome — Sustained 
Competitive Advantages 
• Honing/Incremental 
• Enterprising/Radical 
• Market 
• Product 
• Process 
• Competence building 
• Competence leveraging 

Environment 
• Degree of uncertainty - 

from simple to 
challenging 

• Degree of complexity - 
from lean to rich 

Entrepreneur 
• Education 
• Experience 
• Personality 
• Vision 

Business concept 
• Market 
• Product 
• Production 

Acquisition of 
Competence 

• Internal 
• Social network 
• Market 

Competence base 
• Market 
• Technical 
• Operational 

3.11 	Description of the Preliminary Model 

Below follows a discussion on the preliminary model generated in this chapter 
and the relations between the building blocks in the model. 

The preliminary model 

Figure 12. The whole preliminary model is illustrated by the figure where the environment 
is seen as a platform. 

The model illustrates the three factor groups: entrepreneur, business concept, 
and competence base, described above, which can affect the acquisition of 
competence and the effects of the acquisition can be found in the outcome, that 
is, competitive advantages. 

Structure and process aspects of the model 
The three blocks on the left in the model refer to stocks or structure while the 
arrows and the block "acquisition of competence" refer to processes taking place 
and modes that are used for acquiring competence. The factor groups on the left 
may push for the process to take place and navigate between the choices of 
modes for competence acquisition. The chosen mode of acquisition results in an 
outcome such as the one described in section 3.1, which in turn may affect and 
change the structure of the stocks of the three factor groups. This reasoning is in 
line with Li and Calantone (1998) who point out the importance of 
distinguishing between competence and acquisition of competence, because the 
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former is a stock and the latter is a set of processes that generate the stock24. 
Thus, the processes consider how competence is acquired and the result of the 
acquisition may change the structure of the stocks, and the stocks in the model 
are the factor groups. 

Interrelationships between factor groups 
The three factor groups can be, and most probably are, interrelated as indicated 
throughout chapter 3, and, therefore, they might affect another. The 
entrepreneur's actions shape the business concept, and the business concept 
determines how the entrepreneur should act, that is, what competence the firm 
ought to focus on in its acquisition. The competence base of the firm determines 
the arena on which the entrepreneur can act since it displays the competence the 
firm possesses, and the entrepreneur's perceived importance of competence can 
influence how the firm's competence base is constructed. The business concept 
states conditions for what competence base the firm ought to have and the 
competence base involves means for realizing the business concept. Sanchez, 
Heene and Thomas (1996) also indicate interdependence between factors as they 
hold that since the firm's strategic logic, the business concept, is a rationale for 
applying technological and organizational capabilities to market opportunities, 
technical, organizational, and market scanning are essential means of 
challenging the appropriateness and durability of the firm's strategic logic. They 
further suggest that entrepreneurial perceptions of possible technological 
changes or shifts in market preferences may give entrepreneurs the opportunity 
to ask how the firm's strategic logic, management processes, and competence 
base could be changed to be more effective in a variety of future scenarios. 

Thomas and Pollock (1999) suggest that if the entrepreneur has an inadequate 
understanding of the firm's resources, such as competence and, thus, pursues a 
strategy inconsistent with the firms resource base, or fails to recognize a 
resource as competence which a firm possesses, then the firm will chronically 
under-perform and in the worst case, fail. Ryhne and Teagarden (1997) maintain 
that sustainable competitive advantages occur as the sum of successful 
individual activities. They claim that success can occur on the individual level 
and on the firm level. On the individual level, the entrepreneur may be very 
successful at understanding and responding to the industry structure. However, 
the firm's core personnel (which is a part of the competence base) may not be 
successful at developing technology to ensure a leading market share position (a 
firm level variable). They further suggest that the ability of the firm to use 
science and technology to produce value-added products and services is a 
critical core competence, which can yield competitive advantage. Recruiting and 

24 They suggest that a customer knowledge acquisition process refers to the set of behavioral 
activities, which can be achieved through market research that generates a change in the 
stock. 
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retaining core personnel are considered to be critical success factors (see Ryhne 
& Teagarden, 1997), suggesting that the competence base and the entrepreneur 
are related, as it is the job of the entrepreneurs to recognize the capacity or the 
competence base. The relationships discussed above are not drawn out in the 
model, as they are not the focus in this thesis. 

Competence acquisition strategy 
The arrows in the model illustrate supposed relationships for future development 
and testing of hypotheses. The three factor groups can each separately and 
directly lead to competitive advantages and do not have to pass via acquisition 
of competence. However, in this study the focus is on relationships via 
acquisition of competence. The environment is seen as a platform for acquisition 
of competence, where characteristics of the environment state the basic "rules of 
the game". As Julien (1998, chapter 11) argues, this model in its schematic 
form, as representation of a firm and its environment, can be said to be 
"contingency-based" because it takes into account a multitude of factors that 
may have an effect on the firm and on its activities and functions, and other 
parameters. Julien maintains that the specific characteristic of a contingency 
model is the ability to express the probability of an internal or external element 
having a direct or indirect influence on one or more components of the firm, 
which this model does. The arrows from the outcome, competitive advantages, 
to the three factor groups illustrate the feedback the outcome provides to the 
factor groups. For instance, if the firm acquires market competence, this could 
lead to new product development or improved current products that affect the 
business concept of the firm and change the competence base of the firm and 
provides the entrepreneur with a new arena on which he can take action to 
realize his vision. 

Due to the feedback loops, a pattern in acquisition of competence may appear 
and a competence acquisition strategy can be formed. That is, as an action of 
acquisition is taken and becomes successful, it will encourage repetition of this 
action at another point in time, while unsuccessful actions will not encourage 
repetition of the action in the future. However, I am aware that no firm is using 
just one mode of competence acquisition. This pattern in acquisition of 
competence may be considered as a "strategy in a stream of actions" as 
proposed by Mintzberg (1999). He describes a "strategy in a stream of actions" 
as a strategy that is consistency in behavior whether or not intended and may, 
therefore, appear without preconception. However, the actions may also be 
intended in line with a general plan or a specific ploy, where a general plan may 
be considered as to a firm's business concept and a specific ploy may be 
conferred to an entrepreneur's vision as described prior in this chapter. 
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Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) argue that the entrepreneurial cognition 
decides what kinds of competence a firm should try to develop or access in order 
to build and leverage competences. There can be significant uncertainty about 
the strategic value of a specific competence in a dynamic environment, but also, 
causal ambiguity is an internal condition of the firm affecting the firm's 
decision-making driven by the feedback loops through which the entrepreneur 
tries to monitor the firm's internal condition and external environment and adapt 
to a changing environment. They also argue that a system perspective can help 
to illuminate the role of feedback loops. Feedback loops are the processes 
through which a firm monitors and adjusts its stocks and flows of resources. The 
incorporating of feedback loops into the competence-based view provides means 
for investigating the perception-forming, direction setting, decision-making, 
process-coordinating and change-inducing activities of the entrepreneurs that 
result in the firm's distinctive patterns of competence building and leveraging 
over time. 

Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) hold that entrepreneur's perception affects 
the identification of strategic gaps in order to reach for the desired state of the 
firm. When entrepreneurs detect a shortfall of the perceived state of the system 
element below its desired state, they may then initiate some form of gap-closing 
action to improve the state of the system element. They claim that due to the 
feedback loops, distinct patterns in a firm's competence building and 
competence leveraging will emerge. 

Choen and Levinthal (1990) go further suggesting that the development of a 
pattern in competence acquisition is domain-specific and is path or history 
dependent. Prior learned problem-solving methods might be applied 
analogically in related areas. They hold that important aspects of learning how 
to solve problems are built up over many practice trials on related problems, 
where the ability to assimilate information is a function of the richness of the 
pre-existing knowledge structure. Firms with higher levels of capacity to absorb 
competence tend to be more proactive, while a modest capacity to absorb 
competence tends to be reactive. They argue that reactive and proactive modes 
of firm behavior remain fairly stable over time. A firm that does not develop its 
capacity to absorb competence will maintain its belief about technological 
opportunities and tend not to change over time since they may not be aware of 
signals that otherwise would revise its expectations. If a firm does not invest in a 
particular area of expertise, it may not be in of interest, thus, a pattern of firm 
behavior may emerge of rational behavior in a mode in which capacity to absorb 
competence is cumulative and contributes to expectation formation. (See Choen 
& Levinthal, 1990.) 
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4 	Research Methodology 

This Chapter contains the scientific standpoint that I take and includes an 
elaborated discussion on how the study was designed, how the cases were 
selected, and how data were collected. At the end of the Chapter, the 
trustworthiness of the study is elaborated on. 

When conducting research in social sciences, subjectivity is always present. 
Everyone involved, including the researcher, has his or hers own colored way of 
looking at a social phenomenon. The assumption for this study is that 
individuals, through continuous processes, create the world and, therefore, the 
reality is socially constructed (Arbnor & Bjerke, 1994,  P.  52). Since studying 
competence acquisition in small firms is a social phenomenon, the platform for 
the research design must be discussed and the researcher's view on reality 
becomes important to address for the study as a whole. As Denzin and Lincoln 
(2000) state, an objective reality can never be captured; we can only know a 
thing through its representations. This thesis could fit in a purely objectivistic 
study; however, I am open for different interpretations. In Part One, I expect to 
obtain different answers from the second respondent than from the first 
respondent. What is considered important differs since humans perceive 
selectively due to our different frame of references and this is what is important 
in this context. Narratives told by actors in an organization depend upon who is 
asked, and organizations are carried by their actors. 

Epistemology, or the theory of knowledge, is the theory of knowledge's origin, 
character, and its relation to reality. Today, there are several variations of 
epistemology. One such variation is constructionism, which means, according to  
Wallén  (1996), that knowledge is not a passive reproduction of the world, but a 
construction by the researcher. What is observed depends on how questions are 
asked and what methods are used to measure the phenomenon of interest. The 
interpretations are created based on the researcher's background, pre-
knowledge, and purposes. (See  Wallén,  1996.) I am aware of my subjective 
approach and have, therefore, also used crystallization25  as a means for 
constructing several images of the phenomenon at hand. Thereby, I tried to 
attain the actors' own "truth" by using several approaches and tools. I also 
aimed at being as faithful to the actors as possible, and in the following their 
participation in the research process is elaborated on as a lead in describing how 
I have tried to be faithful to the actors. 

The constructionism corresponds with how I view knowledge. Knowledge is 
generated by interviewing actors involved in the firms being studied. In Sweden, 

25 See Section 4.5 for an elaborated discussion on crystallization in this study. 
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Arbnor and Bjerke (1994, Chapter 6), have called this the actor's perspective26; 
to view reality through the eyes of the beholder. The actors develop concepts, 
filter information and make sense by acting and reflecting upon their actions. In 
that sense the wholeness is understood, based on the quality of the parts that are 
captured in the data collection (Arbnor & Bjerke, 1994). Campbell (1988) 
departs from a given reality, which could be described and identified as 
objective, while at the same time pointing out the possibility to work with 
models that are meaningful for many (actors, readers etc). Campbell uses the 
term "critical realism" and uses the classical "logical positivism" which he 
criticizes, as the opposite. Triangulation27  can be used as creating descriptions 
and models that are reasonably usable for many. Since I have chosen to describe 
and understand many factors and contexts in Part One, using case studies and an 
interpretive approach seemed reasonable. The model built in Chapter 3 can be 
considered as a situational-interpretation model and the empirical material is 
presented using a process model, which, according to Arbnor and Bjerke (1994) 
fits when having a social constructionism perspective and an actor's perspective. 

With the constructionism's view of knowledge, the conclusions become the 
researcher's constructions. I have tried to avoid simple constructions of 
conclusions by using several aspects based on several theories by allowing 
different theories to offer different interpretations, and several respondents, and 
crystallization which allows for several ways to view a phenomenon. This also 
allows the reader to construct his own reality and gives space for different 
interpretations. I have also tried to wait with my constructions by trying to be 
open and not "lock on" any single interpretation. 

4.1 	Design of the Study 

The research strategy of this thesis was based on the research questions 
addressed; my questions are addressed for an exploratory purpose and, first, 
seek to answer what can small firms do when acquiring competence and how 
they do it, and then try to understand why they solve their needs for competence 
the way they do. By learning how and why actors do what they do, there is a 
possibility to generate new knowledge to test in the future, which in this case is, 
to build a model on acquisition of competence and formulate some propositions, 
which may be subject for being tested in a survey in Part Two of the thesis. To 
understand what, how and why certain actions are taken, a qualitative study was 
considered appropriate in Part One of the thesis as a qualitative approach 
facilitates for causality and flexibility in a particular setting to be assessed, gives 

26  "Aktörssynsätt" in Swedish. The actor's perspective aims at sorting out the meaning 
different actors hold to their actions and the surrounding environment. Wholeness and parts 
become multi-interpretive and can be re-interpreted continually. 
27  See Section 4.5 for further discussion on triangulation. 
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closeness to the situation (Miles & Huberman, 1994), and enhance the 
opportunities to gain a rich picture of the phenomena. Also, there is a potential 
of revealing complexity, and a common language can be obtained and concepts 
can be created in line with the purpose of this study. 

Since I before conducting the empirical data collection had based my knowledge 
of the phenomenon on literature in the area, I had some pre-knowledge of what 
to search for. My interest is in understanding both historical and contemporary 
events to seek an understanding regarding what has led the firm to where it is 
today, and how it got there and why it and the actors involved chose to go the 
way they did. Also, to understand how competence is acquired in present time. 
When these terms are at hand, in particular the historical terms, Yin (1994) 
recommends a case study approach and therefore, my choice was to conduct 
case studies in Part One of the thesis. Conducting case studies allowed me to 
collect qualitative data that helped me increase my understanding of the 
phenomenon. 

The frame of reference was built, as the empirical part begun, therefore I had 
some pre-knowledge of what to search for, which could be compared with 
explicit propositions. The literature chosen to be used as the theoretical base was 
gathered mainly by conducting a literature search. Research that has inspired me 
is the resource-based theory and the new literature stemming from the resource-
based theory, the competence-based view. The resource-based theory had the 
strongest impact on the present study. Other schools that inspired me are 
entrepreneurship literature, and network literature. These literature areas are the 
starting point of this work. In the background is the transaction cost theory and 
the strategy literature that are only dealt with when they are considered to have 
particular great impact on the problem in focus in this thesis. Thus, the frame of 
references was built on literature found in literature searches, where words like 
resource-based view, resources, social capital, human capital, financial capital, 
entrepreneur, entrepreneurship, network, competence, capability, knowledge, 
and intangible resources, and competence-based view, and combinations of 
these words were used to scan the databases named EBSCO and ABI/Inform 
Global. Also, the frame of references was built on literature included in 
doctorate courses. 

There is plenty of literature addressing competence in some way or another from 
different perspectives, and considering this enormous amount of literature it 
seemed unreasonable to even try to cover all of it. The chosen schools are 
therefore not the only literature that can be used for a study like this one. Similar 
research perspectives are used in other schools of literature; e.g., human 
resource management and strategic human resource management. Also, my 
research is in line with how research is conducted within the literature of 
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organizational learning and knowledge management and how Nonaka discusses 
tacit and explicit knowledge28. However, since the topic is the subject for 
exploration, I was prepared to change the frame of reference if the results in the 
empirical part provided something else than what I was looking for. The revised 
model in Chapter 7 may be seen as a change in and enrichment of the frame of 
reference. The aim of Part One was to put forward some propositions to be 
tested in Part Two. 

This study's unit of analysis is competence acquisition processes (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994) and status in a firm. This is in line with  Bygrave  and Hofer 
(1991) who suggest a shift in research from a focus on the entrepreneur as an 
individual to the entrepreneurial process. They explain the entrepreneurial 
process as all functions, activities and actions related to identification of 
opportunities and creation of organizations aiming at conduction of these 
opportunities. This suggestion on focusing entrepreneurial processes, and 
organizing around opportunities, can be compared to the creation of competitive 
advantages by acquiring competence, which is viewed as a process in this thesis. 

Part One of the thesis examines four firms including 19 competence acquisition 
processes, thus, each firm represent one case and each case involves several 
units of analysis. This can be considered as what Yin (1994,  p  39  ff)  calls a 
"type 4" holding a combination of a multiple-case design and embedded, 
multiple units of analysis. It seems reasonable to have the firm as the case in this 
thesis, as the factor groups used in the framework of this thesis are not specific 
for a process but connected to the firm. To give depth into the study, there will 
be movement vertically between firm level downward to process level, and 
individual level and upward to network level. 

I have consciously chosen to talk of modes of competence acquisition and not of 
sources of competence since modes are more closely related to the research 
questions that I address, and it would become complicated to keep modes of 
competence acquisition and sources of competence apart as competence can be 
acquired from a source by using different modes. 

28 See e.g. Nonaka, I., Takeuchi,  H.  (1995). The Knowledge- Creating Company. New York 
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4.2 	Choice of Study Objects 

In choosing cases some frames were held constant to minimize differences while 
other frames were separated to maximized differences. Below, these frames will 
be presented. 

4.2.1 	Criteria for case selection 

The selection of cases was made deliberately. The first decision to make 
concerning choice of study objects was to choose a suitable line of business. I 
chose to focus on small technology-intensive knowledge firms, more 
specifically, electronic technology-based firms, since I wanted firms with 
extreme aspects of competence. It takes high-qualified competence to deal with, 
e.g., product development in this kind of business, which makes such firms 
extremely competence demanding. Moreover, the technology in technology-
based firms is relatively hard to analyse and the degree of routine is generally 
low (See, e.g., Macintosh, 1985), which place them in a rich and complex 
environment (Westerberg, 2001) where also acquisition of competence could be 
essential (Luo, 1999; Berglund & Blomquist, 2000). The underlying assumption 
is that the extreme need for high degrees of competence will make patterns in 
acquisition of competence more apparent. Firms with own product development 
(not handicraft or pure sales/distribution) was chosen since these firms have to 
create their own competitive advantages. These firms cannot rely on products of 
other firms and, due to that, these firms' competitive advantages will be 
connected to their product. 

I chose small firms with several customers, based on the assumption that firms 
having a broad rage of customers are more exposed to changes in the overall 
market demand than firms having one or few customers. Firms having few 
customers tend to have the character of a sub-supplier, delivering the specific 
needs that those customers have, and not necessarily addressing overall 
environmental demands. This can mean that the product development and the 
production process in these firms are more vulnerable. A downturn in this single 
customer demand would create such a great impact on the small firm and not 
necessarily reflect general changes in customers' demands in the surrounding 
environment. A consequence of having few customers could be that the firm's 
need for market competence would be less significant, or at least of another 
type, compared with firms having several customers. This is based on the 
reasoning that the single customer is likely to place orders based on their 
specific needs, which diminish the need to keep track of trends in general 
demands of customers. 
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Firms that were founded at least three years ago were chosen, due to the 
assumption that most non-survivors would be deselected. This selection criterion 
would make it possible to capture firms that have managed their acquisition of 
competence well. An additional reason was to be able to make pre-studies of the 
firms by using documentation as annual reports, e.g., to find growth-oriented 
firms. Annual reports can be compared to the data source that Yin (1994) calls 
documentation. He states that the strengths with these sources are that they can 
be reviewed repeatedly, are not created as a result of the case study, contain 
exact names, references, and details of an event, have broad coverage of time, 
events and settings. The weaknesses of documentation, according to Yin (1994) 
are that retrievalitity can be low, the collection can be biased (selectivity) if it is 
incomplete, reflect unknown biases of the author, and access can be deliberately 
blocked. A consequence of involving firms that have been in business for at 
least three years is that newly founded firms are excluded. 

The upper size-limit of the firms being selection was set at 49 employees based 
on the assumption that as a firm becomes larger the entrepreneur himself cannot 
keep track of every move in the firm. As a consequence of the size and age limit, 
the firms I am interested in will have had a modest to rapid growth rate, that is 
10 to 30 percent of growth in employees per year. This growth rate is in line 
with what Ahrens (1992) defines as growth-oriented firms29. Another criterion 
of interest when choosing cases was growth in sales over a period of the last 
three years. The reason for choosing sales, as a growth variable is the following: 
Since firms today expand without employing more personnel, it can be 
reasonable to measure growth in terms of growth in turnover. Many firms also 
"rent" employees from employment agencies instead of hiring, or make the 
process more efficient and do not have to hire but still can improve the turnover. 

The reason for choosing successful firms (out of a growth perspective) as 
opposed to failure firms is, in Part One of the thesis, that the purposes of the 
study is to address the question of how small firms can acquire competence 
needed for competitive advantages, and to address that question, successful 
firms are needed to represent how they have acted to create and sustain 
competitive advantages. Failure firms would provide information of how they 
acted when they did not create or sustain competitive advantages, which would 
not address the question per se. Also, making comparisons between successful 
and failure firms would not be directly in line with the purposes of the study at 
hand, since the focus of the study would shift toward differences between how 
successful firms acquired competence as opposed to failure firms. 

29 Ahrens (1992) defines growth oriented firms as growing more then 20 percent per year 
without mergers with, or acquisitions of other firms. 
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4.2.2 	Identification and selection of cases 

To find suitable cases, which in this thesis are small electronics firms, I obtained 
help from two mentors through whom eight potential firms were identified. To 
receive additional cases, I used the database  "Affärsdata,  företagsfakta"3°  and 
searched the base using the keywords: product development, 10-49 employees, 
electronic, technology and combinations of these words resulting in another 
seven potentially suitable cases being identified. Two additional cases were 
identified by suggestions from colleagues. In addition, a venture capitalist was 
also contacted and he recommended two more potential cases, from which one 
was considered suitable for further investigation. Totally, the search added up to 
18 potential cases. These 18 cases were further investigated by, once more, 
checking the database  "Affärsdata, företagsfakta"  and each firm's own Internet 
site, to find out who the owners of these firms were (the entrepreneur had to be 
the founder and owner), numbers of employees (10-49), growth rate, financial 
status, and product line, and their official business concept. Firms identified as a 
subsidiary to large firms being deselected because of the difficulties related to 
identifying who was in control of the firm's activities. Based on the information 
on the firm's own Internet site, 11 of the firms were deselected due to size (too 
small), being a subsidiary (sold to large firm), having only minor product 
development or due to having its main business in retailing. This deselection left 
seven potentially suitable firms in the sample, all being growth oriented and 
having interesting products. 

The goal was to ultimately obtain four firms of the seven gathered because I 
consider conducting four case studies to be a reasonable amount for the purpose 
of this thesis. Additional cases would only at a maximum provide marginal 
contribution to the thesis in relation to the efforts required. The seven firms were 
classified based on two dimensions, years of experience as a manager and 
strategic focus. Two different strategic focuses are used; standardized 
production of high quality or customer specific orders. These dimensions 
together formed four different combinations, and within each combination two 
firms corresponded, except within the combination younger manager/customer 
specific order strategy, which had only one firm. From each combination one 
firsthand choice was selected resulting in totally four selected firms as firsthand 
choices and three firms as secondhand choices. 

30 Translated as Business data, business facts 
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Strategic focus 

Customer specific 	Standardized 
orders 	 production of high 

quality 

Case One - 
Alpha 

Case Four — 
Delta 

Case Three - 
Gamma 

Case Two — 
Beta 

Experience 
as manager 

Short 
experience 

Long 
experience 

Figure 13. The case selection based upon the two dimensions; experience as manager and 
strategic focus. 

The dimension, years of experience as manger, is assumed to be an important 
aspect of how competence is acquired because being new in an industry could 
result in limited possibilities to use the social network for acquiring competence. 
Based on this reasoning, it is likely that the manager's social network is not 
elaborate enough to be used for competence acquisition. However, as experience 
as a manager is gathered, and the social network expands the possibilities to use 
the network for competence acquisition increase. Years of experience as a 
manager were estimated by using the firm's Internet site to identify if the 
manager was old or young. This might not be an appropriate estimation of years 
as a manager, since a young manager could have long experience as a manger, 
and an old manger could have a short experience as manager. However, more 
exact information could not easily be found, and, therefore, I had to settle with 
an approximate estimation of this dimension. Some of the Internet sites provided 
information in line with my expectations that age had a connection to experience 
as manger, since the young managers started the firm right after their university 
graduation and the old managers had operated as managers for several years. 
This dimension is operationalized as an old manager is considered to be over 40 
years of age, and a young manager is considered to be below 40 years of age. 

The other dimension, strategic focus, seemed important for how competence is 
acquired. Since firms having standardized production of high quality would 
focus on acquiring more competence to the production process, since they might 
have to lean more towards low production costs to be profitable. On the other 
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hand, the firms with focus on customer-specific orders would focus on acquiring 
more competence to the product development, since they have to lean more 
towards differing from competitors' products to be profitable. The underlying 
assumption is that different types of competence might cause the acquisition to 
be handled differently. According to Porter (1985), the available stock of 
resources, including competence, reflects the strategic activities, and the pursuit 
of a specific strategic focus. Therefore, the resources needed may vary, which 
causes choices of modes in competence acquisition to vary. The dimension of 
strategic focus, that is, standardized production of high quality versus customer-
specific orders, was estimated from the information on the firm's products on 
their Internet site. Firms having fully customized products were identified as 
having a customer-specific orders strategy, while firms having products with 
limited abilities to be customized were identified as having a standardized 
production of high quality strategy. 

Other dimensions were also reflected upon. These were growth in number of 
employees (high/low), profitability (high/low), location (big city/countryside), 
stage in the firm's lifecycle (start-up/established), age of the firm (young/old), 
different industries (high tech/low tech), orientation (product/market). The 
dimension, growth in number of employees, and profitability variables are 
interesting for many reasons, e.g., what do high-performing firms do that low 
performing firms do not do. These dimensions would be possible to identify by 
reading the annual reports. However, the reason for deselecting these 
dimensions is that there is a risk that the focus of the study is shifted to 
differences between high and low performing firms and that is not the 
immediate purpose of this study, rather, it is to find out how successful small 
firms handle their acquisition. Though, the differences, if any, between high and 
low performing firms could though be an issue in Part Two of the thesis. The 
dimension, location, is interesting for finding out in what context the social 
network is used to the widest extent. One reason could be that being located in a 
city with closeness to other firms would favor use of the social network 
compared to the countryside. On the other hand, one could also argue that 
people on the countryside have stronger ties and build their relations more on a 
personal basis that on a professional basis, which could favor use of social 
network in acquisition of competence. However, this dimension would shift the 
focus to regional differences, which would change the purposes of the thesis. 
Yet, regional differences are issues that can be included in Part Two of the 
thesis. 

The dimension "stage in the firm's lifecycle" is a relatively easy dimension to 
get a hold of; the hard part is to decide when a firm moves from being in a start-
up stage to becoming established. Also, an entrepreneur having an established 
firm can discuss how he handled competence acquisition in the start-up stage, 
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and therefore, this dimension becomes less interesting to use as a criteria for 
case selection. Age of the firm is also a fairly easy dimension to find out. 
However, if a firm is old and successful it would probably have outgrown what 
can be considered a small firm. Also, if the firm is too old the entrepreneur is 
more likely to have forgotten how they acquired competence in the beginning 
and therefore age of the firm was not selected as a dimension. The dimension, 
different industries, is also of interest since industry specifics is likely to affect 
how competence is acquired, but the risk with using this dimension is that 
industry specific differences comes into focus, which would change the 
purposes of this study. However, different industries can also be an issue in Part 
Two of the thesis. Choosing the dimension product or market oriented was also 
an optional dimension, however, this seems like an old-fashioned way of 
reasoning since firms today have to be both market and product-oriented to 
survive. 

I also strived to get maximum variety between the management structures of the 
cases and thereby obtain a representation of variants of running businesses. Two 
of the four cases (both in older manager/standardized production of high quality) 
were run by one manager who was also the founder of the firm. One case was 
founded by two students and the father of one of the students, and run by one of 
the students (younger/ standardized production of high quality). One case had 
two founders and also run by both of them (older manager/customer specific 
order). 

4.2.3 	Contact with the cases and acceptation to participate 

A letter was written to the entrepreneurs managing the selected firms, explaining 
the study, why I had chosen them, what they would gain from participating in 
the study, who I was and why it was important for me that they would 
participate and that I would contact them in about a week to further discuss their 
possible participation. These letters was sent on 1 1 th  June 2001 to all of the 
seven selected firms. An e-mail was received on 13th  June from one of the firms 
(secondhand choice), stating the managing entrepreneur's interest in 
participating. My first attempt to contact the other firms by phone was on 15th  
June the following week to further discuss their possible participation and the 
second attempt was made on 18th  June. At the second attempt I got in touch with 
owners of two firms and one of them was immediately interested while the other 
wanted to wait until the other owner was present to make the decision. On 19th  
June the third owner was contacted and he accepted to participate, and on 26th  
June the hesitating owners were contacted and they agreed to participate. These 
contacts resulted in three firsthand choices agreeing to participate while the forth 
eventually appeared not to fit one of the criteria, as he was no longer actively 
working within the firm. He was then replaced by the secondhand choice, which 
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had contacted me by e-mail stating his interest in participating in the study. 
Appointments for interviews were set and the first interview round with the 
entrepreneurs was conducted through the period of June to September of 2001. 
The second interview round with the entrepreneurs and interviews with 
additional respondents in each case was conducted in the period of October to 
December of 2001. 

Table 7. 	Information on the four cases31. 

 

Alpha  Beta Gamma Delta 

Age of entrepreneur 

Strategy 
No of employees 
Year of foundation 
Interview, 1st  respondent 
Interview, rd  respondent 
Number of processes  

Young 

Customer specific 
order 

40 
1990 

01-08-21 
01-08-21/01-12-12 

6 

Old 
Standardized 

production of high 
quality 

11 
1990 

01-06-26/01-12-03 
01-12-03 

5 

Old 

Customer specific 
order 

21 
1985 

01-09-04/01-12-14 
01-09-04/01-12-15 

4 

Young 
Standardized 

production of high 
quality 

25 
1998 

01-07-23/01-11-26 
01-12-06 

6 

In Alpha, two of the founders were interviewed in the first round. First, a longer 
interview was held separately with the managing entrepreneur. Then, a shorter 
interview was held with both the managing entrepreneur and the product 
development manager. In the second interview round, only the product 
development entrepreneur was interviewed, as the managing entrepreneur did 
not show up for the appointment that day. In addition, three of the staff members 
were briefly interviewed as they offered to give their view of activities taken in 
the firm. In Beta, the entrepreneur was interviewed in the first interview round 
and in the second interview round, both the entrepreneur and the marketing 
manager were interviewed separately. In Gamma, both of the entrepreneurs 
wanted to be present at the same time in the first interview round, and then in 
the second interview round they were interviewed separately. In Delta, the 
managing entrepreneur was interviewed on two occasions and the product 
development manager in the second interview round. The entrepreneurs 
included in the study are owners or part owners of the firms. Therefore, hired 
CEOs working exclusively for other firm owners are not part of this study. 

31 The table includes the two dimensions for selection, current number of employees, and the 
year when the firm was founded, and the dates of interviews, and the number of processes that 
are elaborated in the empirical analysis in chapter 5. 
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4.3 	Data Collection 

As a base for studying the firms I have checked the firms' annual reports and 
their product brochures, as well as, the information given on the firm's Internet 
site. The primary source of data is interviews with the managing entrepreneur of 
each of the four small firms. Therefore, the findings are basically based on 
interviews with the entrepreneur of a small firm. The reason for having the 
entrepreneur as respondent is that they are the key informants of actions in small 
firms and can explain situations where unique combinations of actions were 
used to acquire competence with regard for a specific situation. Thereby, a rich 
picture of modes of acquisition used in the firm and in what kind of situations a 
certain mode of competence acquisition was chosen could be captured. A 
limitation of this study is the potential sampling bias due to the fact that I rely 
mostly on the responses of the entrepreneur in the firm. However, I have 
conducted additional interviews with other respondents in the firms who were 
identified by the entrepreneur as important for getting a broader perspective of 
the actions in the specific firm. Therefore, the entrepreneur was asked to identify 
other important persons in the firm, concerning competence acquisition, with 
whom I made additional interviews. 

According to Yin (1994,  p  79  ff),  the strengths of the data source interviews are 
that they focus directly on the study topic and provide perceived insightful 
casual inferences. The weakness of interviews can, according to Yin, be bias due 
to poorly constructed questions, response bias, inaccuracies due to poor recall, 
and interviewees give what the interviewer wants to hear. In an effort to enhance 
my questions for reducing these weaknesses, I brought in opinions on the 
questions from three colleagues and made suitable changes in the questions in 
line with the response. 

The interviews were conducted on site, that is, at the firm, and thereby I could 
gain a richer picture of the firm by being in its context. In the first round of 
interviews, the first two interviews (Beta and Delta) took about two hours, 
which was twice as much as was agreed upon. However, after the agreed-upon-
hour had past by, the respondent was given the chance to discontinue the 
interview and to continue it at another time, but they both agreed to continue. 
From both interviews, product brochures and press releases were obtained to 
further enrich the picture of the firm. The other two interviews of the first round 
were held in August and September. The interview in August in Alpha also 
continued for more then two hours where the respondent was given the same 
offer to discontinue. The last of the four interviews in the first round in Gamma 
lasted for 75 minutes. The second round of interviews began in November and 
was completed in December. A time pattern similar to the first interview round 
occurred in the second interview round. 
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The interviews in the first round were held quite open, to become more precise 
in the second round, so that questions that were not given a clear response the 
first time, were better illuminated the second time. The first interview was 
conducted based on themes, such as "competitive advantages", "production", 
"product development", and "market research" and "marketing". It was initiated 
with questions of what the entrepreneur considered central for competitiveness, 
and what were important concerning resources, which were the firm's most 
important competences, and how the entrepreneur had managed to make the 
firm competitive. Then, as the entrepreneur talked, the themes concerning 
competence acquisition were covered and I would ask further questions when 
the entrepreneur did not cover the theme himself. Within these themes, the three 
modes of acquisition were discussed, what was considered alternatives to choose 
between or not. The modes were also discussed in relation to time and situation, 
that is, when during the firm's existence different processes took place. The 
second interview round was used to complement and bring more details to the 
information given in the first round, and to further penetrate the processes. In the 
second interview, I used the manuscripts from the first interview and added 
questions for getting more details concerning specific processes that were 
identified in the first interview. The questions asked in the second interview 
were individually for each case, which was a consequence of the fact that the 
details missing from the first interview depended upon the information given in 
the first interview. 

Both interview rounds with the entrepreneur in Beta were not taped due to the 
respondent's clear rejection, stating that he would not be as open in his response 
with a tape recorder as without. However, notes were taken during the entire 
interview and the interview was written down the same day as the interview 
took place. The second interview was taped, since the respondent, the 
entrepreneur of Delta had no objections towards being recorded and the way he 
responded and acted in the interview showed that he was not in any way 
bothered by the tape recorder. Also, in the third and fourth interviews with 
Gamma and Alpha the tape recorder was also used after the respondents' 
approval, and judging from their way of responding to questions, the tape 
recorder did not cause any problem for them to be open in their response. They 
were relaxed and did not pay any attention on the tape recorder. 

For the second round, additional respondents in each firm were to be 
interviewed. To identify important actors in the firm, I asked the first 
respondents to give suggestions for additional respondents. In Alpha, the 
managing entrepreneur suggested his partner, the product development manager 
and it was a natural choice as he was also one of the founders. The managing 
entrepreneur in Delta suggested that I should talk to the product development 
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manager (he has been in the firm since the start up of Alpha). The entrepreneur 
in Beta suggested that I should further talk with the marketing manager (she has 
been in the firm since the start up of Beta). In Gamma, the two partners were 
present in the interview and they did not consider any one else to be important 
for competence acquisition in the firm. 

4.4 	Analysis and Interpretation of findings 

The findings were interpreted based on different situations and tried to 
distinguish what is important in those situations. These situations are the typical 
acquisition and acquisitions in critical episodes when competence was essential, 
and the respondents described what happened and what the consequences of 
their actions were, and if they are content with the choices, and how they reason 
about the acquisition. Distinctions were made between acquisitions of market, 
technical and operational competence. The basis for choosing processes in the 
firms was to choose crucial and important processes for the future of the firm. 
Based on the reasoning that some phases in a firm's development has 
specifically high competence demands and those phases are the start-up, periods 
of growth and period of radical change of terms for running business. (SOU 
1998:77,  p  19). The perspective in this study is from the inside of the firm where 
the entrepreneur has significant meaning for the process, and the process is in 
focus. The analysis is done based on the preliminary theoretical model where the 
process is analyzed through the entrepreneur, the competence base and the 
business concept. 

The first round of interviews was written down word by word. Then the 
transcripts were used to identify competence acquisition processes in each case. 
In Chapter 5, the cases are initially presented separately where the processes are 
individually described. The process descriptions are introduced with a 
background description, which gives a picture of the structure of the firm at the 
time of the process. The process description consists of two phases. First, as a 
Phase One presenting why the acquisition took place, and what initiated the 
actual acquisition of competence. Second, a Phase Two is presented where the 
competence acquisition is described. The reason for describing a process, as two 
phases is that what is central and useful for this thesis is the one phase 
describing triggering factors and the other step elaborating the acquisition of 
competence. 

The first step in the analysis is a within-process analysis. Therefore, each 
process description is followed by an analysis based upon the preliminary 
theoretical model where the process is seen from the perspective of all the three 
factor groups. The second step in the analysis is a between-process analysis 
where each case is handled separately, but each case's processes are discussed 
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together. In the within-process analyses, the environment is not discussed per se. 
Instead, the environment is elaborated on in the between-process analysis. The 
reason why environment is handled altogether in the between-case analysis in 
each case is that the context in where the firm operates is similar in all 
processes. The third and final step is a between-case analysis, where all cases 
are discussed together. This analysis step is deliberately placed in a separate 
Chapter because the level of abstraction increases in each analysis step, and this 
step in the analysis is discussed in an even closer relation to the theoretical 
framework so it seemed reasonable to make this separation. 

4.4.1 	Choosing processes in the firms 

As the first interview round was held open where the entrepreneurs had 
opportunities to express in words typical and critical important events and 
activities that took place in the firm when the entrepreneurs had opportunities to 
strongly influence the choices of processes. In the second interview round more 
specific questions were asked that were based on the first interview to bring 
more details to the events and activities that took place within the firm. The 
entrepreneurs also got the opportunity to judge the importance and/or the 
usualness of each event. Below follows a description on what grounds the 
processes in each firm were perceived as important and interesting. 

Alpha 
The first process in Alpha was the start up of the firm and an important base for 
what the following processes focuses on. The second process is regarded as a 
typical process, meaning that there are more processes that are alike, which 
makes this process characteristic for how operational competence acquisition is 
handled in Alpha. The third, fourth, and fifth processes represent periods of 
growth in Alpha and were important to display to be able to follow how they 
have developed their growth activities through these processes. The market 
penetration process was essential for reaching one of the entrepreneur's goals, 
which is firm growth, and managing the competence acquisition in the entry 
steps was therefore important for reaching for the growth goal. Process six 
represents a critical period in the product development work in Alpha. The 
technical competence acquisition process in this process is of importance for 
continuing developing the product and staying competitive. 

Beta 
The first process in Beta concerns a period of radical change of terms for 
running the business in Beta. The sale of Zeta, a subsidiary of Beta, fills an 
important part in the first process and was also an important milestone in Beta's 
history. The second process concerns an important start-up period of a new 
product, and the technical competence acquisition process was important for 
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continuing developing the product and becoming competitive. The third process 
is a typical process of how operational competence is acquired in Beta. The 
fourth process concerns a critical issue for Beta, namely the lack of technical 
competence in the local municipality, and the process of founding an 
association, as a way of handling the competence shortage. The fifth process 
involves a period of growth efforts as Beta is aiming to become more active on 
the European market. 

Gamma 
The first process in Gamma focuses the operational competence acquisition 
made on the international market as they were faced with somewhat changed 
terms for running their business. Their current Swedish sub-suppliers could not 
help them as they usually would, due to the business boom. The second and 
third process focuses on the technical competence acquisition at the University, 
via a professor or via the Internet. Since the business includes not only 
engineering but also physics, which is not their specialty, they have to acquire 
that competence somehow. Using the network is typical for such acquisition in 
Gamma, while using the professor was an important step in broadening the 
arena of choices. The fourth process concerns changed terms of running their 
business when the economy went into a recession and they had to find new 
customers to sustain their sales volume. Thus, the fourth process involves 
market research via a telemarketing firm as a way of finding out if there was a 
market to expand on in Sweden. 

Delta 
The first process in Delta concerns an important start-up period with the 
development of the product. The second process was a critical point, financially, 
in Delta's short history and this acquisition process was one way of securing the 
financial status of Delta. The third, fourth, and fifth process all mirror periods of 
radical change of terms for running the business. These processes radically 
changed Delta's business concept. Process six is a process that describes how 
Delta typically has solved their need for specific core competencies. 

4.4.2 	Operationalization of codes 

As the interview manuscripts were read, the following definitions were used to 
code the text (Miles & Huberman, 1994,  p  61  ff).  Within each definition of 
code, the operationalizations of codes are given that are used in Chapter 5. 

Context — Setting, context is general information on the surrounding 
environment that puts the process in a broader context such as background 
information about the firm and its surrounding environment. 
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Outcome — the competitive situation and the way competition is handled 
including what market the firm operates in and what product-mix the firm hold. 
Consequences of a certain choice of acquisition such as competence building 
and competence leveraging as well as costs aspects are included in outcome. A 
number of specific variables were used to identify outcome. These were: "rate of 
new customers", "rate of new products developed", "new product advantages", 
"innovations", "new production routines", "sustaining customers", "improved 
products", "improved production capacity". Within these variables, the first four 
correspond to enterprising activities and are in line with radical innovation. The 
last three variables correspond to honing activities and are in line with 
incremental innovation. All of these variables can be issues for competence 
building and competence leveraging. The separation between these two 
outcomes is based upon if the acquired competence enhances the capacity of the 
firm's existing competence base — competence leveraging - or adds new types of 
competence to the competence base — competence building. These variables 
may influence each other as innovations may lead to an increased rate of new 
customers since an innovation may first lead to new product advantages, and/or 
improved products that are perceived as unique, which erase competition in line 
with creation of monopoly or oligopoly that also may sustain customers as well 
as gaining new customers. A high degree of innovation may lead to a high rate 
of new products being developed and may also improve production capacity in 
the firm. The type of competence that the acquisition resulted in, will also be a 
result specified in the outcome. 

Acquisition of competence is a process — sequences of events, flow, transitions, 
and turning points, and changes over time. This process is driven by activities 
and activities are actions in a setting of more major duration — days, weeks, 
months, years - constituting significant elements of people's involvements. 

A Mode consists of activities — regularly occurring kinds of behavior but can 
also be events — specific activities, especially ones occurring infrequently. Based 
on the frame of reference, the following criteria have been used to distinguish 
different kinds of modes. 

An Internal acquisition mode involves fully control of the competence, and it 
means that the competence is firm specific, owned or tightly controlled. A 
Social network acquisition mode means to borrow competence (cheaply), by 
using established personal or professional contacts (e.g. family and friends) that 
are connected to the entrepreneur's personal network, both as strong or weak 
ties. It involves competence that is "firm-addressable", and is not owned not 
tightly controlled, but can be addressed and used. A Market acquisition mode 
means to simply buy the competence, to only purchase. This mode means that 
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the competence is unconnected to the entrepreneur's personal network, and 
external to the firm. 

The Competence base includes types of competencies that the firm holds within 
the firm's boundaries and on which the firm's reputation is built. Five specific 
codes are used within this factor group. These are "absorb" and/or "access", 
"attract/reputation", "internal driver" and/or "external driver". The code 
"absorb" means that the competence being acquiring had to be internalized and 
controlled by the firm. The code "access" means that the competence was 
temporarily acquired and not internalized. The code "attract/reputation" means 
that the competence being acquired had to be wanting to be in the firm and the 
supply of the particular competence in the particular competence acquisition 
process made it possible for the firm to choose among several equivalent 
alternatives and the competence being acquired, was actively searching for 
being in the firm. "Internal driver", is a code that indicates that the competence 
acquisition process was initiated from inside the firm as a need was discovered 
inside the firm's own competence base. "External driver", is a code that 
indicates that the competence acquisition process was initiated outside the firm. 

The Business concept is defined as the written statement and the ideas regarding 
why the firm is in business and such activities that are taken as a way of striving 
for and work in line with the written statement and the stated ideas. Within the 
factor group, the business concept, three specific codes are used. These codes 
are: "market", "product", and "production". When one of these codes is used, it 
means that the particular part of the business concept has a particular impact on 
the competence acquisition process at hand. "Market" is identified as who the 
firm sells to, what their market is including the niche and segments that the firm 
focuses on, customer profile, distribution and marketing tools, the identification 
of geographical domain, that is, where the firm competes, and the identification 
of the firm's desired public image. Product is identified as what the firm sell, 
what the product is, as the services, goods or systems of goods and services that 
the firm offers. It includes the identification of principal products and/or 
services. Production is identified as how does the firm accomplish bringing its 
products to the market, including e.g. production, organization and personnel. 

The Entrepreneur defines the situation — how he understands, defines, or 
perceives the setting and the competence acquisition process, "how things are 
done here" and thereby finding out how the entrepreneur reasons that could be 
related to the entrepreneur's personality. The entrepreneur also includes the 
entrepreneur's personal background and vision of the firm. The codes used 
within the factor group, the entrepreneur, are: "education", "experience", "risk 
reduce" and/or "risk taking", and "vision", and "proactive". The codes 
"education" and/or "experience" are used when the education and experience 
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can be related to the process, meaning that when there are signs indicating that 
the education and/or experience of the entrepreneur had important impact on the 
competence acquisition process at hand, these codes are used. The codes "risk 
reduce" and/or "risk taking" are used when the entrepreneur took actions for 
reducing risks in a particular competence acquisition process, and/or the actions 
taken in a particular competence acquisition process are seen by the 
entrepreneur as taking risks. The code "vision" is used when the activities taken 
in the particular competence acquisition process are in line with the expressed 
vision of the entrepreneur. The code "proactive" is used when the entrepreneur 
expressed that he has acted ahead of what was considered needed to sustain 
competitive advantages. 

The three factor groups, the competence base, the business concept, and the 
entrepreneurs may all receive the codes "navigate" and/or "push" in the analysis. 
The code "navigate," means that the factor group at hand fills the function of 
guiding and controlling the actions taken in the competence acquisition process 
at hand, that is, giving direction on how the acquisition ought to be done. The 
code "push," means that the factor group at hand fills the function of supporting 
and driving for a particular competence acquisition to take place. 

Competence acquisition strategy comprises the ways of accomplishing 
competence acquisition, the entrepreneur's tactics, methods, and techniques for 
meeting the firm's needs that may develop as a pattern in the actions taken. 

4.5 	Trustworthiness 

Due to the conscious choices that I make and the fact that my study's unit of 
analysis is the competence acquisition in a firm, that is, a process, the 
trustworthiness of the data I can collect and also choose to collect will be 
affected (Miles & Huberman, 1994,  p  25  ff).  Therefore, the trustworthiness of 
the data sources I have chosen to use on my path to fulfilling the purpose of the 
study needs to be discussed. 

I collected data from different types of sources by which I tried to reach a 
broader range of historical, attitudinal, and behavioral issues, that is, reflections 
of the reality. These reflections of reality brought in the shape of different 
sources can be more or less reliable (Yin, 1994). For instance, the information 
that the respondent in an interview submits is unique and can depart from others, 
which is normal, but the information can also, due to time, be distorted. There 
are several degrees of distortion due to the fact that people forget, rationalize, 
have a lack of knowledge on the matter, or purposely give misleading 
information. Therefore, the information can be filtered. Social constructionism 
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means that the information given is filtered through the study objects' frame of 
reference. 

When dealing with trustworthiness of a source, Yin (1994,  p  33  ff,  p  79  ff)  
argues that triangulation; in this case data triangulation as Patton (1987) in Yin 
(1994) describes it, becomes relevant as an attempt to overcome problems with 
validity and reliability. However, Denzin and Lincoln (2000,  p  394) and Arbnor 
and Bjerke (1994) maintain that in qualitative studies, reliability is not relevant. 
I suggest that it is another type of reliability that needs to be discussed in order 
to avoid distortion. In this thesis reliability is a quest for honesty and effort. 
Furthermore, Denzin and Lincoln (2000) state that triangulation is not a tool or a 
strategy of validation, but an alternative to validation. They state that the use of 
multiple methods, or triangulation, reflects an attempt to secure an in-depth 
understanding of the phenomenon in question (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000,  p  5). 
Denzin and Lincoln (2000,  p  443  ff)  describe triangulation as 

. a process of using multiple perceptions to clarify meaning, 
verifying the repeatability of an observation or interpretation" 
and"..to clarify meaning by identifying different ways the 
phenomenon is being seen". 

Richardson (2000) criticises triangulation, arguing that triangulation includes the 
assumption that there is a "fixed point" or "object" that can be triangulated. 
Richardson (2000) offers the idea of crystallization instead of triangulation 
where crystallization recognizes that there are far more than "three sides" from 
which to approach the world. Crystallization provides us with deepened, 
complex, thorough understanding of the topic. (See Richardson, 2000,  p  934.) 

Janesick (2000,  p  391  ff)  points at crystallization as moving from plane 
geometry to new physics, with variety of shapes, substances, angles of approach, 
growth, change and alternating. This means that what is seen when viewing a 
"crystal" depends on how it is viewed, how it is held up to the light. 
Crystallization is an attempt to capture as many colours as possible (by using 
more than one data source) and thereby looking for a richer picture leading to 
deeper understanding of this particular angle of the crystal. In an attempt to 
crystallize in this thesis, interviews with several respondents, Internet sites, 
annual reports and brochures were used to gain a richer picture. However, just as 
the honesty in the information given in interviews can be questioned, annual 
reports are also constructed that can be subject of creative booking, which can 
question the reliability. Brochures and Internet sites are also constructed, usually 
with the purpose of marketing the firm and its products, so information provided 
by such sources may be questioned as well. 
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In the interviews I have noticed some differences between the respondents and 
their straightforwardness in their responses. In Delta, the respondents were very 
straightforward and both respondents gave long and colourful descriptions and 
explanations of processes and contexts of the firm. Similar experiences were 
received from the respondents in Alpha and Beta. In Gamma, the respondents 
seemed (particularly in the first interview) somewhat hesitant and did not give as 
in-dept descriptions and explanations of processes and context in their firm. 
However, in the second interview round the respondents in Gamma, were more 
obliging, but were still short in their answer. It seems fair to say that in Gamma, 
the respondents had not thought too much about their actions, while In Delta the 
respondents had reflected more upon their actions. 

My first intention was to conduct two interviews with the managing 
entrepreneur and one interview with an additional respondent, which was 
followed through with Beta and Delta. Meanwhile, in Gamma, both respondents 
wanted to be present at the same time at the first interview. In Alpha, the 
intention and agreement was to have two interviews with the managing 
entrepreneur and one additional with the other entrepreneur. However, at the 
time for the second interview, the managing entrepreneur was not present so 
instead the product development entrepreneur was interviewed twice. Though, 
the data given by the managing entrepreneur at the first interview was very 
thorough so there did not seem to be anything missing, and therefore, the more 
in-depth interview with the other entrepreneur turned out to be a good 
complement to the first interview with the managing entrepreneur. 

As the empirical analyses were written down, the manuscripts were sent to each 
entrepreneur for review and comments on the content. One month after sending 
the manuscripts to the firms, they were contacted by phone and were able to 
give their view of the manuscripts. In that sense, the entrepreneurs were having 
an active part in the work. 

The results might be biased as the empirical results in Chapter 5 are basically 
based on the responses of the entrepreneur. Also, as I view reality as socially 
constructed, the results of this thesis could be seen as constructions made by me 
as a researcher. However, I have used the respondents as co-researchers by 
double checking core information and letting them be a part of the research 
process by having them read their own manuscripts and giving response on the 
content and changing the content if the content was not corresponding correctly 
to their picture of the process. A reflection from the study is the consensus 
between the respondents. Both the entrepreneur and the additional "important-
person-for-acquisition-of-competence" pointed out by the entrepreneur seem to 
have a similar pictures of what is important and how is should be done. 
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5 	The Case Studies - Case Descriptions, and Within-
Process Analysis, and Between-Process Analysis 

First, in each case, general information about the firm is presented followed by 
a number of competence acquisition processes. The presentation of the 
processes follows a time-sequence order. Each process is followed by a within-
process analysis based on the preliminary theoretical model and the central 
aspects in each process are briefly presented. Each case is ended with patterns 
in competence acquisition and a summary and concluding remarks on the case. 
At the end of the chapter a between-case analysis is developed, where 
reflections and conclusions are discussed. Words printed in italics are meant to 
point out core issues in that section of text. 

5.1 	Alpha 

Alpha is a privately owned firm that develops and markets products and services 
within the graphic product Configuration. Today, Alpha is owned by five private 
persons of whom three are the original founders, Henry Bradley, Tom Bradley 
and Mike Thomson. All owners are actively working in the firm. Mike has had 
an interest in running businesses and building organizations, which is something 
he has had opportunities to develop in Alpha and he considers himself good at it. 
Today, Mike is the CEO of Alpha. As the research and development manager in 
Alpha, Tom is closer to his research ideas than he was as doctoral student at the 
University. As research and development director he works with the 
development of new technology concepts that they are to use in the future. 
Today, Henry, who is the father of Tom, fills the role of chairman of the board 
of directors. The fourth owner, David North, became part of the firm in 1994 as 
a salesman. Sean Gorman is the fifth owner with experience and background in 
finance and sales. The reason for involving additional owners was the need for 
broader competence within the management team. Mike met David North 
through a chain of acquaintances. Before becoming an owner, David North 
worked as a consultant for Alpha. Mike considers that including David North in 
Alpha as an owner was natural since he had managed to make the second 
important sale for the firm. The fifth owner, Sean, was a friend of Tom's brother 
and his interest in Alpha came conveniently for Alpha, as there was a growing 
need for financial management, which he was experienced in. Further on, when 
I write "they" it is Mike who refers to the owners of Alpha. 

Alpha's product is tailor-made to fit each customer's needs and the goal with the 
customization is to make the product easy to use. Mike considers that Alpha's 
product is unique - even when looking at the entire world since it holds a total 
perspective where competitors' products only hold parts. The total perspective is 
apparent in that the product is a multi-functional tool that combines the most 
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important features of; configurators, CAD, calculation, word processing, 3D-
redering, virtual reality, and business systems. Alpha's policy is to give current 
customers highest priority. Alpha's salesmen are working with that policy in 
mind. Mike notes that it is better to take care of your current customers before 
taking on new ones. Moreover, a new customer should not be taken in unless it 
is seen as a long-term relation. Mike states that the firm has to focus only on 
good prospects and to convince these prospects that Alpha is the right long-term 
alternative. There is, thus, a balance that has to be managed between current and 
prospective customers. Managing this balance is considered fundamental for 
Alpha's way of doing business. An example of how Alpha takes care of their 
current customers is the arrangements of free seminars several times a year at 
different locations to demonstrate and learn about the product. They also provide 
users of Alpha's products with newsletters of how to be more effective and 
creative in the work with Alpha's products. 

Alpha does not work in any alliance today as they have experienced 
unsuccessful cooperation previously. They have worked together with some 
other firms that deliver business systems but this has not led to any further 
cooperation. The reason for the unsuccessful cooperation is the difference in 
perspective. Alpha with its long-term perspective does not fit firms with a short-
term perspective that focuses on the next quarter. This mismatch in perspective 
led to a lot of hard work to handle the mismatch. In general, firms give new 
prospects higher priority than current customers, perhaps due to competition, 
and therefore focus on getting as many prospects as possible signed. Tom 
considers that it is not unthinkable to cooperate in the future and cooperation is 
not totally out of the question. However, previous plans of having partners 
distributing and selling Alpha's product were never realized - and never will be - 
due to the difference in perspectives. 

Alpha has to work close to the customer, due to the technique characteristics of 
the product. Mike says that they cannot work with technical development 
without considering the user. All customization is based on either direct 
dialogue with customers, or signals from customers that personnel at Alpha 
consider by analyzing the problem and then try to come up with solutions. They 
meet with the customers on a regular basis trying to identify what their problems 
are and how Alpha's product may be customized to solve those problems. 

"We almost never accept when customers come with solutions 
telling us how to solve their problems. If we do not understand the 
problem, it will not work out well." 

Therefore, good communication skills in customer relations are considered 
important. In this way, the customers' needs are known at an early stage and, 
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thereby, direct feedback can be received. It is good to have prompt feedback 
from the customer, since errors do not develop into big problems. Therefore 
Alpha has increased the customer feedback rate from once a month to once a 
week, which the Internet has made possible. The customer feedback includes 
response on how the customization of Alpha's product functions and what 
further customizations are needed. In this way, Alpha's customization work can 
more exactly meet with the expectations of the customers. 

One of the goals or vision that Mike has is firm growth. Alpha is characterized 
by a long-term focus, where organic growth is preferred to buying companies. 
The philosophy has been to expand organically, which has been possible thanks 
to the retained profits. Therefore, Alpha today has no debts. However, if faced 
by a situation of wanting to expand by investing in the future and having to use 
external financial means, they would do so. Thus, they see organic growth as a 
goal, not as a limitation. During a ten-year period, the organic growth has been 
between 40 to 60 percent annually and the solidity has increased successively to 
the present 50 percent. The home market is not large enough for future growth, 
which is one reason for finding new markets to begin to penetrate. However, it 
takes time to build trust and a brand, which is necessary for getting the right 
customers and references on the market. Today the firm has 40 employees of 
whom 95 percent have graduated from university. 

Table 8. 	The development in Alpha between 1996 and 2000 regarding number of 
employees, sales, and profit. 

Year 
No of 

employees Sales (M  sek)  
Profit after financial 

items 
1996 11 6,447 0,811 
1997 15 8,828 1,437 
1998 20 13,8 1,049 
1999 26 22,614 3,536 
2000 37 30,667 4,751 

Mike states that what is central for competitiveness is the focus on the long term 
in line with the business concept. Therefore, the individual employee must 
understand the business concept and communicate it to the customers so that 
they also understand it. Mike also states that it is his job to see to that everyone 
follows the business concept. Other goals, such as short-term goals are 
important too, but long term has been most important for Alpha. The nature of 
the product is long term as well. If a customer buys the product it is on a long-
term basis. Thus, Alpha's relation to customers is on a long-term basis, as well 
as long-term relations to the employees. Mike argues that they cannot build a 
healthy firm unless they stick to that policy internally. Hence, they think of how 
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they can work with competence on a long-term basis, since even though there is 
a product, the firm is made of human resources and this is where efforts have to 
be made. Sustaining a high level of health is also a part of the business concept. 
That is why Alpha has an established program that provides mental and physical 
exercises for the workforce. In addition, making the product simple to use is a 
part of the business concept. 

"Alpha's business concept is to develop and customize drawing and calculation 
systems. The solutions should be simple to use and thus require a minimum of trading. 
Systems will contribute to: 

• Increasing sales for the customer. 
• Improving the quality of quotations and calculations. 
• Stimulating creativity on the part of the user." 

(Annual report 2001) 

Mike wants employment in Alpha to be on a long-term basis. The reason is that 
having long-term relationships with customers requires long-term relationships 
with employees. In trying to keep employees, a couple of factors are focused 
upon. One factor is having an interesting product, which Mike claims they have. 
Also, they attract people with other aspects of the job such as work environment, 
health, personal development, and opportunities to take responsibility. Alpha has 
succeeded with the long-term relations with employees and the low employee 
turnover could be seen as the proof of this. Alpha encourages the workforce to 
take responsibility, initiative and continually acquire his or her own competence. 
One factor that could help to retain employees is higher salary, which is a factor 
they have deliberately avoided, claiming that they prefer investing efforts into 
the firm culture instead. 

In 1996, the firm had multiple projects running, and they realized that they had 
to consider how to manage all projects at the same time. To secure the firm's 
future competitiveness and to become less vulnerable and to uphold the 
customers' satisfaction, they had to transmit and distribute knowledge and 
competence within the firm. Also, on occasions of asymmetry in the workload, 
they needed to be able to switch people between projects, making the work force 
more flexible. Therefore, Alpha began arranging formal and informal forums on 
a regular basis for transmitting competence within the firm, mainly aimed at the 
operational staff. Newly hired join an introduction program with follow-ups 
after one week, and after the first, third and sixth month. They get the training 
needed for their specific competence area and are encouraged to work in 
different projects and, thereby, acquiring additional competence. Also, a rotation 
system was introduced in the projects so as to avoid extreme specialization and 
to become more flexible. The customers do not appreciate the rotation system in 
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projects. However, Mike reasons that rotation means that the customer will, in 
the long run, be less dependent on a single individual, and new participants in a 
project mean new fresh ideas, which in the long run means avoiding stagnation 
in the projects. Alpha has to handle the rotation in a way that the customer 
appreciates, which includes dialogue and slow changes in a correct way both 
externally and internally. The customers are not always aware of the changes. 
Alpha brings in a good competence that helps the project, but the customer does 
not see it and that keeps the customer satisfied. Alpha also works with 
transmitting competence to their subsidiaries abroad as, e.g., in England, where 
they also have personnel from Sweden. 

Ten years ago, in the start up of Alpha, they were almost alone with this type of 
technique. Today, the competitive climate has changed. More firms are selling 
products in the same segments, and there are tendencies of more tools being 
developed communicating the same concept. However, Mike questions if these 
alternatives will live up to the same quality as Alpha has. Competing products 
differ in type of technology being used where Mike considers Alpha's product 
as the best one on the market. However, Alpha has to continue to develop and 
improve to become better. Mike claims that when it comes to product 
development they have to strive forward all the time. He says that they cannot 
lose speed because speed is their only protection against competitors. 

Today, there are competitors but most of them do not have the same scope as 
Alpha has. In most of the cases, Alpha is the only alternative for the customers. 
However, the customers must understand Alpha's business concept, and since 
competitors have good marketing, customers may become confused. Therefore, 
it is crucial for Alpha to have a close customer dialogue. When looking into 
competitors' operations, Mike is interested in seeing what kind of competence is 
needed to communicate the product. It is complex to communicate the added 
value to the customer and to make them understand the uniqueness of the 
product. They have never really solved the problem of how to communicate the 
product. 

5.1.1 	Competence acquisition processes 

Below, six competence acquisition processes in Alpha will be presented. First, 
the background to the process is presented by describing the situation and the 
competence structure in the firm at the time of the process. Then, phase one will 
describe what triggered the competence acquisition to take place. Thereafter, the 
actual competence acquisition is described. Following, the process is analyzed 
using the components presented in the preliminary theoretical model, and in the 
end of each process, central points in the process are brought out. 
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Year 

1990 	1992 	1994 	1996 	1998 	2000 	2001 

	0> 
Process 1 

Process 2 

Process 3 

Process 4 

Process 5 

Process 6 

Figure 14. Alpha's timeline over which the processes and the duration time of each process 
are displayed32. 

5.1.1.1 	Process One — a business is founded by the acquisition of 
technical competence 

Background 
The background to this first process was the graduation of the two engineers in 
computer science, Tom and Mike. At the time when this process begun, in 1990, 
Alpha had not been founded and there was no product. Tom's father, Henry, had 
a firm designing office furniture. Tom worked as a doctoral student, but he 
discontinued since he did not feel that he got any response to his ideas. Mike has 
had an interest in programming since the 1970s. At this point in time, Mike 
worked at the University developing software for education. 

Phase One — Trigger 
In 1990, Henry Bradley asked his son Tom for help. His problem was the low 
acceptance of prospects and the high costs associated with the calculation of 
prospects. He had a firm that designed office furniture and experienced only a 
20 percent acceptance on prospects. Tom began making a prototype that could 
help Henry and introduced the prototype to his childhood friend Mike Thomson. 

32 The bold lines illustrate the time duration of the specific process and the dotted line in 
process 1 illustrates the following outcome of the process, while the dotted line in process 6 
illustrates the initiating events. 
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They realized that the prototype had potential and could be applied to firms 
having similar problems. Thus, there was a market for the product. 

Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
The two founding engineers, Mike and Tom, carried out the product 
development that followed. There was no product like this on the market and the 
requirements on the product were high. Due to Henry's low computer maturity 
there was a high demand for making the product "user-friendly" and, thereby, 
simple to use. Simplicity in the product turned out to be a winning concept. 
Today, the users need for simplicity has to be pointed out to the computer 
technician and they have to keep that in mind in their work. Understanding the 
user is an important competence, according to Tom. The technicians know 
hundreds of commandos as opposed to the limitations of the user. Tom and 
Mike have never been satisfied with making something that is just good enough; 
instead they wanted to make something really good, which means stretching all 
limits. The product designed to solve Henry's problem was the base for the two 
newly graduated engineers and the experienced entrepreneur, Henry to found 
Alpha in 1990. Henry Bradley had experience from founding several businesses. 
Therefore, they had the technical competence in the engineers and the how-to-
run-a-business competence supplied by Henry from the very beginning. It was 
very important for them that when seeing the potential in the product, to create a 
business concept. Thus, the business concept was created in 1990. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The first outcome of this process was a new product, which has been a success 
for Alpha and the basis for its growth. This new product may be considered as 
product enterprising since it was a completely new product based on a new idea, 
which is in line with an outcome of product innovation that resulted in a new 
product being developed. The second outcome of this process was the founding 
of the firm, Alpha. The third outcome of this process was the basis for 
developing a business concept. At the time when the business concept was 
created the three founders of Alpha thought of what market to serve. They 
started off in public milieu, office furniture, as Henry knew their specific 
market. However, the product could be applied in other segments as well. 
Today, Alpha is competitive within industrial interior fittings, inventory control, 
and house building. In that sense, they are quite broad. Simplicity in the 
product's function is also a central part of the business concept, and as sales of 
the product involves long term relations with the customer, long term 
relationships are also an important part of the business concept. Even after ten 
years continual development of the product, there are details that needs to be 
developed to fit specific customers. After the first version of the program was 
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developed, they have kept developing. Mike says that "the development never 
stops, it is continuous work". The product development is entirely done in-
house. The idea, the product concept, is the very same as it was eleven years 
ago. However, a lot of functionality has been applied to the basic concept. The 
basic product concept today is used all over the world, in all continents, with 
different languages and different currencies. 

Competence acquisition 
Prior to the founding of the firm, Henry used asocial 	 netw_ork acquisition mode 
as he asked his son for help. Also, when involving Mike, Henry and Tom used -a 
social network acquisition mode. Hence, the social network acquisition triggered 
the actions for the competence acquisition in this process. The actual actions in 
developing the product, founding the business and developing a business 
concept can be considered as an internal acquisition mode since the competence 
was already internalized as the process begun. The founders themselves 
represent the competence being acquired to the firm, which points at an internal 
mode. 

Competence base 
By coming together and helping each other solving the problem resulting in 
building a new product and founding a firm, they had acquired technical 
competence into the newly founded firm. In addition, by using Henry as a role 
model they kept the customer in mind and focused on simplicity in line with the 
customer's computer maturity and as a result, they acquired market competence. 
Thus, the firm's competence base changed from nothing to consist of technical 
competence supplied by the engineers, market competence built together with 
Henry, who represented a typical customer, and Henry who could also support 
with competence in how to found and run a business. This process has more the 
character of an internal driver since it was the entrepreneurs themselves who 
initiated the process and saw the potential in the product. The competence base 
guided how they could work in this process and therefore, the competence base 
could be seen as a navigating factor. 

Business concept 
By the time this process took place the business concept was not elaborated. As 
a result of the process the business concept was elaborated and, therefore, the 
business concept as such could not be a push factor in this process. However, the 
idea of simplicity in the product was guiding them from the start in this process, 
which later became an important part of the business concept, particularly 
concerning the product. However, the simplicity concept is also an idea of what 
to offer the market, and guiding for how to produce the product. This suggests 
that all parts of the business concept are related to the simplicity concept. Thus, 
the business concept could be seen as a weak navigating factor in this process. 
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Entrepreneur 
It is clear that the entrepreneurs', (Tom's and Mike's), education and computer 
experience had a significant impact on their actions. They could hardly have 
managed to develop this product without their background. This makes the 
entrepreneurs both a strong navigating and pushing factor for the process. In this 
process, the competence base naturally integrates with the entrepreneurs since 
the competence base consists of the entrepreneurs' competence. Henry's 
problem that initiated the process can be seen as a strong push factor. Also, 
Henry's experience from running businesses probably had an impact on the 
founding of the firm. The idea of a simple product for handling a complex 
problem was the strongest navigating factor in this process, which could be 
considered as the entrepreneurs' vision. 

Central points in Process One 
Both Tom's and Mike's education has crucial meaning for this process to take 
place, as well as Henry's experience of running businesses. Thus, 
entrepreneurial factors were of importance for this process. Another central 
point of this process is that one type of mode triggered another, which in this 
case was a social acquisition mode that triggered an internal acquisition mode. 
In addition, as a consequence of this process the improvement development 
work of the product has continued through out the years resulting in a better and 
more functional product. As the entrepreneurs, Mike, Tom and Henry make the 
competence base in this process, both the factor group competence base and the 
factor group the entrepreneurs supported this process. While the business 
concept was a result of the process and not a factor affecting the process per se, 
which is why the business concept gave no guidance in this process. 

5.1.1.2 	Process Two — growth in operational competence 

Background 
In 1994, the business cycle went into a boom and the opportunities for doing 
business became better. Alpha received a key customer who enhanced the 
credibility of Alpha in the eyes of other potential customers. At this time, the 
computer market matured and a few dominant players remained. In addition, 
Windows  NT  was introduced, which was important for making the product 
applicable and becoming usable in a wider extent. Up until 1994, the three 
founders were handling all the sales themselves. In 1994, a sales man, David 
North, was recruited, which was crucial for the firm's continuing expansion. The 
sales begun to increase as Alpha began penetrating the home market. Initially, 
the social network was a way of finding employees, meaning friends of someone 
that was already recruited. These friends had to prove themselves to become 
employees. Mike has personally been very careful in hiring his own friends, and 
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his principle is that every personal friend seeking employment in Alpha would 
be turned down. However, he might reconsider employing friends if that would 
become an issue, but so far that has not been the case. Mike reasons that as a 
student he built a network of friends in the computer science field and even 
though many of them are really good at what they do, he believes that friends 
should be friends and nothing else. 

Phase One - Trigger 
In 1996, the sales were increasing and there were opportunities for growth and 
by employing more personnel to take care of the operational activities sales 
growth could be aimed for. Meaning that Alpha was lacking personnel capacity 
to be able to grow. 

Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
Mike realized that work-related occasions at the University were good forums 
for acquiringoperational competence since it was hard to find employees due to 
the business boom. By marketing the firm at the University on work-related 
occasions Alpha, created a good reputation among students. Mike states that 
they have worked more with marketing towards new recruitment than towards 
new customers. But marketing in the University means a waiting period of four 
to five years before a student graduates and ready to begin work. Since Alpha 
began this kind of marketing in 1996, they have only recently seen results from 
it. Today many students know of Alpha and want to work at Alpha or ask for 
Alpha's services. They also use the local University to attract students to 
conduct their thesis work at Alpha and, thereby, get an opportunity to check out 
potential new employees. Students also often contact Alpha, and a considerable 
part of the recruitment is done this way, especially during the last two years. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
Since the marketing at the University has not given any results until recently, the 
need for additional personnel in 1998 had to be satisfied in another way than 
recruiting from the University. However, today students are being attracted to 
Alpha either as employees or as customers. Thus, it was not a quick way to 
acquire competence. By hiring graduate engineers, Alpha gains operational 
competence. This is the competence needed for the daily customer contact and 
work with customer-specific needs, which are in line with improved production 
capacity. Hence, the process resulted in gained capacity to both hone the market 
and the product. 
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Competence acquisition 
Since the potential personnel represented by graduate students are unconnected 
to Mike's and Tom's social network and are external to the firm, this could be 
characterized as a market acquisition mode. By testing potential employees by 
letting them do their thesis work at Alpha, they use a market mode, but lower 
the risk by demanding results in line with Mike's and Tom's expectation to 
receive an employment. This specific market mode was, however, not a quick 
way of acquiring competence. The used mode has changed over time from 
initially being based on recommendations via the social network. An internal 
acquisition mode is not really an option when enhancing capacity. Tom argues 
that advertising for personnel was considered useless at this point in time as the 
response from such efforts was close to zero due to the business boom. 

Competence base 
The competence base has been extended with additional operational 
competence, which could mainly be considered as competence leveraging 
enhancing the capacity of the firm. This mode has created a flow of competence 
being attracted to Alpha as a work place. The reputation that has been built at 
the University among• students has lately eased Alpha's acquisition of 
operational competence. The emphasis on marketing towards future 
employment could be a sign of what competence type that restraints the sales 
growth of the firm, pointing at the operational competence as the bottleneck 
resource. The activities in marketing towards new employees could be seen as 
characterized by an internal driver since the reason for employing is growth, 
which is an internal goal. Therefore, the competence base can be seen as a 
strong push factor for the process, since there was a lack of capacity. 

Business concept 
This market acquisition mode took a long time before it paid off, but is today 
characterized by a continuous supply. Thus, it is in line with the business 
concept's focus on long term as the competence supply is on a long-term basis 
that continues coming to the firm. Therefore, the business concept can be seen 
as a push factor for the process. The business concept can also be seen as a 
navigating factor since it states the importance of long-term relations, which can 
be difficult to sustain if the competence is not made internal. As this process 
mainly concerns operational competence, it is closely related to the production 
component of the business concept, but is also related to the market component 
as it fills the function of enhancing the firm's ability to satisfy future needs of 
customers. 
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Entrepreneur 
The risks associated with using a market acquisition mode, which is not under 
the entrepreneur's control, are reduced by having students working on their 
thesis work at the firm and thereby providing Alpha with an opportunity to test 
them. This could be considered as controlling for risk. Aiming at recruiting 
newly graduated students is according to Tom a way of being able to "shape" 
the employee to fit into Alpha's business culture. Avoiding employing friends 
could be regarded as reflecting the entrepreneur Mike's personality, where 
professional and private life are kept separate. Therefore, the entrepreneur can 
be seen as navigating factor for the process, managing the direction of how the 
process should be handled in line with his vision of sales growth. 

Central points in Process Two 
A central aspect in process two is that using a market acquisition mode does not 
necessarily mean that the acquired competence can be absorbed promptly. In 
Alpha, a central aspect of actions taken is, as in this process, to give results in 
the long run in -line with the business concept, which the continuing supply of 
graduate students provides. Another central point in process two is that sales 
growth in Alpha is not only dependent on the market competence, but also 
dependent on the capacity of the firm's operational competence. Thus, to have 
the opportunity to expand sales in line with Mike's growth vision, the capacity 
of operational competence has to be considered and acquired either by accessing 
it or, as in this process, absorbing it. Pointing out that to be able to bring out the 
full potential of the market competence, the capacity of the operational 
competence had to increase. This indicates dependence between competence 
types to interact to bring out each type's full potential. An additional central 
point is Mike's risk-controlling behavior when "testing" potential employees, 
which points at the entrepreneur as a supporting factor of the chosen acquisition 
mode as he is given the opportunity to "test" the competence. The competence 
base supports the chosen acquisition mode as the competence base was lacking 
capacity even though it took a long time before paying off. The business concept 
supported the chosen acquisition mode as the mode was in line with the long 
term of the business concept. Thus, in this process there was harmony among 
the three factor groups as all supported the chosen acquisition. 
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5.1.1.3 	Process Three: England — the first international move 

Background 
Alpha was, in 1998, a firm consisting of 20 employees still with a focus on sales 
growth. As Alpha had customers that had business units outside Sweden, in this 
case in England, Alpha sent people there to serve those customers. At the time 
of this market expansion, the Internet had become established. Mike had let go 
of the development of the product technology and began working with 
organization and development of the firm as the CEO of Alpha. Previously, 
Henry was the CEO. 

Phase One - Trigger 
They had waited to go international with Alpha's products. On a business trip to 
England, Mike met a Swedish customer that had subsidiaries in England and the 
Swedish customer introduced Mike to Greg. The Swedish customer had in this 
case introduced Greg to Alpha's product. Greg was interested in working with 
Alpha's product and to deliver it to the English market. Greg was willing to 
work according to the terms stated by the owners of Alpha. 

Phase Two — acquisition of competence 
Greg had to prove himself before he got officially involved in Alpha. This was 
an opportunity emerging and Alpha took the chance. The competence that was 
acquired when involving Greg was specific knowledge of the English market 
and sales skills, specifically applicable to the English market, which Alpha was 
lacking. Mike says that this is a contact that was gained through the social 
network. At that time, they were not really planning to go international so there 
was no other alternative route worked out. Mike says that he cannot really say 
that it was the perfect timing or person for that matter. However, Tom reasons 
that it was difficult to use other alternatives. When, e.g., advertising for the 
"right" person, Mike sees a risk of just getting "fortune hunters". Alpha, thus, 
started expanding into the English market, which was not a deliberate or planned 
move, but was more an expansion that happened by chance. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
This competence acquisition process resulted in that Alpha gained knowledge of 
the English market and acquired sales skills, which Alpha was lacking. Since 
this was new competence to Alpha, they conducted competence-building 
activities in this process. However, there are also elements of competence 
leveraging as Greg's sales skills in general were something Alpha already 
possessed. Also, transmitting competence about the product could lead to 
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competence leveraging. Alpha has transmitted competence from Sweden to 
England, meaning that Swedish personnel were located in England to teach the 
locally recruited personnel and, thereby, leveraged competence. That is the way 
Alpha works even today when they are entering the US market, and, therefore, 
this way of transmitting competence could be seen as a part of a competence 
acquisition strategy. With the new competence of Greg, Alpha was able to 
enterprise the market by expanding its domain into England, which has resulted 
in a higher rate of new customers. Mike summarizes that the timing and person 
involved may not have been perfect, which points at an outcome not completely 
satisfying Mike. 

Competence acquisition 
The customer served as a "distribution channel" or a broker providing credibility 
and trust to the acquisition in line with a social network acquisition mode. Greg, 
however, was a complete stranger to Mike, and there was negotiation and a 
contracting part of the acquisition in line with a market acquisition mode. 
Therefore, this competence acquisition process can be considered a use of mixed 
modes. This process was initiated by social network acquisition mode, as the 
customer was the contact, moving on to a market acquisition mode since Greg 
was unknown to Alpha at the time. 

Competence base 
The competence base has been built by contracting Greg. Greg had heard of 
Alpha and was attracted to the firm. Since Greg initiated the contact and was the 
one pushing for the contract as well as agreeing to all of Alpha's terms for 
cooperation, Greg can be seen as an external driver for this process. In this 
process, the competence base can be seen as a strong push factor due to the fact 
that it initiated the process. In addition, the competence base can be seen as a 
weak navigating factor since Alpha had no such competence internally, Mike 
saw no other choice than to turn externally. Though they could have developed 
the existing internal competence, the result would, however, be both uncertain 
and time consuming. 

Business Concept 
The entrance into the English market is in line with the long term focus of the 
business concept. By establishing local subsidiaries the opportunities to have 
close continuous customer contacts are enhanced, which is important for 
sustaining long-term customer relationships. Thus, this process is in line with 
the market component of the business concept. Therefore, the business concept 
can be seen as a strong push factor since it supports that actions should be taken, 
and it can also be seen as a navigating factor as it guides for actions that favor 
long term. 
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Entrepreneur 
Entering the English market is in line with the vision of sales growth, which 
Mike states is an important issue. When looking at the chosen mode of 
acquisition and the way the process developed it becomes clear that the reason 
for being interested in Greg in the first place was due to the trustworthiness that 
the already existing customer gave, and second, Greg's agreement with all of 
Alpha's terms for cooperation. Also, testing Greg's competence before 
contracting is a way to control for risks of involving a "fortune hunter". This 
point of a risk controlling behavior and could, therefore, be seen as a strong 
navigating factor of how the competence acquisition process was handled. 

Central points in Process Three 
One central point evident in process three is that used modes may not be 
absolutely fitted to a specific definition of a mode. There are mixed approaches 
to competence acquisition being used as in this process. Also in this process, the 
idea of long term is central for how Mike copes with acquisition of competence, 
pointing out the importance of the business concept in the actions taken. In 
addition, Mike's vision of growth, which he states is a vision in consensus with 
the other owners of Alpha, is an important aspect of this process as it provides 
access to potential new customers. Also, the risk-controlling behavior 
manifested by testing Greg and by Alpha stating all terms for cooperation is an 
important aspect of this process. This also points out the strong desire of Greg to 
work with Alpha's products, which, in turn, points out, that Alpha attracts 
competence. The competence base supported the chosen competence acquisition 
mode as the specific market competence related to the English market was 
lacking. The business concept supported the chosen acquisition mode as it 
focused on the long-term perspective, while the entrepreneur, Mike, was 
somewhat hesitant using the chosen mode and tried to control the risk via the 
trust of the social network. This process was in line with Mike's vision of sales 
growth. A result of this process is that Mike is not completely satisfied with the 
outcome of the acquisition. However, all factor groups supported to some extent 
the chosen mode of acquisition. 

5.1.1.4 Process Four: Germany — obtaining market competence for the 

second international move 

Background 
Germany, France, Benelux and USA were the target markets for the expansion 
of Alpha. The fifth owner, Sean, had come into the firm at this point in time 
(2000). Alpha has worked with sales activities as a way of building its brand. 
The principle guiding sales activities is that salesmen are to physically and 
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personally visit the customer, and not to write articles, press releases, or join 
seminars. 

Phase One - Trigger 
One reason for expanding internationally is that the Swedish market is limited 
and the competitive level is high compared to going international. On the 
international market, Alpha would not have to fight over market shares since 
there would be plenty of market shares. The goal and vision of entering another 
market is to achieve sales growth. The owners of Alpha have always agreed that 
Germany would be a natural entrance market since there are many firms on that 
specific market, which could benefit from using Alpha's product. Mike claims 
that the key is to communicate this message to the customer. As they were 
lacking someone who knew the German market and the German language in 
their competence base, Mike argues that they had to acquire that competence. 

Phase Two — competence acquisition 
Alpha, first, recruited a young person to their sales organization in Sweden, who 
was fluent in the German language. This person was contacted via the social 
network. Mike knew what kind of competence they needed and he knew whom 
to contact. Mike explains that much is built on loyalty. Alpha needs to trust 
these persons. Mike says that: 

"There are a lot of fortune hunters who look you up and want to be 
with you. You have to be careful. Not to say that everyone 
approaching us is like that, but by initiating a dialogue could reveal 
the purpose. If they want to be on the ride, they have to pay the 
ticket." 

Mike says that they are quite careful and test the capacity of the potential 
competence before spending any more time and money in specific individuals. 
So far every salesman that has been tied to Alpha has passed via the social 
network. 

Secondly, Alpha has, via Mike's social network, recruited another experienced 
person on the German market, who lives in Germany. He is older then the first 
person and has an elaborate contact network in Germany. He also gives a 
trustworthy impression, as the German business culture is believed to favor 
older persons. Alpha has, therefore, also a partner in Germany working only 
with Alpha's product. His job is to visit potential customers identified by Alpha. 
These two persons complemented each other. The young man would not have 
managed to build credibility due to his youth, while the young man has more 
sales skills, which complemented the older German. These persons also 
participate in fairs, which is a way of reaching potential customers and has 
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resulted in business agreements on the German market. Marketing via fairs 
towards other exhibitors has been the cheapest and most effective way of 
establishing contacts with new customers. Choosing what fairs to participate in 
is not hard since there are only a few fair arrangers and those can easily be found 
on the Internet. Alpha initiated sales activities in Germany in 2000. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
When recruiting these salesmen, one from the Swedish market and one from the 
German market, Mike can stay in close contact with the German market. As a 
result of these acquisitions of market competence, the firm's competence base 
has both been built and leveraged. Built in the sense of that new competence in 
the German language and the German market has been obtained, and leveraged 
in the sense of the additional general sales skills that have been obtained. As the 
recruited salesmen possess new kinds of sales skills applicable to the German 
market, they contributed to improved sales processes in Alpha.The customer-
visiting activities taken by these two salesmen have resulted in new customers, 
and Mike is satisfied with the result. Alpha also participates in German fairs, 
which is resulting in new customers being attracted to Alpha's product. These 
activities are in line with market enterprising activities. The entrance into the 
German market is a conscious and deliberate move as opposed to the entrance to 
the English market, which occurred more by chance. As with the entrance into 
the English market, competence has been transmitted from Swedish employees 
to the salesmen. 

Competence acquisition 
The acquisitions of sales competence, which is a kind of market competence, 
was done by using a social network acquisition mode, since they knew these 
salesmen before hiring them and they could, therefore, be considered as firm-
addressable resources. Using a market acquisition mode was not considered an 
option in this process since Mike saw a risk of attracting "fortune hunters" and 
neither was using an internal acquisition mode an option since they had no such 
specific competence internally. There was no time or capacity to built specific 
German market competence internally. Thus, time was an issue for not using an 
internal mode. 

Competence base 
Alpha still wanted to expand, which can be considered as an internal driver, and 
the market in Sweden was considered too small for sales growth. Thus, this 
process can be seen as having an internal driver. As in the process on the 
English market, the competence base can be seen as a strong push factor since 
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Alpha was lacking specific competence for the German market, which triggered 
these activities. 

Business Concept 
The entrance into the German market is in line with the long term of the 
business concept. Following the reasoning that having representatives 
geographically close to the customer, opportunities to have close continuous 
customer contact increases, which is important for sustaining long term 
customer relationships and to be able to achieve a good customization of the 
product. Thus, this process is in line with the market component of the business 
concept. In this process, the business concept can be seen as a strong push factor 
and a navigating factor since it drives for and gives guidelines for favoring 
activities in line with long term. 

Entrepreneur 
Mike is careful in his activities in involving market competence since he chose 
to engage persons he felt he could trust. Using a market acquisition mode was 
not considered an option as it involves risks of attracting "fortune hunters". 
Therefore, the entrepreneur can be seen as strong navigating factors, navigating 
between choices of competence acquisition modes. Since all owners have agreed 
that expanding into the German market was a natural choice for sales growth, 
the entrance was in line with the vision of sales growth serving as a navigating 
factor for how to achieve firm growth. In addition, since the expansion is in line 
with the entrepreneurs' vision of sales growth, the entrepreneur is also a strong 
push factor for the process. 

Central points in Process Four 
_One central point in process four is that making deliberate_choices of actions 
(internally driven) such as when to conduct those actions, seems important for 
how Mike experiences the outcome of the process as compared to process three 
where the timing or the outcome was not considered the best. An additional 
aspect of importance was the consensus among the owners of expanding into the 
German market. A third central aspect of this process is that when acquiring 
strategically important competence as when entering a new market such as the 
German market, trust in that competence is important. Trust refers both to the 
potential of the competence and trust in the person's ability to have Alpha's best 
interest at heart when acting and is crucial for the acquisition to take place. 
Thus, the important contribution the social network makes in this process is 
contributing with trust. Therefore, a market acquisition mode was not an option 
in this process. The competence base supported the chosen acquisition mode 
since the competence base was lacking the specific market competence and 
handling the competence acquisition internally would be too time consuming. 
The business concept supported the process as it focused on long-term relations 
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with customers, and the entrepreneur, Mike, and the other owners, supported the 
competence acquisition mode as it focused on the vision of sales growth. Thus, 
in this process, there was harmony between the three factor groups as all 
supported the chosen acquisition mode. 

5.1.1.5 	Process Five — Market competence for knowing the USA market 

Background 
Most of Alpha's customers are small firms, that is, less than 200 million  sek,  but 
they have a couple of big customers as well. Alpha also has contacts within 
many large firms who want to use Alpha's technology. But first the product has 
to be marketed inside these firms and Alpha has to prove itself to attract more 
large customers. Mike draws a parallel to hockey: 

"You have to be a good player to play in  Djurgården,  it is not 
enough just to play the game you have to be good at it. Alpha is 
getting there and soon Alpha is in the National hockey league 
working with the big firms". 

Alpha has good references and has initiated the first contacts with a large 
international customer. Long term, Mike says, 

"We will do business with the big firms as well." 

One way of proving Alpha is to expand the customer base and thereby building 
a reputation. 

Phase One - Trigger 
Mike has always considered the US market to be Alpha's largest market. Mike 
says that there are incredible potentials on that market. Mike hypothesizes that if 
they had decided ten years ago to go to the USA instead of the Swedish market, 
the firm could have been much larger. The tempo would probably have been 
higher with a higher pressure to bring the product forward. However, they chose 
to start with the Swedish market, which Mike thinks of as a more healthy choice 
for them. Today, Mike considers Alpha to have enough "muscles" to make a 
sensible entrance into the North American market and handle larger customers. 
The first steps into the US market were taken in 2001. Mike says that they have 
chosen to move at a sensible speed in their market expansion on the US market, 
which is possible due to Alpha's good position on the market with a unique 
product that is focused on sales orientation, which addresses the Americans. 
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Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
They used the Internet to identify customers on the US market as opposed to the 
Swedish market entrance. Before Internet, Alpha was still operating in 
Scandinavia and thereby they knew who their customers were. Therefore, they 
did not need to conduct any market research. Alpha has not allied with any 
partner that widely campaigns for Alpha. Instead, they have focused on 
searching for potential customers within the segments where they want to sell. 
Today, this can be done via the Internet and, therefore, the market research can 
be handled internally. When approaching the US market they chose segments 
that they knew Alpha is strong in on the home market, and where they know 
they can deliver without having to work too much on new development. Mike 
says that the time that Alpha invests in customers is valuable and needs to be 
used in the right way. This is a reason for working with activities seeking 
potential customers and meeting with people that overlap Alpha's technology 
and business concept. These people, in turn, communicate Alpha's product to 
others, spreading a reputation, which creates interest and enthusiasm for the 
product. Within these segments, customers who are ready to make business need 
to be identified. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
By gathering information on potentially new customers, Alpha is acquiring 
market competence, getting to know who the customers are, where they are 
located and what their needs are. Thus, the process provides one outcome that 
directly leads to increased knowledge of customers enhancing their competence 
in how to meet customers' needs, and another indirectly serving as an 
information pool for product innovation. This competence acquisition can be 
considered as both competence building and competence leveraging and as a 
lead in gaining new customers and, thereby, increase the rate of new customers. 
They used the same approach to enter the German and English market when 
identifying potential customers and sales. Hence, a pattern is developed in how 
new customers are identified in line with a competence acquisition strategy. 

Since Americans are more sales oriented and want to use Alpha's technology, 
Alpha has been able to get four new customers in the USA in such a short period 
of time, and Alpha has contacts with more potentially new customers. Mike 
regards this as a high rate of new customers. One reason for this high rate of 
new customers is, according to Tom, that Alpha has been able to get access to 
the top management team, which is crucial since Alpha's product is for strategic 
use, and a middle manager might not be interested, or lack authority to make 
such investment decisions. Due to the great efforts needed to become established 
on the USA market, the entry into France and Benelux has been postponed. 
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Another reason for postponing the entrance into the French market was the entry 
of a competitor on that market. 

Competence acquisition 
Using the Internet with the purpose of identifying customers, their needs, 
locations and so on, as a way of increasing market competence internally, points 
at actions in line with an internal acquisition mode. The entrepreneurs do not 
tightly control or own the databases used, which give the competence some 
elements in line with a market acquisition mode. However, the information 
provided by the Internet is processed into competence within the firm meaning 
that market competence is built internally. The information exists irrespective of 
Alpha's attitude and by gathering and considering the information; Alpha 
acquires market competence, which is internally controlled. Therefore, the 
entrepreneurs tightly control the competence, which is in line with an internal 
acquisition mode. In this process there were alternatives to choose between, 
such as using a market acquisition mode by, e.g., having a professional 
marketing agency to handle the market research. Instead they chose to use an 
internal acquisition mode as it has proved to be a successful mode at prior 
occasions. 

Competence base 
The competence base was enhanced by additional knowledge about the 
customers. This process can be seen as having an internal driver, where Alpha 
wants to expand, and where one means for obtaining sales growth is to know the 
customer well. Also, as the competence base contained market competence 
being able to conduct such market research as needed, there was a good 
opportunity to handle the acquisition internally. The competence base can be 
seen as a strong push factor in this process since Alpha has postpone the 
entrance on the US market until Alpha had enough competence. When a strong 
enough competence base of the three competence types existed, the process 
began. 

Business concept 
Attitude towards the idea of others doing the market research job could partly be 
understood as mistrust in their job, of not having Alpha's long term focus in the 
market analysis in line with Alpha's business concept. This points at the 
business concept as a navigating factor in how to conduct market research. The 
business concept can also be seen as a strong navigating factor since the 
conscious choice to begin on the Swedish market was in line with the health 
aspect of the business concept. The entrance into the US market is a deliberate 
move in line with the long term of the business concept. Therefore, the business 
concept can be seen as a strong push factor. Also, knowledge of characteristics 
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of new customers is part of the core for increasing sales, which makes it 
important to handle the market research internally. 

Entrepreneur 
Conducting the market research internally, in line with an internal acquisition 
mode, means that Mike has tight control over the knowledge. This is in line with 
a risk controlling behavior, which might be important when it concerns the core 
of Mike's (and the other owners') vision. This points at Mike as a strong 
navigating factor. Also, moving into the US market and gaining new customers 
is a way of reaching for Mike's vision of getting an established reputation and, 
thereby, entering into the "National hockey league working with the big firms", 
which he so confident states they will do. Entering the US market is a shared 
vision among the owners of Alpha, which points at consensus in the activities 
taken. 

Central points in Process Five 
A central point of this process is that the mode used is in line with an internal 
acquisition mode. The process also contains elements in line with a market 
acquisition mode, but the information provided by "the market" is processed 
internally, thus suggesting that the mode is mainly in line with an internal 
acquisition mode as the competence is acquired internally. However, the point is 
that there are elements of another mode and, therefore, the chosen mode may not 
be pure but characterized as something of a mixed mode. In addition, as a 
consequence of this process, Alpha is gaining new customers, which builds the 
reputation of the product and the competence base and opens up future 
opportunities to gain large customers. Thus, the long-range focus of the business 
concept is important for the activities in this process, as is also the sales growth 
vision of the entrepreneur and the consensus in vision among the owners. In this 
process, the competence base supported the acquisition mode since the 
competence base contained market competence. The chosen competence 
acquisition mode was also supported by the business concept including the long-
range perspective, and the entrepreneur, Mike, who got tight control of the 
competence with this mode, supported the process. Thus, there was harmony 
between the factor groups in this process as all of the three factor groups 
supported the chosen acquisition mode. 
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5.1.1.6 Process Six - involving technical expert competence in the future 

technology concept study 

-Backgrot-Md- 
In product development a lot of decisions have to be made. There are amazingly 
many "want lists" and thoughts revolving around Alpha's product. Mike 
explains that sometimes they have to turn down such "wants" since the "wants" 
are not in line with the business concept. According to Tom, Alpha has 
deliberately avoided developing its own solutions for material planning, 
customer databases and Word processing since there are hundreds of systems on 
the market and the competition is hard. Alpha is dealing with software, and in 
those cases where there are already working systems, they use those. But 
looking at the "want list", there are several issues that address these types of 
products. The issue is to identify the customers' real problems, since, according 
to Tom, Alpha can work with and integrate with current systems and customize 
the system applying their own system. 

Lately, the trend has been to sell via the Internet, which is something that Alpha 
deliberately avoided. There are many streams within Internet, however, Mike 
has not seen any realistic solution yet that can compete with Alpha's product, 
and neither has Tom, so they decided to stay outside and continue establishing 
an own concept. Mike claims that they wanted to stay close to reality and see to 
it that the concept would work in reality. Mike maintains that when it comes to 
product development they have to strive forward all the time. 

"We cannot stagnate, we have to keep developing our own product, 
our firm, the individuals, the teamwork. We cannot stop. That is our 
job security'. We have a great product that evidently works, but we 
have to be sure, both towards our customers as well as towards 
ourselves, that we actually have a product in the future". 

Therefore, working with the strategic development is important. In 1998, the 
operational technology development was turned over to some of the employees. 
The firm was doing well and it was time for Tom to leave the operational part of 
the firm and let others grow in that part of the firm. Today, Mike and Tom fill 
the roles of decision makers of what to prioritize on the "want list". The 
customers have been a driving force in the product development due to the 
customers' supply of "want lists". Thus, product development work has been 
based upon those "want lists". The developed functionalities, based on these 
"wants" are transmitted into the current product. 
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Since 1998, Alpha has its own research supervised by Tom. Mike maintains that 
it is uncertain if the research will produce viable products. Tom began working 
with the research in 1998, which was what Tom really wanted to work with. 
Tom has over the years tried to improve the current product by correcting the 
early errors and to change the design of the software that was decided on in 
early stages. The first two trials were aimed to correct those early errors, and 
within a month both trials ended with Tom realizing that he needed greater 
power in the programs. After five trials, he realized that he needed to talk to the 
board of directors. His idea and solution to the problems was to start all over 
again working with future technology concept studies with the aim to develop 
new technologies that might come to some use in future products. In 1999, the 
project was introduced and the new ideas of a concept seemed to have potential. 

To continue the research, Tom needed additional workforce. At this time it was 
hard to find employees due to the business boom, and advertising for personnel 
gave no result. Two additional programmers were, however, hired between 1999 
and 2000 to be involved in this development project. One of them, Ben, a cousin 
of Mike that had previously worked during the summers at Alpha, had recently 
graduated at the time and was hired. Ben had the specific technical competence, 
which Alpha needed and Ben also wanted to work with them. The other 
employee, Steven, visited Alpha when he heard that Alpha was looking for 
employees. During the last three years these three persons (Tom, Ben and 
Steven) have worked exclusively with research. 

Phase One - Trigger 
Tom states that he has learned a lot about software during the years. With the 
new research project he continued his work with the two newly employed 
engineers. Still, he had to find some parts, needed to continue the work, outside 
the firm. By searching the Internet, Tom got in touch with a firm that had those 
parts and that firm, in turn, forwarded him to a software expert at a University in 
the US who had developed such parts and worked within Tom's area. This 
resulted in the first contact with the software expert in the spring of 2000 and 
they have continued to stay in touch via mail ever since. Later in 2000 Tom 
went on a conference where he met with the software expert. Tom had not been 
in contact with academics concerning product development in twelve years. 
When Tom worked with the research work in Alpha he had no one to verify if 
his ideas that he was working on was on a potential successful path. 

Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
By January 2001, Tom suggested to the board of directors that it would be a 
good idea to bring the software expert from the University in the US to Alpha 
for a week. In the spring of 2001, the software expert visited Alpha and his main 
contribution was verifying that the ideas that Tom had was in line with the way 
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the research field looked upon the same issues, and Tom also learned new things 
in the research field. Both the interaction and the sharing of Tom's ideas were 
the main contributions from the meeting with the software expert. Supported by 
the software expert, Tom decided to continue moving in the direction that was 
previously decided, and this work is still continuing today. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The main outcome of this process is confirmation and support for Tom's work, 
and Tom continued on the work he had already begun. Therefore, the process 
could be considered as competence leveraging. However, the activities are done 
to bring forward new technology concepts to the market, which is in line with 
product enterprising and innovations. Thus, seen as an isolated process, it can be 
seen as leveraging of competence, but seen as a part of a larger development 
work, it can be seen as a lead in enterprising leading in the direction of 
innovations that might become a new product. However, Mike state that there 
are still uncertainties whether this development work will result in anything 
useful. The functionalities being developed are applied to the current product in 
line with improving the product and providing the current product with new 
product advantages. One result of the chosen mode was that it both enhanced the 
speed of gaining confirmation of the work being done in the research field, 
which can be considered as increasing the rate of new products being developed, 
and reduced the risk of Alpha doing the "wrong" thing in the research work. 

Competence acquisition 
The software expert was totally external to Alpha. However, Tom had met with 
the software expert and had some correspondence with the software expert so 
they knew of each other. Thus, the acquisition mode used may be a mix of 
market and social network since the software expert was rented and they had an 
established but weak contact prior to the process. Using an internal mode was 
not really an option as an internal mode had been used ever since the start up of 
the firm and, therefore, had that mode proved not to contribute with this specific 
support and confirmation. Otherwise, Tom would have preferred using an 
internal mode. 

Competence base 
Since Tom was the one initiating this specific acquisition as well as initiating the 
first contact with the software expert, the process can be seen as internally 
driven. The technical competence in the competence base was strengthened by 
the acquisition. As the competence base already included the actual kind of 
technical competence that was acquired, this means that it could have been 
handled internally, only, the result would have been more ambiguous and might 
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have taken a longer time. To conclude, the competence base could be seen as a 
weak push factor. 

Business concept 
This process is concentrated on developing new technology concepts where the 
focus is still on developing in line with the idea of "simplicity" in the product in 
line with the product component of the business concept. The process also 
concerns the market component of the business concept as what to serve the 
market with in the future. Therefore, this process may be seen as a, strategic but 
ambiguous, lead in reaching for a new "simple" product. As Mike states, to 
sustain Alpha's competitiveness on a long-term basis, they have to continue to 
develop and never stop, and that is why the process is also in line with the long 
term focus mainly in the customer relations of the business concept. Therefore, 
the business concept may also be regarded as a navigating factor in this process. 

Entrepreneur 
As the part of the competence base that is in focus in this process, that is, 
technical competence, partly is overlapping Tom's competence, both the 
competence base and Tom as the entrepreneur become push factors. Thus, the 
entrepreneur's education and experience within the technical area had an impact 
on this process. Tom, however, was the one who wanted to work with this 
specific software expert and, therefore, he makes out a navigating factor as well. 
Mike considers that when it comes to product development they have to strive 
forward all the time and they cannot lose speed. As speed is Alpha's only 
protection against competitors, this process is in line with reducing the risks 
associated to loss of competitiveness. Also, the specific competence that was 
acquired was somewhat controlled for risk since a software expert do not per se 
constitute a threat to Alpha. Thus, the process was handled in line with a risk 
reducing behavior. 

Central points in Process Six 
As this process concerns the core of Alpha, and their future competitiveness is 
based on their future product generation, their competence acquisition options 
could be seen as somewhat limited. All research work is handled internally and 
using another mode could be devastating for the future of Alpha's 
competitiveness, as they would expose core secrets to potential competitors. 
Therefore, Tom's education and experience is crucial for the outcome of the 
new technology concept studies. In this process, Tom used a mixed external 
mode as a lead in confirming his work and, thereby, got the support to be able to 
continue his research work. A mode that both reduced the risk of Alpha doing 
the "wrong" thing in the development work and enhancing the speed of getting 
confirmation to the work being done in the research field. By "renting" the 
software expert, Tom acquired the latest information from research in the field 
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and could relate his work to the research frontier in the field. A central point is 
this process is hence the balance between choosing an internal or an external 
mode where, in this case, the potential benefits from using an external mode 
were considered more important than protecting for the risks of exposing core 
secrets that can be avoided by using an internal mode. In this process, the 
competence base did not directly support the acquisition since the competence, 
as such, existed within the firm. Also, the business concept did not support the 
acquisition per se, favoring exclusively internal acquisition since it concerns the 
core of the business concept. However, the entrepreneur Tom supported this 
acquisition since he needed support for the continuing research work as a lead in 
reducing risks of focusing on the "wrong" thing. Thus, it seems like the 
entrepreneur, Tom was the strongest factor affecting the chosen mode in this 
process. 

5.1.2 	Between-process analysis 

Table 9. 	The table summarizes the analyses within processes. 

Business 
concept 

Entrepreneu  

Process 1 	Process 2 	Process 3 	Process 4 	Process 5 	Process 6 
Software 
expert - 
Technical 
expert 

PE /ME CL/op.c 

_  

CB,CL/m.c CB,CL/m.c CB,CL/m.c 
CL  (PE)/ 
t.c 

(S)>I M S>M S I M+S 

Absorb 
Navigate 

Absorb 
Push 
Attract/rep 

Absorb 
Push  (Nav)  
Attract/rep 
External  dr  

Absorb 
Push 
Int+Ext  dr  

Absorb 
Push 
Internal  dr 

Push 
Internal 
dr  

Product 
(Navigate) 

Production 
(Market) 
Long term 
Push  +Nav  

Market 
Long term 
Push +  Nav  

Market 
Long term 
Push +  Nav  

Market 
Long term 
Push+Nav 

Product 
Market 
Long 
term 
Navigate 
Edu+ 
Exp 
Nav 	+ 
Push 

Exp+Edu 
Push+Nav 

Navigate 
Risk reduce 

Vision 
Risk reduce 
Navigate 

Vision 
Push+Nav 

Vision 
Risk reduce  
Navigate 

Outcome 
Competence 
acquisition 

Competence 
base 

Product 	Work relaied Sales' 
development occasions at competence 
and Start up the University in  Eneland  

Sales 
competence 
in German 

Market 
information 
of the USA 

Legend: PE=prkaut enterprising, ME=market eti_temjsing, PH=pLoduct honing, MH=market 
honing, op.c=operational competence, m.c=market competence, tc=technical competence, 
CB=competence building, CL=competence leveraging, I=internal acquisition mode, S=social 
network acquisition mode, M=market acquisition mode. A parentheses means weak factor 
while no parentheses means strong factor. Exp=experience, Edu=education, + means a 
combination of the two, and >means that the one to the left triggered the one to the right. 
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Alpha has chosen to expand into related, but new markets, which can be 
considered as market enterprising. Process 3 though 5 are typical examples of 

_market enterprising. As Alpha has entered new markets such as England 
(process 3) and Germany (process 4), people have been employed through the 
social network, those Mike feel he can trust. However, process 3 involved a 
sequence of modes where the social network triggered the market acquisition 
mode. Process 3 differs, in what seems as an important aspect, from process 4 
and 5, where process 4 and 5 were internally driven by Alpha, while process 3 
was externally driven by Greg, who wanted to work with Alpha's product. This 
difference may have affected Mike's experienced outcome of process 3, as Mike 
states that the timing and person might not have been perfect in process 3. 
Meanwhile, Mike is very satisfied with the outcome of process 4 and 5, by 
which it seems like Mike (and the other owner) have learned not to expand by 
chance by being externally driven. Thus, being internally driven and expanding 
when Alpha's competence base is ready by having enough capacity, and well-
planed activities with focus on selected segments seems important for Mike to 
experience positive outcome. It, hence, seems like Mike has a need for control, 
which effects how competence is acquired, but also, the capacity of the 
competence base appears to have an impact on how competence is acquired. 

An additional reason why the outcome of process 3 was not perceived as good 
as the outcome of processes 4 and 5 may be because when Alpha entered the 
English market, Mike and the other owners had no prior experience of entering 
international markets, which might have affected the result of that acquisition. 
Mso, an additional reason of the different perceived outcome of process 3 
compared to processes 4 and 5 is that expanding in a controlled speed is in 
accordance with the firm's focus on health, in line with the business concept. 
Therefore, the business concept appears to be important for how market 
activities are handled, which is evident especially in processes 4 and 5. 

One common feature of processes 3, 4 and 5 is that all processes are handled in 
line with the long-range perspective of the business concept as all concerns 
establishment of fixed entities on each market. Hence, is seems like the business 
concept fills an important role defining what and how processes in market 
competence is handled. These processes, 3, 4 and 5 are also in line with both 
entrepreneurs', Tom and Mike's, vision of growth, which is why the 
entrepreneurs' vision seems important triggers for activities in acquisition of 
market competence. 

Process 1 has evidently resulted in a new product, which has advantages over 
competitors' products since Alpha has managed to obtain new customers and 
increased sales based on that product. Similar, process 6, if seen in a larger 
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perspective, as a lead in developing a new product, is in line with the same 
expected outcome as in process 1, the actual result of it is still, however, 
uncertain. As a consequence of process 1 the improvement development work of 
the product has continued through out the years resulting in a better and more 
functional product. Process 1 can be seen as a driving force for process 6 
because of the early design errors made in process 1 that Tom is trying to deal 
with, with the activities in process 6. 

By "renting" the software expert in process 6, Tom acquired the latest 
information from research in the field and could, thereby, relate his work to the 
research frontier. The acquisition in process 6 resulted in an enhanced speed of 
receiving confirmation to the work being done in the research field and a 
reduced risk of Alpha doing the "wrong" thing in the development work. This 
suggests that time is an important aspect of competence acquisition. This points 
out another difference between process 1 and process 6 where in process 1; an 
internal acquisition mode (triggered by a social network acquisition mode) was 
used, while in process 6 a mixed mode of market and social network acquisition 
was used. One reason why different modes were used may be that in process 1, 
Tom came directly from the University, and was updated on the latest research 
in the area while in process 6, he had not been in touch with the academic world 
for ten years, and knowing whether or not the development work is was line 
with the latest research seemed to be crucial for future competitiveness. The 
efforts made in the development work are in line with Mike's growth vision, 
even though the outcome is still uncertain in process 6. Thus, Mike's vision 
seems to be an important driving force for activities in product development 
work. Continued work with innovations is Alpha's way of coping with the 
competitive situation, which points out the competitive climate of the 
environment as a driving force for activities in product development. 

In process 2, a market acquisition mode was used for acquiring operational 
competence and one reason why Mike used this market acquisition mode might 
be because of the difficulties of finding potential employees using other modes. 
As Mike states, advertising was useless. As oppose to the technical competence 
in process 1 and 6, operational competence is not as close to the core of Alpha, 
though it is an important part, which is why Alpha has put more efforts into 
marketing towards potential employees than towards potential customers. Using 
a market acquisition mode when acquiring operational competence as in process 
2 might not be as risky as using a market acquisition mode when acquiring 
technical competence, which could result in unveiling core secrets to 
competitors; at least when the competence is only acquired to be accessed. 
Process 2 needed a long time until it gave results as opposed to process 6 where 
also a market acquisition mode was used, combined with a social network 
acquisition mode. In process 6, the result of the acquisition was quick compared 
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to process 2. One reason why it took a long time to receive results in process 2 
may be that the students were informed about Alpha having the choice to do 
whatever they wanted with that information, while in process 6, the software 
expert was "rented" and, thereby, had little choice but to provide Alpha with the 
requested competence. Also, the students had not graduated, which means that 
the competence was not accessible immediately, while the software expert had 
no such limitations. 

In process 1 and 5, an internal acquisition mode was used, however, the acquired 
competence types differ. In process 5, market competence was acquired while in 
process 1 technical competence was acquired. Using an internal acquisition 
mode in process 1 seems natural and probably the only option since it concerns 
the core of Alpha's business concept, while using an internal acquisition mode 
in process 5 does not at first sight seem necessary when conducting market 
research. However, this particular market research has significant impact on the 
future sales growth of Alpha as it concerned with which customers to focus on 
when entering the US market. Due to that, this specific acquisition concerns 
both entrepreneurs' vision of sales growth and becomes, therefore, a core issue, 
why internalizing the competence seems important for controlling the risk of 
exposing this core issue to outsiders. The use of an internal acquisition mode in 
both process 1 and 5 has been possible due to the fact that the competence base 
contains the competence needed to conduct the acquisition internally. Therefore, 
the content of the competence base seems important for if an internal 
competence mode can be chosen. 

The operational competence has increased in capacity, making Alpha 
competitive enough for expanding into new markets, which is crucial for being 
able to increase the rate of new customers and at the same time, sustain current 
customers by, e.g., maintaining service level. This indicates that process 2 has 
been crucial for processes 3, 4 and 5 to take place. The acquisition of operational 
competence has been crucial for being able to realize the vision of market 
expansion as pointed out in process 2. To be able to continue the market 
expansion for an extended period of time, the acquisition of technical 
competence was fundamental for improving the current product. Therefore, it 
seems reasonable to assume that process 2 has enabled for processes 3, 4 and 5 
to take place, while process 1 is fundamental for the existence of the whole 
business, and process 6 is important for continuing the business, pointing at a 
fundamental interrelation between the three types of competence. 
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5.1.2.1 	The role of the competence base, the business concept and the 
entrepreneur 

The role of the competence base 
The competence base has a strong push role in most of the processes as can be 
seen in the summary table. Meaning that the competence base mostly triggers 
actions implicating competence acquisition, but rarely has any impact on how 
the processes are handled. Such rare occasions are characterized by a total lack 
of the specific type of competence internally, why such a mode cannot be used. 
Alpha's competence base attracts additional competence, especially from the 
local University. Thus, Alpha has managed to create a reputation regarding its 
competence base. 

The role of the business concept 
The business concept seems to have a strong push and navigating role in most of 
the processes as presented in the summary table, meaning that the business 
concept strongly guides for what the firm should do. Most "wants" on the 
customers' "want lists" are not in line with Alpha's business concept and are, 
therefore, neglected. This indicates that the business concept functions as a 
strong determinant for improvement development work in Alpha. Activities in 
sustaining current customers are given highest priority in line with the basic idea 
of a long term perspective of the business concept, which is why the new market 
expansion has been postponed until the competence base was developed enough 
to both handle current customers and new customers. This implies that the 
business concept seems to be an even stronger factor than the competence base 
when considering acquisition of competence. The business concept guides for 
when, what, and how competence is acquired while the competence base is more 
a base for deciding upon those actions, which also indicates dependence 
between those two factor groups. One reason why the business concept has a 
great impact on the firm's activities could be that there are five owners, which 
makes it hard having several competing wills. Thus, the business concept fills 
the role of maintaining consensus among the owners. When deciding what and 
how to do, they use the business concept in their argumentation, such as long 
term focus, health, organic growth, and simplicity. Therefore, the business 
concept is their "guiding star" and appears to be superior to the entrepreneurs in 
its effects on what and when competence is to be acquired. 

Focus on long term is part of the business concept and has affected the market 
activities as in processes 3, 4 and 5, establishing local entities for close future 
contacts with geographically distant customers. The effect of the long term focus 
is visible in the way Alpha focuses on current customers over new customers, 
that is, to first maintain established relations over new relations. This points at a 
close relation between the business concept and the competence base as the 
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competence base must have the capacity for enabling an expansion in line with 
the business concept. The long term focus is also evident in the way Alpha 
distributes the product to new customers, which is via personal relations with 
customers focusing on repurchase and not on one-time-sales. Alpha will have 
employees in the US for support and service to the local customers, which is in 
line with the long term perspective of the business concept. Thus, the long term 
focus of the business concept provides guidelines in what activities in 
competence acquisition that ought to be taken. 

The role of the entrepreneurs 
The two engineers, Tom and Mike, were both young and inexperienced in 
running a business as the firm was founded. They compensated for this lack of 
competence with Henry, the experienced entrepreneur. Mike and Tom's 
education might have affected their focus in acquiring different types of 
competence. However, this might have been compensated for with the help from 
the experienced entrepreneur, and the two later recruited partners possessing 
market competence. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that the five owners 
with their different backgrounds complement each other. The two engineers' 
education and experience had clearly a strong impact on the activities in the start 
up stage and still influence the research and development of the firm. Activities 
involving operational and market competence are more influenced by their 
vision of firm growth. 

Mike is open for expanding the firm and entering new markets, which indicates 
risk willingness, as he cannot keep full control when the firm expands. However, 
Tom and Mike do not want to expand unless growth is based on Alpha's own 
financial capital. No external venture capital is brought into the firm pointing at 
a risk averting behavior. Also, having total control over the product 
development is important leading to a risk averting behavior as well as their 
control over sales by stating the terms for to whom and how the product should 
be distributed. Mike also used other methods to control for risk and many of 
those methods involve using the social network as a risk reducer (as the social 
network builds on trust). The core of Alpha's business is the technical 
competence and research and development work. In these activities they are very 
careful not to reveal anything to outsiders. All product development is handled 
internally and Mike views competitors as small threats. However, they 
demonstrate high self-efficacy when considering the competitiveness of the 
product and they more or less rationalize the (new) threats on the market as not 
being as good as Alpha's product. What they to some extent fear is the 
competitors' ability to market their products, which could be a sign that Alpha is 
not as good at marketing its own product. Mike could, therefore, be seen as a 
moderate risk taker. The summary table points at the entrepreneur as having 
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both a push and a strong navigating role in the competence acquisition 
processes, though the business concept always guides in the actions taken. 

5.1.2.2 	Environment and Technology 

The competitive climate has increased since the founding of Alpha ten years 
ago, and alternatives to their product have emerged on the market. Alpha is still 
unique with their product concept, but Mike observes competing firms carefully. 
Tom and Mike argue that staying competitive is all about continuing developing 
the product, which could be done, in response to customers' wants and needs but 
also based on their own experience of producing and using the product. As 
Alpha conducts customer specific orders, the tasks vary from project to project. 
However, the basic product concept is the same for all projects, which makes the 
analyzability of task moderate. As rotation in projects and internal meetings 
occur across projects and competence is transferred between projects, this also 
increases the similarities in routines among the projects and, therefore, increases 
the degree of routine tasks in the daily operational work. Regarding the new 
technology concept studies, theses tasks are difficult to analyze as the work is in 
line with research tasks. Therefore, to summarize, there is a moderate degree of 
routine tasks. 

Alpha's product has no patent and Mike reasons that it is dubious to have a 
patent on a product that continually changes. Therefore, continuing development 
is the only protection Alpha has, which points at competitors' copying as a 
threat to Alpha that places Alpha in a challenging environment. It is complex to 
communicate the added value of the product to the customer and to make them 
understand the uniqueness of the product. Mike and Tom state that the problem 
of how to communicate the product has never really been solved. Perhaps that is 
one sign of the low degree of analyzability of the product as the product is hard 
to explain even for the founders of Alpha. 

5.1.2.3 	Strategy in competence acquisition in Alpha 

When considering processes 3 to 5 it seems like a kind of competence 
acquisition strategy has developed, and being internally driven and oriented 
towards the needs set by a market expansion strategy (one part of that strategy is 
entrance in (new) markets.) Another part of the strategy is acting in line with the 
long-range perspective of the business concept by establishing competence 
locally and transmitting Alpha's organizational culture into the new entities. The 
market acquisition mode is not considered an option in processes similar to 3 
and 4, which points towards a pattern for acquiring new sales competence 
included in market competence where a social network acquisition is preferred. 
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When conducting market research, the Internet has proved to provide useful 
information, and since Alpha has used the Internet at three new market 
entrances, a pattern is evolving in how Alpha handles market research in line 
with an internal acquisition mode as part of the competence acquisition strategy. 

Acquisition of technical competence for new technology concept studies, in line 
with product innovation, is handled internally with the exception of process 6, 
where a software expert was "rented". As Mike argues, there is no other option 
than to handle the development work internally since continuing the 
development work is their only protection against competitors. Thus, the 
acquisition of technical competence is handled internally, with rare features of 
external elements, which could be seen as Alpha's competence acquisition 
strategy for this specific type of competence. 

Regarding operational competence, Alpha has developed a pattern in how to 
approach newly graduated engineers, which is to attend work-related occasions 
at the University. Tom argues that the reason for aiming for newly graduated 
engineers is that they can more easily adjust to Alpha's culture. Thus, attending 
at work related- occasions at the University is in line with the Alpha's 
competence acquisition strategy. 

5.1.2.4 	Summary and conclusions of Alpha 

Alpha focuses on sales growth, which they aim at obtaining by entering new 
markets similar to the domestic market in line with market enterprising. Mike's 
vision of sales growth, which he claims is a vision in consensus with the other 
owners of Alpha, is important when making the first international market 
entrance. Sales growth in Alpha is not only dependent on the market 
competence, but also dependent on the capacity of operational competence in 
the competence base, as pointed out in process 2. Thus, to create opportunities to 
expand sales, the capacity of operational competence has to be considered and 
acquired either by accessing or, as in process 2, absorbed. This indicates 
dependence between competence types. 

Also the vision of the entrepreneur, Mike, and the shared vision between the 
owners are important for understanding competence acquisition in Alpha. 
Consensus among the owners seems to be important in Alpha, which is aimed 
for via using the business concept as a "guiding star" and referring to the 
business concept as decisions are taken in competence acquisition. In addition, 
when continuing the market expansion into the German market, the consensus 
among the owners of expanding into that particular market was of importance. 
To be able to enterprise the market, local knowledge of that specific market is 
required. The market competence that has been acquired has been on a long- 
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term basis in line with the business concept. Acquiring local knowledge of the 
market is preferred to be handled within a social network acquisition mode. The 
activities abroad are initially focused on finding the market competence. Then, 
Mike uses Alpha's current competence base to transmit operational competence 
into the new local operational competence. 

One type of mode may trigger another, as in process 1 where a social acquisition 
mode triggered the use of an internal acquisition mode. Pointing out that the use 
of modes can follow a sequence chain. Moreover, as pointed out in process 3, 
modes may not fit a specific definition of a mode perfectly. There are mixed 
approaches to competence acquisition being used as in process 3. Mixed modes 
are also an issue in process 5 where the mode used is in line with an internal 
acquisition mode, but also have elements in line with a market acquisition mode. 
Even in process 6, Tom used a mixed external mode as a lead in confirming his 
work and, thereby, receiving support to be able to continue his research work. 

Initially, both Tom's and Mike's education had a crucial meaning for the 
product development, which also Henry's experience from running businesses 
had. Thus, entrepreneurial factors were of crucial importance in the beginning. 
When the core of Alpha, their future competitiveness, which is based on their 
future product, is being considered their competence acquisition choices are 
limited. All development work is handled internally and using another mode 
could be devastating for the future of Alpha, as they would expose core secrets 
to potential competitors. Therefore, Tom's education and experience is crucial 
for the outcome of the new product development work. However, Tom has used 
a mixed external mode as a lead in confirming his work and, thereby, receives 
the support to be able to continue his development work. The competence that 
was acquired was somewhat controlled for risk since a software expert does not, 
per se, constitute a threat to Alpha. Demanding customers, who in this case 
supplied "want lists" seems to be important for improving the current product 
in line with honing activities. 

Balance between choosing an internal or an external mode as in process 6 is a 
trade off between the potential benefits from using an external mode over 
protecting for the risks of exposing core secrets, which could be avoided by 
using an internal mode. Process 2 indicates that using a market acquisition mode 
does not necessarily mean that the competence can be absorbed quickly as 
opposed to the definition of a market acquisition mode. 

Activities in sustaining operational competence are taken in line with the 
business concept. The business concept is the factor group having greatest 
impact on how and what competence is acquired in Alpha, and as the long term 
perspective is central in the business concept that perspective strongly influences 
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activities taken in Alpha. The long term focus was central in actions taken in 
process 2, 3 and 5. Alpha is gaining new customers on the international market, 
which builds Alpha's reputation and creates future opportunities to gain large 
customers in the long run. Thus, the long term focus of the business concept is 
important for the activities taken on the international market. 

The social network acquisition mode is used as a mean for controlling for the 
risk of involving "fortune hunters", as can be seen in process 3 and 4 when 
recruiting sales competence. When a market acquisition mode is used as in 
process 2, the potential employees work first on trial basis or students write their 
thesis work at the firm, as a lead in controlling for risks of hiring "wrong" 
competence. This can be seen as expressions of Mike's risk-controlling 
behavior. When acquiring strategically important competence as when entering 
a new market as the German market, trust in that competence is crucial. Trust 
refers to both trust in the potential of the competence and trust in the 
competence to have Alpha's best interest at heart when acting, is crucial for the 
acquisition to take place. Thus, one important contribution of using the social 
network is trust. 
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5.2 	Beta 

Ron  Bolman  has been a small firm owner for more than twenty years working 
with development of alarm products for care of the elderly. Ron founded the 
firm, Beta in 1990. In 1990 he also founded, together with some employees, a 
subsidiary to Beta named Zeta, which served as the face towards the market. 
Today, Ron  Bolman,  some venture capital firms and some private persons, own 
Beta. Ron has founded other subsidiaries to Beta, but those had nothing to do 
with the alarm products. At the time Ron founded Beta and Zeta, he had prior 
experience from running electronics business since 1975. Thus, he had learned 
that he wanted to have his own products to lean upon and, therefore, chose a 
niche market. Today, Beta has 11 employees. In the beginning Beta's business 
was very diversified and Ron expresses that he thought they could do 
"everything" in Beta. Today, the business is focused on a very limited area. Ron 
reasons that it is necessary to focus and find an own niche market and the 
chosen market had initially a low level of competition. The product areas of 
Beta are safety alarm for elderly care and home care, and call signal and safety 
systems for hotels, restaurants, and other public and private business operations. 

Table 10. 	The development in Beta between 1996 and 2000 regarding number of 
employees, sales, and profit. 

Year 
No of 

Employees 
Sales 

(M  sek)  Change in sales Profit after financial items 
1996 4 2,008 -5,56 
1997 5 3,960 97,24 3 
1998 6 7,678 93,9 121 
1999 8 10,166 32,4 172 
2000 9 15,676 54,21 147 

The technicians are being sent out to meet the customers so that they understand 
what and how the customers think. The customers do not ask for the most 
technical advanced functionalities, but for simplicity that eases their workday 
and this is something that technicians need to keep in mind in their development 
work. Therefore, it is important to make the technique as simple as possible. 
Also, in elderly care, the technique has to blend in, otherwise it would remind 
too much of a hospital environment. The customers have to be involved in the 
product development by testing the products. It is important that the customers 
realize how much Beta is interested in solving their problems. As a consequence 
of the expressed interest, the customers' problems seem to shrink in proportion. 
But most importantly, Beta gets to know more specifically what the customers 
want. The market is used as "idea-givers" and the advantage with not being a 
too large firm is the flexibility and focus on the core competence and the core 
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areas. Beta educates other firms, which Ron considered marketing. Beta also 
arranges mini fairs and accompanies the salesmen as a way of marketing. Lynn 
Miles, the domestic market manager states that: 

"If you do not show yourself [Beta], you do not exist, but even 
though you show yourself you have to wait several years before you 
get in contact with the market" 

In that way Beta's reputation has spread by word of mouth, which was initiated 
by being present at fairs. The retailers were contacted by Beta, e.g., at the 
chamber of commerce. Retailers also got in touch with Beta via contacts in the 
social networks. Initially, the retailers were those that Ron already knew, today, 
half of the retailers are new contacts. Ron has bought market research for 
learning more about the market. Beta has no own production. Production is 
something totally different from development that is why he has not included 
that in his business. On Beta's Internet site the business concept is stated: 

" our business concept is to develop high quality alarm and safety products using the 
latest technology and to offer both single products and complete systems to demanding 
customers within elderly and home care, and other public and private operations". 

Ron went to a technical high school followed by an engineering degree, which 
he complemented with a military technical education. He worked two years at  
Luftfartsverket  where he was supposed to write a book, but ended up in 
developing work. Ron has prior to founding Beta, worked with police radio 
development, among other things. In 1975, he moved back to his small 
hometown. At the time he had founded an electronics firm, which he brought 
with him and was, thereby, the first electronics firm in the municipality. Today, 
three out of four firms in Beta's business in Sweden are located in the same 
town as Beta.  Ron's  vision is to expand the development side and in the future, 
if there is no governmental regional support, the market side may be located 
further south in Sweden to come closer to the market and, thus, lower costs. 

5.2.1 	Competence acquisition processes and within-process analysis 

Below, five competence acquisition processes in Beta will be presented. First, 
the background to the process is presented by describing the situation and the 
competence structure in the firm at the time of the process. Then, phase one will 
describe what triggered the competence acquisition to take place. Thereafter, the 
actual competence acquisition is described. Following, the process is analyzed 
using the components presented in the preliminary theoretical model, and at the 
end of each process, central points in the process are brought out. 
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Year 

1990 	1992 	1994 	1996 	1998 	2000 	2001 

Process 1 

Process 2 

Process 3 

Process 4 

Process 5 

Figure 15. Beta's timeline over which the processes and the duration time of each process 
are displayed33. 

5.2.1.1 	Process One — Outsourcing market competence 

Phase one - Trigger 
Zeta was a subsidiary of Beta and a well-known brand and, therefore, worked as 
a market channel for Beta. Beta was the parent company while Zeta was the face 
to the market and, therefore, Beta was not as well known as Zeta. Ron was the 
CEO in Zeta and shared the ownership with other employees in Zeta. However, 
Ron had visions for future alarm products that he wanted to develop, while the 
other owners of Zeta wanted to continue harvesting the current product, the 
safety phone. Thus, there were split visions among the owners of Zeta. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
As a way of solving this dilemma of split visions, Ron sold his part in Zeta. 
Thus, in 1995 Beta sold the ownership of the subsidiary Zeta as a lead in 
enabling Ron to go his own way. The other owners of Zeta and additional 
employees in Zeta bought  Ron's  share of the firm. At the time, the sale of safety 
phones was good. The reasons for selling Zeta were first, Ron wanted to focus 
on development and second, and the sale would be a way to obtain financial 
means for the continuing development work. 

33 The bold lines illustrate the time duration of the specific process and the dotted line in 
process 2 illustrates the following outcome of the process. 
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The idea at the time of the sale of Zeta was to use Zeta as the market channel for 
Beta since the brand Zeta was already established. Thus, the intention was to sell 
Beta's products via Zeta. Thereby, Beta would become a pure product 
development firm since Ron wanted to focus on the technical development. Ron 
had a verbal agreement with the owners of Zeta. However, the owners of Zeta 
hired a new CEO who stated that there was no interest from their part to work 
with systems like the one Beta was to develop. Zeta was to focus solely on 
safety phones. The new manager decided to run the business without any further 
contact with Beta and this cut Beta out of the market since the brand and market 
channel was lost. Thus, a consequence of selling Zeta was that a new competitor 
was created instead of an extended competence base. However, the competitor 
did not last for long. The new manager of Zeta wanted to expand the firm and 
expanded too fast and went bankrupt in the beginning of 2001. Today, Beta's 
weakness lies within the market competence, but Ron claims that they are quite 
good but Ron thinks that they could be better. As a lead in handling the new 
situation facing Beta, they began by conducting a market research, made by an 
employee within Beta. The employee conducted the market research as a project 
where customers were interviewed as a lead in finding out what their needs 
were. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
Regarding the financial means and the opportunity to work with development, 
the outcome of this process resulted in what Ron had expected. However, 
regarding the market channel the outcome of this process was not what Ron had 
expected. The market channel was lost instead of building market competence. 
Thus, the acquisition was unsuccessful in that sense. The outcome was rather to 
start over again with building brand and distribution channels, which Ron 
initiated by conducting a market research to find out what to focus on in the 
future. Ron reasons that he has learned a lot from the sale of Zeta. He 
summarizes that he was naive and no contracts were written. He has learned that 
today when he gets offers from other larger firms wanting to buy Beta he knows 
that what they say might not be what they mean. Today, Beta has a formal board 
of directors including the financiers, which has led to a more formal way of 
running the business and more written contracts. However, Ron occasionally 
still conducts business based on a "hand shake". 

Competence acquisition 
Since Ron sold his share of Zeta to the other owners and some other employees 
whom he knew, he used a competence acquisition mode in line with a social 
network acquisition mode. Thereby, he expected to acquire a market channel for 
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Beta. At the time, no other option was considered since this seemed like a very 
good solution. 

Competence base 
The competence base was supposed to be built but the result was a drained 
access to Zeta's competence base, and, therefore, drained of market competence. 
The brand was lost that was supposed to be used and Ron had to start all over. 
The competence base in this process can be seen as both a navigating factor and 
a push factor since it conditions the acquisition as it would have been difficult to 
make it internally, and since Beta was lacking the competence, the competence 
had to be acquired, which makes the competence base a push factor. The 
process, per se, was internally driven by Ron, as he wanted to start on his own 
based on his idea. However, the bad result of the process could be seen as an 
external driver forcing Ron to use other ways to solve the need of market 
competence. 

Business concept 
As market competence was not intended to be a core issue of Beta's business 
concept and the aim was to keep market competence externally via Zeta, the 
business concept may be seen as a navigating factor. The business concept was 
changed as a result of the process, but was not intended to be changed. In 
particular, the market component of the business concept was changed as a 
result of this process. The process resulted in triggering actions to start all over 
again, finding out what Beta would work with in the future. Thus, the business 
concept was changed. 

Entrepreneur 
The process was in line with  Ron's  vision of firm growth. Since Ron did not 
have the education or experience in market competence, he considered acquiring 
that competence a good option. Thus, the entrepreneur could be considered as a 
navigating factor in this process. In this sense, Ron let go of control and took a 
risk, which did not give the expected result. Also, Ron wanted to work with his 
ideas and develop new products, while the other owners of Zeta wanted to 
proceed with the current product, and as Ron sold his share of Zeta, the 
entrepreneur could be seen as a push factor for the process. 

Central points in Process One 
In process one, Ron learned the hard way that written contracts are important 
when deals are broken. What seemed to be a good choice of competence 
acquisition mode turned out as a market-cut-off and, as a result, the brand was 
lost. The business concept was, hence, changed as a result of this process. As the 
lack of consensus between the owners of Zeta was one of the triggering factors 
of this process, it seems like consensus is important for how and which 
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competence will be acquired. The entrepreneur, Ron, lacked both education and 
experience in market competence, which indicates that the entrepreneur 
supported the chosen acquisition mode. Since market competence, including 
branding, was not established in Beta, the competence base was lacking this 
competence and this is why Beta's competence base supported the chosen mode. 
Also, the market competence was not the core of the business concept, and this 
is why the business concept supported the use of an external mode. Thus, there 
was harmony between the factor groups in this process as all of the three factor 
groups supported the chosen acquisition mode. 

5.2.1.2 	Process Two — technical product development 

Background 
When Ron had sold Zeta and was informed that Beta was not allowed to 
distribute and sell its products via Zeta, Beta found itself in a situation of being 
totally cut of from the distribution channels. The consequence was that Beta had 
to start all over building brand and distribution channels, as Beta was not known 
as a brand on the market. 

Phase One - Trigger 
Ron had to find new ways to be able to continue developing and sell the 
products. Ron had the advantage of being well known to the government and the 
municipality, which Lynn claims has in some aspects made the expansion easier 
then if he would have been young and unknown. However, at this point Ron 
used his established contacts in Finland and Korea and, thereby, found a way out 
to be able to continue developing his ideas. The Finnish firm took care of the 
financial part of the product development, while Ron handled the product 
development and the Korean firm handled for the construction of tools for 
manufacturing of the products. A consequence was a split of development costs 
and a split of markets. The Finnish firm handles the Finnish market, Beta 
handles the rest of the European market and the Korean firm sells in Korea. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
The alarm product that Ron developed was a new way of thinking, making 
information transmission quicker, thus, the concept was new to the market. 
Instead of going via an alarm central, the signal went straight to the receiver. 
The market, the customers' needs, initiated these functions and the ones that 
have been added along the way. The flexibility in the system makes the 
technique possible to customize to different kinds of needs. Ron sees many 
opportunities within invoicing, applications, radio, and wireless products similar 
to blue tooth.  Ron's  vision is to sustain the technical competence inside the firm. 
Ron says that: 
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"You cannot fall a sleep, you have to seek new challenges all the 
time if you want to remain competitive". 

In 1994 and 1995, the market changed as new technology made it possible to 
develop, among other things, a new safety phone that soon made Beta a new 
actor on the market for elderly care. However, Beta continued with other 
external development assignments to large international and national customers 
in related markets. The new technology made it possible to develop products 
better suited for today's need of care. The idea was to develop technical systems 
for elderly care and the first product on the path to realize the vision was a 
product for hotels and restaurant. Ron had the visions and prototype was clear 
when Ron employed Lynn Miles as market manager in 1995. Thus, Lynn was 
the first employee. At the beginning, Lynn's main tasks were to find retailers 
and market the first product. The base for the product was developed in the 
beginning of 1995 and Lynn was to conduct a product brochure. As the product 
was based on a new thinking, it was a challenge to communicate to potential 
customers. The result is cheaper, safer and more adaptable products that can be 
combined as well as being used separately. 

What matters most for Beta's competitiveness is their competence within the 
technology area. In Sweden the perspective on elderly care fits Beta's 
technology. Beta competes with having a broader product mix than their large 
competitors. Therefore, Beta keeps all competence within product design 
internally. Only distinct and limited projects that do not involve Beta's core 
areas are considered possible to contract, and thus, be handled outside Beta. 
Even then, final changes and further development are made internally to 
complete the externally handled projects. As a consequence, ten percent of the 
software development is bought outside Beta. This ten percent is competence 
that Beta lacks, and one result of engaging an outside firm that has the 
competence Beta lacks, is that this firm was so impressed with the system, they 
paid for half of the development cost to be able to use the product. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The outcome of this process was the development of a new product idea in line 
with an innovation that resulted in a new product, which can be conferred with 
product enterprising. Since the product was aimed for Beta's current market, the 
process can be conferred as market honing activities in line with increasing the 
rate of new customers within Beta's market niche. The result of this process is 
visible today since they have managed to take over retailers from Zeta which is a 
result of the fact that the retailers wanted the product which Beta could offer and 
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Zeta could not match Beta's offers. Zeta had chosen to position itself as being 
only distributor of safety phones. This made the retailers turn to Beta instead 
where they could receive the product and functionalities that they were looking 
for. Since Beta took over the majority of the retailers from Zeta, and because of 
Zeta's prior resistance to cooperate, resulted in that Beta developed their own 
safety phone, as that was a request of the retailers. Ron states that the 
cooperation with the retailers has been successful and still continues. Ron 
reasons that access to market competence would have been impossible if he had 
not had the established social network. 

The latest developed product in Beta is a new time-reporting system, which is 
connected to the safety phones and was introduced 2001 and is being pilot tested 
in three communities in Sweden to make improvements and gain feedback from 
the customers that are using the equipment. Thus, product enterprising activities 
are continued in Beta to bring additional new products to the market. Thus, the 
development work has continued successfully after this process. Further 
development projects in progress within Beta's regime are service alarm system, 
which could be conferred to product honing, and adjustments to the Internet so 
that information can be accessed from the system all around the world. This is a 
result of needs that have been reported by customers, retailers and protocols, 
which is in line with sustaining current customers. In addition, further 
development will be necessary for adjusting to foreign customers needs as a lead 
in gaining new customers. 

An additional outcome of this process is that the development work and projects 
that Beta continues with attracts technical competence. The employees in Beta 
enjoy working with other firms and their employees. Employees of other firms' 
"queue up" to be in Beta's projects. As with one cooperative partner, all their 
engineers want to be in Beta's projects. Everyone is attracted by Beta's ideas 
and if Beta does not have all competence that a project needs internally, it is 
bought. 

Competence acquisition 
The acquisition was enabled as Ron used his established network. In this process 
an internal acquisition mode is used to acquire technical competence as 
preferred by Ron. When the projects are clearly limited he considers turning 
externally to fill the lack of competence. At such occasions, the external 
acquisitions are handled by using a social acquisition mode, that is, using 
established relations, what can be called firm addressable resources, as these 
firms work so closely. A pure market acquisition mode was not even considered. 
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Competence base 
This process resulted in absorbed technical competence as  Ron's  development 
work enhanced his competence. Ron initiated the process, as he wanted to find 
ways to enable the development work. Thus, the process can be seen as being 
internally driven. As the firm contained technical development, the competence 
base can be seen as a navigating factor. In those cases Ron uses external 
competence, he accesses the competence when the personnel work in projects 
with personnel of other firms. The projects attract technical competence and a 
consequence of that is that there are no difficulties of accessing competence 
when Beta needs it. 

Business concept 
The very idea of the business is to develop technologies resulting in new 
products. Thus, the core of the business concept is the technical competence and 
the continuing product development and, therefore, the development work is 
important be done internally. Hence, the product component of the business 
concept was in focus in this process. Therefore, the business concept can be 
considered a navigating factor in this process and for the overall product 
development work, since the competence acquisition is held, at least to 90 
percent, internally. 

Entrepreneur  
Ron's  visions, which he has aimed for since the beginning of this process, have 
had an important impact on the actions taken in what and how to work with the 
product development. He has been able to communicate his visions by stating 
his ideas, which, in turn, has attracted outside technical competence. He has 
managed to realize some of his innovating ideas. Therefore, he can be seen as 
having entrepreneurial visions. Thus, the entrepreneur was a strong push factor. 
Ron had decided to keep the technical development internally, which he has 
done.  Ron's  long and solid experience in developing new products as well as 
improving current products has been crucial for bringing innovations forward 
and sustaining a high rate of new developed products as well as improving 
current products. Thus, the entrepreneur's experience had a crucial impact on 
this process, the outcome of the process and the continual development work in 
Beta. Hence, the entrepreneur was also a strong navigating factor in this process. 

Central points in Process Two 
Keeping the development work internally is crucial and central for Beta, which 
Ron explains as the core of Beta's competitiveness.  Ron's  education and 
especially his long experience in the electronics industry enabled him to keep 
the development work internally. This points out that the entrepreneur's 
education and experience was important in this process. The opportunity to use a 
social network acquisition mode was possible because of the established 
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network that Ron has built over twenty years, which points at experience in the 
industry and experience of running business as important for using social 
network as an competence acquisition mode. As the competence existed in the 
competence base the competence base supported the chosen mode. However, as 
the projects attracts outside competence that "queue up" to be in the projects to 
fill out the competence base of Beta, the competence base also support 
opportunities to use a social network acquisition mode. The competence 
acquired in this process concerned the core of Beta's business concept and its 
competitiveness why the chosen mode was supported by the business concept, 
and the entrepreneur,  Ron's  wish is to work with development in line with his 
vision, supported the chosen mode. Thus, in this process there was harmony 
among the three factor groups as all supported the chosen acquisition mode. 

5.2.13 	Process Three — Operational competence outsourcing 

Background 
There are at least five stages in plastic production and specific tools have to be 
made for each stage, which are expensive to construct. This points out the 
complexity in the production. Therefore, a mistake would be very expensive. 
Ron had experienced such mistakes working with Swedish firms where Ron had 
to make decisions in each stage even though he did not have the required 
competence to make such decisions. The forecasted development costs always 
turned out much larger than initially calculated, resulting in negative profits. 
What Beta needed was a partner that took responsibility for all production stages 
and made the right decisions in each stage. 

In the early 1980s a Korean firm contacted Ron, as they were interested in 
cooperation and the Korean entrepreneur wanted to visit Beta. At the time, Beta 
needed specific help in production, so the request came conveniently. Beta 
needed someone to cooperate with who had the production competence, which 
Beta lacked. The price level was a trigger as well as personal chemistry. Ron 
and the Korean entrepreneur connected immediately and could orient 
competence areas where they could complement each other. The Korean firm 
was superior on plastic components, which Beta was not. Meanwhile, Beta was 
superior in the technology area, which the Korean firm could benefit from. An 
additional reason for cooperating with the Korean firm was that they would take 
on all responsibility of all the stages in the production, which was exactly what 
Beta needed. A consequence of the cooperation is that Ron and the Korean 
entrepreneur know each other's family and get along well, which Ron explains 
depends on that they have the same way of thinking. These kinds of cooperation 
build on personal relations. The chemistry has to fit and there has to be a mutual 
understanding of each other. 
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Phase One -Trigger  
Ron's  vision was never to have any operational competence internally. Beta was 
planned to be a pure product development firm. Ron has great respect for the 
operational competence.  Ron's  respect for operational competence comes from 
his own prior experience of having operational competence internally in a firm 
he had in the 1980's. This is not what Beta is good at and is, therefore, not 
something that should be done internally. Ron explains that to be rational in 
production, operational competence is needed and it is too cheep to buy the 
production outside the firm to even consider having it internally. In addition, the 
Korean firm had better opportunities to obtain what might be lacking in terms of 
operational competence since there are elaborated networks of firms handling 
this kind of operational competence in Korea. The Korean firm has up until 
recently made all the plastic detail and is responsible for 80 percent of the 
production. One reason for using the Korean firm is the price level that has been 
good, however, today due to the expensive dollar, Beta begun searching for 
Swedish production alternatives, that is, Swedish cooperating partner. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
There are potential partners to cooperate with in the local area. However, the 
competitiveness prevents such cooperation. For instance, if one firm having 
production as specialty and Beta needs to acquire this competence, a third party 
could block such an acquisition through contracts. Ron sent out a request to his 
social network and received a suggestion of a firm further south in Sweden. In 
this cooperation the partner is responsible for the production and Beta takes care 
of the design. The work with this partner is an attempt to try a Swedish 
cooperation in a new project. This firm wants to work as the Korean firm has 
worked, that is, to take responsibility and coordinate every step in the production 
in the whole production. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The outcome of this process is a new cooperation relationship that provides the 
kind of competence that Ron has previously been lacking in Sweden. This is a 
specific operational competence that takes care of all steps in the production. 
Therefore, this process can be considered as involving competence building 
activities and is also in line with new ways of production as the cooperative 
partner can offer competence in all production stages as opposed to prior 
Swedish cooperative partners. The result of this process is also in line with 
improved production capacity since there is a cost reduction of using the 
Swedish firm instead of the Korean as the dollar has become expensive. 
Therefore, more operational competence can be acquired using the same amount 
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of financial means, which improves opportunities to a larger amount of 
production capacity. Ron states that he is very satisfied with the result so far and 
sees great potential of an extended cooperation with this Swedish firm and 
considers the geographical closeness positive. 

Competence acquisition 
The acquisition of operational competence in this process is initiated via a social 
network acquisition mode directly built upon personal relations that 
recommended the new cooperative partner. Then, the process was continued by 
using a market acquisition mode when contacting the new cooperative partner. 
This is not the only cooperation that has been initiated with a social acquisition 
mode. Beta has been closely involved in cooperation with a firm in Taiwan, 
which was based on personal relations as this contact person had previously 
worked at Beta. Ron argues that having a personal contact person makes it easier 
to cooperate. Beta also cooperates with a local one-man-firm, who has from time 
to time, worked at Beta as an employee and in-between started his own firm. 
Ron explains that the reason for working with these firms is that they understand 
each other. This understanding comes from long-term relationships. Using an 
internal acquisition mode was not an option in this process. 

Competence base 
Ron has no intentions to have operational competence internally and does not 
have any internally either, and, therefore, the competence base could be seen as 
a navigating factor as it promotes external access. This process can be 
considered as having an internal driver, since Ron found the dollar too 
expensive to continue the same level of cooperation with the Korean firm and, 
therefore, an attempt was made to satisfy the need of operational competence 
within the domestic market. As a result of the new cooperation Beta has new 
access to operational competence, which is in line with activities in temporary 
competence building. 

Business concept 
The production component of the business concept is to keep it external, and in 
this process, the production component of the business concept is in focus. The 
idea of how to cope with production is an important reason why this competence 
type is not a part of Beta's competence base. Therefore, this process is in line 
with the business concept and the business concept could, thus, be considered as 
a navigating factor and as it decides what is to be internalized in the competence 
base, the business concept can be seen as superior to the competence base in this 
process. 
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Entrepreneur 
Ron decided from the beginning that the operational part of the firm should be 
kept external. He builds this reasoning on his prior experience from having the 
operational part internally, which did not turn out well. This is a specialized 
competence area, which Ron lacks and that is why he wants to keep it external. 
Based on this, the entrepreneur could be seen as a strong navigating factor. Ron 
finds the local competitiveness as restricting the choices in competence 
acquisition in this process, since he would prefer having the cooperative partners 
geographically close. As Ron thought that the dollar was too expensive, he could 
be seen as a strong push factor in this process. 

Central points in Process Three 
One central point in process three is the sequence of modes being used, where a 
social network acquisition mode was used, which triggered the use of a market 
acquisition mode. Another central point in this process is the deliberate activities 
by Beta to keep the production external and to only access such competence 
when needed. This determination stems from the bad experience Ron had from 
having the operational competence internally, which points out that prior 
experience had an important impact in this process. In this process the 
competence base supported the chosen mode of acquisition as the competence 
base was lacking this type of competence. Also, the business concept supported 
the chosen mode of competence acquisition, as the idea was to keep the 
operational competence externally as this mode resulted in. In addition, the 
entrepreneur, Ron, supported the chosen acquisition mode, as he considered 
having the production abroad to be too expensive and wanted the production to 
be geographically closer to Beta. Also,  Ron's  own lack of operational 
competence and his prior experience of it supported the chosen mode. Thus, 
there was harmony between the factor groups in this process as all of the three 
factor groups supported the chosen acquisition mode. 

5.2.1.4 	Process Four — Building competitive network 

Background 
Ron and his brother founded the electronics industry in their hometown. They 
divided the business into two parts where Ron worked with electronics and his 
brother worked with electronic circuit boards. In the 1980s Ron had an 
electronics firm in which he had production, and that did not work out well. This 
firm went bankrupt at the end of 1980s. Later, Ron founded Zeta with the same 
personnel as before the bankruptcy, but without the production. At the same 
time, another person founded an electronics firm in the local area doing the 
production. 
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At several points in time, Ron has tried to initiate cooperation with the local 
University but it never resulted in any projects. 

Phase One - Trigger 
Ron initiated contacts with a foreign University and the local electronics firms 
met and discussed the problems of gaining technical competence in the 
municipality. As Ron states, the problem for Beta is to employ new personnel, 
not to sustain personnel once employed. This was a problem facing the whole 
local municipality. Partly because the education within electronics had 
decreased. At that time, they felt that they had to do something about the 
difficulties of acquiring technical competence, and try to find ways of 
cooperating and establish contacts and involving the local University in solving 
the problem. The municipality got involved as well, wanted to help out. There 
was a need of people having the right competence in the municipality. 

As a result of the lack of technical competence, an association of electronics 
firms was founded 1999. Altogether, there are seven firms with 250 people in 
Small Town involved in the association of electronics firms in the municipality. 
These firms are competitors, but realized that they could benefit from working 
together and, thereby, becoming stronger competitors on a larger market by 
becoming visible on a larger scale. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
Ron expresses his concern about the education within the hardware side arguing 
that the education at the local University has too much focus on software. To 
address this issue, the association of electronics firms in the municipality has 
initiated a college degree in electronics as a way of increasing the technical 
competence to the local society. The students in this education program are 
guaranteed summer jobs at the firms in the association. Thereby, Beta can test 
the students for future employment. By educating locally the chance of keeping 
the competence in town increases, leading to an increased chance of employing 
technical competence. The association has also worked for establishing a local 
University education within electronics in the fall of 2000, which hopefully will 
result in thesis work being done in the firms as well as providing future 
employees. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The outcome of this process is yet to come since the students in the college 
program are still studying. However, so far, all educational places have been 
filled with students. Thus, there is a potential of a successful outcome in the 
shape of increased development capacity as the supply of technical competence 
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increases, in line with competence leveraging. The goal of the association was 
also to increase cooperation, but has, so far, not resulted in any cooperation for 
Beta. Ron explains the absence of cooperation as three out of four safety phones 
in the country are developed and manufactured in the town, which does not 
encourage cooperation and meetings where experiences are exchanged. All 
electronically firms in the area agreed that they had to put competition aside and 
come together to market together. The purpose was that together they could 
reach out better and market the businesses in town. However, Ron has not 
experienced any specific effects yet. 

Competence acquisition 
In this process the owners of the local electronics firms knew of each other and 
came together, initially for celebrating the anniversary of the establishment of 
the local industry. Therefore, the mode used for founding the association can be 
considered as a social network acquisition mode. The future mode to use to 
acquire the technical competence into Beta will be more or less, in line with a 
market acquisition mode, as the students being hired do not necessarily have to 
be included in  Ron's  social network. However, as the students conduct their 
thesis work at the firm and work at the firm during the summers, Ron has 
opportunities to test the students and, thereby, be able to control for risks 
associated with new recruitments. Using a pure market acquisition mode had 
proven not to work well since there is a lack of technical competence in the 
municipality. Also, hiring competence outside the municipality has not worked 
in the long run as those employees do not remain in Beta. Acquiring internally 
has its limits when increasing capacity since there are limits to what a specific 
number of employees can do in a workday. 

Competence base 
The local firms meeting and discussing the situation of the lack of local 
technical competence initiated the process. Thus, the process can be considered 
as having an external driver. Absorbing technical competence is the main target 
of the process for Ron. The competence base of technical competence is hard to 
expand and, therefore, the competence base may be seen as a push factor for the 
process where the need is to increase the technical competence capacity. 

Business concept 
The business concept contains the idea of having all development work done 
internally. Thus, this process focuses, in particular, on the product component of 
the business concept. To be able to have development work internally in the 
long run as the firm expands technical competence has to be acquired. Founding 
the association with the purpose of doing something about the low supply of 
technical competence in the municipality is therefore in line with the business 
concept. Thus, the business concept can be seen as a push factor in this process. 
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Entrepreneur 
These activities of initiating education in the technical area are in line with  
Ron's  vision of future firm growth. Hence, the entrepreneur could be seen as a 
push factor for the process. When it comes to acquisition of technical 
competence Ron would prefer to acquire it from the University but he does not 
experience that kind of support from the local University, which he considers 
limits his options to acquire technical competence. Due to that, the association 
has initiated a college degree, but the result of that is still uncertain. 

Central points in Process Four 
One central point in process four is that, even though, the competitive level in 
the municipality is high, the firms have come together trying to solve a 
fundamental problem of technical competence supply in the local area. 
However, there seems to be limits for what the competitive climate allows for 
the association to follow through. Trying to solve a common need of the local 
firms is within what the limits of the competitive climate "allows". Though, 
solving specific problems for a single firm and exchange experiences with other 
firms are not "allowed" due to the competitive climate. An additional central 
point in this process is that the chosen mode is actually a sequence of modes 
being initiated by a social network acquisition mode that will turn into a market 
acquisition mode. The effort to enhance the supply of technical competence is 
an important part for growth pointing at technical competence as an important 
basis for growth. The competence base of Beta supports the chosen modes as the 
competence base lacks capacity and trying to solve those lacks is fundamental 
for reaching for the core of the business concept, which is to have the 
development work internal and therefore the business concept also supports the 
chosen mode as the purpose is to absorb and internalize additional technical 
competence capacity. The entrepreneur, Ron, supports the chosen mode as it is 
in line with his vision of growth. Ron would prefer having support from the 
local University and as he does not experience such support, this is one way of 
handling that lack of support. Thus, there was harmony between the factor 
groups in this process as all of the three factor groups supported the chosen 
acquisition mode. 

5.2.1.5 	Process Five — how to reach the International market 

Background 
Ron says that Beta is not as good at selling in big cities but a part of his vision is 
to improve that. 95 percent of Beta's customers are within the municipality and 
5 percent consists of other organizations and communities in foreign countries. 
Beta does not sell to the end customer itself. That is left for retailers to handle. 
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The retail network has been built using personal contacts. When Zeta was sold 
and the retailers realized that Zeta was not going to provide the kind of system 
that they requested, but instead, Beta would provide such system, the retailers 
left Zeta and began working with Beta's products. Afterwards, new additional 
retailers have both been contacted by Beta, and retailers have, on their part, 
contacted Beta stating their interest in selling Beta's products. 

Phase One - Trigger 
Beta's products have been received positively on the world market and the 
interest from surrounding countries increases, as the products become well 
known. Beta exports to Denmark and Norway and via the Korea firm. The 
Danish market has grown without any efforts from Beta. Ron concludes that 
Beta has "mistreated" their foreign customers in that sense. Beta also exports to 
Austria, Spain and Germany. All markets except the Finnish market has growth 
potential for Beta, because the cooperative partner in Finland controls the 
Finnish market. The Swedish market is mature and gaining larger market shares 
means taking from competing firms, which is harder than penetrating the 
European market where the market is still growing. Since the growth potential is 
greater on the international market then on the domestic market as the 
competition is higher on the domestic market, Ron decided that he had to do 
something about the "mistreatment" of the international market. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
By 15th  September 2001 Beta had hired an export manager in south of Sweden. 
The export manager is closer to the European market being located south in 
Sweden, and so far, Beta has come close to closing deals with, e.g., Spain. The 
new export manager worked previously as one of Beta's retailers, so he knew 
the products well. Ron and Lynn informed their contact network that they were 
in need of an export manager, and, therefore, the current export manager 
contacted Ron. The new export manager is fluent in the German language. 
However, he has no experience of the German market, which means that it will 
take some time before he has learned the market and the culture. This means that 
he will learn as he goes along, and since Lynn, the domestic market manager, 
has no experience of the German market she cannot help him. However, Ron 
has faith in the new export manager believing that being willing to learn is what 
it takes to succeed. The export manager is not only going to penetrate the 
European market but also he is going to find a new strategy of how to approach 
markets in bigger cities. Beta has been successful in smaller communities in the 
domestic market since the retailers have been able to use their social network, 
which Ron claims is not the way business is done in the bigger cities. Therefore, 
new strategies are needed for those markets and by having the export manager 
close to those markets makes it easier to develop such strategies. However, Ron 
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prefers that the export manager should focus on export because the international 
markets hold greater growth potential. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
By employing an export manager, Beta has conducted activities in line with 
competence building since it involves competence on how to approach foreign 
markets. These activities can also be considered as competence leveraging as it 
adds to Beta's current market competence. The competence is intended for 
market enterprising activities where Beta's current products are to be sold on 
new related markets. The acquisition has already resulted in sales, which Ron 
see as a proof of success and a result in line with increased rate of new 
customers. 

Competence acquisition 
In this process the export manager was acquired from the current network of 
retailers of Beta, which points at a social network acquisition mode since they 
knew of each other prior to the acquisition. This can be considered as a 
professional social network. In this process, Ron argues that an internal 
acquisition mode would have been hard to use as Beta is geographically located 
too far from the international market and nobody in Beta had the experience of 
working with the international market in this way. Using a market acquisition 
mode was not an option as Ron claims that it would have been too time 
consuming. Both the recruitment process would take too long time, and the time 
to learn the products and the industry would take too long time. Using the social 
network was a quicker mode to acquire the needed competence. 

Competence base 
Market competence has been absorbed in this process and as a result, the 
competence base has been extended with additional market competence with the 
prime purpose to build the brands of Beta internationally and, thereby, increase 
sales. As Ron considers the domestic market to be mature and, therefore, aims at 
penetrating the international market, the process of acquiring an export manager 
can be seen as having an internal driver. Also, as the sales on the international 
market have expanded without any efforts made by Beta, the process could, 
also, be seen as having an external driver. There was a low level of European 
market competence in the competence base prior to the process, so the 
competence base can be seen as a push factor for the process and, therefore, it 
would have been hard to handle the acquisition internally. 
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Business concept 
Within the business concept there are no geographical limits stated. Rather, from 
the beginning the aim was to export at least to the cooperative parties' countries, 
Korea and Finland. Thus, entering the European market is in line with the 
market component of the business concept. Therefore, it seemed natural to 
acquire an export manager to enable such an expansion in the long run. 
However, there are no clearly stated aims in the business concept for this 
particular acquisition, and, therefore, the business concept could be seen as a 
weak push factor. It seems like this process is a result of the changes in the 
business concept, which in turn, was a result of process 1. This points at a 
relation between these processes. 

Entrepreneur 
This process is in line with  Ron's  vision of firm growth and could, therefore, be 
seen as a push factor for the process. Wanting to reach firm growth can be 
compared to letting go of control and, thereby, taking risks. Ron states that the 
market side is Beta's weakest side and by recruiting an export manager, actions 
are taken to improve these shortages. Thus, the entrepreneur could be seen as a 
navigating factor. One reason why the market side is Beta's weakest side could 
be that Ron has most interest and experience in the development side. 

Central points in Process Five 
One central aspect of process five is that process five seems to be a result of 
process one. As process one changed the business concept from the idea of 
having the market channel via Zeta, to have the market competence internally, 
and process five is an attempt to build the market competence internally. 
Another central point in process five is the flexibility of Beta adjusting its sales 
growth to where growth potential is to be found on the market, and not 
hesitating due to cultural differences when entering new markets. These actions 
point at the entrepreneur as a "risk taker" in the sense that he tries new markets. 
But at the same time, he is controlling for risks as he spreads his domains so as 
not to be too dependent on the home market for reaching for his vision of sales 
growth. The competence base lacked the specific required type of competence 
for approaching the European market, and, therefore, supported the chosen 
mode. The business concept does not draw any geographical limits of what 
market to serve and, therefore, supports the purpose of the chosen mode, so as to 
expand the international market competence. However, the use of this specific 
mode in this process is not specifically pointed out in either the competence base 
or the business concept, just that the acquired type of competence is supported. 
Instead, the entrepreneur could be seen as holding a central position as Ron 
supports the specific chosen mode as he has faith in the new export manager. 
Thus, there was harmony between the factor groups in this process as all of the 
three factor groups supported the chosen acquisition mode. 
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5.2.2 	Between process analysis 

Table 11. 	The table summarizes the analyses within processes in Beta. 

Process 1 	Process 2 
Zeta sale, 
acquisition of 
market 	Product 
competence develo  ment  

Process 3 

Operational 
coo eration 

Process 4 	Process 5 

Founding  
association and  

education 	Ex  ort mana  er 
Negative/  
contract, m.c PE (PH)/ t.c CB/ o.c 

(CL 	)/ 	(m.c); 
t.c CB,CL, ME/, m.c 

S I S>M S S 

Push 
Navigate 

Absorb 
Internal  dr  
Navigate 
Attract/rep 

Access 
Navigate 
Internal  dr  

(Absorb) 
Push  
External  dr  

Absorb 
Int  + Ext  dr  
Push 

Market 
Navigate 

Product 
Navigate 

Production 
Navigate 

Product 
Push 

Market 
(Push) 

Exp+Edu 
Vision 
Nav  + Push 

Edu + Exp 
Push 
Navigate  

Vision 
Nav  + Push 

Vision 
Push 

Vision  
Push+Nav 

Outcome 
Competence 
acquisition 

Competence 
base 
Business 
concept 

Entrepreneur 

Legend: PE=product enterprising, ME=market enterprising, PH=product honing, MH=market 
honing, op.c=operational competence, m.c=market competence, t.c=technical competence, 
CB=competence building, CL=competence leveraging, I=internal acquisition mode, S=social 
network acquisition mode, M=market acquisition mode. A parentheses means weak factor 
while no parentheses means strong factor. Exp=experience, Edu=education, + means a 
combination of the two, and >means that the one to the left triggered the one to the right. 

Both process 1 and 5 concerned acquisition of market competence. In process 1, 
Ron negotiated a future market channel as a way of accessing market 
competence, as he sold Zeta, which could be considered as a kind of contracting, 
although a contract was never written. This process resulted in a negative 
outcome as Beta lost the market channel and, therefore, lost the market 
competence. Recently, an export manager was hired in process 5, which means 
that in this process Ron has control over the contact to the market as opposed to 
process 1. Process 1 was merely to access market competence while process 5 
concerned absorbing and internalizing market competence. The unsuccessful 
outcome of process 1 may have pointed out that having established market 
competence is a core variable of success, that is why it is important to 
internalize. One reason for the different approach in acquisition may be because 
of bad experience from process 1, this resulted in a greater perceived need of 
control as in process 5, and as a result the market competence was absorbed 
instead of accessed. This indicates that the entrepreneur's need of control has an 
impact on how competence is acquired. On the other hand, accessing was not an 
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available option to choose at the time of process 5. There also seem to be that 
process 5 is an effect of process 1 as Beta was cut off from the market, Beta has 
to create its own market channel and process 5 is one step it that creation 
process. 

In process 2,  Ron's  long experience in development work seems crucial for the 
positive product outcome. Thus, the entrepreneur's experience had a crucial 
impact on this process and keeping the development work internally is crucial 
and central for Beta, which Ron explains as the core of Beta's competitiveness. 
In process 3 the opposite is visible where the deliberate activities by Beta is to 
keep the production external and only access such competence when needed, 
which may be due to the fact that production is not a central part of Betas 
business concept. This points at the business concept as important for how 
different competence types are acquired. One reason why operational 
competence is merely accessed, as in process 3, and not absorbed as in processes 
2 and 5 and as intended in process 4, is the bad experience that Ron has from 
having operational competence internally. This points out that the prior 
experience of the entrepreneur has important impact on how competence is 
acquired. Experience of being in an industry also seems to matter for the 
opportunity to use a social network acquisition mode that enabled the 
development work in process 2, which was possible due to the established 
network that Ron has built over twenty years. The use of social network 
acquisition mode is widely elaborated in Beta. One reason is that Ron has 
established a wide social network to contact when in need of acquiring 
competence. Ron seems to prefer using social network acquisition mode in those 
cases when he turns outside the firm for acquiring competence. Ron is very 
satisfied with the result of the new cooperation initiated in process 3. The 
recruitment of the export manager in process 5 was also handled by using the 
social network. By using a social network mode when acquiring competence 
may function as a "risk controller" as Ron seems to prefer using personal 
relations when turning outside the firm for acquiring competence. 

Process 3 concerned operational competence, which Ron claims is a separate 
competence from the technical development competence and these differences, 
need to be respected. Since operational competence is deliberately held 
externally, acquisition of operational competence as in process 3 is accessed, 
and, therefore, the acquisition of operational competence in process 3 differs 
from the processes 2, 4 and 5 regarding technical and market competence where 
the purposes, ever since process 1, have been to absorb and internalize the 
competence. One part of the business concept is to keep production and 
operational competence outside the firm. This has clearly been a navigating 
factor concerning operational competence as in process 3, which is a clear 
example of how operational competence is acquired in Beta. Also,  Ron's  
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education and experience is not elaborated in the operational competence or 
market competence, which is one reason why operational competence is handled 
by using an external acquisition mode. He has previously experienced his own 
shortcomings in that competence area, which taught him that operational 
competence should be held externally handled by those who are experts in that 
area. 

Both process 2 and 4 concerned technical competence. Though, process 4 differs 
from process 2 as process 4 involves enhancing opportunities to acquire 
technical competence in the local area by expansion of technical competence 
and not the product development per se as in process 2. As such, process 4 
differs from the other processes as it addresses not just a competence need 
expressed by Ron, but addresses environmental needs as firms in the 
municipality state the same need. The problem for Beta lies in recruiting 
technical competence in the first place, which could mean that the competence 
base of Beta is an important trigger for  Ron's  involvement in the association and 
the local education in process 4. 

One reason why using an external approach, both a social acquisition mode and 
a market acquisition mode, involving competitors, was possible in process 4 is 
that the lack of technical competence is also a municipality problem. Ron 
prefers to keep all product design internally, which mainly leads to internal 
competence acquisition as in process 2. In that sense, process 2 differs from all 
of the other processes as it is handled internally while the other processes are 
handled either using a social network acquisition mode or a social network 
acquisition mode triggering a market acquisition mode. One reason why process 
2 is handled differently than processes 1, 3, and 5 may be that it concerns 
technical competence while the other processes concern market or operational 
competence and technical competence is part of the core of the business concept 
while the other competence types are not as close to the core. In process 2 using 
external modes could have been devastating for Beta's competitiveness since it 
concerned specific product development work. The hard competitive climate in 
process 1 also indicated that using external modes would be hazardous. Also, 
process 1 points at the importance of absorbing and internalizing competence 
instead of accessing the competence in such a hard competitive climate. The role 
of the Competence base, the Business Concept, and the Entrepreneur. 

5.2.2.1 	The role of the competence base, the business concept and the 
entrepreneur 

The role of the Competence base 
Beta has no problem involving other firms in the development work. Other 
firms' engineers "queue up" to be in Beta's projects. However, only clearly 
limited projects are handed over to other firms and that is when the capacity 
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inside Beta is insufficient. Beta has no operational competence internally, so the 
competence base functions as both a push and navigating factor concerning 
accessing operational competence. It pushes for the acquisition to take place, as 
it needs it to produce the products being developed, but lacks it internally. It 
navigates in acquisition of competence since the production cannot be done 
internally as the level of operational competence is too low. Thus, the 
competence base can be viewed as being extended via continuing access via a 
social network acquisition mode. This can be considered as firm addressable 
resources. The same is valid for market competence being accessed via 
contracting retailers resulting in an extended competence base. 

The role of the Business concept 
All development work is handled internally, as it concerns the core of the firm's 
business concept. Regarding the operational competence, it is completely held 
externally and only accessed, which is a part of Beta's business concept. 
Production is not a core component of the business concept. Market competence 
is mainly contracted via retailers as part of the business concept. However, the 
new export manager is a lead in absorbing sales and marketing competence 
towards retailers, which is "fuzzily" expressed in the business concept. One part 
of the business concept it to keep the product development internally since the 
core of the business is the technical competence. The business concept also 
functions as a guide in what to focus on when developing and that is to keep the 
users' wants and needs in mind when developing. Only those projects that are 
clearly limited could be considered for using external technical competence. 
Therefore, the business concept fills a navigating role in those situations. 
Otherwise, the business concept does not always seem to have a central position 
in what and how competence is acquired. This is illustrated in process 1, where 
the business concept was changed as a result of the process, and in process 5, 
where the business concept did not clearly support or guide the activities taken. 

The role of the Entrepreneur 
The entrepreneur, Ron, fills an important role in the product development work 
being conducted within Beta. This is built upon his long experience in the 
industry as well as his education in the area. Ron is also the one pushing for 
new development projects as a lead in sustaining the firm's competitiveness, and 
he is the one navigating in how the development work should be done. Ron 
decides if a project is limited enough to hand over to other firms. Regarding 
operational competence,  Ron's  bad experience from having it internally has 
made him determine to keep it external. Thus, lowering risks in a competence 
area he is not knowledgeable about. Market competence is accessed via retailers 
to the end customer. However, the new export manager was internalized in 
Beta's competence base, which may be a result of  Ron's  prior experience, and 
perhaps due to his personality, as he experiences a greater need for control over 
the market competence today than he did initially. 
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5.2.2.2 	The Environment and Technology 

Beta's core market is elderly care. There are 400 working in home care just 
within the local town and there is a very low technical development within this 
market. When the firm was founded, competition was low and the market was 
big. Today, Beta cannot relax and new challenges must continually be searched 
for. Three out of four domestic competitors are located in the same area as Beta, 
which illustrates the hard local competitive climate. Domestic market shares 
have to be fought for. Instead, Beta is expanding into the international market. 
This indicates a challenging environment for Beta. 

Beta's products are mainly physical products having specific functions that, as 
exposed to competitors in the environment, have a moderate to high degree of 
analyzability. Meaning that copying Beta's product would not be too hard. 
However, the tasks held within Beta are closely related to research tasks so the 
analyzability of tasks is low. Also, the degree of routine tasks is low, which 
makes it hard for competitors to catch up with Beta, so a continuing 
development work is crucial for Beta's competitiveness. Ron considers patents 
to be worthless as those can be innovated around. The only worth it holds is that 
no one else can apply for a patent of Beta's products. Therefore, Beta has 
applied for patents, but has not yet received approval. Ron reasons that he would 
act differently today. Instead of applying for a patent, he would publish in the 
newspapers stating that Beta has invented a particular product. In that way, no 
one else can receive a patent on Beta's product. 

	

5.2.2.3 	Strategy in competence acquisition in Beta 

As Ron has chosen to internalize market competence in process 5 instead of just 
trying to access it as in process 1, the bad experience of just accessing market 
competence seems to have affected how market competence is handled as 
process 5 resulted in absorbed market competence instead of merely accessed 
market competence. Market research is done internally by having the engineers 
visiting customers to find out what their needs are as a part of the engineers' 
development work and Beta's competence acquisition strategy. Also, since 
operational competence is deliberately held externally, based on  Ron's  prior 
experience from having it internally, such competence is acquired with the 
purpose to access the competence. 

Regarding technical competence, such competence is acquired with the purpose 
of absorbing and internalizing it. Ron realized that one way of coping with the 
lack of technical competence in the municipality is to have more students 
working at Beta than are actually needed, which would increase chances of 
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keeping some of them. Another important aspect of recruitment of technical 
competence is that personnel, who have connections to the municipality, will 
remain. Thus, a pattern in how different types of competence is handled, when 
being acquired, has been developed in line with a competence acquisition 
strategy. Also, a part of the competence acquisition strategy seems to be the 
preferred social network acquisition mode, used in processes 1, 3, 4 and 5, when 
it is not handled or supposed to be handled internally. 

5.2.2.4 	Summary and conclusions of Beta 

The summary table shows that Ron is a push factor in all processes and a 
navigating factor in all processes, except in the founding of the association. Ron 
can be considered a traditional entrepreneur as he does what he wants to do and 
he, as the entrepreneur, can be seen as holding a central position for what 
activities are taken in competence acquisition and how these activities are 
conducted. In all processes all of the three factor groups supported the chosen 
acquisition mode. The lack of consensus among the owners in Zeta (a subsidiary 
of Beta that was sold in 1995) of what to focus on, honing or enterprising 
activities was a trigger for process 1, where Ron did not give up his ideas just 
because he was the only one wanting to focus on enterprising activities. The sale 
of  Ron's  shares in Zeta is an indicator of a strong determined entrepreneur 
wanting to pursue his vision. In process 1, as the lack of consensus between the 
owners of Zeta was one of the triggering factors of this process, it seems like 
consensus is important for how and what competence will be acquired. 

One reason why Ron can focus on using a social network acquisition mode is 
that he has built the network over a period of twenty years and has, thereby, 
access to most of the needed competence via the social network, which points at 
experience as an important factor enabling the use of a social network 
acquisition mode. An elaborated social network is important for having more 
options to choose between when acquiring competence. A central point in 
process 3 is the sequence of modes being used, where a social network 
acquisition mode was used, which triggered the use of a market acquisition 
mode. Also in process 4 the chosen mode is actually a sequence of modes 
initiated by a social network acquisition mode that turned into a market 
acquisition mode. Pointing out that the use of modes can follow a sequence 
chain. In process 1, the business concept was changed as a result of the process, 
which points at the outcome of an acquisition may change the actual trigger as a 
kind of feedback. Thus, processes may also initiate other processes taking 
place. For instance, process five seemed to be a result of process one. As 
process one changed the business concept from the idea of accessing market 
competence via the market channel of Zeta, to having the market competence 
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internally, and process five is an attempt to build the market competence 
internally. 

Cooperative partners are attracted by Beta's ideas and projects. If Beta does not 
have all competence that a project need internally, it can easily be accessed and 
bought. Thus, Beta's competence base attracts technical competence meaning 
that the competence base can be seen as supporting the use of any mode when 
acquiring technical competence. However, as the technical development is the 
core of the firm's competitiveness, the business concept supports keeping the 
development work internally, and the hard competitive climate is, also, a reason 
why Ron wants to keep the development internally as it is easier to control it 
that way. As Ron is important for what is being developed in Beta and he works 
on new projects all the time, he may be seen as the center of enterprising 
activities. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that  Ron's  education and 
long experience in the industry has been crucial for the product development. 
The risk controlling behavior is also visible in the way Ron handles the product 
development work, which is mainly held internally where he has a significant 
part in that work. A fundamental problem of competence supply in the local area 
is addressed by the foundation of the association where the effort to enhance the 
supply of technical competence is an important factor for growth. Ron would 
have preferred using another option but that was not accessible. 
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5.3 	Gamma 

John Ryan and Stan Linley founded Gamma in 1985. John is in charge of 
building and sustaining market relations and handling recruitments. Stan is 
involved in operational matters and economical issues, and is involved when 
recruiting interviews are being done. John and Stan went to school together, so 
they knew each other before starting the business. It was John who initiated the 
idea of founding their own business and asked Stan if he wanted to start with 
him. Further on when I write they, I refer to both John and Stan. Due to their 
prior experience in the industry, they were contracted for a project that lasted for 
one and a half years, which resulted in the founding of the firm. John had 
worked at a large firm and considers that too much of the time was used for 
organizing instead of creative and productive work. This is one reason why they 
do not want to expand the firm too much regarding personnel. One part of their 
growth vision is to keep the employment growth rate at about one additional 
employee per year. 

The reason for Stan and John choosing the vision industry was that they both 
had experience from working with development and electronics in this area. 
Back in 1985 the vision and image processing was considered as having great 
growth potential and an annual growth of 60 percent was forecasted. This has 
not been the case. However, John believes that there is a more realistic 
viewpoint in the forecast growth today. Today, the use of vision technique is 
growing in the industrial sector. They have no intentions of expanding into the 
international market. John reasons that it is hard for a small consultant firm to go 
international. 

John explains the business of Gamma as consisting of three parts. The first part 
consists of employees working as consultants. The second part is those products 
that Gamma develops and delivers to customers during a number of months or 
years, and the third part is a mix of the first and second. Consultants' 
assignments include both development and delivery of a limited number of 
systems. Gamma's total amount of assignments is equally spread on each part. 
The product development is handled in a mixed way due to their mixed line of 
assignments. Partly, employees work at the customer and are managed by the 
customer, partly employees work at Gamma and are managed by the customers, 
and partly employees work at Gamma and are managed by Stan and John. The 
technical product development dominates in the business since manufacturing is 
only a small part of the work. Since Gamma is a developing firm, they develop 
for others rather than handing over development to other firms. Thus, the 
product development is the core of the firm and, therefore, handled by their own 
personnel. The customer base is characterized by a few large firms, and a 
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handful of other customers that vary from small one-man-firms to small and 
medium sized firms. 

John explains that Gamma is customer driven. However, John states that his 
vision is to fill the role of being a partner within the vision technology. Viewing 
the development work at Gamma from a product cycle perspective, the projects, 
which Gamma are engaged in, are the most risky ones as money are easily lost 
in development work. So far, all of Gamma's projects have ended with good 
economic results. Another vision, that John has, is to turn Gamma towards more 
producing and more product developing and to remain a supplier to other firms. 
Becoming an end deliverer means that more marketing and specific sales 
competence is needed, which John wants to avoid. Stan's vision of the firm's 
future is in line with John's, meaning that they will stick to the same line of 
business, but they may focus more on their own products and basic systems. 
That would open opportunities to earn more or sell at a lower price. 

Table 12. 	The development in Gamma between 1996 and 2000 regarding number of 
employees, sales, and profit. 

Year 
No of 

employees 
Sales 

(M  sek)  
Profit after 

financial items 

1996 15 8,949 0,039 

1997 17 14,611 0,682 

1998 20 16,864 0,649 

1999 21 22,667 0,919 

2000 23 26,603 1,221 

Gamma has developed their own quality system because of a requirement of a 
customer for doing business with them. The purpose of the quality system is to 
document what and how the work is done. In that way, the customer knows that 
independently of who does the job, it gets done in a particular way and can, 
thereby, be controlled. The reason for developing their own quality system was 
that there was no system on the market suitable for a small firm with their line of 
business. Therefore, a tailor made system for their specific needs was developed 
based upon the experiences they had gathered from prior work at larger firms, 
and compared with the customers' quality systems. They do not force the 
employees to use the system unless the project or the customer demands it. As a 
consequence, half of the staff works with the quality system depending on what 
customer and project is being handled. Half of the staff does not want to work 
with the quality system and, therefore, avoids it as much as possible. 

Gamma has employed graduate engineers with different specialities, but what is 
important is that they have electronic computer science and an interest in that 
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area of technology. Experience is considered just as important as education. The 
education gives a background to stand upon and an ability to grasp new areas by 
the theoretical depth since it gives an understanding of the theories behind new 
assignments. They have had some students doing their thesis work in the firm. 
Then, these students were hired on a trial basis. Today, two employees have 
been hired that way. John claims that using family and friends could have been 
an option for acquisition of competence. However, they have decided to keep 
family and friends apart from the business. John explains that it is easier the 
involve people without "blood connections" since it is easier to remain strictly 
businesslike. Stan explains that hiring your wife or your child, the salary 
becomes an issue. That could easily irritate the other personnel. 

John describes many of their assignments as small "crisis" situations considering 
competence. Even thought Gamma has a certain basic competence within vision, 
many of the assignments are far from that specific competence and then they 
have to adapt and apply their competence to that assignment. There have been 
situations Gamma has have received requests, such as consultant assignments 
and special counseling where Gamma has lacked the required competence. 
Then, sub-suppliers with the appropriate competence have been used, but in 
Gamma's name. This is a way for Gamma to sustain the customer contact. Sub-
suppliers are also used when Gamma takes on assignments for which Gamma's 
competence base is overqualified as a lead to sustain customer contact. In such 
assignments, the employees are not used as they are overqualified and they 
would be bored. Instead, Gamma has used sub-suppliers to do the job in the 
name of Gamma. 

A way of handling the need for of competence is building internally and the 
intention has been to have the employees take one course per year. If there are 
courses given within their technical area they aim at participate in them. 
Especially if it is a competence they lack to conduct a particular assignment. 
However, the employees have not taken that many courses. Today, Gamma is 
involved in an  EU  project with the purpose of formalizing the education, which 
may improve the course-taking rate of the employees. 

The most common way of internal competence acquisition in Gamma takes 
place by learning from each other when working within projects with 
experienced co-workers. Many of the employees also read books in the field. 
According to John, the most important activities to enhance competence is 
within the continuing projects where deep or broad competence is needed. 
Usually, Gamma takes on assignments that Gamma does not have the specific 
competence to handle. They know by the time they take on the assignment what 
competence Gamma lacks and they have an idea of how to acquire it. When 
searching for information, the Internet is the first way to find it. The Internet 
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does not provide any deeper information, but serves as a starting point on how to 
proceed. Another common way to begin searching for information is to look into 
industry books. 

5.3.1 	Competence acquisition processes and within-process analysis 

Below, four competence acquisition processes in Gamma will be presented. 
First, the background to the process is presented by describing the situation and 
the competence structure in the firm at the time of the process. Then, phase one 
will describe what triggered the competence acquisition. Thereafter, the actual 
competence acquisition is described. Following, the process is analyzed using 
the components presented in the preliminary theoretical model, and at the end of 
each process, central points in the process are brought out. 

Year 

1985 	1992 	1994 	1996 	1998 	2000 	2001 

Process 1 

Process 2 

Process 3 

Process 4 

Figure 16. Gamma's timeline over which the processes and the duration time of each 
process are displayed34. 

5.3.1.1 	Process One - Acquiring technical competence abroad 

Background 
Usually, they use the social network that has been built during the years to 
acquire specific competences such as circuit board, mechanical manufacturing, 
manufacturing of electronic circuit board and printed circuit board. Such 
competences that are acquired externally are those competences that they have 
purposely not internalized since they can be accessed fast and easily when 
needed. They have always been open for working with firms abroad. In a project 
they acquired operational competence via a firm in Latvia. This project 

34  The bold lines illustrate the time duration of the specific process and the dotted lines 
illustrate the following outcome of the process. 
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concerned manufacturing of a physical product. Gamma had no contact with the 
firm until the final delivery was made and the result was not satisfying. John 
states that if he would do it again, he would have checked the shipment and sent 
it back to Latvia demanding improvement. After this failure, they learned that 
staying in close contact with the sub-supplier is important. Gamma also works 
with a Swedish family located in the US that delivers electronic components, 
which are hard to find in Sweden. Gamma first initiated ordering from this firm 
eleven years ago and Stan recalls that the firm was found on an industry list. 

Phase One — Trigger 
In 1998, Gamma was about to develop a new product and the competence they 
needed was capacity in development of layout work, which is outside the area of 
"peak" competence. The Swedish sub-suppliers were requested; however, the 
sub-suppliers had no free capacity to take on the project. John and Stan also 
realized that this kind of project, involving programming and no physical 
manufacturing, was ideal to be distributed via the Internet. Therefore, there was 
no reason to further search for other Swedish sub-suppliers since cheaper 
services could be found abroad. 

Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
Therefore, the project manager was assigned the task of finding a sub supplier in 
Estonia who had the specific competence needed. While the project manager 
searched the Internet he received a consultant contact in India. Since no firm in 
Estonia matched the searched competence level they decided to test the Indian 
contact. In addition, workforce in the east is cheap, but even cheaper and more 
competent in India. First, Gamma tested the Indian firm to check the quality of 
their work and the Indian firm offered to conduct the test work for free just to 
prove themselves. On the same time they involved a Swedish firm in the same 
project and compared the result from the Swedish with the Indian firm and the 
results were equally good. Since then, the work with the Indian firm has 
continued and both John and Stan reason that: 

"If you want a specific competence, you have to search around the 
world for it and be prepared to cooperate only by e-mail and bank 
transactions." 

The project with the Indian firm was different from the prior one made in 
Latvia. The project being done in India was a service work, which can be 
delivered via the Internet. That made the use of competence abroad particularly 
suitable since there are no transportation costs involved. 
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Within process analysis 

Outcome 
One outcome of this process is accessing the corresponding type and level of 
competence to a lower cost, that is, cost effectiveness, which could be 
considered as improved production capacity, as lowered costs allow for 
accessing more operational competence for the same amount of money. John 
and Stan are willing to use that way of acquiring competence in similar 
occasions and are satisfied with the result. Especially when it comes to services 
where the work can be distributed via the Internet. The prior failure with the 
Latvian firm did not stop them from proceeding with searching for competence 
abroad; it just changed the way they work within such arrangements; that is to 
stay in close contact with the sub supplier during the project and initially 
demand a quality test of the work. Thus, John and Stan see opportunities in 
scanning the "world" for the competence they need to acquire. The outcome of 
this process can be compared to competence leveraging since it is like-kind 
competence as the one Gamma usually acquires locally. However, since the 
competence acquired is not a part of Gamma's competence base, the 
competence acquisition can also be considered as competence building via the 
access to it. As the project was new and the work characterized by development, 
this process may be considered as product enterprising. 

Competence acquisition 
The process was based on using the Internet to acquire information about 
potential sub-suppliers abroad. Since the information was gathered to get in 
touch with the competence on the market (and not to build the competence 
internally as when conducting a market research on the Internet) the mode may 
be considered as a market acquisition mode, as there were no prior connections 
to the Indian firm. The first attempt was to use a social acquisition mode by 
contracting the usual sub-suppliers. However, since the sub-suppliers lacked 
capacity at the time, a social network acquisition mode was not an option. An 
internal acquisition mode was not considered since one idea of how to run the 
business is to avoid boring the highly educated personnel with simple work. 
Also, this work could also be done at a lower expense outside the firm. 

Competence base 
The competence base is temporarily expanded with operational competence in 
this process, which is also done on regular basis. Therefore, this competence is 
not under Gamma's control but it is competence they can address and access 
when in need, which is why they do not consider it important to internalize. It 
seems like the competence base has filled the role of internal driver, and also the 
role of a push factor. The internal driver is also a navigating factor since they 
choose not to conduct the work internally because of the low competence 
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requirements for conducting the work. The Swedish sub-suppliers usually 
engaged were not possible to use as they had no spare capacity, and the price for 
using them was considered too high, which in a way pushed Gamma to find 
other ways for solving their need of competence. 

Business concept 
One reason for accessing this type of competence is that John and Stan have a 
principle of not conducting work that only requires a low level of competence, 
since they do not want to risk that the personnel gets bored with their work. John 
claims that personnel that get bored will not remain in the firm. Thus, this 
process can be seen as a way of sustaining competence within the firm. Hence, 
the business concept serves as a navigating factor of how to solve the need for 
competence in this process. This process mainly concerns the production 
component of the business concept, but, also, touches upon the product 
component of the business concept. At the same time as Gamma contracts out 
simple work to sub-suppliers, Stan states that it is important to make sure that 
the employees are occupied all the time as a way of retaining the employees. It 
can be devastating if the personnel is not fully occupied. That makes it easier for 
the employees to look for other jobs. It is better that the employees conduct 
work that does not result in any profit than doing nothing. The workload in a 
small firm as Gamma varies a great deal from time to time. Occasionally, 
Gamma has a low degree of customer orders. John explains that since Gamma's 
employees often work at the customer in projects, they can forecast the 
continuing work after the project has finished. Therefore, they often know what 
assignments will come so at times of low degree of customer orders the 
employees have worked ahead of the actual order from the customer. However, 
the accuracy of this has varied since such assignments sometimes never get 
ordered. 

Entrepreneur 
This "simple" type of competence is not something that John and Stan want to 
have internally. They want to buy it since it is cheap and easy to access. The 
easy access to this type of competence externally makes the entrepreneurs, both 
John and Stan, feel like they can control the competence even thought they do 
not have it internally. Even though this time they did not access the competence 
as easily as they usually do, they both still consider accessing competence 
abroad to be easy. John and Stan have a positive attitude towards acquiring 
competence abroad and have developed a routine of how to proceed in such 
situations by using the Internet. The willingness of trying to acquire competence 
abroad again after the failure of using the Latvian firm, points at actions in line 
with risk taking activities. However, John and Stan learned by the first mistake 
to stay in close contact with the sub-supplier, and preferably, use such sub-
suppliers for development of software instead of physical goods. Based on this 
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reasoning, both entrepreneurs are considered weak navigating factors of this 
process. Since John and Stan engage outside firms to do part of the projects and 
not the whole project and then make the final touch and installation internally by 
themselves, they do not, per se, risk exposing Gamma's core competence. 

Central points in Process One 
One central aspect of process one is that John and Stan are rather flexible in 
their approach of how to acquire this type of competence instead of conducting 
the work internally. A test of the Indian firm worked as a guarantee for quality 
work and the lower costs also made the risk worth taking. Also, the use of a 
foreign firm seemed especially suitable for software work, as there were no 
transportation costs. John and Stan saw no problems in turning abroad and this 
equals the chances of using a social network acquisition or a market acquisition 
in this process as no specific mode is preferred over the other, just that turning 
abroad would lower the costs. The competence base supports the chosen mode 
of acquisition as the competence base is overqualified for doing such simple 
work, and it is not specialized to do such work and, therefore, "outsiders" are 
better for doing such work. The business concept also supports the chosen mode 
of acquisition as this type of competence is not part of the firm's core and 
should, therefore, be accessed externally. The entrepreneurs, John and Stan, both 
supported the chosen acquisition mode as they both hold the vision of slow 
employment growth and by keeping simple competence externally they can 
follow that vision. Thus, there was harmony between the factor groups in this 
process as all of the three factor groups supported the chosen acquisition mode. 

5.3.1.2 	Process Two — Acquisition of technical expert competence I 

Background 
Internally, John and Stan had some level of competence within optics since 
optics is an important part of their work. On occasions when Gamma lacks a 
specific competence, John and Stan can turn to an industrial network that they 
have built over the years consisting of consultants, customers and suppliers 
having competence within optics and solve the competence needs. That means 
that John and Stan would contact someone in the network that they thought had 
the competence Gamma lacked and, thereby, acquire the competence. 

Phase One — Trigger 
In a project, in 1999, John and Stan realized they would need some expert 
advice on optics since Gamma was lacking a specific kind of optic competence 
to fulfill a project. This was not the first time they were in need of this kind of 
competence. On this specific occasion, the industrial network was not 
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responding to their request and they needed deeper knowledge in the area and, 
therefore, they had to solve the competence need in another way. 

Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
One of the employees had a relative that worked as a doctoral student at a 
University in the area and the professor at that department had the competence, 
which Gamma needed. By using the link via the employee John came into 
contact with the professor and "rented" him for a couple of hours to receive 
expert counseling. This time was very well invested since John built his own 
competence and received the professor's expert help. He gave them tips on how 
to approach the project. After, a contact with the professor was established and 
today when they have questions, they can contact him and he either forwards 
them to suitable persons having the right competence or helps them himself. 
John states that it is very fruitful to bring in an experienced and wise person so 
the professor has been used on other occasions. The professor is keen to take 
these kinds of consultant's assignments, doing a free favor as a lead in finding 
projects for the department at the University. So far Gamma has not managed to 
engage the University in any project because the projects often have too short 
time limits. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The outcome of this acquisition is first and foremost access to competence that 
Gamma did not have and John states that they learned a lot, meaning that they 
have absorbed knowledge from the professor, and, therefore, the acquisition 
could be considered as competence building. In that sense, competence was 
absorbed and internalized. However, the professor, who has the expert 
competence, was hired for a limited time. Though, some of the knowledge was 
absorbed and internalized, the main outcome concerns a future addressable 
competence, the "rental" of the professor. Another result of this particular 
acquisition was a quicker way to access accurate information that improved the 
rate of the product being developed. John is very satisfied with the result of 
"renting" the professor. 

Competence acquisition 
After being initiated by the employee, the competence acquisition was initiated 
by using what could be called the "weak link" via the employee's relative, 
which could be considered as a social network acquisition mode. Then, after the 
contact was made via the employee's relative, the mode became more of a 
market acquisition since the professor was "rented", whom they had no prior 
connections to and could probably not have addressed unless they had that social 
link. Thus, the professor was not considered addressable or controlled by 
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Gamma. Hence, he was completely external, which is in line with a market 
acquisition mode. This way of acquiring could be considered as, being initiated 
using a social network acquisition mode that resulted in the use of a market 
acquisition mode. After, they have established their own "weak link" to the 
professor in line with a professional contact. There was one alternative, which 
became a possible second hand choice in this process. If John had not gotten in 
touch with the professor, they would have worked by themselves inside Gamma. 
This would have taken a longer time since they would have had to work more or 
less in the dark. 

Competence base 
John states that he absorbed knowledge from the professor during the time the 
professor was at the firm. Thus, the competence base was changed internally. 
The type of competence acquired was technical competence to continue a 
development project. In those future cases when Gamma needs more expert 
advice, the professor can be contacted, and, therefore, the competence can be 
accessed. Thus, the professor can be considered "addressable" in the future, and 
in this process it becomes relevant to speak of an extended competence base, 
across firm boundaries since the competence base could quite easily be 
expanded when needed. This particular acquisition of competence can be 
considered as an internal driver, since there was a need internally and the 
employee came up with the idea of involving the professor. Their own level of 
this particular type of competence was low internally and it would have been 
hard to figure out how to go about in the project on their own. Hence, the main 
reason for using the professor was that the character of the project demanded 
specific competence that the competence base lacked, which makes the 
competence base a push factor. Also, since one of the employees suggested the 
professor and opened for contact via his social network, the competence base 
can be seen as a navigating factor. 

Business concept 
The acquisition of competence via the professor is in line with John and Stan's 
idea of internalizing the competence, which is needed to fulfill a complex part of 
the assignment. That is especially true in Gamma when it comes to high 
competence demanding projects. Sub-suppliers are used for simple tasks in 
projects. The competence level has increased by the visit of the professor. 
However, in new but not similar situations they might need to contact the 
professor again, and seen out of that perspective, the competence is not 
internalized, but accessible. The product component of the business concept 
gives direction for development of complicated tasks to be handled internally, 
and only hand over simple tasks externally. Based on this, the business concept 
in this process could be seen as a weak navigating factor; weak since this 
acquisition is not completely conducted in line with the idea to only contract out 
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simple work since this process concerned complicated work that was not 
entirely handled internally. 

Entrepreneur 
This type of competence was neither of the entrepreneurs expertise area from 
education or experience, therefore, they needed to acquire the competence. This 
was a quick way of accessing competence that Gamma was lacking. In this 
process, the employee was the driving factor for initiating the contact. The 
entrepreneurs acted upon the initiative, which makes their action somewhat 
proactive. They saw the potential to access quick and accurate counseling. 
Though, the activity could hardly be considered risk taking since the professor is 
a low risk to expose problems to compared with competitive firms in the 
industrial environment. Thus, the entrepreneurs could be seen as a weak push 
factor since they had no preferences on how to solve the need, and the employee 
was the one pushing for the acquisition. 

Central points in Process Two 
One central point in process two is that a social network acquisition mode 
triggered the actual mode that was used, which was a mode in line with a market 
acquisition mode. Thus, one type of mode triggered the other mode, as 
following a logical sequence. Another central point in this process is the ease 
with the expert advise of the professor can be used in line with an "addressable" 
competence, which makes it relevant to speak of an extended competence base 
in this context ranging across firm boundaries. An additional point is that 
complicated development tasks are handled internally as it is the core of 
Gamma's business. However, if there are opportunities of external input in such 
work that may be welcomed. The competence base supports the chosen mode as 
Gamma's own level of this type of competence was low, and using an internal 
acquisition mode would have been time consuming and probably filled with 
trials and errors, while the chosen mode resulted in the exact expert help Gamma 
needed. However, if the opportunity of using the professor had not have been 
offered, an internal mode would have been used. As the idea of Gamma's 
business is to conduct development work, contracting out such work would be 
against the business concept. Absorbing and internalize the specific competence 
when needed is in line with John's and Stan's idea of how to fulfill a complex 
assignment. Therefore, the business concept supports the chosen mode. Both 
entrepreneurs, John and Stan, had no preferences on how to solve the needed 
competence. However, John acted on the suggestion of the employee and could, 
therefore, be seen as supporting the chosen mode. Thus, there was harmony 
between the factor groups in this process as all of the three factor groups 
supported the chosen acquisition mode. 
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5.3.1.3 	Process Three — Competence in finding new customers 

Background 
The current customers are prioritized because current customers are considered 
to be the most profitable customers. Therefore, John and Stan try to treat their 
current customers well by maintaining good relations. This includes finding out 
the customer's needs and be ahead in new projects. This requires, according to 
Stan, in turn, that the personnel takes an active part in "scanning" the customers 
future needs and sustaining good relations with the customers, which they 
encourage the employees to do in their projects. Therefore, John and Stan 
educate the personnel in how to handle the customer relations in their daily 
work. 

The customer base has been built over the years via contacts, such as customers 
and suppliers. Advertising for new customers is hard as Gamma's line of 
business is so broad and varied. Gamma has not been active in marketing that 
way. John claims that except from the Internet site, the aim is to use direct-call-
on activities. Those customers that are really interested contact Gamma. Gamma 
also seeks and finds out those customers that could be in need of their products. 
Usually, when customers are searching the Internet for a specific technique, 
customers finds Gamma via some database, and, thereby, contact Gamma. Thus, 
having the right search words connected to the Internet site via the database is 
crucial for this kind of customer contact. Especially since Gamma is not that 
well known in its niche, potential customers do not search for their firm 
specifically, but search via technical terms. Hence, Internet is an important tool 
for getting in contact with new customers. Gamma is also listed in some industry 
registers. 

"But, you have to be careful in what register you begin to publish in, 
John says. Once you start, you cannot stop publishing in that 
register, then, people will think that you have gone out of business." 

That is also one reason for why Gamma does not exhibit at fairs. "Once you 
begin, you cannot stop." Another reason is that the costs of exhibiting at fairs 
are considered to be too high. 

Phase One — Trigger 
Prioritizing and focusing on current customers is to some extent dependent on 
the business cycle. When business booms are at hand, the firms may have 
difficulties to fill vacancies, and, then, Gamma becomes an alternative. When 
economic recessions are at hand, current customers might put projects on hold. 
Then, Gamma puts more efforts into finding new customers, e.g., by using the 
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Internet to sustain Gamma's level of turn over. Previously, Stan states that they 
looked for assignments by reading applications for employment in the 
newspapers to find out which firms were looking for Gamma's kind of 
competence. Then, John contacted those firms to offer Gamma's services either 
as a substitute to an employment or a complement to an employment. 

In the economic recession in the beginning of the 1990s, John and Stan sent out 
a blind questionnaire to a random sample of 500 firms in an attempt to gain new 
customers. This resulted in zero response. Hence, they will not try that approach 
again. Also, potential customers do not want visits even though Gamma wants to 
visit them. Therefore, they have to find other ways to approach new customers. 
Since the economy today is facing an economic recession, it is important for 
Gamma to actively search for new customers. 

Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
In year 2000, a firm conducting market research contacted John and offered 
their services. John agreed to test the result of such a market research in an 
attempt to identify new potential customers. The telemarketing firm sells, so 
called "busses", which means that several areas for several firms at each contact 
with potential customers are scanned. Each firm in the "bus" gets to formulate 
its own questions about what they want to know, which could concern either 
prospect questions, or direct questions if they want to get in touch with the firm. 
The telemarketing firm also creates databases containing chief buyers within a 
specific industry. 

John finds this kind of market research to be inexpensive. The purpose is to find 
new customers that work within the same technology area as Gamma and to 
develop a long-term relation with them. Even though, it is a long way from a 
first contact until actual business being initiated, John is satisfied with the 
services being conducted by the telemarketing firm. Of the 50 to 100 potential 
responses so far, one contact has resulted in business within the last six months. 
Stan forecasts that there will be about five additional contacts being established 
in a ten years period. The result, so far, is that the cost of using this particular 
market research service gets paid back because one single new customer 
generates millions in turn over, and the market research service only costs a few 
thousands Swedish crowns. The results of these services are seen on a long-term 
basis This prnress has resulted in continuing work with that telemarketin firm  g  
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Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The outcome of this process is extended knowledge about the market and 
potential new customers, which can be considered ad competence building 
activities in line with increasing the rate of new customers. The activity can be 
seen as a part of market enterprising, since they searched for customers that may 
be in need of their services, who John and Stan are not aware of today. They 
consider the outcome of this process to be successful because the few customers 
that become new customers to Gamma cover the costs of the market research 
activity several times over, and the rate of new customers has increased. Also, 
compared to prior activities done by themselves, as their own questionnaire is 
the 1990s, this did not result in any new customers. In addition, alternatives such 
as fairs that are of interest to them, cost ten times as much as the market 
research, and do not necessarily result in new customers. Instead, the fairs create 
a demand for Gamma to continue to exhibit every year because discontinuing 
such exhibitions could send negative signals to the market. John is satisfied with 
the result from the work so far, and sees great potentials in the long run. John 
and Stan have used the telemarketing firm to find customers who need Gamma's 
specialist competence. Recently, this market research has resulted in Gamma has 
begun to develop some standard product concepts. To approach the identified 
customers, Gamma sends brochures to the potential customer, uses the Internet 
site and phones them. Direct contact is used if the customer is located the same 
area as Gamma, which most customers are. 

Competence acquisition 
Initially, the telemarketing firm contacted Gamma without any prior connections 
to Gamma, which makes the telemarketing firm external to Gamma. Thus, the 
acquisition can be considered as a market acquisition mode. Using an internal 
mode was not considered an option for Gamma, as the prior trial with sending 
out a questionnaire gave no result. 

Competence base 
These market research activities is a way of enhancing the market competence 
by receiving more knowledge about the markets needs and information about 
who are interested of Gamma's services. The competence acquisition could be 
considered as externally driven since the telemarketing firm contacted Gamma, 
persuading John to test the first market research. The competence base in this 
process can be seen as both a strong navigating and strong push factor since the 
competence base conditions how they can solve the competence need and their 
prior internal trials taught them that they did not have the required competence 
internally, at least not the capacity. 
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Business concept 
Market research is a competence area that Gamma has not built internally, and 
one reason for that is that they find it inexpensive to buy. Also, the market 
component, regarding market research, is not a part of the core of the business 
concept, which points at the business concept as a navigating factor. However, 
the information received from the market research could result in a change of 
the business concept, such as the activities in developing standard product 
concepts. These activities indicate a change in the product, which would, in 
particular, have effects on the product component of the business concept, but 
also on the market and production component of the business concept. 

Entrepreneur 
The entrepreneurs were not the active party in this process, since they did not 
actively work on a solution to their market approach. Thus, the entrepreneurs are 
more characterized by a reactive behavior than a proactive behavior in this 
particular acquisition. However, the idea of scanning the market's needs and 
searching for potential future customers is in line with a proactive behavior. 
Hence, the entrepreneurs are seen as weak push factors for the process. Also, 
their prior experience of internal trials gave them incitements to try a new 
approach. Stan's vision is to make a standard line of products in the future, 
which is one explanation of why this kind of knowledge is acquired, and, 
therefore, this acquisition mode is in line with reaching for the vision. 

Central points in Process Three 
One central point in process three is that neither John nor Stan was actively 
looking for a new way to approach potentially new customers, even though, 
facing an economic recession. Instead the telemarketing firm initiated this 
process. Thus, the process was externally driven. As the first "use" of this mode 
gave positive outcome, they have continued using the telemarketing firm, which 
helps them to reach for their vision of sales growth. The competence base 
supports the chosen mode, as the level of this specific market competence was 
low inside Gamma as proven when previously conducting the questionnaire. 
The business concept supports the chosen mode, as this type of competence is 
not the core of the business concept and, thus, why using a market acquisition 
mode was suitable. The entrepreneurs did not, initially, support the chosen 
mode, but as John agreed to buy the services, they supported the chosen mode. 
Thus, there was harmony among the three factor groups as all supported the 
chosen acquisition mode in this process. 
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5.3.1.4 	Process Four — Acquisition of technical expert competence II 

Background 
A couple of years ago, the entrepreneurs decided that they would try to open 
Gamma up to surrounding activities and competence. John argues that using 
contacts in the surrounding environment is crucial for developing top products 
and top competence. Today, Gamma is involved in a couple of networks as a 
way of opening up to surrounding competence. The idea of one of the networks 
is to integrate the industry with the Universities' work on innovations and 
research. This network was initiated in the spring of 2001. The network can be 
used for contacting cooperation partners, which a coordinator arranges. The 
coordinator has documented each firm's competence areas and activities to be 
able to match firms with suitable partners. One requirement for using the 
network is that the cooperation has to take place across country boarders. So far, 
Gamma has not used the network in that way. John claims that they have learned 
more about innovations and ways to contact new cooperative partners. But, it 
has not resulted in anything concrete so far. This is not the only network Gamma 
is involved in. 

Phase One — Trigger 
A couple of Universities in the area are collaborating in a network and firms can 
become members and use these contacts for counseling. John recalls that 
Gamma got in touch with the University network by being contacted by the 
network. The network offered free consulting from the University as a way of 
involving assignments into the Universities departments. What the network does 
is that, first, Gamma writes down their request and sends it by email to a contact 
person, who distributes the question to all suitable departments in the 
Universities, and, second, Gamma receives email answers quickly and without 
charge in return. In a project, John needed some counseling on net technique 
since Gamma did not have that particular competence internally. Stan explains 
that Gamma is closely related to optics and physics, and few employees are 
competent in physics. In those cases it is good to be able to ask about such 
things that could be connected to assignments that Gamma is working on. 

Phase Two — Competence acquisition 
John sent the request of net technique to the University network and then his 
request was forwarded. The replies came from different University departments 
containing both direct answers and, also, information on where to find the 
answer. This request was to confirm what John had already suspected. Thus, 
there was nothing new in the replies more than supporting what he already 
knew. Stan considers this to be a good way when the competence is lacking 
internally. The answers are often ended with a suggestion from the University to 
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take on research assignments on their behalf. That would probably not be 
without charge, which is one reason why they do not use the network in such a 
way. They argue that Gamma has not been good at using these opportunity to 
access competence. John states that they do not use the University network or 
the professor as much as they could. However, Stan and John are open to using 
the professor and they have no preferences on which market contact to use, the 
professor, the University network or the industrial network. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The main outcome from using the University network is confirmation and, 
thereby, supporting the project work. That means that this acquisition is in line 
with a competence leveraging activity, and the quick answers are in line with 
increasing the rate of new products being developed. However, if the reply had 
given a non-confirming answer, in the shape of new information that could have 
turned the project work around, which is in line with a competence building 
activity. Therefore, the characteristic of the activity depends on the reply of the 
University network. Though, they will most likely receive a confirming answer 
since they are knowledgeable themselves in the area. John is satisfied with the 
response of the University network. 

Competence acquisition 
There are no social connections to the network and no personal relations are 
built since they only communicate via e-mail and via a coordinator. In addition, 
the University network is completely external and Gamma has no control over 
that network. Therefore, the competence acquisition in this process could be 
considered as a market acquisition mode. Using an internal mode would have 
taken longer, but was seen as a secondary alternative if John had not received 
any response from the network. 

Competence base 
The competence being acquired was aimed for development work and can, 
therefore, be considered as technical competence. The competence base was 
strengthened by the responses from the University network, making John more 
confident of the assumptions made in the project. However, the competence 
base can only be said to be slightly changed, as the responses supported what 
Johan already knew, and the acquisition only allowed for a temporarily access. 
Though, the access can be used whenever there is a need as an "addressable" 
competence. Hence, the competence base in Gamma could be considered as a 
weak push factor, since they were in no direct need of the support, but this was a 
quick way of confirming that they had accurate information. The initiative to 
become a part of this network was externally driven by the heavy marketing 
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made towards Gamma. However, the initiative to use the network in acquisition 
of competence was internally driven by John. Thus, the actual action in 
acquiring competence was internally driven, while the infrastructure for 
enabling such acquisition in the first place was externally driven. 

Business concept 
John and Stan have no direct intentions of using the University network for 
research and development. One reason is the costs associated with such 
development. Another reason is that such work is what they consider the most 
exiting work, and they only contract out work that they think is boring or they 
are overqualified for conducting. Challenging work where they need to acquire 
additional competence to continue the work in a project is normal, and that is the 
way they prefer to work. Therefore, contracting out such work to the 
Universities would not be in line with their idea of how to work. Hence, the 
product component of the business concept limits the use of the University 
network since such development work is the very core of Gamma, and, 
therefore, the business concept could be considered as a navigating factor as it 
limits the use of the University network to "only" provide support, counseling 
and information. 

Entrepreneur 
John and Stan decided to open up for surrounding competence and joining the 
University network was one way of opening the firm. Today, they see the 
University network as mainly a way to confirm information. Therefore, even 
though they are opening up for the surrounding competence, this process was 
not what can be considered taking a risk, since the University network is in no 
competitive position and the request had no determining or unveiling meaning 
for the development work as such. However, the process can be seen as a way of 
reducing the risk of conducting errors in the project. Since the characteristics of 
the project sets the demands on what specific competence is needed and the way 
the need is fulfilled depends on what the firm has and does not has internally, 
the entrepreneurs have a minor impact on the acquisition of competence. Both 
entrepreneurs' education and experience mean that they are knowledgeable 
themselves, led to the fact that the University network's responses only gave 
support. Thus, they used the network as a "safety" net as to avoid making 
mistakes in their project. Also, the entrepreneurs' preferences on how to solve 
the competence needs depended on the characteristics of the project. The 
entrepreneurs' attitude towards a certain mode has minor impact on the 
acquisition of competence as they have no preferences of using the professor, 
the University network, or the Industry network. None of these alternatives was 
perceived as better then the other. Hence, the entrepreneurs serve as weak 
navigating factors in this process. 
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Central points in Process Four 
John and Stan had no preferences on how to acquire the information needed, so 
the chosen mode could, in that sense, be seen as a random choice. However, the 
fact that the network was used, and the result was satisfying, John claims that if 
they need to, they would use the network again. The only mode being 
considered a secondary alternative was an internal mode as it was predicted to 
take longer time. But if they had not received an answer externally, they would 
have used the internal mode. The competence base does to some extent support 
the chosen mode, as it was a quick way of accessing the information. However, 
using an internal mode was just as likely to have been chosen, as the level of this 
specific competence was high enough internally to figure this information out. 
The core of the business concept is the development work, and, therefore, 
solving this particular competence need should be done internally. At least if it 
concerns entire development assignments, and, therefore, the business concept 
does not directly support the chosen mode. The entrepreneurs do to some extent 
support the chosen mode, as it was a chance of gaining the information more 
quickly then doing it internally, and the mode was in line with opening up for 
the surrounding competence. Thus, it seems like the competence base and the 
entrepreneurs supported the chosen mode to some extent, while the business 
concept did not directly support the chosen mode, and, therefore, the 
competence base and the entrepreneurs may be seen as the strongest factors in 
this process. 
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5.3.2 	Between process analysis 

Table 13. 	The table summarizes the analyses within processes in Gamma. 

Process 1 
	

Process 2 
	

Process 3 	Process 4 
Abroad 
	

Professor 
	

New customers Network 

Outcome 
Competence acquisition 

Competence base 

Busniess concept 

Entrepreneur 

PE /CB,CL/ o.c/ S CB/ t.c/ S ME/CB/m.c/ S CL/t.d S 
M S>M M M 

Access 
Internal  dr  
Push+Nav 

Access (Absorb)Access 
Internal  dr  
Push+Nav 

External  dr  
Push+Nav 

Access 
(Absorb) 
Internal  dr  
(Push) 

Product 
(Production) 
Navigate 

Product 
(Navigate) 

Market 
Navigate 

Product 
Navigate 

(Risk reduce) Exp 
(Risk taking) 
(Navigate) (Push) 

Reactive 
(proactive) 
Exp 
(Push) 

Risk reduce 
(Navigate) 

Legend: PE=product enterprising, ME=market enterprising, PH=product honing, MH=market 
honing, op.c=operational competence, m.c=market competence, t.c=technical competence, 
CB=competence building, CL=competence leveraging, I=internal acquisition mode, S=social 
network acquisition mode, M=market acquisition mode. A parentheses means weak factor 
while no parentheses means strong factor. Exp=experience, Edu=education, + means a 
combination of the two, and >means that the one to the left triggered the one to the right. 

Process 1, 2 and 4 concern technical or operational competence and since 
Gamma's development work is based on customer specific orders, these two 
competence types become closely related as both concerns parts of specific 
development work. It is the level of simplicity in the tasks that separates the 
competence types. This can be illustrated by process 1, 2 and 4. In process 1 the 
character of the competence needed was nothing that John and Stan intended to 
internalize since it concerned operational competence that was specific and 
simple. The result of process 1 differs in the aspect of not internalizing, the 
competence as in processes 2 and 4, pointing at entrepreneurial factors, such as 
vision, as important for how competence is acquired. In processes 2 and 4 the 
character of the competence was in line with the core of the firm, so 
internalizing was, as Stan expresses, the only option for them. The way the 
entrepreneurs John and Stan reason is that the competence acquisition is mainly 
made internally where the employees learn from each other, or read literature to 
obtain competence Gamma lacks. If Gamma lacks the competence to conduct a 
specific project, and the competence is in line with Gamma's own level of 
competence base, the competence is absorbed by acquiring it externally as in 
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processes 2 and 4. This points at the competence base as important for how 
competence is acquired. To whom they turn depends on the character of the 
competence needed. 

One reason why John and Stan used market acquisition modes in processes 2 
and 4 was mainly to absorb the competence Gamma lacked in its own 
competence base, and using an internal mode would have been time-consuming 
compared to the actual used modes. This points at the competence base as an 
important factor of how competence acquisition is handled in Gamma. The 
chosen modes in processes 2 and 4 are also in line with the entrepreneurs' wish 
to open up the firm to the surrounding environment. They have begun using 
different networks for counseling, which gave quick results and accurate 
information, useful for conducting specific projects. A market acquisition mode 
was used in process 1, as in processes 2 and 4, while in process 2 a social 
network acquisition mode triggered the market acquisition mode. One reason 
why a market acquisition mode is used in all processes no matter what 
competence type is acquired, may be that Gamma has been quite closed to the 
surrounding environment, and after opening up, it takes time to build a network 
of competence that can be used for acquisition. The outcome of process 2 has 
had a greater impact on the development work than process 4. That may be a 
consequence of the limitations of communicating via e-mail instead of 
communicating directly, and discussing the problem as in process 4. 

As in process 1, process 3 concerned competence that was intended to be 
accessed when needed. However, the information provided in process 3 was 
treated internally, which means that the specific information resulting from 
process 3 was internalized and absorbed. However, the competence of doing 
additional market research is still accessed when needed and not internalized. 
One reason why a market acquisition mode is chosen when accessing this type 
of market competence is that it is easy to access to the competence externally 
and inexpensive to use. The choice to access market competence when needed 
instead of absorbing it, effects the structure of the competence base since it is 
not internalized. The core of Gamma's business concept is development work 
and the focus is to acquire such competence and absorb it, while other types of 
competence are just accessed. This points at the business concept as an 
important factor of how competence acquisition it handled in Gamma. John and 
Stan have also decided to have a slow firm employment growth, which could 
affect how competence acquisition is handled, that is, to access rather then 
absorb (via hiring) as a way of keeping the level of employees low. The reason 
is to avoid too much administration resulting in unproductive time. Again, 
pointing at the competence base as an important factor of how competence is 
acquired as not to expand it too quickly or too much. Therefore, the focus in 
Gamma is on absorbing only core competence, which is a higher level of 
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technical competence, while other types of competence, such as market research 
and operational competence, are accessed when needed. Even high technical 
competence is occasionally accessed when needed, as in processes 2 and 4. In 
these specific processes, the competence is absorbed, but when needed again, 
the competence is accessed. In addition, accessing such competence has been 
successful, as risks have been reduced in projects by accessing competence. 

5.4.2.1 	The role of the Competence base, the Business Concept, and the 

Entrepreneurs 

The role of the Competence base 
It seems like the competence base is a strong factor both filling roles as push 
and navigate factors in the processes. When Gamma does not have the 
competence content internally, they solve it externally. The main approach in 
these processes is to access competence, and to some extent absorb competence. 
John and Stan deliberately keep simple work externally. The competence base is 
closely connected to the business concept as they reason that they do not 
conduct simple tasks, as the competence base is overqualified. Stan argues that 
competence for basic and simple work is acquired externally. Thus, the 
competence base has a central position in how competence is acquired. The 
competence acquisition is mainly internally driven, once Gamma is "invited" on 
the path of acquisition they may use it, but John and Stan are not particularly 
active in searching for new choices of competence acquisition. 

The role of the Business concept 
Simple and basic technical and operational competences are not parts of the core 
component of Gamma's business concept, and therefore the business concept 
could be seen as filling the role of a navigating factor. The reason is not to bore 
the personnel. However, there is a fine line between not boring the personnel 
with simple work and contracting out simple work at times when the workload 
is low and the personnel gets bored because they have too little to do. Gamma 
has solved this dilemma by working ahead on forecasted assignments at such 
times, though with varying result. However, these actions are in line with the 
business concept, thus, the business concept serves as a navigating factor. 

John and Stan make sure the competence Gamma lacks in the competence base, 
regarding advanced technical competence is absorbed. Another part of the 
business concept is to approach new customers using direct contact as a means, 
which is also navigated by the competence base. John's work is to handle the 
direct contact internally, which is feasible due to the competence base. In 
addition, handling the customer contacts internally is crucial because of the 
chosen product strategy of customer specific order. Searching for new 
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customers is not a part of the competence base, and this is why they solve 
market research externally. 

The role of the entrepreneurs 
Initially, John and Stan have been more reactive than proactive in their actions 
in acquisition of competence where other firms search for Gamma, or trigger 
John and Stan to act. The telemarketing firm pushed for the first contact and the 
University network initiated and pushed for the first contact, also the employee 
first pushed for the contact with the professor. The process of acquiring 
competence abroad was also a reactive action on the non-access to current 
suppliers. These triggers could be considered as a building of an infrastructure 
for future use for competence acquisition. After the contact has been established, 
the entrepreneurs have initiated the acquisitions themselves, thus being internal 
drivers for further exchange. John and Stan have no preferences for using the 
professor, the University network, or the Industry network. None of these 
alternatives was perceived as better then the other. John and Stan do not 
consider that Gamma should have simple technical competence internally since 
such competence can be easily accessed externally. 

John and Stan acquire competence as a way of reducing risks in projects and 
saving time. However, they may be considered moderate "risk takers" since they 
take on projects they know they cannot fulfill unless making acquisitions that 
are somewhat uncertain in outcome. Gamma has been able to expand in number 
of employees in a stable and controlled manner as in line with the vision of both 
John and Stan. Thus, the vision seems to fill a navigating and a push role in 
Gamma's competence acquisition. The entrepreneurs could be seen as a reactive 
push factor, as they do not create opportunities to acquired competence, but act 
on the opportunities offered by others. Once the contact is established they do 
not hesitate using the contact. The entrepreneurs' reactive actions arise from the 
competence needs in the competence base. When the competence base needs to 
be built or leveraged, the entrepreneurs act. Based on the above reasoning, the 
competence base seems to hold a central position in acquisition of competence. 

5.3.2.2 	Environment and Technology 

There are competitors, thought, Gamma has not experienced any problems of 
sustaining their customers and since their customer base is spread on three 
different segments, as well as their development work, which is spread over 
three different areas, the context may vary in one segment or context, but the 
overall context remains stable. This may be illustrated by the business recession 
in the fall of 2001 when John and Stan did not experience any noticeable change 
in their business, so the context of Gamma could be seen as stable. As Gamma 
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conducts customer-specific orders and usually produces small amounts of 
product series, this means that the tasks change from day to day, the 
analyzability of Gamma's task is low and the degree of routine tasks is low. The 
very nature of developing customer-specific orders, in line with enterprising 
activities, makes the degree of analyzability low. If Gamma should begin to 
standardize the tasks in line with honing activities there would be a risk of 
increased degree of analyzability of tasks, making it harder to defend against 
competitors. Gamma has no patents of its own. John considers it risky to have 
patents as Gamma may be sued. Also, the customers mainly patent the products 
being developed, as it is their order. John regards competitors' ability to analyze 
Gamma's work as rather protected. About 60 percent of their work may be 
copied, which may be profitable for the one copying. The other 40 percent is 
difficult to imitate. 

5.3.2.3 	Strategy in competence acquisition in Gamma 

Operational competence and technical competence of simple kind is deliberately 
held externally and accessed when needed usually by using the established 
social network of sub suppliers, or via the Internet, which has resulted in a 
continuing cooperation with a firm in India. In such projects, Gamma only 
conducts the end test and adjustments internally. John says that the 
competencies that Gamma accesses externally, such as consultants, are those 
competencies that they have not acquired to keep internally since they know that 
they can easily access those. Thus, they have developed a competence 
acquisition strategy, and in those cases the established sub-suppliers do not have 
the capacity, they have no problem with turning abroad to solve their need of 
competence, as with the Indian firm. 

When it comes to challenging development work, this is handled internally in 
line with an internal acquisition mode where competence could be transmitted 
internally or built internally by reading or discussing with other employees. If 
the competence base does not include the competence needed to fulfil the 
development work the competence could be accessed and absorbed for the 
specific project via using social network acquisition or market acquisition modes 
that are seen as equally usable options. Meaning that no mode is preferred over 
the other. To whom they turn depends on the character of the competence 
needed. When choosing mode, focus is also on the outcome of the acquisition 
where criteria such as quick access or absorbing competence are balanced. Thus, 
a pattern in how development work is handled in Gamma appears in line with a 
competence acquisition strategy, where simple development work is accessed 
while challenging development work is handled internally and absorbed or quick 
accessed externally when needed. John states that they do not use the University 
network or the professor as much as they could. However, Stan and John are 
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open to using the professor and they have no preferences for which market 
contact to use, the professor, the University network or the industrial network 

Regarding market competence, the first use of the telemarketing firm, accessed 
via a market acquisition mode, enhanced the market competence. Because of the 
positive outcome, they have continued using the telemarketing firm. The 
telemarketing firm fills the function of an information channel on which John 
and Stan builds their own competence regarding new customers and potential 
customer needs, and this has turned into a pattern in how to solve needs of 
market research, in line with a competence acquisition strategy. Regarding sales 
competence, the first contact and actual sale is handled internally by John, which 
could also be seen as a part of the competence acquisition strategy in Gamma. 
The continuing sales is also handled internally where the employees are 
encouraged to check the future need with current customers. Education in how 
to approach current customers need is handled internally in line with 
competence leveraging, and is part of Gamma's competence acquisition 
strategy. 

5.3.2.4 	Summary and conclusions of Gamma 

The competence base has an important role in what is being done internally and 
what is acquired externally. What Gamma does not have internally is acquired in 
some other way. The most common way is to solve the need internally by 
reading, discussing and searching the Internet. When these ways are inadequate 
or if John or Stan know of a quicker, more accurate way of accessing the 
competence, they turn externally to acquire. John and Stan have no preferences 
for how to acquire technical competence. They have no preferences for turning 
to the University network, the Industry network, or the professor, or asking 
suppliers or customers if they need to. To some extent, the business concept has 
an impact on how John and Stan solve Gamma's need for competence. One 
important principle is to contract out simple work, which Gamma's competence 
base is overqualified for doing. The reason for that is to sustain personnel and 
not bore them with too simple work. A consequence of this principle is that they 
acquire, in order to access, competence externally when the tasks are of simple 
character. Based upon this reasoning, the competence base seems to have a 
central position in the acquisition of competence, while the business concept 
also have an impact on the acquisition of competence. But overall, the business 
concept is not clearly focused and does not provide clear guidance for the 
acquisition of competence. 

One type of mode can trigger the use of another, as in process 2 where a social 
acquisition mode triggered a market acquisition mode. This points out that the 
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use of modes can follow a sequence chain. Consensus among the owners seems 
to be important in Gamma as actions in competence acquisition are taken. It 
seems like the competence base, in combination with the business concept, 
make the base for the consensus among the entrepreneurs. The competence base 
defines what Gamma can do (internally), and the business concept what they 
should do (internally). 

The entrepreneurs do not follow any clearly stated vision of where they are 
heading in the future. The vision concerns, on the one hand, the growth rate of 
one employee per year, which is connected to the competence base in terms of 
size, and a future need to choose strategy. Either to focus and stay small or to 
become larger and maintaining their broad base as Gamma is today. John and 
Stan reason that they do not want to become to big, since they fear that 
administrative work will take over the productive work. However, they have no 
specific plan of how to continue with this change or when to do so, therefore, it 
seems reasonable to assume that the entrepreneurs as a factor group affecting 
acquisition of competence has a moderate role. As Gamma seems to be facing a 
stable context, having the competence base as a central guide for competence 
acquisition seems to be a positive combination for Gamma, which is supported 
by the growth in turnover. 
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5.4 	Delta 

In the summer of 1997, Gary Dawson went back to his hometown after spending 
three and a half years in the US working as project manager of a broadband 
consortium. He had no intentions of staying in his hometown, but as he was 
introduced to the technology and research and the project at the local University, 
which later became the foundation of Delta, he became interested and stayed. 
Gary realized that there was no commercial thinking at the University, which 
was an important contribution added by Gary. In the spring of 1998, a loan was 
received that enabled additional involvement from the founders of Delta. The 
result was a successful use of the first program prototype of Delta. It was used at 
seven locations and exhibited at a seminar at Ericsson. The program was the 
foundation of what later became Delta's product, the  e-meeting program. After, 
Delta has received financing from a Venture capital firm and that was the 
beginning of Delta. 

Today, 25 persons altogether are involved working in Delta. Gary explains that 
there is a size limit in conducting program development. At the max, 15 
programmers can work efficiently. Exceeding that size limit will create a need to 
have 50 programmers to cover all the overhead costs that are required to 
synchronize these programmers. At present, with the current size, the 
programmers can work closely so that all of them think on the same "level", 
which Gary claims results in high efficiency. The board of directors was initially 
based on a representative of a local organization financing the project and the 
manager of the department that initially developed the basics of the product at 
the University. Then, the venture capital firm supplied the financing and an 
additional person on the board of directors, having long experience in industry 
and the capital market. He, in turn brought in an additional person, who helped 
the board of directors identify how the product should be packaged, what market 
is the right one. At this point in time, one additional person became a member of 
the board of directors, who has an elaborated social network in a strategically 
important area and involved in successful American software firms. The firm 
was two months old and already had four experienced members of the board. In 
the spring of 2001 an additional member joined the board. This man was a 
strategically important person, an experienced man who invested private capital 
in the firm. Today, the firm has no problem attracting good competence. Gary 
says that it is necessary to have some experienced "gray-haired" person involved 
when the "big" deals are to be closed. 
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Table 14. 	The development in Delta between 1998 and 2000 regarding number of 
employees, sales, and profit. 

Profit after 
Year 	 No of employees 	Sales 	financial items 

1998 8 0,36 -3,267 

1999 12 3,083 -6,218 

2000 20 2,092 -16,817 

Gary graduated as an engineer. During his time as a student he started his own 
business, developing computer programs. After his graduation, Gary began as a 
system engineer at Telia in 1992, but soon become a project leader and was 
responsible for  EU  projects. This employment gave opportunities to work 
internationally in Europe, which he did for a couple of years. However he 
thought that the development was too slow in Sweden so he went over to the 
US. In the US he soon became the representative of Telia in a broadband 
consortium in the US where about 40 people from all over the world worked. 
After one and a half years, Gary became the manager and responsible for the 
product development unit in the consortium. With this experience in his back, it 
seemed natural that Gary, back in Sweden, took on the responsibility for 
building a development unit in Delta. 

"Our [Delta's] business concept is to make it possible for people to meet and work 
together, wherever they are. It is a concept we implement through developing products 
and services, which facilitate meetings between people on Internet, so called  e-
meetings." 

(Source: Delta's Internet site) 

There are other technologies on the market, such as videoconference, which 
partly constitutes competition for Delta. The difference is that Delta's 
technology makes it possible for unlimited number of people at different 
locations to participate and the user barriers are lower since people are used to 
"click" on their computer. In addition, in Delta's product everyone involved has 
access to a common whiteboard. This differs from videoconference where only 
the physical whiteboard can be drawn on leading to bad screen quality. Today, 
Internet and streaming can also be considered as competition. This technique 
sends from one to many receivers and there is no dialogue between sender and 
receiver. Regarding the  e-meeting application, Gary claims that Delta's product 
is world unique. There is no other product on the market where so many people, 
at the same time, can communicate with each other. Also, Delta has other unique 
functions as matching different platforms and the possibilities to record the 
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meeting. However, as there is research being done at the local University, 
resulting in a firm called Delta that is now expanding, entering the market as 
unknown, there are certainly other emerging firms in different stages inventing 
similar products. Big companies as Microsoft or Sun Micro system will find this 
type of technology brilliant and buy the firm that succeeds to really sell on a big 
scale. 

"One thing is true, being a comet is what counts." 

Gary is positive about the future and considers that they have progressed far 
during the years. Still, it will take a lot of hard work to reach out on a large scale 
and Gary hypothesizes that it will take an additional two to five years before the 
product can be sold on a large scale. The market is still in an emerging stage and 
the technical infrastructure of networks limits the growth of Delta's sales. 
Today, there are computers that have the required capacity and the required net-
capacity can be found in Scandinavia. However, south Europe does not have the 
network and in the US there are "islands" of networks, meaning that there is an 
emerging market internationally seeing it in the technical infrastructure 
perspective. On the other hand, it will take another two to five years before it is 
natural for everyone to use  e-meetings, just like sending  e-mails from home. The  
e-meeting software requires network capacity, but reduces travel costs and time, 
and results in more efficient meetings. 

5.4.1 	Competence acquisition processes and within-process analysis 

Below, six competence acquisition processes in Delta will be presented. First, 
the background to the process is presented by describing the situation and the 
competence structure in the firm at the time of the process. Then, phase one will 
describe what triggered the competence acquisition to take place. Thereafter, the 
actual competence acquisition is described. Following, the process is analyzed 
using the components presented in the preliminary theoretical model, and at the 
end of each process, central points in the process are brought out. 
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Year 

1998 	1999 	2000 	2001 

Process 1 

Process 2 

Process 3 

Process 4 

Process 5 

Process 6 

Figure 17. Delta's timeline over which the processes and the duration time of each process 
are displayed35. 

5.4.1.1 	Process One — Competence for developing products 

Background 
Operational and technical competences are tightly related in Delta since the 
main product is software based where the competence types are integrated and 
since the strategic focus is on standardized production of high quality. Initially, 
the prototype, which later became Delta's product, was based on research 
reports being done at Universities on how to work at a distance. These 
Universities reports have resulted in a number of "truths" on how to work at a 
distance, and which important functions are needed and what the limitations the 
existing systems have today. It is in this area of limitations that Delta has 
focused with the vision to make the "prefect" system. Based on this vision, 
Delta has developed their product. 

Phase One - Trigger 
In January 1998, the firm was being built. Before, Gary and Brian Rogers were 
working at the local University. By June, Gary officially announced the 
founding of the firm. Having research connections at the University is good for 
the future, but a firm like Delta needs it own research and development to make 
it unique. Gary claims that the technical competence is the core of Delta's 

35 The bold lines illustrate the time duration of the specific process and the dotted line in 
process 1 illustrate the following outcome of the process. 
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competitiveness. Delta has purposely separated the research and development 
from the University. The product development was physically moved to the 
opposite side of the road to the University. On the one side of the road is the 
University where research takes place that will be applicable in a three to six 
year period. On the other side of the road, Delta has its product development 
with a focus on 6-18 months, meaning that what is done now the customers will 
need in about 6 months. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
Brian Rogers was the third person recruited to the firm. But the ambition was all 
the time to recruit Brian. Today, he is the development manager at the 
development office. Other alternatives, such as outsourcing of product 
development, were never options. Brian Rogers had great experience in 
technical development and came into the firm at an early stage. Gary knew of 
Brian Rogers, since they worked in the same office at Telia Research back in 
1993. Back then, Brian developed a broadband solution at Telia research. He 
realized the potential of what was being done at the local University and he went 
over to the University about the same time as Gary came back from the US. 
Brian began working part time at the department developing the prototype and 
part time at Telia Research and was, therefore, involved in bringing the first 
prototype of the product forward. Gary begun at the University in the spring of 
1998, and after a few months, Delta was founded. Brian Rogers followed, keen 
and interested and wanting to join the firm. Gary regards Brian as a valuable 
competence in the firm and they could not have made a better choice. In the 
beginning Brian worked with managing the development team but was also 
involved in developing the product. Today, Brian is working less with 
programming and more with managing the development. 

In Delta, all product development and packaging of products is handled 
internally. Gary states that the research and the development work being done is 
the core of the firm and, in general, firms do not have the same industrial 
research support as Delta has. Having established research makes it hard for 
competitors to catch up with Delta. The good thing of having good relations 
with the local University is the access to research. There are a number of 
researchers at the University that own stock in Delta, which is beneficial for 
Delta since the researchers have incitements to continue with research work in 
the area, and thereby, contribute with development of products. One of those 
researchers is James Dunn, whose dissertation is the base for what later became 
Delta's product. James Dunn is, therefore, one of Gary's contacts at the 
University. James supervises a number of doctoral students, which Gary can use 
via his contact with James. As a result, Gary does not have to search for the 
"right" doctoral student for continuing research, but via contacting James he can 
get access to the right competence. James Dunn works part time at Delta and 
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part time at the local University. This means that James is also involved in 
deciding which projects can be done at the local University and what should be 
done at Delta. At the University, Delta finances a so-called industrial doctoral 
student that works on Delta's projects. By being involved in  EU  projects, Delta 
has built an international network in all of Europe, and by going to the US and 
Australia, Gary has gained an overview on what development work is being 
done in the world. Gary states that Delta is in the technical forefront with their 
products and moves even faster than the market in the development of products. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
Gary is very satisfied with the outcome of the acquisition of competence that 
was received when hiring Brian Rogers. By hiring Brian Rogers, the firm 
received a technical competence, which was lacking. Thus, the acquisition could 
be considered as competence building, which is crucial for product enterprising 
where innovation is crucial for bringing new products to the market. The work 
of Brian Rogers has also resulted in improvements of the product. As Brian 
Rogers is responsible for the product development work, Brian characterizes the 
way the unit works, such as, close dialogue with the customers to know what the 
customers want. When conducting product development, specific customer 
orders are kept to a minimum. However, "want lists" are submitted to Delta, and 
if Delta considers the "wants" useful to the whole customer base, it is 
implemented it in the product, but not just for one specific customer. The 
personnel use Delta's product internally to communicate and work between the 
offices, and, therefore, they understand the customers well. As a consequence, 
the customers' "wants" are not abstract to the personnel and Delta's personnel 
can more easily see solutions. Gary reasons that: 

"No matter how much is written in reports and how many insights 
are reached, it is in contact with the customers where you get the 
response on whether you are doing the right or wrong things". 

The "wants" on the list are sorted based on several criteria. One such criterion 
concerns how easily the "want" can be implemented in the product. An 
additional criterion is how much more Delta will sell if the "want" is 
implemented and if the "want" can bring financial returns. If the "want" already 
exits in competitors' products Delta may implement it if it can be of advantage. 
However, there are things that Delta cannot do and those things are if the "want" 
is not in line with the basic ideas of the product. 

Today, the development work concerns the current product, making it usable in 
a wider context, integrating the product into the business system and making it 
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easy to use. This will extend the use of the product. Gary considers the 
functionalities in the product are developed enough. Adding to the customers' 
"wants", Delta tries to think three steps further, which the customers do not have 
the ability to do, and discusses those ideas with the researchers at the local 
University. Gary discusses with the product development manager at Delta, 
Brian Rogers, and he, in turn, estimates the time required for the work. In those 
cases the estimated time is within 18 months, the work is done internally. 
Longer projects (more than 18 months) are passed on to the local University, 
and occasionally, turned into an  EU  project. However, when the development 
becomes concrete and applicable to Delta's products, Delta's software, then, it is 
done internally. Every six months Delta releases a new version of the product. 
This is nothing that can be expected from large companies such as Microsoft, 
who release new versions of their products every second or third year, which is a 
reason for customers' positive attitude towards being able to give feedback and 
get fast response. 

Competence acquisition 
Gary and Brian knew of each other before Brian was hired as they had worked 
together at Telia Research and, later, at the University. Therefore, the 
acquisition mode could be considered as a social network acquisition mode. 
Other alternatives, such as outsourcing of product development, were never 
considered. Delta has received offers from consultants all over the world, e.g., 
India, offering cheaper operational competence. External consultant firms, 
Swedish or foreign, have never been used in product development. Sending an 
order to, e.g., India would be inexpensive but the job to conduct the specific 
order makes it expensive. Thus, based on experience, Gary reasons that it takes 
too much time and effort just to write down the order, it is better to do it 
internally. Avoiding administration is the very reason for Delta to have a 
streamlined organization. Brian reasons that the teamwork is close, which means 
that they can work without making formal orders. The fundamental reason for 
having the product development internally and not engaging some external 
consultants is as Gary describes it: 

"If someone wants to build a garage, you could just order it from 
someone, but if you want to built a floating castle which no one has 
heard of before it becomes more difficult to specify what to order." 

When working with new, pioneering technology, it is fundamental to use the 
researchers' competence. Then, when there is a technical competence core 
additional competence has been recruited, such as recently graduated engineers 
from the University. When recruiting from the University, James Dunn has been 
used as a reference, as he can recommend students that are right for Delta. After 
hiring Brian, Gary and Brian have continued acquiring technical competence 
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and recruiting engineers into the development team. A social acquisition mode 
has been used resulting in a market acquisition mode via either current 
employees as reference or James Dunn at the University as reference. Gary 
claims that it is important to recruit people that fit Delta's way of working and 
by getting references Gary feel that he can ensure for getting the "right" 
competence. It has been a successful way of recruiting engineers and Gary 
claims that they will continue to work that way when recruiting operational and 
technical competence. One reason why this has been a successful mode is that 
the people having this type of competence also socialize privately and, therefore, 
everyone knows everyone in a small town as the one where Delta is located. On 
some occasions, students have done their thesis work at their firm and, then been 
recruited. Gary has avoided advertising for personnel since the efforts to handle 
hundreds of applications are too time consuming. 

Competence base 
Brian was attracted to Delta and its product and was eager to become involved 
in Delta's development work. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that this 
particular competence acquisition had an external driver. However, the intention 
was all along to have the product development internally and this is why the 
process, also, had an internal driver as Delta did not have such competence at 
the time. This process resulted in absorbed technical competence. Since Delta 
was lacking the needed competence internally, the competence base could be 
seen as a navigating factor since internal acquisition was not an option as the 
intention was to have it internally, the competence base can also be seen as a 
push factor. The technical competence that has been acquired later, Gary's 
social connections have been used, at first identifying potential employees 
among students at the University and followed by market acquisition mode, 
which has resulted in an expanded competence base. 

Business concept 
The core of Delta's business concept is the technical development. The product 
component of the business concept, related to the technical competence, stated 
that the product development was to be held internally and, therefore, it seems 
natural to view the business concept as both a push factor, as it promoted the 
actions of acquisition, and as a navigating factor as it guided for internalizing 
and absorbing the competence. Today, Delta has technical competence 
internally for developing the product. In addition, Delta has access to technical 
competence via Gary's social connections at the local University, which Delta 
uses when the estimated time for introducing the product to the market is longer 
than 18 months. This indicates opportunities to choose among modes, and the 
idea of estimated time to market gives directions of what mode to choose. The 
idea is that short-term development work should be handled internally and long-
term development work should be handled at the University. Hence, the 
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business concept navigates for how to proceed when handing competence 
regarding product development. 

Entrepreneur 
Gary considers himself to have a good base for judging potential employees in 
the technical area as Gary has his educational background in the technical 
competence area and the experience from working with technical development. 
Yet, Gary states that Brian was in no way the only option. However, Gary had 
experience from accessing technical competence from abroad and concludes that 
it is an illusion that it is inexpensive. Using nearby consultants is also hard since 
it is hard to explain the order. Thus, the entrepreneur, Gary, is navigating among 
choices of modes in competence acquisition. Thus, Gary's experience and 
education have an impact on acquisition of technical competence. Also, further 
on, Gary has been using a social network acquisition resulting in a market 
acquisition mode and one reason why recruiting via the social network has been 
successful is that Gary has the requested competence and can, thereby, easier 
judge the competence of the potential employee. 

Central points in Process One 
One central point in process one is the position that Delta has established where 
the internal development is tightly related to the development work being done 
at the local University. This points towards great potentials for Delta to remain 
in a competitive market position. Thus, the idea to separate between shorter and 
longer projects affects what mode is chosen and is, therefore, important for how 
technical competence is acquired in Delta. Another central point in process one 
is the obvious reputation that Delta has among the "right" circles of competence, 
such as University students in the field, which attracts technical competence to 
the firm. The successful recruitment of engineers supported by the 
recommendations of James Dunn at the local University has turned into a pattern 
in how Gary proceeds when acquiring technical competence, which could be 
considered as a developed competence acquisition strategy by using a social 
acquisition mode via the local University resulting in a market acquisition mode 
in acquisition of technical competence. The competence base was lacking a 
development manager, and, therefore, the competence base supported the chosen 
mode of acquisition. The core of the business concept is the technical 
development, and, therefore, the business concept supports the chosen mode that 
is to internalize what Delta was missing. The entrepreneur, Gary supports the 
chosen mode as he confirmed the need of a development manager and, Gary 
states that there was no other option to using a social network acquisition mode. 
Thus, there was harmony among the factor groups in this process as all of the 
three factor groups supported the chosen acquisition mode. 
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5.4.1.2 	Process Two — Acquiring market Information 

Background 
Delta has gone through three investor rounds, and a consequence of having three 
investor rounds is that the ownership has spread over the years. Gary owns a 4 
percent share and the employees together with the initial researchers own 30 
percent. The rest is spread among a couple of Venture capital firms, some 
Swedish and international funds. A loan was also received from a regional fund. 
Gary considers it better to own a "small share of a big cake than a big share of 
a small cake". Gary says: 

"To run this business, money is needed and to raise money you have 
to give up owner shares". 

To apply for financial means, a description of the market needs to be submitted 
and the description has to be built on a market research. The first market 
research was entirely done internally. At that time Gary had no contact network 
to turn to and as cash was short there was no other option then to do the market 
research internally. In the second investment round the market research was also 
done internally. 

Phase One - Trigger 
As Delta was searching for financing in the third investment round, Gary had to 
submit a market research in the application. The financiers want to know what 
the market looks like and what segments there are. Including how mature the 
product is, and if the product works, a list of Delta's reference customers, how 
many customers that are actively using the product, how large the potential 
market is and so on. At this point, Gary had limited time for conducting the 
market research himself and Delta had some cash to spare. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
Delta made a third financing round in April 2000 and Gary did the market 
research using professionals, two experienced external consultants. The market 
research was initiated in November 1999, and lasted for six month until this 
information could be brought to the financier. Gary decided to use consultants 
that had a good reputation for conducting this market research. Gary had to 
begin educating the marketing consultants in the product, which required hard 
work. Then, the consultants began working on the market research, which 
obviously was hard for them to do, since there was no product to compare with 
on the market, and, as a consequence the result was poor and Gary basically had 
to do all work internally in the end. This experience taught Gary that it is better 
to make the market research internally. The reason, Gary says, is that Delta's 
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product is in the product frontier, which makes market research hard to conduct, 
and for an outsider, it becomes an almost impossible task. Gary realized how 
competent Delta was internally. Usually, when conducting market research, 
other firms having similar products are used as reference. Even though, Delta 
has used highly recommenced consultants, that others has been very satisfied 
with, it becomes very hard when dealing with state of the art technology as such 
Delta has. Next time Gary will do the market research internally, because Delta 
has the competence and capacity today and the result improves that way. Gary 
estimates that at least 90 percent of the market research can be done internally. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
The acquisition resulted in a market research. However, Gary considers it an 
unsuccessful acquisition as the content from the research was poor and he ended 
up doing most of the work. The acquisition can be considered as a temporarily 
competence building that was of no good use, and Gary learned that Delta was 
better handling market research internally. Since then he has handled the market 
research internally and, hence, a pattern for market competence acquisition has 
been developed as he avoids engaging external marketing competence for 
market research as Delta is better doing it internally. 

Competence acquisition 
The used mode of acquisition resulted in access to market competence for a 
short period of time. By using recommendations from Gary's social network he 
contacted the consultants for the project. This points at a use of mixed mode, 
initiated by using a social network acquisition mode followed by using a market 
acquisition mode. Previously, Gary had used an internal acquisition mode, partly 
because Delta could not afford the use of consultants. At the time, Gary had no 
preferences about doing the market research internally or externally. On this 
specific occasion, Gary did not have the time to conduct all market research and 
Delta had the financial means for using consultants. Therefore, an internal mode 
was not considered an option in this specific acquisition. 

Competence base 
The process provided access to market competence and, therefore, the 
competence base was temporarily extended. However, Gary realized that Delta 
already had the competence absorbed internally to reach a better outcome there 
was just a lack of capacity at the time of this acquisition. Since the capacity in 
the competence base was occupied at the time when the market research was to 
be done, the competence base can be seen as both pushing for acquiring the 
capacity, and navigating due to the lack of capacity. The financiers make up an 
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external driver for triggering the process since they demanded market 
information for approving the application. 

Business concept 
This acquisition of this market competence was a means for receiving a report 
on Delta's market, which, in turn, was a way of gaining financing. The 
financing, in turn, was a means for continuing the development of the product in 
line with the business concept. This points at dependence between market 
competence and technical competence in this process, where market competence 
needed to be acquired to be able to continue acquisition of technical competence 
internally. As this particular market competence is part of the market 
component, but not a part of the core of Delta's business concept, the chosen 
mode could be seen as being supported by the business concept. Thus, the 
business concept can be seen as a push factor. 

Entrepreneur 
Gary trusted the recommendations of this social network since others had good 
experience from these marketing consultants. Therefore, he expected that the 
consultants would also provide Delta with good results. Since he had no prior 
experience from using marketing consultants for this purpose, he had nothing to 
compare with, and Delta was in need of financial means. Therefore, consultants 
seemed a good alternative so the entrepreneur can be seen as a navigating factor 
as he was willing to take the risk of trying a new mode of acquisition. Also, he 
did not have the time to do it himself so the entrepreneur can be seen as a push 
factor. 

Central points in Process Two 
One central point in process two is that what is a successful mode for one firm 
does not necessarily become a successful mode for another firm. Another central 
aspect is that in this process, the acquisition of market competence was crucial 
for enabling future acquisition of technical competence in Alpha. In this process, 
the competence base supported the chosen mode of acquisition as the 
competence base lacked capacity to conduct the research internally. As this 
particular market competence is not a part of the core of Delta's business 
concept, the chosen mode could be seen as being supported by the business 
concept. The entrepreneur, Gary supported the chosen mode as he did not have 
the time to do it himself and as the consultants were recommended, he had 
nothing else then good results to expect. Thus, there was harmony among the 
factor groups in this process as all of the three factor groups supported the 
chosen acquisition mode. 
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5.4.1.3 Process Three — Acquiring sales competence and changing 

business concept 

Background 
In March of 1999, the prototype was developed into a usable product and could 
do what they had promised. Thus, the sales were about to begin. Gary states that 
having a "door-opener" is crucial when selling. In 9 out of 10 times, the social 
network is crucial and this is where his experience from working in  EU  projects 
became important was big international companies were present. As a 
consequence, Gary knows at least one person in each big company who he can 
contact. Often, the contact person can arrange the first meeting with the manager 
in the firm, and if a meeting is arranged, there is an opportunity for better 
communication and the managers are more open minded. Just calling the 
product manager is not a fruitful way to approach potential new customers, sales 
are very seldom done that way. 

Phase One - Trigger 
In the initial stage, Gary and a recruited doctoral student, David met with 
different types of customers trying to identify the right market segment. They 
experienced positive response everywhere. Gary and David sold to the telecom 
sector, and to IT firms, to the Swedish defense and to banks. It turned out to be 
right everywhere, but there was a fundamental need for changing the customers' 
behavior to enhance the use the product, which was hard everywhere and this 
was why selling was hard. During the first six months Gary and David managed 
to sell for a million, even before the product was ready. Based on this 
experience, they expected it not to be too hard to sell for much more. After 
being in business for one year, the product development had reached a point 
where sales could take off and Delta established the head office at a strategic 
important location. It was time to acquire sales competence and to get the 
business going. Gary's argument was "if we can sell, anyone could and 
especially experienced salesmen". 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
At the time, Gary thought that just bringing salesmen into the firm would result 
in sales growth. One of the salesmen was recruited via a personal contact. The 
other salesman was recruited via a headhunting firm. Gary made a profile of the 
needed competence and the headhunting firm identified the competence in their 
database. One of the salesmen had sold videoconference and the other had sold 
audio conferencing, which seemed good experiences for selling Delta's product. 
Gary did not consider any other alternative. The experienced salesmen were first 
trained in the functionality of the product and then, they went out trying to sell 
the product. 
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Within process analysis 

Outcome 
Gary realized that the transmitting of the competence of the product to the new 
salesmen had not worked. The problem was that the salesmen were trying to sell 
the product using "comparing arguments", which do not work since there is no 
product on the market to compare with, and, therefore, the salesmen had a hard 
time speaking in favor of the product. With these types of products the 
traditional sales methods do not work. "It is not just about selling a product, it is 
about changing behavior." Also, it became obvious that the salesman needed 
good understanding of networks and computers otherwise they are not 
trustworthy in the eyes of the customers. This acquisition did not turn out well. 
It became obvious to Gary that a University degree was required to be able to 
communicate the advantages of the product and engineers could present 
arguments without having to compare. 

In this process sales competence was built, but the competence did not result in 
the expected forecasted outcome of increased sales in line with increased rate of 
new customers. In other words, Gary did not receive the outcome that he had 
expected from the acquisition of competence. The consequence of the 
unsuccessful acquisition was that he learned not to acquire that particular sales 
competence, and go for the University educated engineers as salesmen instead. 
Gary maintains that the firm should wait to recruit salesmen until the market has 
matured and, then it will be ready for the use of traditional salesmen. 

Competence acquisition 
The competence was acquired using a social network acquisition mode for one 
of the acquired salesmen and a market acquisition mode for the other acquired 
salesman. Gary states that, he would have preferred to use a social network 
acquisition in both recruitments. However, this was not possible as only one 
salesman was identified via the social network. No other alternative than 
salesmen was considered at the time the competence was acquired. Using an 
internal mode was not seen as an option as Gary considered that professional 
salesmen would be the right competence, which Delta did not have internally as 
Gary and David were to conduct other tasks than sales. 

Competence base 
The competence base was extended and market competence was absorbed by 
the recruitment of the salesmen. Since Gary initiated this process, as a way of 
increasing sales, the process could be seen as having an internal driver. Even 
though Gary and David had managed to sell initially, Gary expected that the 
experienced salesmen could complement their sales competence, and by that, 
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sales would increase. At the time, no other competence alternatives were 
considered. Therefore, the competence base could be seen as a push factor for 
the process since it pushed for additional sales competence to be acquired. 

Business concept 
The idea of acquiring this type of market competence was a part of the business 
concept, as the idea of the market component of the business concept was to sell 
the product to individual customers, which resulted in a need for this type of 
sales competence. This points at the business concept as a push factor in this 
process. A change in the business concept was necessary because of the 
unsuccessful result in this process. The outcome pointed at engineers as better 
alternatives for achieving sales growth. Thus, the market component of the 
business concept was changed to include engineers as salesmen. 

Entrepreneur 
Gary had an advantage when trying to sell the product as he had "door-openers" 
at potential customers. This could be considered as a use of weak links, or a use 
of professional contacts. Gary, thought that this was the "right" and safe way as 
he was dealing with sales models that many other firms had succeeded with 
before. Meaning that he thought that he had control over the risks of doing 
"wrong" by acquiring competent salesmen. Based on this reasoning, the 
entrepreneur, Gary, could be considered as a navigating factor in this process. 
Gary's vision of reaching sales growth could be seen as a push factor for the 
process. 

Central points in Process Three 
One central aspect of this process is that prior success models, does not, per se, 
result in success. Thus, the acquired competence has to fit, not only the firm, 
but, also, the surrounding environment. The competence base supported the 
chosen mode, as the current sales competence was not "professional" salesmen 
and, was missing in the competence base. The business concept supported the 
chosen mode, as having sales competence internally was a part of the business 
concept. The entrepreneur, Gary, supported the chosen mode as he thought that 
if anyone could increase sales in line with the vision of sales growth, it would be 
"professional" salesmen and, thereby, he would control for the risk of absorbing 
"wrong" competence. Hence, there was harmony among the factor groups in this 
process as all of the three factor groups supported the chosen acquisition mode. 
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5.4.1.4 	Process Four — Acquiring market competence and changing 

business concept 

Background 
As the first year was focused on selling the first version of the product and then, 
supporting, installing and gathering feedback from customers it took two years 
until Delta had a mature product. Delta established a unit in a strategic important 
location while at the same time learning that the product was hard to sell. The 
infrastructure of network and computers was by the year 2000 good enough; the 
next challenge was to change human behavior. The sales is not so much about 
the product, it is solution oriented, sales of a concept. It is about meeting over 
the Internet and efficient work, by avoiding getting up early in the morning and 
taking the first flight to be on time. Delta had recruited engineers with this kind 
of competence in the firm, when they realized that they needed to be in the firm 
to understand this behavioral aspect of the product to be able to sell the product. 

Phase One - Trigger 
The sales were not developing as Gary had expected. The initial idea of selling 
software to the end-customer, like selling a CD proved not to work for a small 
firm like Delta. Compared to Microsoft, everyone is expected to have "Word" in 
their computer, and those who have not got it, have to buy it as a CD disk. Delta 
tried the same concept. The product turned out to be hard to sell with this price 
model. The problems that the customers pointed out was first that everyone must 
have the software, otherwise it would be useless, and second that is was a too 
high cost upfront. The customer must be able to communicate with everyone in 
the firm, and Delta could not do as Microsoft has done, forcing everyone to buy 
"Word". The customers did not want to pay the whole amount upfront, but 
wanted to divide the costs on a monthly basis. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
The board of directors together with Gary and Brian tried to solve the sales 
problem by approaching the customer feedback with a new way of pricing the 
product, and thereby, making it more appealing to the customers. They came up 
with the idea of turning the concept around, instead of charging for the program, 
they gave it away for free. Thus, Delta gives it away for free so that, e.g., Lisa 
and Carl can use the software for free, but if Bruce and Ken want to join, they 
cannot access the  e-meeting unless they have an  e-meeting room. The point was 
that the software was free, but for more than two people to use it, they had to 
have an  e-meeting room on the net. Now, Delta sold server software with a 
number of  e-meeting rooms. Suddenly, the software could be distributed to 
everyone in the organization for free. But to meet, they needed a link to an  e-
meeting room and to access this they had to rent an  e-meeting room from Delta. 
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Thus, the  e-meeting rooms are rented, which can be compared with leasing a car 
instead of buying. In this way, not only the managers have access, but the whole 
organization, which, in turn, promotes a behavior change. One alternative 
pricing is a fixed monthly payment and another alternative is payment by length 
of time connected to the system. For the moment they concentrate on the first 
alternative with a fixed cost, which hopefully will result in increased use since 
the user is not charged more when using the software more, which in the end 
leads to that the use becoming natural. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
An important outcome of this process is the change in the business concept in 
how to approach the market in terms of sales and pricing. With this process of 
responding to customer feedback, Delta has enhanced the market competence 
internally, which could be considered as competence building and is in line with 
increasing the rate of new customers. Results from the process are increased use 
of the product and it is easier to sell, pointing at this acquisition of market 
competence as leading to a successful outcome. Gary is, so far, satisfied with the 
effects of the new price model. 

Competence acquisition 
This process was triggered by a market response giving feedback on the pricing 
of the product. Then, the market response resulted in that the board of directors, 
together with Gary and Brian, developing a new price model in line with an 
internal acquisition mode. As the process concerned core issues of Delta's 
business, no other alternative modes were considered. 

Competence base 
The competence base was changed in this process since the market competence 
was absorbed and built. Since the customers gave feedback on the pricing, the 
process can be seen as being initiated by an external driver. However, the action 
internally to respond to the feedback was internally driven since they wanted to 
increase use of the product, and, thus, increase sales. Since the competence base 
consisted of experienced industry people who had the competence to develop 
such new concepts, the competence base supported the chosen mode. Also, since 
the competence base had the needed competence internally, the competence 
base could be seen as a navigating factor. 
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Business concept 
The result of this process is a totally changed business concept. It has moved 
from selling software to distributing software accessible for two persons for free 
and charging when the third person is to enter. When everyone could have 
access to Delta's product this resulted in lowered barriers. Something that Gary 
has realized is that having a fixed monthly cost increases the use, and, thereby, a 
behavior change can be supported. The superiority of the concept is that it 
continues to "tick" and bring in money and Delta wants the customers to use the 
product. The market component of the business concept was changed as a result 
of this process, which points out that the business concept could not have 
navigated the action since it gave no direction of how to proceed. However, the 
fact that the market component of the business concept was unsuccessful made 
the concept, as such, pushing for a change. Thus, the business concept can be 
seen as a push factor for the process. As the acquisition regarded core issues in 
the business concept the chosen mode was supported by the business concept. 

Entrepreneur 
Gary was willing to take the chance of trying a new price model since the 
current one was not succeeding as he had expected, which points at the 
entrepreneur as a push factor for the process. He has been using other successful 
market approaches such as in this process using a price model that had worked 
for, e.g., Microsoft in Delta's own market approach before, but unsuccessfully. 
This could partly due to Delta's size. This new price model is also built on a 
large firm's idea (Telia), so Gary continues to try previously successful models. 
Since this change in price model concerns changing a core variable in the firms 
future, it seemed natural to solve this internally, so Gary chose to consult with 
the board of directors and with the development manager, Brian, which points at 
Gary as a navigating factor in this process. Also, changing the business concept 
is in line with the vision of sales growth, which points at Gary as a superior 
factor to the business concept. 

Central points in Process Four 
This time, the use of other previously successful models seems to work for 
Delta. To respond to customer feedback that can address customers' needs on a 
large scale has also been a natural and central part of the technical development 
since the start up of the firm. Therefore, responding to feedback that can be of 
advantage to several can be seen as an important part for Delta to stay 
competitive. The competence base supported the chosen mode as Delta's board 
of directors together with Gary and Brian had the appropriate competence to 
solve the customer feedback of developing a new price model. The business 
concept also supported the chosen mode as the process concerned a key feature 
for increasing sales, which is close to the core of the business concept. The 
entrepreneur, Gary supported the chosen mode, as turning outward was not an 
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option when handling such a key issue. Thus, there was harmony between the 
factor groups in this process as all of the three factor groups supported the 
chosen acquisition mode. 

5.4.1.5 	Process Five — Acquisition of new distribution channel and 

changing business concept 

Background 
Today when the infrastructure of computers and network has the required 
capacity for Delta's product, the next step is to change human behavior. Gary 
compares with the behavior change from faxing to sending e-mail. The 
transition now is to move from  e-mailing to use  e-meeting. So the difficulty lies 
in the behavior change. During the last three years Delta has tried to handle this 
behavior transition by going out "missioning", by demonstrating and educating 
customers and, thereby, explaining how simple the product is and the 
advantages of using it. Gary explains that Delta does not have the margins to 
advertise on large scale. The budget does not permit such expenses. During this 
period, the infrastructure has become better, and people have begun to 
understand the product. Gary claims that once they find the right distribution 
channel to the customers they will stop with direct sales. 

Phase One -Trigger 
The "ready" infrastructure points at a time to expand sales, and "knocking on 
doors" to sell is too time-consuming. Delta had to find another way of increasing 
sales than "knocking on doors". There is no right way to follow and, therefore, 
Gary considers that he is breaking new ground. Gary has also tried selling via 
project partners with moderate results. The System integrators were the target 
distribution group for handling the sales from the beginning. However, the 
System integrators sell a lot of other products and that would make Delta's 
product one of several and since Delta's product is hard to sell there would be 
no incitements for them to try. They have tried to sell to the System integrators 
before, but they have not yet been "ready" for Delta's product. 

Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
In the beginning of 2001, Delta was contacted by broadband operators. The 
broadband operators knew of Delta, since Delta had previously contacted them 
to find out which operators had good network. The broadband operators had a 
hard time selling their net. People did not have a need for the capacity that the 
network provided since there was no product on the market that required the 
capacity of the network. But Delta's product did need the capacity of the 
network and by offering Delta's product to the customer when signing on for the 
network the broadband operators were trying to increase sales. The broadband 
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operators realized that they needed the  e-meeting product to sell their own 
product, which has changed Gary's perspective of Delta's business. Instead of 
selling to hundreds of thousands of people, Delta is now aiming at selling to a 
dozen broadband operators, which, in turn, take care of the "knocking on door". 
By the fall of 2001, a couple of contracts were signed with broadband operators. 
Three years ago, this kind of distribution was not even in Gary's imagination. 
The advantage of using the broadband operators is that they own the network, 
meaning that they own the connection to the end-customer. Therefore, Delta has 
stopped with its own direct sales. 

Right after the summer of 2001, Delta and the broadband operators issued a 
press release announcing the million  SEK  orders. In September of 2001, the 
broadband operators launched a huge marketing campaign for Delta's product,  
e-meetings. The first marketing wave was before the summer holiday and the 
broadband operators spent millions in marketing  e-meetings and broadband, 
which Delta benefits from. The interest has been great since the marketing 
campaign. Today, Delta's personnel is working together with the broadband 
operators' salesmen and support their sales. However, the broadband operators 
have had to lay off personnel during the fall of 2001. As a consequence, the 
planned sales start in September 2001 was postponed to December 2001. The 
sales, thus, do not expand as fast as Gary would like them to. 

Delta continues both to sell themselves and via the broadband operators since 
there are customers who already have the net and only want to rent Delta's 
product. While selling via the broadband operators is a way of getting in touch 
with customers that need the net in order to use the product. Gary regards the 
Swedish market as a test market and so far it looks promising, which has 
resulted in the fact that Delta is approaching the international market using the 
same developed sales concept. 

There are more potential broadband operators to contract on the Swedish 
market. Finland, Germany, England, and the US are other markets that are 
mature enough to begin to penetrate. Retailers are the distribution channels Gary 
is looking for in other countries. Delta has already established a partnership with 
a firm in Canada, which contacted Delta. Delta has got another request from a 
firm that wants to be an agent for the whole North American market. When 
going international, Gary is focusing on gaining partners and the partners can, in 
turn, choose what segments to sell to. These partners have to have the technical 
competence level that can support the sale. 
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Within process analysis 

Outcome 
Once again the market component of the business concept has been changed and 
this process changed the market structure from millions of individual potential 
customers to a dozen large firms as potential customers. This changed the whole 
idea of how to sell, from "knocking on door" to negotiating and contracting 
distributors, who in turn, handle the sale to the millions of individual potential 
customers. This is in line with an increased rate of new customers. As Delta has 
signed contracts with two broadband operators, Delta has also received free 
marketing, as Delta's product is included in the broadband operators' 
campaigns. This could be compared to having acquired market competence, 
which is mainly in line with competence leveraging since Delta had the 
competence but not the capacity. Gary is satisfied with the new concept, but the 
sales have not increased as he had expected. 

Competence acquisition 
The broadband operators are external to Delta and contacted Gary, as they had 
heard of Delta. There was no social link between the Gary and the broadband 
operators and, therefore, the acquisition could be considered as a market 
acquisition mode. At the time when the broadband operators contacted Delta, 
Delta had introduced the new price model. However, doing business with the 
broadband operators opened opportunities to reach customers faster, and having 
the corresponding sales capacity as the broadband operators inside Delta was not 
an option at the time. 

Competence base 
The broadband operators initiated the process and, therefore, the process had an 
external driver. The process led to an access to market competence as the 
broadband operators both cover the expenses of marketing and handle the sale to 
the end-customer. Since Delta wanted to stop with direct sale via "knocking on 
door" internally, and the broadband operator offered to handle that, the 
competence base could be considered a push factor for the acquisition. 

Business concept 
Gary and the others in Delta's board of directors had decided that "door-
knocking" sales was too time consuming, and the broadband operators offered to 
handle that. Therefore, the business concept could be regarded as a push factor 
for the acquisition. The market component of the business concept was changed 
as a result of the process, which is a reason why the business concept could not 
guide the process and, thus, not be a navigating factor. The target customers, 
from end customers to broadband operators in the business concept changed and 
so did also the sales strategy. 
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Entrepreneur 
Gary's vision was, still, to increase sales and achieve sales growth. Therefore, 
the contact with the broadband operators opened an opportunity to reach his 
growth vision. Thus, the entrepreneur may be seen as a navigating factor in this 
process. However, the sales have not expanded as Gary had expected, and he 
also uses the new price model for sales to customers who already have networks. 
Thus, having two sales alternatives to lean on he acts in line with a risk reducing 
behavior. 

Central points in Process Five 
One central aspect of process five is that the component concerning the market 
in the business concept was changed once more, which opened opportunities for 
Delta to reach out on a larger scale to customers and also received "free" 
marketing via the broadband operators. As Gary is open to trying new ways of 
approaching the market and systematically goes through prior success models, 
and as he does not give in when the efforts do not succeed, he may be seen as a 
professional entrepreneur open to new ideas. Gary is holding on to two sales 
alternatives to compare the outcome of both and use the "best" one as Delta's 
success model when entering the international market. The competence base 
supported the chosen mode as it offered a much greater capacity in sales than 
what Delta has. The business concept can be seen as supporting the chosen 
mode as the result of the acquisition was increased "door-knocking" capacity, 
which Delta lacked and did not intend to absorb. The entrepreneur, Gary, 
supported the chosen acquisition mode as it offered opportunities to increase 
sales in line with his vision. Thus, there was harmony among the factor groups 
in this process as all of the three factor groups supported the chosen acquisition 
mode. 

5.4.1.6 	Process Six — New business concept means new focus in 

competence acquisition 

Background 
Gary finds it good to have some "gray-haired" person from the board of 
directors with when closing the big deals. He claims that he can inform the 
customers about why the product fits the customer's business and how they can 
use it, and integrate it, but he lack the experience when it comes to closing the 
deal. The "gray-haired" persons have done it hundreds of times, and Gary states 
that he is learning from them. Experienced businessmen have been targeted for 
recruitment on a number of occasions. The business developer was the first one 
recruited via a headhunting firm, however, he was identified via Gary's social 
network and Gary decided to test him through the headhunting firm. Gary had a 
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feeling that he would fit Delta but did not want to take that chance and, 
therefore, he was tested to check his compatibility to Delta's current 
organization. This experienced businessman had worked about ten years in the 
industry. Running tests on potential employees is done to ensure the 
compatibility with Delta, which has turned into a standard procedure. 

This headhunting firm was used a second time when Delta was recruiting a 
financial manager. Previously, the economic function was rented. Today, after 
three years in business, Delta has recruited a financial manager via a 
headhunting firm who had experience of being a CEO. The financial manager 
was totally unrelated to Delta. In that case advertisements were run together 
with the headhunting firm. One reason for using the headhunting firm was that 
when recruiting the financial manager and business developer, Gary, and the 
others on the board of directors, lacked the required competence themselves and, 
therefore, concluded that it would be to hard to make a judgment of the 
competence since they did not know what could be considered as good 
competence. The financial manager does the administrative work that Gary 
wants to avoid. He states that looking for financing, business strategies, 
personnel are tiring. Shortly after the recruitment of the financial manager Gary 
felt a load off his mind. He could count on reports being done on time and 
information being sent to stockholder. 

Phase One - Trigger 
As Delta was to begin distributing via the broadband operators and, therefore, 
also to focus Delta's sale towards broadband operators to contract broadband 
operators, the business concept has changed, which in turn has led to a changed 
focus in competence acquisition. Now, Delta was searching for recruiting 
another type of competence on the sales side. They were searching for those 
who can close "big deals". 

Gary has a technical background, and, therefore, he finds it easier to judge 
people who work with the product development. He says that he can fairly easily 
go deep into what a person can do, and the person's personality by talking with 
them. Regarding, the market competence, Gary does not think he can judge such 
persons. Gary considers that it is hard to find the right market competence. He 
finds it easier when it comes to engineers as they are all about the same. In those 
cases when Gary cannot judge the potential employees, a headhunting firm, is 
used and, after that, the board of directors gives its point of view. At the time 
when the broadband operators came in, Gary and the others in the board of 
directors agreed that the sales strategy had to be reconsidered and they decided 
to recruit a sales manager. 
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Phase Two - Competence acquisition 
The recruitments of the financial manager and the business developer have been, 
according to Gary, exactly right and Gary claims that he is impressed with the 
headhunting firm. In this process, the headhunting firm was used, and the result 
was very good. In this process, advertisements were run together with the 
headhunting firm, which resulted in about 130 candidates of which Gary met 
about ten of them. The reasons for involving the headhunting firm is based on, 
first, the good result from using the headhunting firm before, and second, Gary's 
prior experience when the recruitment was handled internally by running their 
own advertisement, which resulted in 150 applications all of which Gary had to 
handle. 

As a consequence, the business stopped just to handle those applications. Thus, 
the administration is another reason for using the headhunting firm. Also, the 
board of directors had prior experienced good results from using headhunting 
firms. The sales manager, in his 50s, has worked in the industry for 25 years and 
had experience of being CEO. He is socially competent and can discuss in 
management teams and present the product, instead of focusing just on sales, 
and finally state what it will cost them if they want the product. 

Within process analysis 

Outcome 
This acquisition of the new kind of sales competence has resulted in what could 
be considered competence building in line with increasing the rate of new 
customers. With this new sales competence, Delta has enhanced the possibilities 
of expanding their customer base in the broadband industry, in line with market 
honing. 

Since November 2001, Delta has a new CEO that has worked a lot 
internationally with large broadband operators, and he was also recruited by 
using a headhunting firm. The new CEO will work with the big international 
deals while Gary's work will be to ensure that Delta can deliver what is 
promised, which means that Gary will be a bridge between the product 
development and the market. That is, supporting and bridging between the 
technical part and the business part of Delta. Gary's attitude when Delta was 
founded was that he was ready to give Delta two years of hard work as CEO and 
the result was three years, then, he knew he would be quite worn out and ready 
for a less stressful and demanding position in the organization, and this was why 
he stepped aside for another CEO was natural and preplanned. 
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Competence acquisition 
The use of the headhunting firm as a means of acquiring the sales manager, who 
had no prior connection to Delta, points at a use of a market acquisition mode. 
Using an internal mode would have been hard since the kind of competence that 
was needed is a kind that takes years to build and time was a critical factor, 
which is why an internal mode was not an option. A social network acquisition 
mode was used, when Delta was newly founded without giving the expected 
result, which is why using a social network acquisition mode, as such, was not 
considered an option when a strategic important competence was to be acquired. 
However, using the social network and further testing the competence via the 
headhunting firm is also seen as an equivalent choice, but there was no such 
competence available in the social network at the time of this acquisition, and 
this was why that was not an option. 

Competence base 
The competence base has been extended with new sales competence, that is, 
market competence was absorbed in this process. The process was triggered by 
the mutual decision of changing sales strategy when the contracts with the 
broadband operators were signed. Therefore, the process can be seen as having 
an internal driver. As Gary, and the others in the board of directors, changed the 
focus of what sales competence to recruit, they had to change the competence 
base and, therefore, the competence base could be seen as a push factor. 

Business concept 
This acquisition process is in line with the revised market component of the 
business concept and, therefore, the business concept could be seen as a 
navigating factor for what type of competence is acquired and a push factor for 
the acquisition to take place. As this process was initiated via the business 
concept being changed, it seems reasonable to assume that the business concept 
has an important impact on what competence is acquired. 

Entrepreneur 
The acquired sales competence compensated for Gary's lack of experience in 
closing big deals. The mode of acquisition was chosen, for one thing, as a 
consequence of Gary's education and experience, which has made him an expert 
in judging technical competence, but not in judging market competence. Thus, 
the entrepreneur can be seen as a navigating factor in this process. Gary is 
professional in his entrepreneurship and has no difficulties in giving up 
assignments that others are more competent to handle, such as financing, sales 
and international contacts as a way of reaching for the vision of sales growth. 
However, Gary also considers that his work has revolved too much around 
administration and securing the financial parts, which he does not consider to be 
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the most interesting, which is also a reason for delegating such work. This 
points at the entrepreneur as a push factor in this process. 

Central points in Process Six 
As the market component of the business concept was changed in process five, a 
new type of sales competence was needed. This points at the business concept as 
an important factor explaining what type of competence is needed to be acquired 
when the business concept was changed in process five; a new competence need 
arose leading to process six. Another central point in process six is Gary's 
recognition of his limits in finding the right competence to the market side and 
compensating for those limits by using the market acquisition mode, Therefore, 
the entrepreneur supported the chosen mode of acquisition and this mode has 
been used on several occasions when similar competence was needed to be 
acquired and this is why a pattern in acquisition of competence appeared. The 
competence base supported the chosen mode as this specific sales competence 
was lacking in the competence base, which was needed to close the new "big 
deals" with the broadband operators. The revised business concept supported the 
chosen mode as the mode aimed at absorbing the sales competence, however, 
the business concept did not directly support a market acquisition mode. Thus, 
there was harmony among the factor groups in this process as all of the three 
factor groups supported the chosen acquisition mode. 
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5.4.2 	Between-process analysis 

Table 15. 	The table summarizes the analyses within processes in Delta. 

Process 1 	Process 2 Process3 	Process 4 	Process 5 Process 6 

Product 	Market 	Sales 	 New 	New sales 
development research 
	

competence New pricing distribution Competence 

CB/PE /, t.c m.c (CB) CB/m.c CB/m.c CL/m.c CB/m.c 

S S>M S+M M>I M M 
Absorb 
Nav+Push 
Int  +Ext  dr  

Access 
Push+Nav 
Attract/rep 
External  dr  

Absorb 
Push 
Internal  dr  

Absorb 
Ext  +Int  dr  
Nav  

Access 
Push 
Ext  dr  

Absorb 
Push  
Internal  dr  

Product 
Push +  Nav  

Market 
Push 

Market 
Push 

Market 
Push 

Market 
Push 

Market 
Push+Nav 

Exp+Edu 
Navigate  Nav  +Push 

Vision 
Nav+Push  

Vision 
Nav+  Push 

Vision 
Navigate 

Vision 
Push +  Nav  

Outcome 
Competence 
acquisition 

Competence 
Base 

Business 
concept 
Entrepreneur 

Legend: PE=product enterprising, ME=market enterprising, PI-I.-product honing, MH=market 
honing, op.c=operational competence, m.c=market competence, t.c=technical competence, 
CB=competence building, CL=competence leveraging, I=internal acquisition mode, S=social 
network acquisition mode, M=market acquisition mode. A parentheses means weak factor 
while no parentheses means strong factor. Exp=experience, Edu=education, + means a 
combination of the two, and >means that the one to the left triggered the one to the right. 

In process 1, recruiting Brian Rogers as a development manager was a crucial 
step for the continuing product development. The outcome of process 1 is new 
versions of the product that have resulted in continued releases of a new version 
of the product every sixth months. Also, Brian has developed a "list" of criteria 
for what is being developed and what is not and worked accordingly when 
applying new functions to the product. Thus, in process 1, a social network 
acquisition mode was used which resulted in outcomes better than Gary had 
expected. However a social acquisition mode was also used in process 3 when 
one of the salesmen was hired, where the outcome was not what Gary had 
expected since the outcome was poor. One reason why the same mode did not 
result in the same positive outcome may be that it concerned different types of 
competence and as Gary himself had education and experience in technical 
competence, the acquired technical competence was easier to judge than judging 
the market competence. This is one reason for why Gary has continued using 
social network acquisition when acquiring technical competence. Thus, Gary's 
experience and education seems to have an impact on acquisition of technical 
competence. 
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In competence areas where Gary has less experience and no formal education, 
he has used former "success models", as when using marketing consultants that 
were highly recommended in process 2, Gary believed that since others had 
good experience from these consultants, they would also get good results. Since 
he had no prior experience from using consultants he had nothing to compare 
with. Another reason may be that the acquisition of market competence was a 
misfit with the environment as the market was not mature enough for this 
specific market competence. Meanwhile, the product development was carefully 
based upon reports stating what kind of product the environment wanted, and as 
a result, the technical competence responded to environmental demands in the 
product development, which points at a fit between the acquisition of technical 
competence and the environment. 

An internal acquisition mode was used in process 4 as opposed to the other 
processes, which might be due to the fact that the issue was how to price the 
product in the future, which makes it an important core issue that could not be 
handled any other way, and it resulted in a positive outcome. The new price 
model concerned the issue of how to approach the market, which is a part of the 
firm's core, and business concept, which explains why an internal acquisition 
mode was important in process 4. Also, as Brian was recruited in process 1, 
shorter development project than 18 months have been handled using an internal 
acquisition mode, which have resulted in a positive outcome. The reason for 
using an internal acquisition mode in the development work is, just as in process 
4, that it concerns core issues of Delta. These core issues can be traced back in 
the business concept, where the core of the firm can be found. In Delta the core 
is the continuing product development, which explains why an internal 
acquisition mode is an important mode for Delta when acquiring technical 
competence. Thus, the business concept seems as an important factor for 
explaining how competence is acquired. However, the poor result of process 2 
taught Gary that handling the market research internally via an internal 
acquisition mode was better than using external competence, which is why an 
internal acquisition mode has been used ever since when market research is 
being done, but not because it concerns a core issue, but because the product is 
still difficult for "outsiders" to comprehend. 

Considering processes 3 and process 6, where in both processes sales 
competence was acquired but by using different modes. One reason why another 
mode was used in process 6 is that Gary had learned that neither he, nor the 
others in the board of directors, were good judges of market competence as the 
poor outcome of process 3 indicated. While in process 6, a market acquisition 
mode was used, instead of using a social network acquisition mode as in process 
3. When using the market acquisition mode in this particular way, that is, the use 
of a headhunting firm's services, Gary has handed over the time consuming 
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work of finding good competence, instead of trying to do the work himself as in 
process 3. The result of this particular market acquisition mode has been, 
according to Gary, exactly right every time. Thus, one reason why different 
modes are used for finding sales competence is due to the bad experience of the 
first mode used. This does not mean that Gary considers using a social network 
acquisition mode as unthinkable, just that it has to be combined with the market 
acquisition mode to test if the market competence fits Delta's organization. 

An additional reason why a market acquisition mode was chosen in process 6 
may be that Delta had the cash to be able to use such a mode, while in process 3 
Delta did not have any cash to spare for using such a mode, and using a social 
network acquisition mode seemed as a good alternative at the time. Also, the 
conditions for obtaining a good outcome have changed between processes 3 and 
6. By the time of process 6, Delta had introduced the new price model in process 
4 and acquired a new distribution channel in process 5. An additional reason 
why a different mode was used in process 3 is that the business concept had 
changed between them, where in process 3, Delta was supposed to hire several 
salesmen that were going to sell by "knocking on doors" where there were 
millions of customers, while in process 6 one salesman was being recruited for 
handling the big deals with a dozen potential customers, meaning that the 
recruitment of this single salesman was crucial, while having one salesman, in 
process 3, that was mediocre would not be as devastating as in process 6. This 
difference in types of sales competence acquired points out that the sales 
competence acquired and absorbed in process 3, was in process 5 acquired and 
accessed via the broadband operators. Thus, accessing the sales competence 
towards end-customers instead of absorbing it gives a more positive outcome for 
Delta. Hence, it appears that, how the competence base is composed, via 
accessing or absorbing, has an impact on acquisition of competence. 

As opposed to process 3, in process 4 the use of other prior success models 
seems to work for Delta. Also, looking at processes 1 and 4, both concerned 
core issues of the business concept, and in both processes the competence was 
absorbed, which has resulted in positive outcome. Hence, it seems reasonable to 
assume that there might be a relation between the core issues of the business 
concept and absorbing the competence into the firm's competence base. 
Regarding processes 5 and 6, both processes have given positive outcome and in 
both processes, a market acquisition mode was used and both concerned 
acquisition of market competence. One reason why the same mode was used in 
these processes was that the same competence was acquired and gave the same 
outcome and it may be that process 6 is a result of process 5, meaning that 
process 5 triggered process 6. These processes also seem to follow the logic of 
accessing the competence when it is not part of core issues in the business 
concept as in process 5, and absorbing the competence when it is a core issue in 
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the business concept. Thus, the business concept seems as an important factor 
for how competence is acquired. 

In both processes 2 and 5, a market acquisition mode is used, while the outcome 
differs between those two modes as process 2 resulted in a poor outcome, while 
process 5 resulted in a rich outcome of both distribution channels and free 
marketing. One reason why the outcome of the acquired market competence 
differs may be that process 2 concerned market research, while process 5 
concerned sales competence, which could be considered two different types of 
market competence. Both processes were externally driven but in process 2 the 
chosen mode was triggered by a social acquisition mode where Gary trusted that 
the success models of others would be a success for Delta as well, while in 
process 5, there was no prior model to follow, but when the offer was considered 
it seemed like a potential "success model" that Delta developed on its own. 

5.4.2.1 	The role of the Competence base, the Business Concept, and the 

Entrepreneur 

The role of the Competence base 
The summary table displays the competence base as filling both a push and a 
navigating role. As Delta is still a young firm, the competence base is, still, to a 
large extent, being built both in aspects of content and capacity. Thus, most of 
the competence acquired is, also, absorbed in the firm. The competence base has 
also filled the function of attracting competence, as the unique close contacts 
with the local University makes Delta an attractive work place. Acquisition has 
been both internally and externally driven and this is why both types of drivers 
trigger competence acquisition. Delta's competence base attracts additional 
competence, especially from the local University. Thus, Delta has managed to 
create a reputation regarding its competence base. 

The role of the Business concept 
A consequence of the tight cooperation with the local University is that, even 
though, the core of the firm's competitiveness is the technical competence, it is 
not only absorbed but, also, accessed via the local University. The development 
work conducted in Delta is influenced by customers "wants" and those "wants" 
have to fit a list of criteria that Brian has developed. For instance, if the "want" 
does not fill a function for a broad scale of customers, it is not considered for 
further development work. In this sense, the development work follows a clear 
logic and has been a stable logic since the beginning, in line with the product 
strategy of standardized production of high quality. This is, though, a stable 
component of the business concept as opposed to the market component of the 
business concept that has changed on a number of occasions as a result of the 
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competence acquisition. Therefore, the business concept has not been so much a 
navigating factor, but a push factor when it has been evident that the market part 
has not worked out as expected. 

The role of the Entrepreneur 
The education and experience of the entrepreneur, Gary, seems to have had an 
impact on competence acquisition as he consider himself to be a good judge of 
technical competence, while market competence has proven to be difficult for 
him to judge, which makes the experience and education work as a navigating 
factor in competence acquisition. Gary's vision of sales growth has, also, been 
important for activities in competence acquisition as pushing for such actions. 
Also, involving "gray haired" men from the board of directors on such occasions 
has compensated Gary's lack of experience in closing big deals. Gary has today 
turned over the firm to a new CEO which points at Gary as a person who does 
not have a need of sole control of the firm, and, thus, does not have such a need 
to control the firm's competence. When it comes to use of external competence, 
Gary has proven to be open to try on new approaches, which indicates a low 
need of control. 

5.4.2.2 	Environment and Technology 

As Delta's product was developed initially at the local University, Gary predicts 
that there are other versions being developed at other Universities that become 
prototypes, which become bases for founding other firms. Thus, the competitive 
climate may not be hard today, but might become tougher in time. The current 
competitors are not a direct threat to Delta since those products concern other 
needs than what Delta's products aim to address and do not hold the same 
functions. Therefore, the environment may currently be seen as moderately 
challenging. As Delta's product concerns software, which is continually 
developed in line with customers' needs, which are beneficial for a broad scale 
of customers, as well as developed based upon research support by the local 
University, the degree of analysability of task is low and the degree of routine 
tasks is low as it concerns work in line with research tasks. 

5.4.2.3 	Strategy in competence acquisition in Delta 

Acquisition of market competence has changed from being acquired and 
absorbed via, what was then preferably, the social network, to today, when 
strategic market competence is needed, a headhunting firm is used, which is in 
line with use of a market acquisition mode. As this market acquisition mode has 
been used on several occasions, e.g., the new CEO was also recruited via a 
headhunting firm; a pattern has developed in how to recruit strategic market 
competence, which could be considered as a part of a competence acquisition 
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strategy. Thus, a market acquisition mode is important for Delta when acquiring 
strategic market competence. Though, the headhunting firm may also be used to 
test the compatibility of a person in Gary's social network, which points towards 
a mixed mode of market and social network acquisition that, also, may be used 
when such a situation is at hand. Also, Delta has a new approach to "door 
knocking" sales competence, which is to, instead of absorbing "door knocking" 
sales competence, such competence is accessed via the broadband operators as a 
part of the competence acquisition strategy. Due to Gary's bad experience of 
having market research done externally, market research is always handled by 
using an internal acquisition mode as a part of the competence acquisition 
strategy. 

There is a clear pattern in how the product development is handled including 
both technical and operational competence, which can be considered as a part of 
the strategy in competence acquisition. The technical competence is acquired 
internally via development work. Also, projects longer then 18 months are 
handed over to the local University, while shorter projects are handled 
internally. Hence, an internal acquisition mode is important for Delta when 
handling technical competence in shorter projects, and a social acquisition mode 
when handling technical competence in longer projects. Having the development 
internally is fundamental for Delta's competitiveness and, therefore, there exist 
no other option than using an internal acquisition mode. Using the local 
University seems like a controllable risk since the researchers are part owners of 
Delta and have, therefore, incentives to be careful for what they expose to 
competitors. Recruiting recommended students from the University expands the 
capacity in technical development work. 

5.4.2.4 	Summary and conclusions of Delta 

The development of competence acquisition strategy concerning market 
competence can be said to be a result of process 3 and 5, where in process 3, 
Gary learned that following a prior success model of large firms was not 
applicable to a small firm, and the acquired sales competence did not result in 
the increase in sales that was expected. In process 5, the broadband operators 
contacted Gary wanting to sell Delta's product, which resulted in a changed 
business concept. The change from having millions of individual customers to a 
dozen large customers made Gary realize that a new type of sales competence 
was needed. Gary has gained the experience of knowing the importance of 
having a "gray-haired" person when closing big deals, which is crucial for Delta 
to increase sales. Therefore, process 6 was a result of process 3 and 5 where 
Gary first learnt how to solve the acquisition by hiring sales competence 
themselves. Gary was not really capable of judging as he lacked experience and 
education in market competence and process 5 pointed towards a need of a new 
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type of sales competence. Therefore, using the services of a professional 
headhunting firm was an option to doing it internally and since this mode has 
given what Gary calls "exactly right" competence; he is very satisfied with the 
result of this acquisition mode. 

The main mode used when acquiring technical competence is the internal 
acquisition mode since everything is handled internally unless the estimated 
time-to-market exceeds 18 months. Then, the social connections at the local 
University are used. This way of handling technical competence is characterized 
by Brian Rogers, the product development manager, who was recruited in 
process 1 at the start up stage of Delta. Demanding customers, who supply 
"want lists" to Delta seem to be important for improving the current product in 
line with honing activities and, thus, staying competitive. In Delta, social 
acquisition mode is used as a means for getting the "right" technical competence 
from the local University into the firm and thereby controlling for risks 
associated with getting the "wrong" competence. Time seems to be an important 
factor when deciding how to acquire technical competence as shorter projects 
are handled internally while longer ones are handed over to the local University. 
One important aspect of Delta is that one mode may trigger the use of another 
mode as in process 2 and 4. In process 2 a social acquisition mode triggered a 
market acquisition mode and in process 4 a market acquisition mode triggered 
an internal acquisition mode. This points out that the use of modes can follow a 
sequence chain. 
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6 	Between-case analysis 

In Chapter six, the third analysis step is taken, as the cases are analyzed in 
relation to each other. The analysis first focuses on the role of the competence 
base, the role of the business concept and the role of the entrepreneur in 
competence acquisition one at the time. Then, the relative importance of each 
factor group and finally evidence of new aspects of competence acquisition are 
discussed. 

6.1 	Aspects of the Competence base, the Business concept, and the 

Entrepreneur in Competence Acquisition 

In chapter 5, a number of aspects related to the three factor groups have been 
identified. These aspects will be further discussed in this chapter. 

A number of concepts are used in the following and therefore it may be 
necessary to clarify what these concepts are and how these concepts are used. 
With role, two concepts are used; navigate and push. Navigates means that the 
role of the factor is to give direction for what mode to use in competence 
acquisition. Push means that the role of the factor is a driving force for the 
acquisition to take place. Further, aspects are related to the factors where aspects 
give the role of the factor a dimension. Thus, the strength of the role can be 
explained with regard of the aspect. 

6.1.1 	Aspects of the Competence base 

What mode is chosen seems to depend on the firm's competence base, both 
regarding the content and the capacity of the competence base. The competence 
base seems to fill a navigating role as it guides in competence acquisition, the 
qualification of the competence in the competence base and the time required for 
extending36  the competence base. Also, the competence base may fill a push role 
in competence acquisition when there is no or a too low level of competence in 
the competence base of that what is needed. The aspect of reputation may also 
create a base for acquisition as reputation attracts competence. Therefore, there 
are important aspects related to the competence base to consider when acquiring 
competence. These aspects are inter-related, which is why they will be touched 
upon more than once in the following discussion. 

36  Extending the competence base in aspects of building or levering the competence, and in 
aspects of accessing or absorbing the competence. 
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Let's elaborate on these aspects in competence acquisition. Regarding 
acquisition of market competence, the stability of used mode for competence 
acquisition has varied in all cases. When discussing the variation, a distinction 
should be made between competence for market research versus competence 
required for marketing and sales. The results in the proceeding sections point out 
that there are two specific types of market competence. Looking closer into each 
case's competence base the chosen modes become clearer. 

Content and Capacity 
The two aspects, content and capacity, are closely related which is why they are 
discussed together. The aspect content in the table displays the results of 
Chapter 5. It gives information whether the type of competence is available 
internally or not in each of the four cases. Further, the aspect of capacity in the 
table provides details whether the capacity internally of a type of competence is 
enough for making a specific acquisition internally, or if there is a lack of 
capacity for conducting such acquisition internally. 

Table 16. 	The aspects of content and capacity; the four cases vs. the competence types 

Market Reseach Sales/Marketing 0 eraitonal 
	

Technical 

Alpha Content 

Capacity 

Beta 	Content 

Capacity 

Gamma Content 

Capacity 

Delta 	Content 

Capacity 

Availible Int Availible Int Availible Int Availible Int  

Enough  Enough/Lack  Enough Enough  

Availible Int Availible Int Not availible  Inte  Availible Int  

Enough Enough Lack Enough  

Not availible Int Availible Int Availible Int Availible Int  

Lack Enough Enough Enough  

Availible Int Availible Int Availible Int Availible Int  

Enough  Enough/Lack  Enough Enough 

Regarding market research competence, Alpha, Beta, and Delta have such 
content of competence and enough capacity for conducting such acquisition 
internally. Conducting market research internally is possible for Alpha and a 
part of Alpha's competence acquisition strategy. Hence, Alpha has absorbed 
market research competence and has, lately, conducted competence-leveraging 
activities. However, Gamma lacks the content and the capacity of market 
research competence internally, which is why acquisition of such competence 
may be difficult and time consuming to conduct internally. Thus, in Gamma, the 
lack of content and capacity is a driving force for use of external competence 
acquisition modes. Hence, the acquisition of market research competence results 
in what could be conferred to temporary competence building. Beta, in contrast 
to Alpha, Gamma and Delta, lacks content and therefore lacks capacity of 
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operational competence internally, which is a driving force for Beta to handle 
such competence acquisition externally. 

With reference to marketing and sales competence, all cases have used all 
varieties of competence acquisition modes. In Alpha and Beta, social network 
acquisition modes were used with focus on absorbing marketing and sales 
competence as a part of their competence acquisition strategies. But, also, due to 
the fact that Alpha and Beta were lacking international sales competence in their 
competence bases. Thus, Alpha and Beta had the content and capacity, but not 
the specific type of competence. With reference to the time aspect, acquiring 
sales competence via the social network was, for Alpha and Beta a fast way of 
absorbing the competence. In that sense Alpha and Beta's activities have 
resulted in competence building. In this perspective, the lack of content of the 
specific competence type in the competence base, in combination with the time 
aspect, make up a driving force for using an external mode. This indicates that 
the aspects of content and capacity strongly influence the push and navigating 
role of the competence base. 

Delta has a split strategy of how to acquire sales competence where strategically 
important sales competences for big deals are absorbed via using a market 
acquisition mode, while sales competence to individual end-customers is 
accessed via contracting. Thus, the latter type of sales competence is lacking in 
Delta's own competence base and as the content and capacity is too low 
internally it is accessed via contracting externally. The strategic sales 
competence is available internally with enough capacity to be acquired 
internally. In Gamma, all sales are handled by using an internal acquisition 
mode in line with having the right level of the content and capacity internally. 
One reason why Gamma, in contrast to the other cases, has not used any other 
mode than an internal acquisition mode regarding sales competence is that 
Gamma is focusing on the domestic market where Gamma knows how to 
approach the customers. The other cases are expanding on the international 
market and therefore need to acquire specific sales competence related to those 
markets. So, even though, Alpha, Beta and Delta have the content and to some 
extent the capacity, external modes are used for acquiring the specific 
competence. This can be linked to the time aspect as building the specific sales 
competence internally would be too time consuming. 
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Qualification 
In table 19, the aspect of qualification is displayed where the competence base 
can have the right level of competence, but also, be under or over qualified for 
competence acquisition. 

Table 17. 	The aspect of Qualification; The four cases vs. the competence types 

Market  
research 	Sales/Marketin2 Operational Technical 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

Right Right Right Right 
Right Right Under Right 
Under Right Over Right 
Right Right Right Right 

In Gamma, as opposed to Alpha, Beta and Delta, the internal competence level 
for conducting market research is low. Acquiring the competence externally is, 
thus, a necessary way of coping with the fact that the competence base is under 
qualified37. Acquiring market research externally via accessing when needed is a 
part of Gamma's competence acquisition strategy as the under qualification 
would cause an internal mode to be too time consuming. Thus, the qualification 
can be a driving force for using an external mode. Similar reasoning is valid for 
Beta and the under qualification of its operational competence. Alpha and Delta 
can, due to the fact that they have the right qualification of the competence base, 
choose which mode they want. Delta is though, facing a reversed restriction 
related to qualifications where, the external level of qualification proved to be 
too low to be used for external acquisition of market research competence. This 
is why the competence acquisition is limited to use of an internal mode. 

Regarding operational and technical competence, in Gamma, the competence 
base navigates for what is to be acquired internally and what is to be acquired 
externally. It navigates by singling out work for which the competence base is 
overqualified and handing over such work externally, so as to deliberately hold 
simple competence externally by accessing, and hold advanced development 
work internally. Therefore, the qualification of the competence base may be a 
driving force for use of competence acquisition modes in a certain direction. In 
other words, the aspect of qualification contributes to the strength of the push 
and navigating role of the competence base. 

37  This can be illustrated by the non-response of the questionnaire sent by John and Stan 
indicating a too low a level of market research competence internally for reaching any viable 
results. See section 5.3.1.4 
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Reputation 
Based on Chapter 5, the results displayed in the table below, gives details of 
each case's reputation if there is a reputation that attracts specific types of 
competence or if there is a lack of reputation. 

Table 18. 	The aspect of Reputation; The four cases vs. the competence types 

Market  
research 	Sales/Marketing Operational Technical 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

Attract Attract Attract Attract 
Attract Attract Attract Attract 
Attract (Lack) Attract Attract 
Attract Attract Attract Attract 

One reason why the competence base fills an important role in competence 
acquisition seems to be that it makes up the fundamental basis for what mode is 
possible to choose. This depends on both the actual content in the competence 
base, but also what the competence base attracts. For example, in Beta the 
content of the competence base, regarding technical competence, was a strong 
attractor for outside competence that practically "queued up" to be included in 
projects. The attraction of the competence base thus enables more options when 
acquiring competence. To sum up, having a positive reputation linked to the 
competence base provides opportunities for using optional modes as the 
competence base attracts competence, while a lack of reputation may constrain 
the options to an internal mode. 

Further, in Alpha and Delta, the competence base fills an important role of 
attracting competence based on its reputation. Both Alpha and Delta have 
actively created a reputation at the local University as a way of acquiring 
operational competence and absorb it using a market acquisition mode. The 
result is that competence is attracted by the firms' reputation38. Gamma manages 
to attract operational and technical competence via the Internet. The attraction of 
the competence base enables options in competence acquisition modes to be 
chosen among when acquiring competence. Thus, one way of achieving 
sustained competitive advantages is to create a reputation that attracts 
competence, and by attracting competence the options of competence to choose 
among enhances, and therefore also enhances opportunities for conducting 
honing and enterprising activities. 

Regarding sales competence, Alpha, Beta and Delta have used the social 
network as a means of attracting new sales competence into the firm. However, 

38 Recently graduated engineers are attracted to Alpha and Delta because of their reputation. 
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Gamma has not actively tried to attract sales competence, as there is enough 
capacity of that type of competence internally to be handled with an internal 
mode. 

Time 
Based on Chapter 5 the following results of the aspect of time whether acquiring 
internally is regarded as acceptable or too long to be acquired internally. See 
Chapter 5 for details. 

Table 19. 	The aspect of Time; the four cases vs. the competence types. 

Market  
research Sales/Marketin2 Operational Technical 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable 
Acceptable Acceptable Too long Acceptable 
Too long Acceptable Acceptable Acceptable 

Acceptable Too long Acceptable Acceptable 

When the competence base lacks capacity or a specific type of competence, and 
handling the acquisition internally could be time consuming, it is a driving force 
for competence acquisition to be handled externally. In Gamma, as opposed to 
Alpha, Beta and Delta, the time limits for conducting market research internally 
are too long, which is a driving force for use of an external acquisition mode. 
Further, In Delta, as oppose to Alpha, Beta and Gamma, acquiring the needed 
sales competence for sales to individual end-customers would be too time 
consuming, which also works for acquiring such competence externally. 
Moreover, In Beta, in contrast to Alpha, Gamma, and Delta, acquiring 
operational competence internally would take too long time, which is why time 
works as a driving force for Beta to use an external mode when acquiring 
operational competence. While Alpha, Gamma, and Delta may choose which 
mode they want when acquiring operational competence with reference to the 
time aspect. Thus, the time aspect can be a driving force for external acquisition 
and on such occasions, it contributes to the strength of the push and navigating 
roles of the competence base. 

6.1.2 	Summary of aspects of the competence base 

One reason why the competence base fills an important role in competence 
acquisition seems to be that it makes up the fundamental basis for what mode is 
possible to choose. This builds on both of what competence the competence 
base contains, its capacity but also what competence the competence base 
attracts and the time to follow a specific mode in acquisition. 
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The aspects identified in relation to the competence base -market, technical, and 
operational competence- are lined up in the table below. These are; time, 
reputation, qualification, and content, and capacity. The functions of these 
aspects of the factors in the factor group, competence base, are discussed in the 
following. 

Table 20. 	Aspects of the Competence base. 

Aspects of the Competence base 
Viewed from the perspective of the Competence base; Market, Technical &Operational 

Aspect 	Dimension of aspect 
	
Driving force for mode to use 

Content 	Available or not in the firm's competence base 

Capacity 	Enough or lack of capacity 

Qualification Under or over qualified to do the job 

Reputation Options to choose among due to attraction 

Time 	Time to acquire due to content & capacity 

Available  Int=>  optional 
Not available  Int=>  external 

Enough=>optional 
Lack=>external 
Right=>optional 

Over or Under=>external 
Attract=>optional 

Lack=>internal 
Acceptable.-->optional 
Too long=>external 

The firm's current content and capacity of its competence base appear to have 
ån important impact on how competence is acquired, which is in line with 
Spanos and Lioukas (2001). They maintain that an entrepreneur's options to 
choose among when acquiring, e.g., competence may be limited within the 
established framework of available resources. The aspects of content and 
capacity can be compared to how Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) describe 
competence leveraging and competence building. Firms lacking content will, 
when they acquire the competence, conduct competence building activities, and 
firms having the content but lack the capacity, will conduct competence 
leveraging activities similar to how Sanchez, Heene and Thomas (1996) 
describe it. If there is a lack of content and capacity in the firm's competence 
base, these aspects will work as driving forces towards using external 
acquisition modes. On such occasions, the push and navigating roles of the 
competence base are strengthen. However, if the content is available internally 
and if there is enough capacity, the aspects do not work towards any specific 
mode, which is why an optional mode may be used. On such occasions, the push 
and navigating roles based on this aspect of the competence base are weak. 

The reputation is built upon the content, capacity, and reputation of the 
competence base, which may result in competence attraction. The competence 
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base may manage to build a reputation, which attracts outside competence. 
Then, the reputation will support the supply of competence for acquisition of 
competence and offer optional modes to use. However, a lack of reputation 
works as a driving force for internal acquisition. Such a lack strengthens the 
push and navigating roles of the competence base. This is similar to Barney 
(1991) and Grant (1991) who suggest that a positive reputation may be a source 
of competitive advantages. The aspect of reputation may be regarded as 
branding as Nilsson (1998) describes it. Qualification is an additional aspect of 
the competence base related to the capacity and content of it and to the time 
aspect. Qualification contributes to the push and navigating roles of the 
competence base when being a driving force among the firm's tasks. The 
dimension of qualification involves whether there is a right level that offers use 
of optional mode, or if the level is over or under qualified that works towards 
external acquisition mode. Qualification can be referred to how Spanos and 
Lioukas (2001) discuss choices in acquisition. They argue that firms are 
constrained in their choices of acquisition by, first their own accumulated 
resource base, and second, by the opportunities to acquired the needed resources 
on the market. These constraints can be considered as aspects of qualifications. 

Time has been found to be an important aspect of the competence base. If the 
competence base lacks a specific type of competence, the lack restricts modes to 
choose. Time may contribute to the push and navigating role of the competence 
base, as it may be a driving force in how to acquire to solve that specific lack of 
competence. If it is too time consuming to build or leverage internally, the 
aspect works for acquisition is to be handled with an external mode. This may 
be compared to how Claude-Gaudillat (2000) argues, as she suggests that the 
social network may be used for competence acquisition as it reduces the time 
required to acquire it. 

The content and capacity and lack of reputation of the competence base may 
constrain future choices of modes in competence acquisition, which can be 
compared to what Peteraf (1993) describes as "path dependency". If a specific 
type of competence has deliberately been accessed externally and never been 
absorbed, the modes to choose among, when acquiring the next time is 
constrained by the previous choices of modes, as choosing an internal mode may 
not be regarded as an option because of the time aspect of using such an 
acquisition mode. Constraints in modes are, also, related to the time aspect, as 
the constraints of the choices often are due to the time required to overcome the 
constraint. Further, the choices in modes may also, be constrained by the firm's 
qualification, if the firm is under qualified, it may take too long time to establish 
the right level of qualification internally. If the competence base is over 
qualified, the competence base is not efficiently used if an internal mode is 
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chosen and might cause the staff to get bored. Therefore, the future choices are 
constrained by previous choices. 

Illustration of the aspects of the Competence base 
In the following, a number or questions have been brought forward based on the 
analysis above to illustrate how the identified aspects of the competence base 
relate to competence types and how these relations can be a driving force for 
choices of modes in competence acquisition. Further, an illustration is presented 
of how these aspects of the competence base relate to types of competence, and 
acquisition of competence. Here, Gamma is used for illustration39. 

Table 21. 	Illustration of aspects of the Competence base in relation to competence types; 
the case of Gamma 

Content Capacity Qualification Reputation 
	

Time  
Market research 

Sales/Marketing 

Operational 

Technical 

E E E 0 E 
0 0 0  I  0 
0 0 E 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

= External 
= Internal 

= External 

= Optional 

Legend: E=external acquisition, either with a market or a social network acquisition mode; 
0= optional, any mode; I= internal acquisition mode. 

Regarding the aspect of content, if the content is available internally, then the 
choice of competence acquisition mode is optional, if not, the choice is to use 
external modes. There is a low level of market research competence in Gamma, 
resulting in an external mode. Gamma's competence base contains sales 
competence, technical and operational competence, which makes the modes to 
choose regarding these competence types optional. A consequence of the low 
level of content of market research competence is that capacity is also low, and 
then the lack of capacity works toward the use of an external mode. If there is 
available content internally, the question is if the capacity is enough. For 
Gamma the question can be answered with a yes in all the other three types of 
competence. Thus, content and capacity do not constrain the acquisition mode 
regarding sales, technical and operational competence. 

Considering the aspect of qualification, if the competence base is under or over 
qualified, it works as a driving force for using an external mode in the 
acquisition. Otherwise, the choice of mode is optional. Gamma is under 
qualified regarding market research competence as the previous failure of 

39 The same type of analysis is conducted with Alpha, Beta, and Delta with individual results, 
and can be accessed from the author. 
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conducting market research internally expresses. However, sales competence 
and technical competence is optional, where the qualification level is "right". 
Regarding operational competence, the competence base is over qualified, 
which works as a driving force toward use of an external mode. 

Regarding reputation, if the firm has a reputation related to the particular type of 
competence, the modes to choose among is optional, if not, the mode might be 
constrained to an internal mode. Gamma has not actively tried to create a 
reputation, and, thus, is not well known on the market. However, the 
telemarketing firm offered their services, as they saw potential in Gamma as a 
customer, which in a way, may be compared to attracting competence. Gamma's 
sales competence does not have a reputation, per se, which may constrain 
Gamma's choice to an internal mode. Both the technical and operational 
competence of Gamma attracts competence, so optional modes can be chosen. 

Lastly, regarding the aspect of time; the question to ask is whether the time 
limits to handle the acquisition of a specific type of competence internally are 
acceptable. If the answer is no, the time aspect works toward acquisition of the 
specific type of competence externally. If the answer is yes, the choice of 
acquisition mode is optional. In Gamma, the level of market competence is low 
internally and acquiring externally is both a quick and inexpensive way, which 
is in line with the time aspect of the competence base as it is quicker to acquire 
externally. Further, Gamma has its own sales competence so acquiring such 
competence internally is within acceptable time limits, and, thus, optional modes 
may be chosen, as there are no constraints on mode to use. The level of technical 
and operational competence is high in Gamma, so the mode to choose is 
optional in reference to the time aspect of the competence base. 

To the right in the table, an "equal" sign is drawn and a direction of mode to use 
is stated. When summarizing a row, having one box with an  "E"  or one box with 
an "I" is enough for the competence base to works towards a certain mode of 
competence acquisition. If all boxes on a row are marked with "0" the choice of 
mode is optional in reference to the competence base. When looking at the table, 
it becomes clear that Gamma analyzed by these aspects also acts according to 
the guidelines drawn up as a result of this analysis, which can be viewed in 
chapter 5, in the summary section 5.3.2. Thus, Gamma acts according to these 
aspects in relation to type of competence, when competence is acquired. With 
this analysis step, it has been pointed out that aspects of the competence base 
may be related to types of competence included in the competence base. These 
relations, in turn, explain the strength of the push and navigating roles of the 
competence base in specific competence acquisition processes. It is suggested 
that this table may be used as a checklist for firms in general to explicitly check 
how competence acquisition is handled in the firm. As there is not one right way 
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to handle the acquisition, the table fills more a function of assuring that fewer 
mistakes will be done in competence acquisition. 

6.1.3 	Aspects of the Business concept 

In the following, aspects regarding the business concept will be elaborated. The 
business concept is important for explaining how the competence is to be 
acquired. Thus, a change in the business concept may lead to a change in 
competence acquisition activities. The business concept is, thus, an important 
factor group filling a push and navigating role in competence acquisition. 
Viewing competence acquisition from a business concept perspective, 
competence, which is part of the core components of the business concept, is in 
all four cases handled internally, or absorbed with the aim of using an internal 
mode in the future. Further, competence that is not an immediate part of the core 
components is considered possible to acquire, by accessing via the social 
network or via the market where costs and benefits are central. As a result, the 
business concept fills an important push and navigating role where type of 
competence in relation to aspects of the business concept is central for the 
navigation. Basic ideas in the business concept appear to be an aspect that 
provide guidance of how specific types of competence are to be handled, both 
regarding what mode to use and, whether to access or absorb the competence. In 
addition, the chosen product strategy appears to be an aspect that has an impact 
on how competence is acquired and, thus, may be a driving force strengthening 
the push and navigating role of the business concept. 

Product strategy is related to "what" to focus on in the firm. Core component is 
related to "how" to work with competence acquisition in the firm, building on 
the structure of the components in the business concept. Competence is related 
to size as competence is related to the people in the firm and as small firms are 
in focus in this study, it may be worth noting that due to the size of small firms, 
all types of competence may be difficult to hold internally. Basic ideas, also, 
concern "how" to acquire competence but is based on ideas of how to run the 
business, which makes these ideas related to processes of how to run the firm. In 
other words, how to work according to basic ideas, processes which are related 
to the components of the business concept. 
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Core components 
The results displayed in the table below are based on Chapter 5 and provide 
details of each case and whether the type of competence is closely related to a 
core component of the firms business concept or not. 

Table 22. 	The aspect of Core components; the four cases vs. the competence types. 

Market  
research 	Sales/Marlcetin2 Operational Technical 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

Non-core Non-core Core Core 
Non-core Non-core Non-core Core 
Non-core Non-core Non-core Core 
Non-core Non-core Core Core 

In Delta, a new type of sales competence was searched for as a result of the fact 
that the structure of the business concept was changed. Also, in Beta, the 
business concept changed after the market component first navigated for market 
competence to be accessed. But as the structure of the market component was 
changed, market competence is, instead, absorbed. This implies that the 
structure of the business concept is important for explaining how the 
competence is to be acquired and may strengthen the push and navigating role of 
the business concept. Thus, a change in the business concept appears to lead to 
changes in competence acquisition activities. 

In none of the cases is market competence, including both market research and 
sales, immediately related to the core components of the business concept and in 
all four cases, market competence has been acquired using all types of modes. 
Thus, non-core components work for use of optional modes when acquiring 
non-core competence. Instead of the core providing guidance, choices among 
modes regarding non-core components are guided by costs and benefits from 
using a competence acquisition mode. This is the case in Beta, where a cost of 
operational competence, which is a non-core competence, is an important issue 
when choosing mode40. In addition, the benefit from having geographic 
closeness for transportation and time for delivery are important issues for 
choosing mode in Beta regarding operational competence. Based on costs and 
benefits, Beta has initially used a social network acquisition mode that has 
resulted in a market acquisition mode when acquiring operational competence. 
Also, in Gamma, costs of operational competence, which is a non-core 

40 Ron considers operational competence to be too expensive abroad today and, therefore, 
tries on domestic alternatives. See Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1.3. 
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competence, have been an issue in competence acquisition41  where a market 
acquisition mode has been used. Further, Gamma also acquired market research 
competence externally, a non-core competence, as it could be acquired at a low 
cost compared to making it internally, and the result from using the market 
acquisition mode was much better then from using the internal mode. Thus, a 
non-core component does not work toward use of any specific mode, making the 
contribution of this aspect to the push and navigating roles of the business 
concept weak. 

Both Alpha and Delta keep the operational competence internal and absorb such 
competence42. One reason for them to absorb and have it internally is that the 
technical and operational competences are difficult to separate. Further, the 
technical competence is the core of these firms, which, thus, make both 
operational and technical competence parts of core components of the Business 
concept. One reason why the technical competence acquisition is held stable 
using an internal acquisition mode is that in all four cases, the core component 
of the business concept is closely related to the technical competence, which is 
required for conducting product development work. Development work is 
crucial and central for Beta as it is the core component of Beta's 
competitiveness so handling it internally or by absorbing through hiring new 
employees become the only choices. Similar reasoning is also valid for Alpha, 
Gamma and Delta. Hence, the technical competence is the core components of 
the business concepts studied in this thesis and core components of the business 
concept seem to be a driving force for use of an internal competence acquisition 
mode. This points at the core component of the business concept as important 
for how different competence types are acquired. Hence, the core components 
contribute to the business concept as driving forces for use of internal 
acquisition modes and, thus, strengthen the push and navigating role of the 
business concept. 

41 In Gamma, domestic competence was considered too expensive and by securing the quality 
via testing firms abroad, the entrepreneurs are open for ordering from abroad at a lower cost. 
See Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1.1 
42 Alpha acquires competence from the local University, as such competence can be shaped 
and more easily fitted into Alpha's firm culture. See Chapter 5, Section 5.1.1.2. Delta acquires 
competence from the local University as the close connections allows for getting the "right" 
competence into the firm that way. See Chapter 5, Section 5.4.1.1. 
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Long term Long term Long term Long term 
Focus on 

development 
Focus on 

development 
Focus on 

Development 
Focus on 

development 
Qualification Qualification Qualification Qualification 

Time Time Time Time 

Alpha 
Beta 

Gamma 
Delta 

Basic ideas 
The results from Chapter 5 are displayed in the table below, which gives details 
of each case's basic idea of running the business. Each case's basic idea is stated 
by name where the basic idea influences the choice of mode when acquiring a 
type of competence. As can be seen in the table, all types of competences are 
influenced by each firm's basic idea. Such basic ideas are firm specific, which is 
why the guidance of a basic idea is firm specific. 

Table 23. 	The aspect of Basic ideas; the four cases vs. the competence types. 

Market research Sales/Marketin 
	

Operational 
	

Technical 

Alpha's basic idea of having a long-term perspective, including long term 
relationships with customers can explain why a strategy of absorbing sales 
competence is chosen, as absorbed sales competence is a mean for building such 
long term relationships and provides enhanced opportunities for sustaining long 
term relationships. Thus, the basic idea works as a driving force for the use of an 
internal acquisition. However, when an internal mode is not possible to use, the 
competence is acquired using an external mode and the competence is absorbed. 
For instance, in Alpha, sales competence is acquired using an internal 
acquisition mode, however, when lacking a specific type of sales competence it 
is acquired externally and absorbed. In Alpha, the long term perspective also 
works as a driving force for internal competence acquisition regarding technical 
competence. The acquisition of technical competence is handled internally 
which is an attempt to assure a competitive product on a long term basis, which, 
thus, is in line with the long term perspective. Only on rare occasions are 
external elements absorbed to support the development work and, hence, the 
acquisition of technical competence. 

In Delta, the product development (including both technical and operational 
competence) is managed based on an idea of time, which can be regarded as a 
basic idea and, thus, as an aspect of the business concept. Time is the factor for 
Delta that provides guidance whether the work should be done by using an 
internal acquisition mode or by using an external mode. Hence, the basic idea 
works as a driving force, which strengthens the push and navigating roles of the 
business concept. Also, time to acquire sales competence is a driving force for 
external acquisition where the time to handle it internally is considered too long. 
Similarly, handling market research externally is regarded as too time 
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consuming, which is why the basic idea works as a driving force for using an 
internal mode. Thus, a firm's basic idea may work as a driving force in different 
directions depending on which competence type is at hand. 

For both Beta and Gamma, the basic idea is a driving force for acquiring market 
research and sales competence externally. For Beta, the focus on development 
states in itself that the idea is to handle technical competence internally, while 
other types may be accessed externally. Further, in Gamma qualifications of the 
competence base draws out Gamma's guidelines43. 

Product strategy 
As the core competence, the technical competence of all four cases is closely 
connected to the product and as there are connections between the product part 
of the business concept and the firm's technical competence, the chosen product 
strategy may be seen as a part of the business concept that may have an impact 
on how competence is acquired. The table of the aspect product strategy 
displays the results of Chapter 5. It gives information whether the chosen 
strategy in each of the four cases is customer specific orders or standardized 
production of high quality, and it gives details of software and hardware in the 
product. The chosen product strategy appears to have an impact on competence 
acquisition. 

Table 24. 	The aspect of Product strategy; the four cases vs. the competence types. 

Market Research Sales/Marketin 	Operational 
	

Technical 

Alpha  

Beta 

Gamma 

Delta 

Customer specific 

Software 

Customer specific 

Software 

Customer specific 

Software 

Customer specific 

Software 

Standardized order 

Software/Hardware 

Standardized order 

Software/Hardware 

Standardized order 

Software/Hardware 

Standardized order 

Software/Hardware 

Customer specific 

Software/Hardware 

Customer specific 

Software/Hardware 

Customer specific 

Software/Hardware 

Customer specific 

Software/Hardware 

Standardized order 

Software 

Standardized order 

Software 

Standardized order 

Software 

Standardized order 

Software 

Regarding market competence, Alpha and Gamma handled the sales competence 
internally and both firms have customer-specific orders as product strategy, 
while Beta and Delta, which have standardized production of high quality as 
product strategy, hold sales competence to end-customer externally". One 
reason may be that having customer-specific orders makes it crucial to hold 

44 Beta holds it external via its retailers, and Delta via its deal with the broadband operators. 
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sales internally because the product being sold has to be developed according to 
the exact customer order. Therefore, the firm has to sustain close direct contacts 
with the customer. However, having a product strategy of standardized 
production of high quality may allow for using "middle hands" to sell and 
distribute the product to the end customer, as specific wants of the customer are 
not a central issue in the chosen strategy, which make close contacts with end 
customers less crucial in the sales stage. Thus, it appears that different product 
strategies work towards use of different modes. Hence, the chosen product 
strategy may strengthen the push and navigating role of the business concept. 

However, market research is crucial for any chosen product strategy to gain 
information of customers' wants to be developed and applied in the product. The 
difference lies in which kind of information is considered as important, 
individual and/or overall wants. Firm action that is based on market information 
appears to be in accordance to the chosen strategy. Delta and Beta have a 
product strategy of standardized production of high quality and respond mainly 
to customer feedback, which can be beneficial for many customers. On the other 
hand, Alpha and Gamma have a product strategy of customer-specific orders 
and respond to customer feedback both beneficial on a large scale, but, also, to 
specific customer's demands. This indicates that the chosen product strategy has 
an impact on how customer information is treated in the firms and thus, what 
market competence is acquired internally. However, the degree of "pureness" in 
the chosen product strategy seems to have an impact on what customer 
information is acted upon (the discussion of "pureness" is further developed 
below). The difference in "pureness" in chosen product strategy is, to some 
extent, obvious in the actions on customer feedback. Regarding the product 
strategy of standardized production of high quality, Beta, also responds to 
individual feedback beneficial for a specific group of customers. Meanwhile, 
Delta only responds to feedback that may be beneficial to a larger customer 
group when conducting development work. This points at Beta as having 
elements of customization in its product strategy while Delta's product strategy 
is closer to a pure standardized production of high quality. 

Regarding technical and operational competence; there are no simple differences 
between the two strategies, standardized production of high quality and 
customer specific order in relation to how competence acquisition is handled. In 
both Beta and in Delta, the product strategy is focused on standardized 
production of high quality products. Beta prefers to keep development work 
internally and, hence, acquire technical competence in line with an internal 
acquisition mode. Further, Beta never manufactures internally but accesses such 
competence externally in line with acquiring operational competence using a 
social network acquisition mode. Delta, on the other hand, develops and 
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manufactures internally and, thus, acquires competence in line with an internal 
acquisition mode regarding both technical and operational competence. 

In Alpha and Gamma, the strategic focus is customer specific orders. Alpha both 
develops and manufactures internally and acquires competence in line with an 
internal acquisition mode regarding both technical and operational competence. 
Gamma, in turn, develops internally and acquires technical competence in line 
with an internal acquisition mode. But Gamma manufactures mostly externally 
by accessing operational competence via a market acquisition mode, and just 
makes the end adjustments and end installation internally. This points out that, 
even though, there is the same product strategy, the firms differ in how 
competence is acquired. However, looking more closely into the cases, 
important aspects of the firms' product strategies can be found and be related to 
how modes of competence acquisition are used. 

Regarding operational competence that involves software, Delta, with its 
product strategy of standardized production of high quality, never recognized it 
to be an option to use foreign competence, such as Indian firms, in line with a 
market acquisition mode. Gamma, on the other hand, saw great potential in 
using such competence in India, and, also, did use such competence in line with 
a market acquisition mode. Gamma, as opposed to Delta, has customer specific 
order as strategic focus, while Delta has standardized production of high quality 
as strategic focus. In the light of these differences in strategic focus and use of 
modes in acquisition of operational competence, it seems reasonable to assume 
that when having standardized production of high quality, the operational 
competence becomes a part of the firm's core, and is tightly integrated with the 
firm's technical competence. Therefore, technical and operational competence is 
hard to separate, and as a consequence, both types of competence become part 
of the firm's core. This may be one reason why it is hard and, also, often 
unthinkable to use external modes, such as social network or market acquisition 
mode, when acquiring these types of competence. The firms holding a strategic 
focus of specific customer order, the operational competence is not a part of the 
core and the operational competence concerns clearly limited project and is, 
therefore, possible to access using an external mode such as market or social 
network acquisition. 

In Alpha, the product strategy is also built on customer-specific orders. 
However, Alpha's strategy is not as downright and pure as Gamma's product 
strategy for customer-specific orders. Alpha has a standardized product concept, 
which is software based and fills the function of being the basic model, which is 
used in the customization to fill each customer's specific needs. This makes the 

45  See section 6.1.2 core component. 
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operational competence tightly connected to the technical competence in Alpha. 
This tight connection explains why it is not easy to make a distinction between 
accessing operational competence using an external mode, and absorbing 
technical competence with an internal mode, as done in Gamma. Therefore, 
Gamma may be seen as a pure case exploiting customer specific orders while 
Alpha employs a mix of both product strategies but leans more heavily towards 
the customer-specific order strategy. 

In Beta, the product strategy is standardized production of high quality as in 
Delta. In these cases the operational competence is clearly separated from the 
technical competence of product development, and the operational competence 
is recognized as a "science" in itself. This is one reason why it is possible for 
Beta to acquire the operational competence externally, by using a social network 
acquisition mode. In addition, the product line in Beta addresses several 
different market segments that make the standardized production holding 
elements of a customer specific order strategy. As a result of the above 
discussion, Beta is positioned close to a pure strategy of standardized production 
of high quality, but not as extreme and pure as Delta's strategy. Thus, the 
"pureness" of a chosen product strategy may affect how the push and navigating 
role of the business concept works. 

Another distinction can be made between the product strategies of the cases, 
where hardware and software make up the base for different strategies. Both 
Beta and Gamma have production of hardware and software and in both cases 
the production related to hardware is "outsourced". Meaning that the operational 
competence is acquired and accessed mainly by using an external acquisition 
mode. On the contrary, in Alpha and in Delta the primary production concerns 
software and in such production, the operational and technical competence is 
tightly connected and, therefore, hard to separate in a meaningful way. As the 
core of the firms is the technical competence, using internal acquisition is an 
important mode. 
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6.1.4 	Summary of aspects of the business concept 

The discussion of aspects of the business concept above has dealt with three 
aspects in relation to the business concept being brought out as important for 
competence acquisition, these are; product strategy, basic ideas, and core. 

Table 25. 	Aspects of the Business concept. 

The aspects of the Business concept 
Viewed from the perspective of the components; Market, Product, & Production 
Aspect 	Dimension of aspect 	 Driving force for mode to use 

Product strategy What to focus on in 	 Depends on the combination 
competence acquisition 	 of the chosen product strategy 

Basic ideas 	How to run the business 	 Depends on the firm's inter- 
impacts the acquisition 	 pretation of how the idea works 

Core component Structure of the business concept core 	Core component=>internal 
competence is internalized 	 Non-core component=>external 

Based on the components of the business concept; market, product and 
production, the aspects of the business concept, product strategy, basic ideas, 
and core component are important in competence acquisition The aspect, core 
component, works as a driving force for how to acquire different types of 
competence, meaning that it may strengthen the push and navigating role of the 
business concept among which mode to use. When a type of competence is 
closely related to the core component, the core component works as a driving 
force towards use of an internal acquisition mode. If an internal mode is not 
possible to use, the competence will be acquired externally and absorbed, which 
allows for future acquisition to be handled with an internal mode. Based on the 
fact that these competencies are handled internally they may be compared to 
core competencies as Wright, McMahan, McCormick and Sherman (1998) 
discussed them. They discuss core competencies as dealing with the internal 
competencies of a firm. Further, as the competence related to these core 
components make up the competitive "weapon" of the firm, they may also be 
considered as Hamel and Prahalad (1990) describe core competence46. When a 
type of competence is not immediately related to the core component, the aspect 
does not work toward any specific mode, which is why optional modes may be 
used. On such occasions, the push and navigating roles of the business concept 
are weak. When acquiring such competence related to non-core components, 
costs and benefits are central in the choice or mode to use. This reasoning of 
costs and benefits is in line with the transaction cost theory as described by 

46 See Chapter 2, Section 2.2. 
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Williamson (1985). Further, Claude-Gaudillat (2000) and Uzzi (1999) suggest 
that accessing competence externally may reduce costs. 

Basic ideas, also, relate to the three components of the business concept. These 
basic ideas work as driving forces for which competence acquisition mode to 
use, and whether to access or absorb the competence. The basic ideas are firm 
specific, which is why the guidance is firm specific. Time appears in this study 
to be one such basic idea that works as a driving force for the business concept 
to navigates in competence acquisition47. Basic ideas appear to be ideas 
stemming from principles that the entrepreneur has on how to run the firm. 
Therefore, basic ideas may be compared to how Canals (1999) discusses the 
business concept, where she builds the description of the business concept on 
how the firm should serve the market and that it springs from the entrepreneur's 
vision. 

Product strategy is also an aspect where the product and technology are parts of 
the business concept. Degrees of "pureness" in the chosen product strategy are 
identified as working towards specific choices of modes in competence 
acquisition. Therefore, these results are roughly in line with how Porter (1985) 
discusses strategies. Porter considers strategy as a consistent pattern of activities 
aiming at creating a specific form of competitive advantage for which there exist 
two fundamental types: differentiation or low cost. Each of these can be more or 
less focused. A low cost strategy turns the production into a central component 
of the business concept, which is why it is central to have activities regarding 
competence related to that component internally. While a differentiation strategy 
turns the market and the customer into a central component of the business 
concept, and it is central to have competence related to that component 
internally. Also, customer specific order appears to works towards use of 
internal acquisition of sales competence, while standardized production of high 
quality appears to works for use of optional mode. Thus, different product 
strategies work towards use of different modes. Hence, the chosen product 
strategy may strengthen the push and navigating roles of the business concept. 

Illustration of the aspects of the Business concept 
Below, a number or questions have been brought forward based on the analysis 
above as to illustrate how the identified aspects relate to the business concept 
and how these aspects can be driving forces among choices of competence 

47  In Delta, the time aspect works towards internal acquisition when the estimated time to 
develop is shorter than 18 months, and works towards social network acquisition when the 
estimated time to develop is longer than 18 months. Also, in Alpha, the idea of time, as the 
long-term perspective on customer relations characterizes the chosen mode of competence 
acquisition. The mode is chosen in line to promote a long-term relationship with the 
customers. 
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acquisition. Further, an illustration is presented of how these aspects of the 
business concept relate to types of competence, and acquisition of competence. 
Here, Alpha is used for illustration48. 

Table 26. 	Illustration of aspects of the Business concept in relation to components of the 
Business concept; the case of Alpha 

Product strate v Basic ideas Core com onent 
Market research 
Sales/Marketing 
Operational 
Technical 

I I o 
I I o 
o 1 I 
o 1 I 

= Internal 
= Internal 
= Internal 
= Internal 

Legend: E=external acquisition, either with a market or a social network acquisition mode; 
0= optional, any mode; I= internal acquisition mode. 

Regarding the aspect of product strategy; the first question is whether the firm 
follows a customer specific order or a standardized production of high quality. 
Alpha follows a strategy of customer specific order. Regarding sales 
competence and market research competence, the strategy of customer specific 
order is a driving force for an internal mode, and to absorb the competence. In 
the cases included in this study, it has been expressed that when following a 
customer-specific order, operational and technical competence may be handled 
by using different modes why different mode may be used for those types of 
competence. Though, viewing product strategy from software to hardware 
dimension, Alpha's product is software based, which makes it hard to separate 
between operational and technical competence. Thus, the product and the 
production components may be viewed as strongly integrated so the same modes 
are used for those two types of competence. However, the chosen strategy in 
Alpha does not work towards use of any specific mode regarding technical and 
operational competence, which is why the mode to use is optional. 

Further, regarding basic ideas, the question to ask is whether the basic idea has 
an impact on the business concept component at hand or not. If the answer is 
yes, the idea has to be individually analyzed of what it is a driving force for. If 
the answer is no, the choice of acquisition mode is optional. An important basic 
idea in Alpha is the long term perspective. As this idea is regarded as important 
in customer relations, the idea is a driving force for an internal mode as a way of 
sustaining long customer relations. The product component and the production 
component are also characterized by this basic idea as both relate to the market 
component, which characterizes the activities in the product and production 

48 The same analysis is conducted with Beta, Delta, and Gamma with individual results, and 
can be accessed from the author. 
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component. Thus, all components in Alpha are characterized by this basic idea, 
and it is a driving force for an internal acquisition in all components. 

Moreover, if the competence being acquired is immediately related to a core 
component, it is a driving force for an internal acquisition mode. If the 
competence being acquired is a non-core component, the mode to use is 
optional. With reference to the aspect of core component in Alpha, the market 
component is regarded as non-core, so the mode to use is optional. However, as 
Alpha's product component is a core component, and strongly integrated with 
the production component, these components are driving forces for use of an 
internal mode. Alpha acts according to these aspects in relation to the 
components of the business concept when competence is acquired. 

To the right in the table, an "equal" sign is drawn and a mode follows. When 
summarizing a row, having one box with an "I" is enough for the business 
concept to be a driving force towards an internal mode regarding that type of 
competence. When an internal mode is not possible to use, the competence must 
be acquired externally with the intention to be absorbed. If all boxes on a row 
are marked with "0" the choice of mode is optional with reference to the 
business concept regarding that type of competence. When looking at the table, 
it becomes clear that Alpha, analyzed by these aspects, also acts accordingly, 
which can be viewed in chapter 5, in the summary section 5.1.2. The table in 
chapter 5.1.2 shows that an internal mode is used when possible, and external 
modes are used to absorb the competence for future internal acquisition. Thus, 
Alpha acts according to these aspects in relation to components of the business 
concept, when competence is acquired. With this analysis step, it has been 
pointed out that aspects of the business concept may work as driving forces, 
which strengthen the push and navigating roles of the business concept. 

6.1.5 	Aspects of the Entrepreneur 

The cases imply that time of being a manager and time in the industry matter for 
how competence acquisition is handled, where short time constrains choices of 
modes. In addition, the education and experiences of specific types of 
competence matters for competence acquisition, where lack of a specific type of 
competence constrains choices of modes. Further, consensus among 
entrepreneurs is important for taking actions in acquisition of competence, 
which is why a lack of consensus constrains actions in competence acquisition. 
All constraints may be handled by the entrepreneur using "tools" as suggested 
by the cases and, thereby, control for risks associated with the acquisition. The 
entrepreneur fills an important push and navigating role where type of 
competence in relation to aspects of the entrepreneur is central for how the role 
works in competence acquisition. 
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Time and Type 
The two aspects, time and type, are closely related which is why they are 
discussed together. The table displays the results of Chapter 5 of the aspect time 
as a manager and in the industry. It gives information whether the time as a 
manager and time in the industry regarding different types of competence is 
short or long in each of the four cases. 

Table 27. 	The aspect of Time; the four cases vs. the competence types. 

Market  

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

research Sales/Ma rketing Operational Technical 
Short Long Long Long 
Short Short Short Long 
Short Long Long Long 
Short Short Short Long 

Further, the table of the aspect of type provides details whether the entrepreneur 
has, first education, and second, experience in a particular type of competence or 
not. Therefore, a No/Yes means no or little education in that type of 
competence, and the Yes means significant experience in that type of 
competence. 

Table 28. 	The aspect of Type; the four cases vs. the competence types. 

Market  
research Sales/Marketing Operational Technical 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

No/No No/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes 
No/No No/Yes No/Yes Yes/Yes 
No/No No/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes 
No/Yes No/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes  

As all cases have entrepreneurs that have a technical education and experience 
of working with technical development, that part of the firm is "easier" for them 
to handle than the market part, as they are less knowledgeable in the market 
area. Thus, one reason why all entrepreneurs focus on internal acquisition when 
it comes to technical competence is because it is promoted by their specific 
interest in the technical development, which can be related to their education 
and long experience working within the technical competence area. In the light 
of such an interpretation, having education and experience of a higher level may 
promote stability in acquisition of the type(s) of competence that is related to the 
education and experience of the entrepreneur. The entrepreneur's experience and 
education, thus, is a driving force that strengthens the push and navigating roles 
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of the entrepreneur. When an entrepreneur has education and experience in a 
specific competence area this tends to lead to a stable competence acquisition in 
this specific area. In that way the entrepreneur has control over the competence. 

In Alpha, Beta and Gamma the prime technical competence is inside the 
entrepreneurs themselves, which gives them tight control of the acquired 
competence. While in Delta, the product development manager holds the prime 
technical competence, instead of the entrepreneur, though the entrepreneur is an 
engineer himself with experience from working in the field. However, the 
product development manager is a part owner of Delta, which gives him 
incentives to remain inside the firm, and thus sustain the technical competence 
inside Delta. In that sense, the entrepreneur of Delta has tight control over the 
technical competence. Thus, the experience and education of the entrepreneur 
appear to be closely connected to the need of control of the competence. 

The entrepreneurs of all the four cases lack market education and have limited 
experience from market competence, and activities in market competence, have 
varied and have not been handled in a stable way. Thus, the length of time 
invested in education and experience in a specific type of competence works as 
a driving force toward use of an internal competence acquisition mode. 

Turning to the case of Alpha, the three entrepreneurs founding and running the 
firm, complemented each other with their differences in competence. The firm 
would never have become a firm if it had not been for the entrepreneurs' 
collected education and experience. Also, in Gamma, the two entrepreneurs 
complement each other49. In Delta, there seems to appear a mix of both single 
and partner entrepreneurship. Gary is the single entrepreneur (working as the 
CEO), while there were several people involved building the firm and actively 
working on the board of directors. The ownership has, moreover, always been 
shared among several owners who have been actively working in Delta with 
different tasks, so a kind of partner entrepreneurship also appears in Delta. One 
effect from partner entrepreneurship tends to be that in those areas where the 
entrepreneurs have their own experience and education the competence 
acquisition is handled with an internal acquisition mode. Thus, a consequence of 
partner entrepreneurship could then be; more use of an internal acquisition 
mode. 

Short time as a manager may constrain the options of modes to choose among. 
For instance, Gary appears to depart from the other entrepreneurs in his use of a 
headhunting firm when acquiring competence. This may be a consequence of 
the fact that Delta is a much younger firm that the other firms and Gary is also 

49  Where Stan is entirely focused on the development work, while John takes care of market 
contacts and builds new customer relations. 
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young and does not have an established social network that can be used to the 
same extent as the other entrepreneurs can. The constraints based on the aspect 
of short time works as a driving force for use of internal or market mode in 
competence acquisition. Thus, time may strengthen the push or navigating roles 
of the entrepreneur. Experience of being in an industry also appears to matter for 
the opportunity to use a social network acquisition mode where longer 
experience leads to greater opportunities to use a social network acquisition 
mode, which is apparent in Beta where  Ron's  extended use of his social network 
is obvious in his way of handling competence acquisition. Thus, long time in the 
industry enables opportunities for competence acquisition via the social 
network. Thus, when the entrepreneur has long tenure (as manager or in 
industry) it does not work toward a specific mode, which is why the push and 
navigating role of the entrepreneur may be weak in such situations. 

One reason why operational competence is merely accessed (and not absorbed) 
in Beta may be because of the bad experience that Ron has from previous 
experience of having it internally. This points out that prior experience of the 
entrepreneur has an important impact on how competence is acquired. Thus, the 
aspect of experience may also work as a constraint and as a driving force for a 
specific mode. As can be seen, more experience does not necessarily ease the 
constraints. This indicates that experience is a driving force, which strengthens 
the push and navigating role of the entrepreneur. 

Consensus 
The aspect of consensus is based on the results in Chapter 5, which are 
displayed in the table below. Details of each case are given whether the partners 
included in the firm reach consensus within each type of competence or not. 

Table 29. 	The aspect of Consensus; the four cases vs. the competence types. 

Market  
research 	Sales/MarketinQ 0 erational Technical 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

When there are several entrepreneurs involved, consensus among the 
entrepreneurs seems to be important in choices of mode and action in 
competence acquisition. In Alpha and in Gamma, the actions taken have been in 
a spirit of consensus, and the firms have both been successful in terms of 
competence acquisition and sales growth. In Alpha, the business concept is used 
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to navigate and thereby reach consensus among several owners, and consensus 
among the owners is considered important. In Gamma, the basic idea of how to 
compose the competence base is the base used for reaching consensus between 
the two owners. As consensus among entrepreneurs' promotes for actions, 
consensus is important for actions in competence acquisition. Thus, it is 
suggested by Alpha and Gamma that the business concept or the competence 
base may be used for reaching consensus among the partners in what mode to 
use when acquiring a particular competence. 

When entering a partner entrepreneurship, the existing entrepreneur or 
entrepreneurs may search for additional entrepreneurs having similar, or to some 
extent, overlapping competence profiles with the current entrepreneurs. This can 
be compared to Alpha, where the business concept is used for consensus, which 
in turn, has remained unchanged since the start up of the firm, even though two 
new owners have come into the firm50. Also, considering Gamma, the two 
owners went to the University together, meaning that they had the same 
educational background and have managed to reach consensus when acquiring 
competence. This points at overlapping competence among partner 
entrepreneurs as a mean for reaching consensus. Moreover, in Delta, the group 
of people that founded the firm all came from the same University with the same 
educational background and had similar interests and view of the firm. Thus, 
consensus may be a driving force for action, which is why the aspect of 
consensus may strengthen the push role of the entrepreneur. 

Risk control 
The aspect of risk control of the entrepreneur is based on the results in Chapter 
5, which are displayed in the table below. Information is given of each case 
whether "tools" 51  are used regarding a specific type of competence to control 
for risk or not. 

Table 30. 	The aspect of Risk control- use of" tools"; the four cases vs. the competence 
types. 

Market  
research Sales/Marketing Operational Technical 

Alpha 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 

No Yes Yes Yes 
No Yes Yes Yes 
No No Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

5°  The new owners had to "agree" with the business concept, which indicates that those new 
owners had overlapping competence with the current entrepreneurs. 
51  A "tool" is a means used by the entrepreneur for reduction of subjective uncertainty; the 
"tool" fills a function of security and thus reduces the perceived uncertainty. 
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High tolerance for ambiguity seems to have an impact on willingness to try new 
approaches to competence, to markets, and to products. John and Stan in 
Gamma express high tolerance for ambiguity, as they take on projects for which 
Gamma does not currently have the required competence. Mike and Tom, in 
Alpha, and Ron in Beta, also show high tolerance for ambiguity as they are 
willing to expand into new markets, with unsure results and investing in new 
product development, even though, the outcome is highly uncertain. Gary, in 
Delta shows high tolerance for ambiguity, as he is open for trying new market 
concepts as a lead in increasing sales. Therefore, there are small divergences 
among the cases, as all cases seem to have entrepreneurs having high tolerance 
for ambiguity. 

Though, having high tolerance for ambiguity, "tools" are used to navigate in 
acquisition of competence as a way of controlling for risk. To avoid getting 
"wrong" competence into the firm, the entrepreneurs control for that risk by 
using "tools". When Mike in Alpha is using a market acquisition mode in 
acquiring operational competence, he controls for the risk of attracting the 
"wrong" competence via testing the potential personnel. Thus, the test of the 
potential personnel is his "tool" for controlling the risk. Similar test are also 
used as "tools" in Beta, Gamma and Delta. Gamma also tests new sub-suppliers 
when using a market acquisition mode to ensure quality of the work. Delta is 
using a market acquisition mode via a headhunting firm that has the very idea of 
serving other firms with the "right" competence, which makes that mode 
controlled. Hence, Gary is using the headhunting firm as a "tool" for controlling 
the risk. 

Both of the firms that have young managers, Mike in Alpha and Gary in Delta, 
have "secured" access to experience in some way by using what could be 
referred to as a "tool". Gary "secured" the experience by involving new 
members on the board of directors. Mike "secured" for experience ever since the 
start Up52. Thus, Mike used his social network as a "tool". Meanwhile, Ron, in 
Beta, has built his own experience over the years, as well as John and Stan, in 
Gamma, who make up the older managers in this study. Based on this, it seems 
reasonable to assume that compensating for lack of experience by using a "tool" 
may be an important aspect of competence acquisition. 

Drawing upon the issue of compensating for lack of experienced competence, 
partner entrepreneurship appears to be one way to cope with the wide spectra of 
competences that the entrepreneur needs for running a firm successfully. In 

52 Tom's father worked in the firm from the start-up, supporting with his experience from 
running businesses, and, later, two experienced businessmen were involved as owners. 
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Beta, Ron operates as a single entrepreneur, deciding what kind of work should 
be done and how it should be done53. However, he used his social network as a 
"tool" to access and compensate for competence, which he lacks. Further, John 
in Gamma compensates for the risk of "staleness" of being in the industry for a 
long time by consulting with different types of networks, which Gamma is part 
of. 

Regarding social network acquisition mode, it seems like the primary purpose of 
using a social network acquisition mode is to reduce risks of absorbing "wrong" 
competence. This is visible in Alpha, where Mike does not want to use a pure 
market acquisition mode when searching for, e.g., sales competence54. Instead, 
he uses his social network to find appropriate competence. Ron, also, uses his 
social network to reduce risks55. The development work is the core in Delta, but 
still, Gary uses the local University in such work. His close connection with the 
University serves as a "secure" access to external competence as the risk of 
spilling core secrets to competitors is regarded as small. The University is also 
used as a filter for obtaining the "right" competence for the firm. Based on the 
above, opportunities to use "tools" to control for risks may work as a driving 
force towards which mode to use. Hence, such opportunities may strengthen the 
push and navigating roles of the entrepreneur. 

53  For example, when Ron hired the export manager, the manager for the domestic market had 
objections to  Ron's  choice. However, Ron believed in the new export manager and chose to 
hire him anyway. 
54  Since that will attract "fortune hunters". 
55  E.g., when he hired the new export manager, he used the social network. 
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6.1.6 	Summary of aspects of the entrepreneur 

The discussion of aspects of the entrepreneur above has resulted in two aspects 
related to the education and experience of the entrepreneur, time as manager and 
time in the industry, and type of education and experience. Further, two aspects 
related to the personality of the entrepreneur were brought out as important for 
competence acquisition, and these are consensus and risk control. 

Table 31. 	Aspects of the Entrepreneur. 

Aspects of the Entrepreneur 
Viewed from the  pers  oective of experience/education 

Aspects 	Dimension of aspect 
Time 	Time as manager/in industry 

Type 	Type of education/experience 

Driving force for mode 
Short=>constrained 
Long=>optional 
Education : No=> constrained; 
Yes=> optional 
Experience may both constrain and 
offer optional modes 

Viewed from the perspective of personality/vision 

Aspects 
	

Dimension of aspect 	 Driving force for mode 
Consensus Reaching consensus in what mode to use Consensus=>action 

No consensus=> no action 
Risk control Tools can be used to control 	 Use of tools may both constrain and 

for risks of revealing core 	 facilitate mode and enable action  

The cases imply that time as a manager and time from being in the industry 
(Cooper et al, 1989; Shane & Venkataraman, 2000) matter for how competence 
acquisition is handled. Short time may constrain modes to choose among in 
competence acquisition. Longer time provides greater access to use of social 
network acquisition mode (Cooper et al, 1994). But, also, having "too long" 
experience may foster for "blindness" and "staleness" in acquisition of 
competence. A parallel can be drawn to education and experience, where a long 
experience as well as long education may cause "staleness" (Miller, 1991) in 
how to go about in competence acquisition. Here, the social network may serve 
as a "tool" for controlling for the risk of "staleness". The cases in this study 
present different "tools" for handling these shortcomings. Short time appears to 
be a driving force that strengthens the push and navigating roles of the 
entrepreneur. Long time does not work toward any specific mode, which is why 
the push or navigating roles of the entrepreneur may be weak in such situations. 
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Another aspect of the entrepreneur is type, which includes type of experience 
and education. Having experience and education of a specific type of 
competence that can bring stability in the competence acquisition. Having 
experience and education in a specific type of competence will, also, promote an 
internal acquisition of that type of competence. This reasoning is in line with 
Simonin (1999) who argues that the greater the familiarity and comfort with the 
type of competence the greater is the chance of absorbing the competence. Thus, 
type of education and experience may work as driving forces toward use of a 
specific mode, which, in turn, strengthen the push and navigating roles of the 
entrepreneur. Further, within type, securing for experience by bringing partners 
into the firm may compensate for a low level of experience. Thereby, securing 
of experience may allow for access to a broader variety of modes to choose 
between. 

Need for control is related to tolerance for ambiguity and the aspect of risk 
control where "tools" are used to control for risks. One such "tool" is embedded 
in the entrepreneur's own education and experience of a specific type of 
competence. The possessed type of competence supports the control of the 
competence and, hence, the control for risk. Another "tool" is to test external 
competence before acquiring it. An additional "tool" is the use of a headhunting 
firm to acquire "right" competence. Also, the social network is used as a "tool" 
filtering potential competence to acquire "right" competence. Thus, 
opportunities to use "tools" to control for risks may work as a driving force for 
which mode to use. Such opportunities may strengthen the push and navigating 
roles of the entrepreneur. 

Regarding the role of the entrepreneur's competence, it seems like in the cases 
where the partner entrepreneurship has been organized as overlapping 
competence (Deeds, 2001), but mostly with complementing competence 
(Ylinenpää, 1997). This way of organizing, regarding competence, in partner 
entrepreneurship fosters for consensus among the entrepreneurs involved when 
acquiring competence. Consensus seems to be important for getting things done, 
which is why the aspect of consensus strengthens the push role of the 
entrepreneur. The business concept or the competence base may be used to 
reach consensus. The ability to reach consensus and, thereby, get things done, 
can be regarded as the entrepreneurs holding capabilities, or managerial 
competence of organizing around competence acquisition, compare with Amit 
and Schoemaker (1993), who define capabilities to the ability to exploit and 
combine resources, through organizational routines in order to accomplish its 
targets. Here, the organizational routines are how to acquire and how to reach 
consensus. Teece et al (1997) define dynamic capabilities that reflect a firm's 
ability to achieve innovative forms of competitive advantage. These encompass 
organizational and managerial processes, which are developed as a result of the 
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competence acquisition processes taking place in the firms. Thus, the outcome 
of the competence acquisition processes providing feedback to the entrepreneur 
have effects on the entrepreneur's ability to acquired competence, which is 
gathered in the entrepreneur's experiences. 

Illustration of the aspects of the Entrepreneur 
In the following, a number or questions have been brought forward based on the 
analysis above to illustrate how the identified aspects of the entrepreneur relate 
to competence types and how these relations can be driving forces among 
choices of competence acquisition. Further, an illustration is presented of how 
these aspects of the entrepreneur relate to types of competence, and acquisition 
of competence. Here, Ron in Beta is used for illustration56. 

Table 32. 	Illustration of aspects of the entrepreneur in relation to his education, 
experience, and personality; the case of Beta and Ron. 

Type- 
Time 
	

Edu Type-Ex Consensus Risk control  

Market research 

Sales 

Operational 
Technical 

E E E - Y 

E E E - Y 

E E E - Y 
0 0 0 - Y 

= Optional 

= Optional 

= Social Network 
=Optional 

Legend: E=external acquisition, either with a market or a social network acquisition mode; 
0= optional, any mode; I= internal acquisition mode; - = there is nothing. Y=yes. 

Regarding time as a manager, Ron has a short time in reference to market 
research competence, which constrains his choices of modes with this type of 
competence. In  Ron's  case the constraint works as a driving force towards an 
external mode. The same is valid for sales competence and operational 
competence. However, Ron has a long time as manger regarding technical 
competence, where optional modes may be used. Regarding type of education, 
Ron has no education of market research and sales and marketing competence 
himself and a low level of experience, which works as a driving force towards 
an external mode. However, Ron has compensated for his lacks by recruiting a 
marketing manager and an export manager and thereby control the competence 
internally. This is why acquisition of market research and sales competence can 
be acquired using optional mode. Regarding sales competence to end-customers, 
such competence is accessed externally and controlled by using mainly the 
social network Regarding technical competence, Ron is a graduate engineer and 

56 The same analysis is conducted with Alpha, Gamma, and Delta with individual results, and 
can be accessed from the author. 
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has long experience from working with such competence, so this type of 
competence can be acquired using optional mode. Ron acquires most technical 
competence internally. However, when turning externally, he uses a social 
network mode and thereby control for risks. Ron lacks operational education and 
has experience from failure from operational competence, which is why the 
aspects of time and particularly type are driving forces for using an external 
mode. Ron also controls for risk when acquiring this type of competence as he 
uses his social network to accesses such competence externally. The aspect of 
consensus in not an issue in Beta, as Ron is the only entrepreneur. As Ron has 
chosen to control for risks in his acquisition of competence, he is constrained to 
use modes that can be filtered by "tools" that lower the perceived risks. At the 
same time as "tools" may constrain modes to choose, it also enhances the 
possibility of the entrepreneur to actually take action. Hence, the "tools" may 
both constrain and create opportunities for competence acquisition to take place. 

Based on this, having long experience and education in a type of competence is 
a driving force for internal acquisition. It appears that when the entrepreneur 
lacks experience (time and type) and education (type), he can compensate for it 
by using a "tool" of absorbing or accessing such competence and thereby control 
for risks. Further, an entrepreneur having "too long" experience related to the 
aspects of time and type can compensate for "staleness", resulting from the long 
time, by using "tools". Consensus among entrepreneurs promotes for actions, 
which is why consensus is important for actions in competence acquisition. 

6.2 	Factor group in central position in choice of competence 
acquisition modes 

Above, it has been pointed out that all factor groups appear to have impact on 
how competence is acquired. When raising the perspective on the cases in order 
to gain an overall picture of competence acquisition in general, specific factor 
groups appear to hold a central position in each case, regarding choices of 
competence acquisition modes. 

Viewing Alpha in an overall picture, it seems like the business concept is 
holding a central position in acquisition of competence. Acquisition of 
competence is, thus, in line with the business concept and the business concept 
is used as a reference for what actions are taken in Alpha. Thus, the 
entrepreneurs', Mike and Tom's, motto could be said to be "all we do is based 
on what the business concept allows us to do". In an overall view of Beta, it 
seems to be the entrepreneur, Ron, who is holding a central position in choices 
of competence acquisition modes. Ron has ideas, which are pioneering, and he 
innovates what he think will be "right" in the future. Following his feeling for 
what will be a "hit", he reasons in a similar way for a traditional entrepreneur 
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and his motto could be as follows: "what I want to do is what we do, in one way 
or another". Regarding Delta in an overall view, the entrepreneur, Gary, also 
holds a central position in choices regarding competence acquisition. However, 
Gary proceeds more rationally and analytically when acquiring competence. He 
tries prior success models in attempts to reach sales growth and uses the board 
of directors for guidance. Gary leans upon experienced persons in Delta when 
big deals are being done. Delta's motto could, therefore, be "we try on new 
market models and work our way forward in a professional, rational way". 

Viewing Gamma in an overall picture, Gamma does not have a clearly stated 
business concept as they have such great variety in what they do. Neither do 
they have entrepreneurial focus in pursuing what they want to do, but instead, 
follow more what the customers want them to do. However, they follow some 
principles that refer to the competence base. They take on assignments even 
though they do not have the specific competence needed for conducting the 
assignment, and acquire that specific competence in one way or another as they 
go along. Simple tasks that Gamma's competence base is overqualified for 
doing is handed over to sub-suppliers. Therefore, is seems like the competence 
base of Gamma is holding a central position in choices of competence 
acquisition modes. Gamma's motto could be: "what we do not have in our 
competence base, we acquire with the aim to absorb first internally, and second 
externally. What is too simple for our competence base to do is acquired with 
the aim of accessing it externally and keep it externally." 

One conceivable consequence of having a particular factor group in a central 
position in competence acquisition might be on how the entrepreneur creates or 
reacts to opportunities for competence acquisition. It seems like in Gamma, the 
entrepreneurs are reacting to opportunities opening for acquisition of 
competence, especially when it comes to trying new approaches57. When others 
open a "door" of opportunity for competence acquisition, John may use it, but 
he does not actively search for new "doors" by himself. Today, Gamma is being 
more active in being visible so that it will attract more "door openers". Referring 
to Alpha, Tom makes sure to create opportunities for competence acquisition58. 
Beta is, also, proactive in the product development as innovative products are 
developed creating opportunities to acquire competence. Considering the market 
side, Ron chose to expand actively, and has created an opportunity to acquire 
competence by letting the social network know what he is looking for. In Delta, 
Gary seems to create opportunities to acquire competence since new 

57 Consider the telemarketing firm and the University network, which both contacted Gamma 
and opened an opportunity for Gamma to acquire competence. 
58 Tom created opportunities as he searched for the professor and made the first contact with 
the professor as well as "renting" him for a week. Also, when Alpha is present at work-related 
occasions at the University, opportunities for acquiring competence are created. 
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experienced members and owners have been included on the board of directors 
who may both contribute with their specific competence, but, also, open new 
"doors" to new competence acquisition opportunities. Thus, Gamma is the only 
firm being reactive to opportunities of competence acquisition and, also, the 
only firm having the competence base in a central position in competence 
acquisition, hence there may be a relation between having the competence base 
in central position and activities in competence acquisition. 

Another aspect of creating or reacting to opportunities of competence 
acquisition may be the differences in visions of the entrepreneurs. In Gamma59, 
developing a product concept concerns the core of Gamma, it is handled 
internally and the focus is directed internally, so the entrepreneurs of Gamma 
also seem to react to opportunities, as they do not try to create opportunities on 
the market in the same sense as the other firms. The other firms have focus on 
market expansion so creating opportunities are in line with their vision of 
growth. 

6.3 	Aspects of the environment 

6.3.1 	From simple to challenging environment 

Today, the competitive climate has increased for Alpha and Beta while Delta is 
expecting an increased competitive climate. Therefore, Alpha and Beta are 
facing what could be seen as challenging environments. This points out the 
competitive climate of the environment as a push factor for activities in 
competence acquisition. This can be compared to the resource-based theory 
where resources have to be upgraded to sustain competitive advantages. In 
Alpha, no other option is considered than to handle the development work 
internally since continuing the development work is their only protection against 
competitors60. Innovations must continually be searched for in Beta because of 
the hard competitive climate in the local area. 

On contrary, Gamma does not experience any specific change in competition 
and one reason may be that Gamma's customer base is spread on three different 
segments as well as Gamma's development work, which is spread over three 
different ways, so the context may vary in one segment or context, but the 
overall context remains stable. As Gamma seems to be facing a stable context, 
having the competence base as a central guide for competence acquisition seems 

59 The entrepreneurs' vision in Gamma is to change and develop a standardized product 
concept as a way of increasing sales, while in the other firms the vision mainly concerns 
market growth as a lead in increasing sales. 
60 Alpha's product has no patent as it is regarded of doubtful value to have a patent on a 
product that continually changes. 
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to be a positive combination as Gamma is expanding in turnover. By sustaining 
flexibility of products and markets by spreading their business, Gamma can 
"control" for uncertainty and, thereby, create a simple environment. Looking at 
Gamma, market acquisition mode appears to be used to a great extent. Delta also 
seems to operate in what could be regarded as a fairly stable context, and Delta 
also seems to use market acquisition to a great extent. Delta is still in a simple 
environment as the competitive climate is not hard today61, but might become 
tougher in time. Even though, all cases keep the development work internal and 
acquire the technical competence internally. This discussion suggests that 
especially challenging environments make up a push factor for activities in 
competence acquisition and navigate towards internal acquisition. 

6.3.2 	From lean to rich environment 

As Alpha conducts customer specific orders, the tasks vary from project to 
project. However, the basic product concept is the same for all projects, which 
makes the analyzability of task moderate, in line with how Macintosh (1985) 
and Westerberg (2001) reason. Alpha's product may be seen as a mix of product 
and process technology that is exposed to competitors where the main product is 
software based. As rotation in projects and internal meetings occur across 
projects and competence is transferred between projects, this also increases the 
similarities in routines between the projects. Therefore, the degree of routine 
tasks in the daily operational work increases. Regarding the new product 
development, these tasks are difficult to analyze as the work is in line with 
research tasks. Therefore, Alpha holds a moderate degree of routine tasks in line 
with how Macintosh (1985) and Westerberg (2001) reason. Alpha has never 
really solved the problem of how to market the product. The problem of 
marketing the product can be seen as a sign of the low degree of analyzability of 
the product. 

Gamma conducts customer-specific orders and usually produces small amounts 
of product series, which means that the tasks change from day to day. Therefore, 
since Gamma alter their product and process technology between projects; the 
degree of analyzability becomes low and the degree of routine task low. The 
very nature of developing customer specific orders is in line with enterprising 
activities, makes the degree of analyzability low. This reasoning is in line with 
how Teece, Pisano and Shuen (1997) reason. 

Beta has mainly physical products, having specific functions that, as exposed to 
competitors in the environment, have a moderate to high degree of analyzability. 

61  Delta competitors only partly compete with Delta, as there is no other product like Delta's 
on the market, which makes the product unique. But there is a serious threat of emerging 
firms. 
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Meaning that copying Beta's product would not be too hard, which is in line 
with how Teece, Pisan° and Shuen (1997) reason. These products are mainly 
hardware based, which may be considered as product technology being exposed 
to competitors. However, the tasks held in Beta are closely related to research 
tasks, which is why the analyzability of tasks is low. Also, the degree of routine 
task is low, which makes it hard for competitors to catch up with Beta, so a 
continuing development work is crucial for Beta's competitiveness. 

As the product of Delta concerns software, which is continually developed in 
line with customers needs that are beneficial on a broad scale and developed 
based on research support from the University, the degree of analyzability of 
task is low and the degree of routine tasks is low as it concerns work in line with 
research tasks. When selling the product prior success models have been used, 
which shows that such models do not, per se, result in success. Thus, the 
acquired competence has to fit not only the firm, but, also, to the surrounding 
environment, which is in line with the reasoning in the contingency theory as 
discussed by Lawrence and  Lorsch  (1967). 

The product strategy, can be related to the technology and degree of 
analyzability, where software based firms of the type included in this study, 
which are more complex to analyze may benefit from focusing on honing 
activities when acquiring competence. While hardware based firms are easier to 
analyze and may benefit from focusing on enterprising activities when acquiring 
competence. Based on this reasoning, firms having a product strategy that is 
hard to analyze may benefit from absorbing such competence, as it is hard to 
copy. Porter (1985) views the firm as a bundle of strategic activities aiming at 
adapting to industry environment by seeking an attractive position in the market 
area. Competence acquisition in line with the chosen product strategy resulting 
in honing or enterprising activities may be regarded as such strategic activities. 
The sustainability or rents stemming from such a position is critically dependent 
on the relative influence of competitive forces encountered by the firm. Such 
forces may create a challenging environment. 

A strategic focus on software means that it is hard to separate production and 
development and as software is closely related to process technology it may be 
more secure from imitation than hardware. The resource-based theory suggests 
that competitive advantages are stemming from valuable and unique resources 
that are costly for competitors to imitate. To maintain uniqueness, resources 
have to be upgraded. 

Delta is software based and Gamma's tasks are hard to analyze due to the 
complexity of the customers' orders, in combination with the simple 
environment lower risks of exposing core secrets when using external modes of 
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competence acquisition. This may be one reason why market modes appear to 
be used to a greater extent in Delta and Gamma than in Alpha and Beta. 

6.4 	Summary of new aspects of competence acquisition 

Time seems to be an important aspect of competence acquisition. Looking at 
Alpha, time has a central part in the firm's business concept as focus is on the 
long term, which the entrepreneurs also follow in their actions. In addition, there 
have been situations where handling the competence acquisition internally has 
been considered to be too time consuming, so time is also an aspect of what 
competence acquisition mode is considered as options. Also, in Gamma there 
have been situations where an internal mode has been considered to take too 
long time. In Delta, time is an aspect that relates to the firm's business concept, 
as shorter and longer projects are separated, and shorter projects are handled 
using an internal acquisition mode, while longer projects are handled using a 
social network acquisition mode. In addition, Delta has another time aspect to 
consider and that is to be fast at reaching out to the market, as there are 
emerging firms conducting similar research that may result in a similar product. 

Further, aspects regarding what the firm holds internally in its competence base 
such as content, capacity, qualification, and reputation building are important 
since they work as driving forces toward use of specific modes. This, in turn, 
strengthens or weakens the push and navigating roles of the competence base. In 
addition, what mission the firm states in its business concept is a driving force 
for use of modes. This mission stems from what is to be accomplished; such as 
what product strategy is in focus, what core component needs to be kept 
internal, and what basic idea of how to run the firm. All these aspects of the 
mission are important driving forces for use of certain modes, which in turn 
strengthens or weakens the push and navigating roles of the business concept. 
Aspects of the entrepreneur also work as driving forces towards modes to use. 
The time as manager, time in the industry, and type of education and experience 
work toward use of specific modes. Also, the issue of consensus among partner 
entrepreneurs may work for acquisition to take place. To control for risks, 
"tools" may be used, which in turn work towards a specific use of mode. These 
aspects of the entrepreneur either strengthen or weaken the push and navigating 
roles of the entrepreneur. 
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7 	Conclusions and reflections 

In this concluding chapter, conclusions of the thesis are pointed out and 
reflections are also made concerning the preliminary theoretical model and 
some propositions are suggested for future research. Further, theoretical 
contributions are also discussed. The chapter ends with implications for 
practitioners. 

7.1 	New aspects of the preliminary theoretical model - a revised 

model proposed 

In the frame of reference, three factor groups62, including in total ten63  different 
factors, were identified to be important for competence acquisition. With the test 
of the model in the empirical study central parts of the model have been 
confirmed. Meaning that the ten factors seem to have stood for the scrutiny of 
the test and therefore confirmed the importance of the three factor groups, the 
entrepreneur, the business concept, and the competence base. The three factor 
groups presented in the preliminary theoretical model appear from the empirical 
analysis to be highly relevant in competence acquisition. However, the empirical 
study also indicates that competence acquisition is more complicated than what 
the preliminary model expresses. Therefore, revisions of the model will be 
discussed. First follows a discussion of modes of competence acquisition, and 
then a discussion of the factor groups. Based on the discussion, revised building 
blocks of the preliminary theoretical model are presented. Time is one aspect 
that will be particularly addressed in each section, as time appears to be central 
aspect in competence acquisition. After, the revised model will be presented. 

7.1.1 	Modes of competence acquisition 

There seems to be a need to be less categorical when discussing mode of 
competence acquisition. There are more aspects to competence acquisition than 
internal, social network, and market acquisition to consider. As apparent by the 
empirical analysis, acquisition of competence may be handled by use of mixed 
modes. Mixed modes were just briefly mentioned in Chapter 3 as Teece (1986) 
discusses them. Though, Teece suggests that mixed modes occur in transitional 
phases, while the results in this thesis indicate that mixed modes occur on a 
regular basis. A consequence of the use of mixed modes is a slight revision of 
the model meaning that the aspect of use of mixed modes is added to the model. 

63 Entrepreneur (education, experience, personality, vision), business concept (market, 
product, production), and competence base (market competence, technical competence, 
operational competence) 

62 Entrepreneur, business concept, and competence base. 
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An additional aspect of competence acquisition modes found in the empirical 
analysis is the use of sequences of modes, and this is an aspect of competence 
acquisition that needs to be added to the model resulting in a revision of the 
model. 

Further, considering the social network acquisition mode, it may be useful to 
make a finer categorization separating between personal and professional social 
network (See, e.g., Johannisson, 1983), where the personal social network is in 
line with use of strong ties to acquire competence, while the professional is in 
line with use of weak ties to acquire competence (See, e.g., Granovetter, 1973). 

Acquisition of Competence 

• Internal 
• Social network 

o Personal 
o Professional 

• Market 
• Mixed modes 
• Sequences of modes 

Figure 18. Revision of the 2nd  building block. Acquisition of competence including new 
aspects of use of modes. 

Further, time seems to be important when deciding upon what mode to use, 
which is not, as such, present in the preliminary theoretical model, but may be 
important to consider when discussing competence acquisition. Time can be 
important in several aspects, such as, time for a competence acquisition process 
to come to an end, and duration time of projects as an aspect of how to view 
competence acquisition, and time required as a result of using a specific 
competence acquisition mode. Claude-Gaudillat (2000) recognized the latter that 
using a market acquisition mode as being quicker than other modes. However, 
the results from this study indicate that her statement regarding time of using a 
market acquisition mode is too static, as the situation at hand appears to 
determine which type of mode is the quickest. 
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7.1.2 	Competence base 

What mode is chosen seems to depend on the firm's competence base and the 
aspects of the competence base, both regarding what the competence base 
contains and the capacity of the competence base. Therefore, the competence 
base seems important for acquiring competence. This conclusion is supported by 
the resource-based theory, which postulates that a firm's performance is 
ultimately a return to unique resources owned and controlled by the firm. For the 
resource-based scholars (See, e.g., Penrose, 1959; Grant, 1991; Barney, 1991), a 
firm is viewed as a bundle of unique resources and the firm's competence base 
may be viewed as such a bundle of unique resources. Spanos and Lionkas 
(2001) argue that current and future decisions are constrained by past activities 
in handling resources and result in further reinforcements of strategic profile. 

Competence base 

Factors 	 Aspects 

• Market 
o Market research 
o Marketing & Sales 

• Technical 
• Operational 

• Content 
• Capacity 
• Time 
• Reputation 
• Qualification 

Figure 19. Revision of the 3Td  building block. Competence base including factors and 
aspects of factors. 

When competence is acquired, the competence base is developed as a 
consequence of the acquisition process, which is why the structure of the 
competence base continuously changes. The structure of the competence base 
may be temporarily changed when reaching across firm boundaries, and in that 
sense the competence base may temporarily become extended by using "firm-
addressable" (Bellini, 2000) competence. Thus, time is an aspect of the 
competence base; the duration of a change in the competence base when a 
competence is temporarily accessed is a matter of time. When the competence 
base lacks a specific competence, but holds a general competence, it may take 
too long time to build the specific competence internally and, instead, the 
specific competence is acquired externally. This may be one reason why time is 
an important aspect of the competence base and one reason why the structure of 
the existing competence base is important for how competence is acquired. 
Based upon this reasoning I give the following proposition. 
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Business concept 

Factors 	Aspects 

• Market 	• Product strategy 
• Product 	• Basic ideas 
• Production • Core component 
• Vision 

Proposition 1: The choice of mode in acquisition of competence is dependent on 
previous choices, thus, dependent on the structure of the current competence 
base. 

Market competence may be a subject for separation into two types as discussed 
in chapters 5 and 6 where one type concerns market research and the other type 
concerns sales and marketing. This division seems reasonable as market 
research concerns activities prior to product development activities and 
production activities. Sales and marketing concerns, on the other hand, mainly 
activities, which follows product development activities and production 
activities. There are also some indications of dependence between the different 
types of competence. This points at the importance of making sure of how to 
handle all competence types when the firm aims to expand because the content 
and capacity of one type of competence may restrict the use of the full potential 
of another type of competence. 

7.1.3 	Business concept 

The business concept appears to be quite a stable factor that could contribute to 
the development of stable strategies in competence acquisition, which points at 
the business concept as important for sustaining stability in the firm. This can be 
compared with Porter (1985) where a successful firm is one with an attractive 
relative position on the market64, and, then, acting according to the chosen 
strategy. The chosen strategy gives the firm stability by promoting specific 
actions. By acting according to the components of the business concept in terms 
of the identified aspects65, a competitive position on the market may be 
approached. 

Figure 20. 	Revision of the 4th  building block. Business concept including factors and aspects of 
factors. 

64 Selection of either a cost base lower than competitors, or from the firm's ability to 
differentiate its market offers. 
65 Product strategy, core components, and basic ideas. See chapter 6 for details. 
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The business concept could be changed as a consequence of competence 
acquisition processes. Then, the change in the business concept, in turn, will 
influence and change subsequent choices of modes in acquisition of 
competence. Thus, even though the business concept is stable it may change in 
the long run. Thus, time is, also, an aspect affecting the Business concept. Time 
is an issue in the business concept as the nature of the business concept is to 
remain stable over time. This can be compared to Hedberg and  Jönsson  (1977) 
and their reasoning regarding myth cycles in firms. The myth is stable over 
longer periods of time, but changes in a long perspective. Also, the business 
concept is to navigate among choices of modes where the time aspects 
mentioned in the section of modes of competence acquisition may be relevant 
for the business concept to fill a navigating role. 

7.1.4 	Entrepreneur 

In situations when a non-core competence is acquired, but which in the 
particular situation is of great importance for the future growth of the firm, the 
entrepreneur may overlook the navigation of the business concept in choices of 
competence acquisition modes. Instead, the entrepreneur determines the choice 
of mode, as the entrepreneur may perceive a need for tight control of such 
competence. Thereby, he may use an internal mode, even though it concerns 
non-core competence. This reasoning may be compared with how Teece (1986) 
argues regarding complementary resources and competitiveness. He argues that 
complementary competence which are non-core may, in situations become 
important means for creating competitiveness and, thus, important to absorb and 
control internally. 

Proposition 2: In situations where the entrepreneur's perceived need for control 
is great, the competence needed is absorbed. 

As argued in Chapter 3, the entrepreneur's need for ownership control can be 
closely related to the entrepreneur's tolerance for ambiguity and as it is proposed 
above that when the perceived need for control is great, internal modes are 
preferred, the following proposition is suggested: 

Proposition 3: An entrepreneur having low tolerance for ambiguity relies more 
on internal acquisition mode compared to an entrepreneur having 
high tolerance for ambiguity. 

The experiences that the entrepreneur and his, if any, partners gather through 
competence acquisition processes may be regarded as managerial competence, 
or capabilities as Amit and Schoemaker (1993) describe them, which are 
developed as a result of the feedback from the competence acquisition processes 
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taking place in the firm. Thus, the feedback from the outcome of the processes 
has effects on the entrepreneur's ability to acquire competence. The feedback is 
gathered within the entrepreneur's experiences. The experiences affect the 
efficiency with which the firm is able to transform inputs to outputs, which can 
be referred to production processes, but, also, developing customer "wants" and 
information stemming from market research into actual sales. This reasoning is 
in line with Collis (1991), who describes capabilities as the socially complex 
procedures that determine the efficiency with which organizations are able to 
transform inputs into outputs. Wasserman and Pagel! (1999) further define 
capabilities as the result of managerial skills. These managerial skills are in turn 
built by skilled managers who develop these capabilities via the results from 
processes of acquiring competence. This building of capabilities may be 
considered as the learning from the feedback of success and failure of used 
modes when acquiring competence. A result of the learning is that a pattern in 
actions regarding competence acquisition emerges, which turns into a strategy of 
competence acquisition (Mintzberg, 1978; Mintzberg et al, 1999). Thus, the 
strategies in competence acquisition may depend on the entrepreneur running 
the firm, and he, as a factor group, appears to remain stable, though learning by 
experiences gathered from the competence acquisition processes. 

Proposition 5: The choice of mode in acquisition of competence is dependent on 
previous choices, thus, dependent on the experiences and learning from previous 
choices. 

If the entrepreneur is replaced, the strategy in competence acquisition may 
change, thus, the entrepreneur may affect the strategy in competence acquisition, 
which, also, points at the entrepreneur as important for sustaining stability in the 
firm. The entrepreneur is viewed as a carrier of a vision, and for the entrepreneur 
to be able to implement his vision he may use the business concept and in that 
way get others in the firm to act according to his vision. Therefore, the vision of 
the entrepreneur seems to be closely related to the business concept and might 
also fit as a factor in the business concept. 

Time is also an issue for the entrepreneur as he decides on the time limits for a 
project and how to handle short and long term projects in terms of competence. 
This is in line with Hamel (1994) who argues that core competencies need to be 
built quicker than competitors to reach competitive advantages. The reasoning 
of time is not new, as entrepreneurship literature has pointed out the importance 
of timing for becoming successful (See, e.g.,  Andersson  1999). However, many 
of these particular aspects of time presented as a result of this thesis have not 
been recognized in the frame of reference in this thesis, as they were not 
presented as central in the literature included in the thesis. 
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Time is also an aspect of the experiences of the entrepreneur where having long 
or short experience affects competence acquisition. It also appears that the type 
of education and experience of the entrepreneur have an impact on competence 
acquisition. The type of competence, in which the entrepreneur has education 
and experience, an internal acquisition mode, appears to be used. Further, when 
the entrepreneur has education and experience in a particular field, the 
entrepreneur is more familiar with choices of modes in that field, and the 
consequences of using those modes, so having education and experience of a 
particular type of competence promotes stability in use of mode. Hence: 

Proposition 6: Having education and experience in a specific type of 
competence promotes stability in use of mode in acquisition of that 
specific type of competence. 

Entrepreneur 

Factors 	Aspects 

• Education • Time 
• Experience • Type 
• Personality • Consensus 
• Vision 	• Risk control 

Figure 21. The revised building block. Entrepreneur including factors and aspects of 
factors. 

As the entrepreneur may have such a great impact in the acquisition of 
competence the entrepreneur's background and vision may both enable the firm 
to catch onto emerging opportunities, but also constrain the firm as the 
entrepreneur may fail to recognize opportunities. Therefore, entrepreneurs may 
compensate for this lack of opportunity-recognition by involving additional 
persons in the firm as a way of obtaining other perspectives on the business66. A 
consequence is that when there are several entrepreneurs in a firm, having 
overlapping, but, also, complementing competence within a firm, internal 
acquisition modes may be used to a wider extent. Choen and Levinthal (1990) 
support this statement as they suggest that for effective internal competence 
acquisition, overlapping competence is needed between units in the firm. This 
may be compared to overlapping competence between partner entrepreneurs. 
Thus; 

66  For instance, an entrepreneur lacking marketing experience may compensate for that lack 
by involving persons experienced in marketing into the firm. 
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Proposition 7: In situations of partner entrepreneurship, internal acquisition 
mode is used to a greater extent than in situations characterized by single 
entrepreneurship. 

Further, the primary purpose of using a social network acquisition mode is as a 
risk reducing mode of getting the wrong competence. The risks are perceived as 
reduced due to the trust involved when using the social network, which also 
Julien (1998) suggests. Trust and control are, thus, also central concepts 
stemming from the results of the study. A social network acquisition mode is 
mainly used for the reason that it is trustworthy and can, thus, be used to control 
for risks. This result is in line with Johannisson (1983) who states that the social 
network may fill the function of being a safety net for the entrepreneur. 
Johannisson (1996) further suggests that exchanging experiences with other 
entrepreneurs may be one way to avoid making mistakes, and thus, control for 
such risks. Based upon this reasoning, the following proposition is given: 

Proposition 8: Social network acquisition mode may be used to control for risk. 

7.1.4 	Summarizing the Revised model 

The revised model contains new additional aspects compared to the preliminary 
theoretical model. The reason for including these new aspects is because of the 
results of this study, which indicate a more complex picture than first identified 
in the literature. First, the factors in the factor groups do not only, per se, affect 
acquisition of competence, but aspects of the factor groups may, in turn, express 
a more complex picture of how the factors affect acquisition of competence. 
Further, the modes of competence acquisition appear in combinations and 
sequences, which also points at a more complex picture. In addition, harmony 
among the factor groups appears to be important for competence acquisition to 
take place, which indicates close connections among the factor groups, which 
are not as such pointed out in the preliminary model. 
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Entrepreneur 
• Education 
• Experience 
• Personality 

Vision 

Aspects 

• Time 
• Type 
• Consensus 
• Risk control 

Competence base 

• Market 
o Market research 
o Marketing & Sales 

• Technical 
• Operational 

Aspects 

• Content 
• Capacity 
• Time 
• Reputation 

• Qualification 

Environment 
• Degree of uncertainty - 

from simple to 
challenging 

• Degree of complexity - 
from lean to rich 

Business concept 
• Market 
• Product 
• Production 
• Vision 

Aspects 

• Product strategy 
• Basic ideas 
• Core component 

Acquisition of 
Competence 

• Internal 
• Social network 

o Personal 
o Professional 

• Market 
• Mixed modes 
• Sequences of modes 

Outcome — Sustained 
Competitive 
Advantages 
• Honing/Incremental 
• Enterprising/Radical 
• Market 
• Product 
• Process 
• Competence building 
• Competence leveraging 

The revised model 

Figure 22. The revised model. 

The factor groups seem to be alternating the role of pushing and navigating the 
actions taken in competence acquisition and the alternation depends on the 
situation. The situation makes the aspects of each factor group vary in the way 
they work as driving forces, which in turn affects the roles of each factor group. 
It seems that when acquiring competence that is closely related to the core of the 
firm, which ultimately is the core of the business concept, the business concept 
seems to have a central position. Keeping the core competence internally and 
protected from the competitive environment seems important. When the needed 
competence is not part of the immediate core of the firm, the firm's own 
competence base, and aspects related to the competence base, seem to have an 
important impact on how competence is acquired. 

Strategies in competence acquisition emerge in patterns that develop out of how 
competence acquisition is handled, which can be related to the three factor 
groups. These patterns may be related to Mintzberg's (1999) description of 
emerging strategies as patterns in actions. Thus, the three factor groups, the 
competence base, the business concept and the entrepreneur, seem to be good,  
explanatory factors of how_actionsinsompetence acquisition are handled.  
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7.2 	Strategies for Managing Competence Acquisition: the role of the 

Entrepreneur, the Business concept and the Competence base. 

Firms seem to learn through sequences of events, where the previous 
competence acquisition process transfers experiences to the following 
competence acquisition processes, which affects the later competence 
acquisition processes regarding similar situations, in how to and how not to 
proceed when acquiring competence. Unsuccessful outcomes of competence 
acquisition processes guide for how not to go about when acquiring competence 
and have in that way worked as a guide for later competence acquisition 
processes. Also, successful outcomes of competence acquisition processes have 
been a basis for developing patterns for how to proceed in competence 
acquisition in specific situations, which has resulted in a strategy for competence 
acquisition being developed. This supports the reasoning in the preliminary 
theoretical model. 

It also appears to be important to develop a strategy for competence acquisition 
and when addressing the strategy aspect, it is central to acknowledge that it is 
possible to work with several modes and combine these modes in different ways 
and this points out that there is no one "right" strategy, but there are better and 
poorer strategies and when combining a strategy of modes it may be 
advantageous to do it in harmony with the three factor groups, the competence 
base, the business concept, and the entrepreneur. 

Firms appear to develop an individual competence acquisition strategy, which is 
natural since each firm is characterized by unique combinations of factors 
making up the firm's competence base, business concept and entrepreneur. This 
makes the needs of competence and the core of the firm unique in line with 
Collis (1991) who maintains that because the history of a firm is firm-specific, a 
firm possesses unique core competence (Collis & Montgomery, 1995). These 
unique factors can, based on aspects67  of those factors in some situations allow 
for use of a vide variety of options of modes to choose among. But, in other 
situations, the factors can based on aspects of factors, also, work toward use of 
specific modes. In a way, the factors need to be put together as a puzzle where it 
is important that the pieces fit, which is apparent in that harmony among the 
factor groups appears in competence acquisition processes68. However, it seems 
like a fit among the three factor groups is not always enough for reaching a 
successful outcome; there has to be a fit to the environment as well, pointing at 

67 See Chapter 6 for an elaborated discussion on aspects of the factors within the three factor 
g„,t-oups. 
b6  See sections of central points in competence acquisition processes in Chapter 5. 
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the environment as an important mediating factor. Spanos and Liounkas (2001) 
support this statement by arguing that sustained competitive advantages are 
results from a fit between industry and firm specific factors. Thus, the following 
proposition is suggested: 

Proposition 10: Fit among the four factor groups in choice of competence 
acquisition mode leads to competitive advantages. 

7.3 	Concluding remarks 

In the traditional strategy literature, the perspective takes off in the environment 
trying to create a strategic fit to the environment (e.g. Porter, 1985). The 
resource-based theory  maintains that establishing a unique position takes off in 
the internal conditions of the firm building competitive advantages by 
identifying and combining strategic important resources and, thereby, chooses a 
position on the market (e.g. Grant, 1991). The competence based view, aims to 
integrate these two perspectives as fitting the external conditions with the 
internal conditions and argues that the firm is an open  systern,  where different 
modes may be used to address the shortfalls of competence to gain and sustain 
competitiveness (e.g. Sanchez, Heene & Thomas, 1996). Therefore,  be lines 
between what is internal competence and external competence to the firm, which 
are clearly drawn out in the transaction cost theory, does not fit the perspective 
chosen in this thesis perfectly. However, the entrepreneur, still, make choices of 
how to acquire competence and takes a stand whether the benefits of acquiring 
the competence exceed the costs and time required to follow the acquisition 
through and also uses "tools" to secure for different kinds of risks associated 
with competence acquisition. These are some aspects to consider. In addition, it 
seems like the entrepreneur's vision is important for how competence is 
acquired. 

In this thesis, the logic behind the competence-based view is followed where the 
so-called strategic logic is interpreted as the business concept. Further, 
management perception is interpreted as the entrepreneur's background 
including personality, education and experience and the entrepreneur's vision. 
Last, the perceived current state of the firm is interpreted as the current state of 
the firm's competence base. By using these interpretations, the theoretical model 
seems to hold for being empirically used so the interpretations of the 
competence-based view seems to hold and, thereby, this thesis contributes to the 
competence-based view as the components of this perspective have been 
theoretically and empirically operationalized and used. Thus, the theoretical 
model developed in this thesis follows the competence-based view and 
integrates the internal conditions represented by the three factor groups with the 
environmental characteristics and offers varieties of how competence can be 
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acquired using different modes, mixes of different modes and sequences of 
different modes as a way of handling shortfalls of competence when reaching 
for desired states. The model also provides a learning aspect as the feedback 
loops of the outcome from using a specific mode in a specific situation signal 
success or failure in how the shortfall was solved. As the feedback signals how 
to proceed in competence acquisition, a strategy in competence acquisition 
develops. One central result of this study is, hence, the importance for firms to 
develop strategies for competence acquisition to gain and sustain competitive 
advantages. 

The phenomenon concerning competence acquisition is very complex. 
Therefore, considering competence acquisition on an individual level, there is 
not one strategy of competence acquisition that may apply, but several. These 
different strategies may contribute differently but, still, give the firm 
opportunities to create and sustain competitiveness. Viewed on a higher level, 
the model seems to be a good base for explaining acquisition of competence. 

Core competence is a key concept and closely related to core components'of the 
business concept. Risk is connected to core competence and, thereby, also in 
line with the reasoning in the transaction cost theory (Williamson, 1985; Coase, 
1937). Another central result is that sequences of competence acquisition 
processes are built over time, where experience from prior acquisition processes 
and the present structure of the firm's competence base is central for how these 
sequences can continue to develop. This can be considered as path dependency 
as Peteraf (1993) describes it. Each competence acquisition process changes the 
competence base, even if it is just temporarily. 

One of the questions proposed in chapter one was: why are the factor groups 
important? This question has been discussed thoroughly above, but below I will 
try to address this question by summarizing the previous discussion and linking 
it to theory. 

The competence base changes as a result of a competence acquisition process, 
either temporarily, or on more permanent basis, as the nature of a competence 
acquisition is a change in the firm's competence base. This reasoning is in line 
with the resource-based theory (Penrose, 1959; Barney, 1991), as upgrading 
unique resources is considered important to sustain competitive advantages 
(Collis & Montgomery, 1995). A path dependency emerges as a consequence of 
the changes of the competence base (Bogner, Thomas & McGee, 1999; Spanos 
& Liounkas, 2001), which conditions future choices of modes in competence 
acquisition. The chosen path develops into a pattern in how the firm proceeds in 
competence acquisition, which may be regarded as strategies in competence 
acquisition. The competence base is important as the structure of its content and 
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capacity give directions for how competence may be acquired. Further, aspects 
of the structure of the competence base, such as time, reputation and 
qualification, may also work toward for certain modes in competence 
acquisition. 

The components of the business concept are important for competence 
acquisition since they push and navigate the competence acquisition. There are 
three important aspects that are especially important in pushing and navigating. 
First, the chosen product strategy provides directions of what to focus on in 
acquisition of competence. Second, the basic idea of how to run the firm 
establishes important ground rules. Third, the structure of the components of the 
business concept where core and non-core components work as driving forces 
for how to proceed in competence acquisition. The business concept is a more 
stable factor group than the competence base, but might be changed as a result 
of competence acquisition. 

The most stable factor group is the entrepreneur. Though, the entrepreneur may 
learn from mistakes in competence acquisition, and from successful 
acquisitions, he will fundamentally remain the same over time. The learning 
aspect of competence acquisition points out the importance of experience, which 
is gathered at each competence acquisition process resulting in experience of 
how to proceed in competence acquisition in the future. In that sense, the 
entrepreneur changes as a result of a competence acquisition process. A degree 
of response from the feedback of competence acquisition can thus be seen, 
where the competence base has the strongest response in change and the 
entrepreneur the weakest response in change. 

The experience and education of the entrepreneur or entrepreneurs have a great 
impact on how the strategy for competence acquisition is developed. It appears 
that in situations, where the entrepreneur can use his education or experience; 
his role in competence acquisition is clear, as the situation is familiar to him and 
he can "judge" based on his background. In situations where the entrepreneur 
cannot relate his education or experience, "tools" can be used in an attempt to 
control for risk. Therefore, it seems as if the, three factor groups used in the 
preliminary model are important for how competence is acquired and their roles 
varies with the situation. This result is in line with the contingency theory (See, 
e.g., Lawrence and  Lorsch,  1967). The identified aspects69  of the factor groups 
can be used for identifying what mode of competence acquisition the factors 
work toward in a specific situation. The power for the driving force of an aspect 
depends on the situation, ranging from weak when optional mode may be 
chosen, to strong when driving for a specific mode. 

69  See Chapter 6 for details. 
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In addition, in situations of several entrepreneurs running a firm the business 
concept and the competence base may be used for reaching consensus. As 
consensus appears to be important when there are several entrepreneurs deciding 
on how to proceed in competence acquisition, it may be argued that competence 
acquisition is considered as crucial activities in the firms, which is why 
consensus is important. In the resource-based theory it is also argued that 
competence acquisition is crucial activities where it is suggested that 
competitive advantages are stemming from valuable and unique resources and to 
maintain uniqueness, resources have to be upgraded. 

7.4 	Theoretical contributions 

First, this study contributes to the competence-based view as it gives empirical 
implications that support the theoretical reasoning concerning use of modes and 
factors important for this. Second, the study contributes by enriching the picture 
of use of modes to include the use of sequences of modes as well as use of 
mixed modes. Third, the study makes implications that the three factor groups 
are important when competence is acquired as they may both push for the 
acquisition to take place as well as navigate for how the activities should be 
taken based on aspects of the factors. Fourth, this study implies that harmony 
among the three factor groups may be of importance for making good 
acquisition choices, also those acquisition choices seem to be important to fit the 
environment. Fifth, this study contributes with a small firm perspective on 
competence acquisition. Thereby, this thesis advances the discussion on small 
firm's acquisition of competence, pointing out the control aspect that the social 
network provides. As small firms differ from large firms, the extended use of the 
social network in competence acquisition in the cases presented in this thesis 
may be noteworthy. So, the focus on small firms in this thesis may help to 
explain the extended use of the social network. 

This study contributes to the resource-based theory as it supports the general 
idea of competing on resources as a way of creating competitive advantages, 
where resources currently under the firm's control affects how the firm can 
handle acquisition of competence. This study also contributes to the 
entrepreneurship literature as it points out the importance of the entrepreneur in 
the process of choosing mode of competence acquisition. In addition, the 
strategy literature is also supported as this study points out the importance of 
having a strategy in competence acquisition and, also, the importance of 
navigating in acquisition of competence in accordance with the firm's business 
concept. Further, the transaction cost theory is, also, partly supported by the 
study as it points out the way firms handle risks when acquiring competence, 
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which is a central point in the transaction cost theory. Also, the contingency 
theory gains support from this study as the model itself gained support from the 
study, which is built upon the basic idea of the contingency theory that the 
situation matters for how acquisition of competence is handled. 

7.5 	Propositions for future research 

Based upon the results of this thesis, a number of propositions have been 
suggested that may be of interest for future research to investigate. My own plan 
is to continue this study in Part Two as described in Chapter One. The 
preliminary aim of Part Two of the thesis is to test the revised model. 

7.6 	Implications for practitioners 

My ambition was to contribute with practical implications by describing 
activities that can be taken by small firms when acquiring competence, thus, 
providing an explicit arena on which small firms can act when in need of 
acquiring competence. I also aimed to provide a model that can bring awareness 
to the small firm of how they handle their competence acquisition. By using the 
model for analyzing how the small firm acts in acquisition of competence, 
awareness can arise of how they act in contrast to how other firms act. As stated 
by Landström (1999), entrepreneurship is something that can be taught and by 
revealing entrepreneurial activities, small firm managers, in general, can adopt 
these activities. Actions are, after all, something small firm managers can 
change and improve. 

One implication that this study contributes with is that managers of small firms 
may benefit from introducing strategies for competence acquisition on the 
agenda as a means to gain and sustain competitive advantages. These strategies 
have to be individually developed as each firm is made up of unique competence 
and surrounded by unique competence, making the conditions for competence 
acquisition unique for each firm. To enhance the chances for the strategy to be 
successful, aspects of the competence base, the business concept and the 
entrepreneur should be considered". Small firm managers could also benefit 
from involving additional competence as new owners or new members onto the 
board of directors to bring additional perspectives into the firm's activities. 
Also, using the social network as a means for "securing" for market acquisition 
modes appears to be a "tool" for controlling for perceived ambiguity. 

70 See Chapter 6 for details. 
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